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Resumo
Essa tese é uma narrativa de como masers e lasers foram inventados na União Soviética no começo da Guerra Fria que busca explicar como aquelas invenções ocorreram simultaneamente naquele país e nos Estados Unidos. Para tanto, ela é dividida
em dois períodos. O primeiro começa no final da década de 1930 e se estende até
meados da década de 1950, quando os primeiros masers foram postos em funcionamento. Esse período é marcado pela crescente militarização da ciência na URSS
nos EUA que estimulou o desenvolvimento de pesquisas na direção de tópicos com
potencial para aplicações militares e, argumento, levou duas tradições científicas
marcadamente distintas a convergirem na invenção do maser na primeira metade
dos anos 50. O segundo período tem início por volta de 1955, indo até 1961, e é
marcado por transformações profundas na ciência e sociedade soviéticas, entre as
quais as mais importantes para essa narrativa foram o reestabelecimento de laços entre os físicos soviéticos e seus pares em países capitalistas e a extensão da competição
entre os blocos para além da corrida armamentista. Naquele período, cooperação
científica internacional passou a ser vista tanto como uma ferramenta para promover
détente quanto como uma forma de obter informações sigilosas sobre pesquisas com
aplicações militares em potencial sendo conduzidas no outro lado da Cortina de
Ferro. Aquele contexto não apenas estimulou os físicos soviéticos a desenvolverem
novos tipos de maser, incluindo o maser ótico (laser), em competição com os Estados Unidos, mas foi também foi explorado por eles para desenvolver suas agendas de
pesquisas. Se a Guerra Fria influenciou os rumos da física, ela influenciou também
as concepções de observadores ocidentais sobre a ciência soviética, e sobre a União
Soviética de maneira geral. Isto se vê de forma clara na evolução dos estudos sobre
a URSS, em si produtos da guerra fria, ao longo da segunda metade do século vinte.
Pensando no leitor pouco familiarizado com os estudos sobre a União Soviética, essa
tese traz também um ensaio bibliográfico que discute a evolução da literatura sobre
a URSS e sua relação com a Guerra Fria.
Palavras chaves: Masers, Lasers, Guerra Fria, União Soviética, Internacionalismo Cientifico.
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Abstract
This dissertation tells a history of how masers and lasers came to be invented in the
Soviet Union in the beginning of the Cold War that helps to understand how those
devices were invented simultaneously on both sides of the Iron Curtain. It is divided
in two periods. The first spans from the end of the 1930s to mid 1950s, when the
first masers were launched. That period was marked by the increasingly militarization of science, both in the USSR and the USA, which fostered the development of
physical research toward research with potential to yield military applications and, I
argue, led Soviet and American physicists, formed in remarkably different scientific
traditions, toward the invention and development of the maser in the early 1950s.
For their different backgrounds, American and Soviets physicists had different conceptual understandings of the maser, but found common ground on experimental
practice. The second period begins circa 1955 and ends in 1961. It is marked by a
significant transformation in Soviet science and society, of which the most important for this narrative are the reestablishment of ties between Soviet scientists and
their foreign peers from capitalist countries and the extension of the competition between the two blocks beyond the arms race. In that period, international scientific
cooperation could be both a diplomatic tool to promote détente and a channel of information gathering. That context not only stimulated Soviet physicists to develop
new types of masers, including in optical masers (laser), in competition with the
United States, but was also exploited by physicists to promote their own research
agendas. In addition, this dissertation also contains a bibliographical essay which
discusses how the Cold War influenced Western perspectives on Soviet Union and
its Science.
Keywords: Masers, Lasers, Cold War, Soviet Union, Scientific Internationalism.
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1 Introduction
“The horizons before us are truly open to infinity. But the responsibility
before us is huge, for the level of laser technology and the rate and
breadth of its distribution depend on our work.”1
That was how the director of the Scientific Research Center for Technological Lasers
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, G. A. Abilsiitov, concluded an interview
in 1984, after presenting a very long list of technological applications of lasers his
institute was pursuing. Abilsiitov’s assertion may sound exaggerated, but it reflects
the optimism regarding laser research and development (R&D) in the Soviet Union
at the time. The Soviets believed, justifiably so, that in the 1980s they were years
ahead of the Americans in laser R&D. The problem was that most of the technology
they had developed was directed toward military ends. The Center for Technological
lasers was created to shift the balance toward the development of civilian technology. It would concentrate exclusively on civilian technological applications of lasers
to close the gap between research and industry, “expanding scientific-research work
with the purpose of satisfying the inquires of the economy for very different kinds
of technological lasers”.2 Although an academic institution, it was modeled after
industrial production centers, and its activities would range from research to manufacturing of technological equipment. Visiting the Center in 1989, when it had a
staff of more than 1200 people, a Chinese delegation “felt deeply that this is an ideal
model that [their] country need[ed]”.3
A. Pankov, ‘Hyperboloids of the 21st Century (Interview with G. A. Abilsiitov, director of
the Technological Laser Scientific Research Center)’, Leninskoie Znamia oct (1984). Translated and republished in USSR Report (Physics and Mathematics), (Foreign Broadcast Information Service, 1986) (February). – Technical report hURL: http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/
fulltext/u2/a360706.pdfi.
2
Pankov (as in n. 1).
3
Guo Zhenhua, Li Zaiguang and Han Yansheng, ‘Randon Notes on Visiting the USSR’,
Jiguang Jishu (Laser Technology), 13 (1989):4 hURL: http://www.dtic.mil/get-tr-doc/
pdf?AD=ADA309984i, p. 5. This publication, as the one cited above, was translated to English
by the translation services of the US National Air Intelligence Center. Apparently the archive of
1
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The creation of the Center for Laser Technology reveals that by the late 1970s Soviet physicist had realized that there was something wrong with Soviet laser physics.
If, as they have claimed, initially “All [their] thoughts were about mastering the
physics in full measure in order to develop our national economy”,4 when push
came to shove, surfing the Cold War rivalry, they promoted attempts to use lasers
for the national defense that more strained than helped the economy. By 1978,
they had lost track of how much time and money they had spent trying to develop reliable laser-based systems to track and shoot down Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles, airplanes, and satellites. And although those programs provided a better
understanding of the physics of high-energy lasers, they failed in their ultimate goal
of developing practical and reliable laser defense systems. To make up for that,
the minimum they could do was to promoted the translation of the knowledge and
expertise developed in military-laser programs into civilian, economically profitable
technology.5
Civilian applications of lasers are innumerable, and the list continues to grow every
year, but it was for the potential military applications that lasers were invented and
developed in the early years. The laser was “a remarkable gift” from the Department
of Defense (DoD), Ian Hacking concluded.6 But while I agree with Hacking’s remark
regarding the role of military funding in the invention of the laser, giving all the
the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) of the US Department of Defense (DoD) has
more documents on history of lasers in the USSR than any single Russian institution. To keep
US scientists abreast of the laser developments in the USSR the DoD consistently translated
papers, interviews, and surveys regarding the Soviet laser research. For example, the periodical
Bibliography of Soviet Laser Developments, began in 1970, was in its 94th number in
1988, all volumes I have seen contain over 120 pages. Many of them are digitized and available
at www.dtic.mil. Unfortunately, I discovered this wealth of sources too late to take advantage
of it while writing this dissertation.
4
N. G. Basov, Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984. Niels
Bohr Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA. 1984.
5
1978 was the year the Terra-3, a project which aimed to develop antimissile defense system
with laser weapons, was halted. But one of the leading figures of the Soviet scientific-military
complex, Peter Zarubin argued that much earlier “it occurred to many researchers that the
implementation of a [laser-based] AMD system... was a practically insurmountable problem
(technically and economically). However, it was hard to admit this, and there was no firm evidence to support such a conclusion, while an error of judgment in this case could be catastrophic
for the country.” P. V. Zarubin, ‘Academician Basov, high-power lasers and the antimissile
defence problem’, Quantum Electronics, 32 (2002):2, p. 1049. That project, began in 1964, was
the Soviet version of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) proposed by US president Ronald
Regan, and promoted by many scientists. Likewise, the SDI spent much but had little success trying to develop a laser AMD system. Nigel Hey, The Star Wars Enigma: Behind the
Scenes of the Cold War Race for Missile Defense, (Potomac Books Inc, 2006); Joung Cook,
‘High-energy laser weapons since the early 1960s’, Optical Engineering, 52 (2013):2.
6
Ian Hacking, The Social Construction of What? (Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 179.
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credit to the DoD downplays the role of scientists elsewhere, specially in the Soviet
Union, in the invention of the laser.
In her book The Laser in America historian Joan Bromberg has acknowledged
that
even the historian who looks at the American work alone sees continually the impact of advances made in Europe and the Soviet Union in
the 1950s and 1960s. Clearly we need histories of the maser and laser in
other contexts. Then we may compare effects of varying environments
on the research directions ad attack a range of supranational questions
such as the diffusion of scientific information between nations and within
nations.7
This dissertation is partly an answer to Bromberg’s call, which was very influential
in my initial conception of the project that brought me here. It is an attempt to
tell a history of how masers and lasers came to be invented in the Soviet Union
in the beginning of the Cold War that helps to understand how those devices were
invented simultaneously on both sides of the Iron Curtain. As assumed here, Cold
War is the indirect confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United States
which lasted from shortly after the end of the World War II until about 1991. That
context is essential to explain both the excessive militarization of laser physics and
how a research program initiated by a young physicist and his first two graduate
students around 1953, in a little more than a decade, was transformed in one of the
most successful fields of Soviet physics.
The remaining of this introduction has the following structure. In the next section
I make a brief presentation of the maser/laser principle and its applications, which
was written to stand alone and be published as an essay in a journal of physics
teaching.8 Next, come two sections with historiographical reflections on the concept
of Cold War and on writing history of contemporary science, respectively. I conclude
with comments on sources and the structure of the dissertation as a whole.

Joan Lisa Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970, (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press,
1991), p. XII.
8
That section will be translated to Portuguese and expanded to be submitted to Revista Brasileira
de Ensino de Física as a small contribution to the celebration of the year of light (2015).

7
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1.1 A gift from Apollo: maser, laser and their
applications
Apollo is one of the most complex and versatile deities of the classical Greek and
Roman mythology. He was considered the God of light, knowledge, medicine and
healing, music, arts, and more. Laser lights, likewise, turned out to be a very
versatile tool, being often called “the tool of thousand functions”, or a “solution in
search for problems”. Hence, the parallel between laser and Apollo is not restricted
to the fact that He is the God of light. Lasers have performed many roles that
were attributed to Apollo. They have reveled new knowledge in several branches of
science. Fields as nonlinear optics and quantum optics originated from the study of
lasers, its properties, or applications of lasers to study or clarify known phenomena.
Lasers found a wide range of application in medical diagnoses, treatments, therapies,
and is currently being used as tool for procedures ranging from surgery to wound
healing. The French composer, performer, and producer Jean Michel Jarre has
enchanted millions of fans with laser music displays and laser harps that have been
a high profile feature of almost all his concerts since 1981. And you need only to
input “laser art” in a search engine to see all sorts of artwork based on lasers. The
connections could go on and on, but I will just to give one more. Apollo is most
often represented with a harp or a bowl with and arrow of light, what is perhaps the
remotest representation of a directed-energy weapon (DEW), the most advanced of
which nowadays are high-power lasers.9
What is this heaven-sent gift that permitted so many possibilities? We may say
that it is not the device in itself but the ability to harness two quantum mechanical
effects called spontaneous and stimulated emissions of radiation. As evident from
its full name, Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, the laser
uses stimulated emission to amplify the power of radiation. And the process of
amplification is so powerful that a single photon in a fraction of a second may
generate a high-power beam.
The basic physics of spontaneous and stimulated emissions was settled in the first
decades of the 20th Century with the development of the old quantum theory and
was explained in 1917 by Albert Einstein, but physicists need almost 40 yeas more

9

All applications of laser I mentioned in the paragraph are well described in wikipedia.org. For
DEWs see Cook (as in n. 5).
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to harness and use those effects for practical purposes.10
According to quantum mechanics, atomic and molecular systems have discreet
and well-defined energy states. Within an atom, for example, an electron can only
occupy certain orbitals associated with well-defined energy levels. To transit from
one orbital to another it must absorb or emit energy to give a quantum jump,
because the region between the energy levels is a forbidden territory according to
quantum laws (see figure 1.1). To move into an orbital of higher energy (upper state),
the electron must absorb energy; to move into an orbital of lower energy (lower
state), the electron must emit energy. The same is valid for other quantum systems.
Molecules, to give one more example, have well-defined energy levels associated
with the rotation and/or vibration of their atoms, and the transition from one state
to another occurs with emission or absorption of radiation, usually microwave or
infrared radiation.

Figure 1.1: In this simplified scheme each ball represents an electron (not realistically) and En
represent the energy associated with the orbital n. According to the atomic model proposed by
Niels Bohr, electrons occupy only orbitals with well-defined energy levels. To transit between
orbitals they must absorb or emit energy in form of a quantum of radiation given by the expression E2 − E1 = hν, where h is Plank’s constant and ν the frequency of the radiation. The balls
could also represent molecules, and the process of transition is analogous, what changes is the
energy difference and therefore the frequency ν of the radiation absorbed. Illustration by Daria
Chusovitina.

When atoms and molecules are in the upper state, also known as excited state,
they may move to the lower state either by spontaneously emitting radiation or
by being stimulated to do so. Spontaneous emission occurs naturally because the
10

A. Einstein, ‘On the Quantum Theory of Radiation’, Physikalische Zeitschrift 18 (1917):121,
English translation in D. ter Haar, The Old Quantum Theory, (New York: Pergamon Press,
1967). A recent, didactic explanation of Einstein’s paper can be found in Daniel Kleppner,
‘Rereading Einstein on radiation’, Physics Today, 58 (2005):2.
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excited state is unstable and after a period, called relaxation time, the electron
spontaneously decays to the lower state, emitting a photon of radiation. In some
situations, however, the relaxation time is too long and its necessary to stimulate
the transition recurring to the effect of stimulated emission. The easiest way to do
so is by irradiating the atoms with radiation of frequency equivalent to the desired
transition (see figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: This scheme, analogous to the one presented in Figure 1.1, represent the effect of
stimulated emission predicted by Albert Einstein in 1917. The arrow followed by a wave-pack
represents a photon (again not realistically). When a photon hits an electron in the excited state
it stimulates the transition into the ground state and the emission of another photon identical
and in phase, i.e. coherent, with the stimulating photon. The energy of the photons has to be
equivalent to the energy of the transition, in accordance with the expression |E1 − E2 | = hν.
Illustration by Daria Chusovitina.

The "Eureka" behind the maser-laser invention was the realization that if one
manages to obtain a medium where most of the atoms are in the excited state,
spontaneous and stimulated emissions could be used to create a powerful beam of
radiation in which virtually all the photons have the same frequency and oscillate
in phase with one another, in physicist’s language, that is called a monochromatic
and coherent radiation.
To give an idea of how powerful the amplification process can be, imagine a simple
set-up made of a medium in which almost all the atoms are in the excited state
placed between two parallel mirrors separated by a distance of one meter. Once the
first photon is emitted it stimulates other atoms to emit other photons, and each of
those new photons also stimulate the emission of other photons, and so on. A chain
reaction takes place and the number of photons grows exponentially. But that is
not all. If the mirrors are good enough, each time the radiation bounces back and
forward between the mirrors its intensity increases a little. And as it is moving at
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the speed of light, in a single second the radiation beam travels the way between the
mirrors about 300 million times. Thus, it does not matter how small is the increase
in a single trip, in a very short time the power of the radiation will increase up to
the limit permitted by the set-up.
This vision of a single photon generating a powerful light beam in much less than
a second captured the imagination not only of scientists and the military, but of
the general public as well. Laser weapons became the favorite death ray of science
fiction writers since the 1960s, as evidenced by its presence in the first pilot episode
of Star Track (1965), in the series Lost in Space (1965-1968), and in the epic Star
Wars.
But such a system is easier said than done. There are two major problems to
devise a setup as the one described above. The first is that to obtain a medium in
which almost all the molecules are in the excited state is not an easy task. That
situation is called population inversion precisely because in nature the population
of atoms or molecules in the lower state is almost always larger than the population
of the upper state. Thus, to produce a laser it is necessary to devise an efficient way
to create this artificial population inversion.
The second major problem is to find an effective way of confining the radiation
within the system, making it bounce back and forth in the medium, to ensure that
most of the excited molecules are stimulated to emit radiation and the energy gain
will be superior to the energy loss. This system is called resonator. In the example
given above the resonator is the pair of parallel plates. For it to be efficient enough
the mirrors should reflect almost 100% of the light and be perfectly aligned with
each other; a small inclination of one of the mirrors and the light leaks away after a
few reflections.
Hence, although this general maser-laser principle may sound simple, and today
it is indeed relatively easy to solve those two problems, the knowledge and technology necessary to use stimulated emission to amplify radiation ripened only after the
World War II, and thanks to the war. The first person who thought of using stimulated emission to generate light was the Soviet physicist Valentin Fabrikant in the
late 1930s, but he could not come up with an efficient scheme to obtain population
inversion and did not elaborate on the resonator. It is very unlikely that any other
could have done so even with the most up to date knowledge and technology before
the WWII. 11
11

Several reasons for Fabrikant’s failure can be given, but the limited knowledge on population
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During the war physicists in many countries, but specially in the United States,
England, Germany, and Soviet Union, devoted themselves to the task of developing
the technology of radio communication and radar systems to detect enemy airplanes,
ships, and submarines. The key task was improving the technology of generation
and detection of short radiowaves both to make it more sensitive and stable and
to generate shorter and shorter waves, approaching the inferior limit of a spectral
region referred to as microwaves (waves of length ranging from 30 centimeter to 1
millimeter). Working on those tasks physicists learned to combine their theoretical knowledge of quantum mechanics with cutting-edge engineering knowledge and
technology of generation, stabilization, and amplification of microwaves.12

Figure 1.3: The inventors of the maser. From left to right: Hebert Zeiger, Nikolai Basov,
James Gordon, Alexander Prokhorov, and Charles Townes. USA 1959. Courtesy of Alexander
K. Prokhorov.

That combination of physics and engineering skills, associated with new technology of generation and detection of microwaves, was what permitted American and
Soviet physicists to successfully harness the effect of stimulated emission to amplify
radiation in the first half of the 1950s. The American team was composed by the
inversion (his thesis is one of the first works on the subject) and resonance phenomena were
serious drawbacks. Svetlana G. Lukishova, ‘Valentin A. Fabrikant: negative absorption,
his 1951 patent application for amplification of electromagnetic radiation (ultraviolet, visible,
infrared and radio spectral regions) and his experiments’, Journal of the European Optical
Society: Rapid Publications, 5 sep (2010), ISSN 1990–2573.
12
Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7); Paul Forman, ‘"Swords into
ploughshares": Breaking new ground with radar hardware and technique in physical research
after World War II’, Reviews of Modern Physics, 67 apr (1995):2.
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Columbia University physicist Charles H. Townes (1915–2015), his PhD student
James P. Gordon, and the postdoctoral fellow Herbert J. Zeiger. The Soviet team
was initially composed by the physicist Alexander M. Prokhorov (1916–2002) and
his graduate student Nikolai G. Basov (1922–2001) working at the Physical Institute
of the Academy of Science of the USSR (FIAN). Although among them only Charles
Townes worked in the radar project, in the postwar engineering skills were highly
valued among American and Soviet physicists. Both teams were well familiar with
the latest microwave technologies in their countries and were on the forefront of a
new field called microwave spectroscopy, which used microwave radiation to study
the structure of molecules and atomic nuclei. Not by chance, they came up with the
same solution to the problems of obtaining population inversion and of devising a
resonator good enough to make the radiation gain overcome the loss.13
Charles Townes hit upon an idea to obtain population inversion to make a generator of microwave based on spontaneous emission in the spring of 1951 while
preparing for a meeting in which he would discuss with a few prominent US physicists alternative ways of generating short microwave. His idea was to make a beam
of ammonia molecules with roughly the same number of molecules in the upper and
in the lower state and then to separate the molecules according to their energy state
using a non-homogeneous magnetic field. Once the molecules were separated, he
could direct only the excited molecules into a cavity resonator. That would permit
to obtain a medium in which virtually all the molecules were in the excited state,
ready to transit to the lower state and emit radiation.14
The Soviet had had basically the same idea by the end of 1952, the difference
was that instead of ammonia they suggested to use a beam of cesium fluoride, and
use a non-homogeneous electric field, instead of magnetic, to sort the molecules
according to their energy state. They all understood from the beginning that if the
molecules in the beam could spontaneously emit while passing through the cavity,
and if the cavity were good enough to retain almost all the radiation, they would
have a generator of microwave based on a completely original principle.
Yet, the implementation of the idea turned out being not so easy. As Basov
and Prokhorov understood since their first theoretical calculations, and Townes and
his group would discover while trying to build the device, the time of flight of the
Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7). The case of Soviet physicists will
be discussed in more details in this dissertation.
14
Ibid.; Paul Forman, ‘Inventing the Maser in Postwar America’, Osiris, 7 (1992):Science after
’40.; Charles H. Townes, How the Laser Happened, (New York: Oxford University Press,
1999). The details of the technique and apparatus will be given in chapter 2.
13
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molecules inside the cavity was shorter than the relaxation time of the molecules,
what meant that the molecules could remain excited all the way through the cavity.
Another drawback was that the best cavities they could make with the available
knowledge and technology was not so good to confine the radiation efficiently enough
to make a generator.
Luckily, those two drawbacks had a single solution: to introduce radiation in the
cavity. Introducing radiation would at once stimulate the molecules to radiate and
reduce the quality requirements for the cavity, but the device would no longer be
a generator, it would be an amplifier. The Soviets proposed that alternative in
the first time they presented the idea in a classified meeting in January 1953; and
the Americans, independently, in the same year, after many unsuccessful attempts
of making a generator based on spontaneous emission.15 With that change the
Americans succeeded in obtaining maser action for with a beam of ammonia for
the first time in early April 1954, and shortly after they christened the device after
the elegant acronym MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation).
The Soviets had began their work toward the maser with a more theoretical
approach. They first focused on making a theoretical description of the molecular
generator (as they initially called the maser), which they published in1954, and only
after that they began the practical work. They launched their first ammonia-beam
maser the following year.16
Studies of the first masers already revealed them to be very promising devices.
The unprecedented stability of their frequencies made them the most precise time
standards and their very low noise made them the most sensitive amplifiers. However, the first masers were big, cumbersome devices that could hardly be used outside
university laboratories. In the subsequent years, physicists in the United States, Soviet Union, and few other countries, dedicated themselves to the task of developing
new types of masers that could amplify radiation of various wave lengths, devising
new schemes to obtain population inversion using different materials and effects.
Physicists began seriously considering the possibility of maser action in the optical
region around 1957. In the following year Charles Townes and his collaborator
Arthur Schawlow discussed the possibilities of infrared and optical masers in a paper
15
16

Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14).
N. G. Basov and A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Application of molecular beams for radiospectroscopic
investigation of rotational spectra in molecules.’ Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 27 (1954):4.
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that has become a classic of laser physics, and is considered the salvo that started
the race to make the first laser.17
The winner of the race was the American engineer and physicist Theodore Maiman
in the spring of 1960. Maiman obtained laser action with a surprisingly simple setup
(Figure 1.4) made of a ruby rod at the center of a coiled flash lamp. Both ends of
the rod were coated with silver layers, but in one of the ends the layer was semitransparent to let the light out.18 However, the laser was not an invention of a
single man, or a single country, and the history of the laser can be seen as a story
of a transnational competition between men committed to opposing ideologies that
resulted in a joint contribution to invent one of the most remarkable devices the
mankind has ever invented.

Figure 1.4: On the Left: The first laser.

Maiman used a coiled flash lamp to energize atoms in a ruby crystal (aluminum oxide "doped" with traces of chromium).
On the right: Theodore looking at a ruby rod, the heart of his laser.
Source
https://www.aip.org/history/exhibits/laser/sections/therace.html.

Scientists naturally compete with their peers in occasions where there are few
groups working on the same problem, but in the context of Cold War the competition between American and Soviet physicists acquired new meanings. It became
entangled with the arms race and the perceived need of displaying superiority of
their political systems. Thus, masers and lasers were more intensively developed
A. L. Schawlow and C. H. Townes, ‘Infrared and optical masers’, Physical Review, 112
(1958):6
18
T. H. Maiman, ‘Stimulated Optical Radiation in Ruby’, Nature, 187 (1960):4736, ISBN 0028–
0836.
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in the Soviet Union and the United States not only because those countries had
the largest physics communities in the world, but also because those devices were
products of the orientation of science toward the development of advanced military
weapons and defense technologies, and that orientation was clearer in those countries
than in any other.

Figure 1.5: Alexander Prokhorov, Charles Townes, and Nikolai Basov at FIAN, Moscow, 1965.
They were key actors of the defense research establishment of their respective nations, but
maintained friendly scientific relations throughout the Cold War.

American and Soviet physicists quickly learned how to exploit the context to
advance their own agenda, which arguably overlapped the agenda of the military to
a large extent. They caught the attention of military sponsors with promises that
lasers would be the base for a new high-tech weapon which could destroy incoming
missiles carrying atomic bombs before they could reach their targets. Such a system
would definitively shift the balance of power of the Cold War.19 But lasers could
also be used to make more precise radars, to separate isotopes, and could even be
the key to dominate nuclear fusion. Hence in the three years following the first
demonstration of lasing, the US Department of Defense alone dumped more than
220 million 2015 dollars into laser R&D, and the DoD was not the only military
agency funding physical research in the US.20 Soviet physicists claimed that the
Soviet Union invested even more than the United States in laser R&D during the
19
20

Jeff Hecht, Beam : the race to make the laser, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005).
Paul Forman, ‘Behind Quantum Electronics: National Security as Basis for Physical Research
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1960s.21
That pattern, however, was not restricted to the Cold War superpowers. In 1960
the Brazilian physicist Sergio Porto moved to the United States to work at Bell
Laboratories and made a successful career in the United States working with lasers.
At the end of that decade the Brazilian military government began a negotiation
to convince Porto to return to Brazil to develop a method of isotopic enrichment
of uranium based on lasers. This was a move toward mastering the technology
necessary for Brazil to enrich uranium and possibly to make its own atomic bomb.22
In the terms of the deal, successfully closed, Porto received a world class laboratory,
a team of 30 doctors, mostly his collaborators in the US, and two million dollars, an
impressive investment for Brazilian standards at the time. Although Porto’s team
apparently failed in their ultimate goal –devising a method of isotopic separation
–they developed a series of laser technology, specially applied to medicine, that
permitted Brazil to become a reference in medical applications of lasers.23
Thus, as nuclear and high-energy physics, we may say that laser physics advanced
in the Cold War because of its military potentials, but unlike atomic bombs, which
became a symbol of men’s capacity for self-destruction, lasers found mostly peaceful
civilian applications. With compact disc (CD) readers, lasers have brought music
to our homes; with diverse kinds of medical procedures, lasers have improved the
life quality of numerous people; and with optical-fiber communications, lasers have
connected most of the world at the speed of light. Numerous applications of laser in
industry, as cutting and hardening of metals, have decreased the price and increased
the quality of production. Ultimately, lasers transformed our society. A heaven-sent
gift indeed.

1.2 Physics and the Cold War
The concept of Cold War is a mainstay of this narrative. And what a surprise I
had when, in the middle of the writing, I was asked whether there really had been
such thing as a Cold War. I must confess, I had taken it for granted. I had read
hundreds of works framed by the concept of Cold War. Since the beginning of my
Zarubin (as in n. 5).
Olival Freire Junior et al., ‘Nuclear Weapons in Regional Contexts: The Cases of Argentina
and Brazil’, jun (2015) hURL: http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.05859i.
23
Walker Antonio Lins and Olival Freire Jr., ‘Contribuição do físico brasileiro Sergio Porto
para as aplicacões do laser e sua introdução no Brasil’, Revista Brasileira de Ensino de Física,
32 (2010):3.
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doctoral studies I had been following a very diverse and active virtual community
of scholars, mostly historians, whose only common ground seems to be that they
all study Cold War. “Is it possible that all those pages, all those people, are about
something that does not correspond to an actual historical phenomenon?” That was
my first thought. In principle, yes. However, I saw little reason to question that
an indirect confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United States existed
beginning from the late 1940s and that it influenced not only the course of the
history of the major nations involved, but of many nations that played a secondary
role in the conflict. Yet, I allowed myself to reflect on the question, and thinking
critically about the concept and how it influenced the scholarship on Soviet Union
produced during the period turned out to be an exciting exercise that resulted in
the Chapter 2 of this dissertation.24
The answer I gave when asked whether there had been a Cold War was based
on a distinction made by Ian Hacking in the book Social Construction of What?
between interactive and non-interactive concepts. To clarify some issues at stake in
polemics regarding the social construction of various things, Hacking argues that we
have to distinguish between concepts that interact with the object or person they are
meant to describe (interactive kinds), and those that do not interact (non-interactive
kinds). For example, “stone” is a non-interactive kind, because the object, stone, is
not affected by the fact that we classify it as a “stone”, while “‘woman refugee’ (as
a kind of classification) can be called an interactive kind because it interacts with
things of that kind, namely people, including individual women refugees, who can
become aware of how they are classified and modify their behavior accordingly.”25
This is a fundamental difference between the natural and the social sciences. The
classifications and concepts of social sciences are of the interactive kind, while the
classifications of the natural sciences are not. Based on this distinction I answered
that as the concept Cold War is an interactive kind, once it began to be used by
historical actors themselves, it began to shape their actions and interactions. When
politicians, scientists and their fellow citizens began to use the term “Cold War” to
describe the indirect confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United States
following the Wold War II, they began to see themselves as living in a Cold War
and to act accordingly. In short, Cold War, the concept, shaped the conflict and
The question was made by my colleague Bruno Martins Boto Leite during the contest for the
position of professor of history and philosophy of science I currently hold at Universidade
Federal do Oeste da Bahia.
25
Hacking, The Social Construction of What? (as in n. 6), p. 32.
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period it was used to describe.26
To underpin this point I can give two examples of how the perception of living
a cold war influenced the actions even of people living in countries not directly
involved in the conflict. The history of Brazil in the second half of the last century
would be quite different if it were not for the fears of Western leaders, shared by
local elites, that Brazil could be “infected” by the virus of communism and become
‘unwilling to complement the industrialized economies’ with cheap labor and raw
materials.27 Those fears were the basis for the articulation of the civilian-military
coup, backed by the United States, that to defend Brazilian ‘democracy’ from the
‘claws of communism’ interrupted it for more than two decades.28
The Cold War and the anti-communist rhetoric was also used by US officials to
justify anti-democratic interventions in Latin American countries even when there
was no shadow of the Soviet Union in events. Historian David Ryan argued that to
justify intervention in Guatemala Washington claimed that a ‘Communist type of
terrorism’ existed in Guatemala that served the ‘the evil purpose of the Kremlin to
destroy the inter-American system’. The real purpose of the actions, however, was
to prevent that
The term “cold war” was first used by George Orwell in the essay “You and the Atomic Bomb”
published October 19, 1945, little more than two months after atomic bombs were dropped
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in the British newspaper Tribune. In this prophetic essay Orwell
discussed the prospect of “two or three monstrous super-states” possessing a powerful weapon
as the atomic bomb and he saw a “permanent state of ‘cold war”’ as the mostly likely outcome.
“Had the atomic bomb turned out to be something as cheap and easily manufactured as a
bicycle or an alarm clock, it might well have plunged us back into barbarism... If, as seems
to be the case, it is a rare and costly object as difficult to produce as a battleship, it is
likelier to put an end to large-scale wars at the cost of prolonging indefinitely a ‘peace that is
no peace’.” George Orwell, You and the Atomic Bomb, (London, oct 1945) hURL: http:
//orwell.ru/library/articles/ABomb/english/e{\_}abombi.
However, the first use of the term in the sense of a war waged through indirect conflict to
describe the post–World War II geopolitical tensions between the USSR and its satellites and
the United States and its western European allies is attributed to Bernard Baruch, an American
financier and presidential advisor, on April 16, 1947. The term caught on and since then became
widely used not only in the US. Wikipedia has a good discussion on the origins of term (one of
the best I could find online): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_war_(general_term).
27
That was how the problem of communism was perceived by US planners. “Western leaders
feared that Russia’s economic growth would inspire ’radical nationalism’ elsewhere, and that
others too might be stricken by the disease that infected Russia in 1917, ’when it became
unwilling to complement the industrial economies of the West’.” Noam Chomsky, Profit
Over People: Neoliberalism and Global Order, ebook edition. (Seven Stories Press, 2011),
pp. location 339.Chomsky is discussing the US foreign policy in Latin America with Brazil,
since 1945 regarded as a “testing area for modern scientific methods of industrial development
based solidly on capitalism”, as a major case in point.ibid., pp. location 300.
28
Elio Gaspari, A ditadura envergonhada, Volume 1, (Sao Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 2002).
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‘radical’ and ‘nationalistic regimes’ responsive to popular pressures for
‘immediate improvements in the low living standards of the masses’ and
the development of the domestic needs” conflicted with US demands for
‘a political and economic climate conductive to private investments with
adequate repatriation of profits’.29
As Ryan concluded, “Cold War constructs facilitated Washington’s use of covert
means to subvert the democratic process, and various economic, diplomatic and
military means to support the subsequent brutal ‘anti-communist’ regime.”30
Those two examples show that in some cases, as that of Brazil, the fear of the
influence of the Soviet Union in Latin America, the fear that Brazil could become
another Cuba, was indeed experienced by many historical actors (the local elite,
which would lose all their privileges, for example). But even when the fear was not
real, the Cold War and its social constructs were used to justify actual action that
did shape the history of the period.
On physics, the impact of the Cold War is undeniable. In the early postwar
physics became a pillar of the defense industry, both in the Soviet Union and the
United States. Mindful of the imminence of a new war, and that a new high-tech
weapon more powerful than the atomic bomb could shift the balance of power, policy
makers sought to direct science toward knowledge and devices that could lead to new
military technologies.31 In the postwar, historian Paul Forman convincingly argues,
“American physics [...] underwent a change in purpose and character, an enlistment
and integration of the bulk of its practice and practitioners in the nation’s pursuit
of security and ever more advanced military technology.”32
It was based on the history of the maser in the United States that Forman forged
the thesis that the presence of massive military funding set the directions of the
physical research in the United State, turning physics from basic to applied topics,
specially to the development of gadgets with probable military applications. This
David Ryan, US Foreign Policy in World History, (Routledge, 2014), p. 153. Ryan is quoting
a 1953 National Security Council’s top secret document.
30
Ibid..
31
See the volume Forman, Paul and Sánchez-Ron, José M., editors, National military establishments and the advancement of science and technology, Dordrecht. The size of the literature
on science in the Cold War is daunting, and continue to grow fast. A nice bibliographic essay, which is already somewhat outdated, can be found in Audra J Wolfe, Competing with
the Soviets: Science, Technology, and the State in Cold War America, (The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2012), pp. 143-159.
32
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20),
pp. p. 150.
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Forman’s thesis became know in science studies and history of science as the “distortion thesis”, or the Second Forman Thesis, and was widely discussed in the literature
of those disciplines.33
However, although the wide use of the term distortion in the literature is telling
of how Forman’s papers were received by a significant parcel of historians of science,
that term is nowhere to be found in any of Forman’s papers, and as does not translate
well his thesis. The term distortion has led to misinterpretations of Forman’s second
thesis such as the one criticized by Historian Audra Wolfe, who argued that the term
distortion
...implies that there exists some sort of pure, undistorted science devoid of political or cultural intention. A generation’s worth of scholarship
in the history of science has demonstrated that, to the contrary, scientists are participants in the culture in which they live. Their choices and
opportunities have always been shaped by the ideological assumptions,
political mandates, and social mores of their times. Indeed the idea that
American science ever operated in a "free zone" outside of politics is itself
a legacy of the ideological Cold War.34
Wolfe’s criticism may apply to a large parcel of the literature on Cold War science,
and it is interesting because it draws attention to how the Cold War affected the
image of science. However, if directed toward Forman’s work, the criticism is misguided. Forman does not assume that prior to the marriage between physicists and
the military science was pure, undistorted, “devoid of political or cultural intention”, but, instead, that scientists had control of their discipline, even if to direct
it to promote national interests, as German physicists did between the wars.35 The
core of Forman’s argument is that while believing that they were dictating the rules,
The Second Forman thesis is articulated in a series of paper on Quantum Electronics in early
Cold War: Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’
(as in n. 20); idem, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14); idem, ‘Into
quantum electronics: Maser as ’gadget’ of Cold-War America’, in: Paul Forman and J.M.
Sanchez-Ron, editors, National military establishments and the advancement of science and
technology, (Dordrecht, 1996); idem, ‘Atomichron®: the atomic clock from concept to commercial product’, Proceedings of the IEEE, 73 (1985):7 hURL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
xpls/abs{\_}all.jsp?arnumber=1457534i. Second because Forman became famous for another thesis, that the quantum theory is a result of attempts by physicists to accommodate
their discipline to the zeitgeist of Weimar Germany.Idem, ‘Weimar Culture, Causality, and
Quantum Theory, 1918-1927: Adaptation by German Physicists and Mathematicians to a Hostile Intellectual Environment’, Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences1 , 3 (1971), ISBN
9788578110796.
34
Wolfe, Competing with the Soviets (as in n. 31), p. 4.
35
Paul Forman, ‘Scientific Internationalism and the Weimar Physicists: The Ideology and Its
Manipulation in Germany after World War I’, Isis, 64 (1973):2.
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in the early Cold War, US physicists lost the control of their discipline. They were
lured with astronomical budgets, ‘purchased on the install installment plan’, to do
the physics the military judged to be strategic.36 Thus, the Second Forman thesis
seems to be better translated in terms of “militarization”, rather than “distortion”,
of science.
However important was military funding on influencing the directions of physical
sciences, we ought to be careful not to put to much emphasis on pecuniary interest
alone. Among the researchers who profited from the novel working mode of physics
in the postwar, a host of them were physicists inclined to engineering, or the other
way around, and were genuinely excited by the challenges and potentialities of wellfunded, practically oriented research.37 After the Soviet Union obtained nuclear
weapons, specially with the outbreak of the Korean War in the early 1950s, many
were also moved by the international tension (some, as the iconic Eduard Teller, to
an unreasonable degree). As Joan Bromberg puts it, “at the time, it seemed right
and normal to most of US scientists to pursue fundamental research and military
applications”38 . Forman took in account all this excitement as well as this sense of
patriotic duty among physicists as part of a host of factors that overdetermined the
directions of physical research toward device making and the “pursuit of security
through ever more advanced military technologies”.39
Bromberg, on the other hand, convincingly argues that the skills physicists learned
and the devices they produced during their military-oriented, device-making activities helped to develop fundamental research as well. She shows how the involvement
of the physicist Marlan O. Scully in military research helped him to devise important
experiments in foundations of quantum mechanics. Ironically, this is the reverse of
the formula propagandized by scientists to military agencies in order to increase
the share of basic research sponsored by military contractors, according to which
basic science naturally advances military technology. In this case we have military
technology advancing basic science.40
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20),
p. 229.
37
See chapter 9 Timothy Lenoir, Instituting Science: The Cultural Production of Scientific
Disciplines, (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1997).
38
Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7), p. 15.
39
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20),
p. 150.
40
Joan Lisa Bromberg, ‘Device Physics vis-a-vis Fundamental Physics in Cold War America:
The Case of Quantum Optics’, Isis, 97 (2006):2.
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1.2 Physics and the Cold War
What we may learn from all this is that, regardless of how scientists try to compartmentalize, its hardly possible to draw a line between applied and fundamental
research in most of physical research done in the second half of the twentieth century. Yet, in the discourse of scientists fundamental and basic research do seem to
be distinct categories, and this distinction often oriented the actions and demands
of scientists. In this regard, Konstantin Ivanov has drawn attention to an interesting
phenomenon that took place in the early Cold War and is crucial for our narrative.
While among American scientists after the late 1950s there occurred a ideological
shift from pure, or fundamental, to applied research; in the Soviet Union the shift
was from applied to fundamental research. In practice they were somewhere in the
middle of those two ideological extremes. They did both fundamental and applied
science and had to compartmentalize not to deal with the conflict between their
words and deeds.41
¸
Military funding and research became conspicuous in the Soviet Union as well,
and for similar reasons. Soviet planned economy was from its outset a war economy,
namely, an economy where certain targets are fixed in advance and then plans to
achieve them by allocating recourses whatever the short-term cost are launched;
and it would remain so at least until Stalin’s death.42 Science was a central part of
that economy, playing a major role in governmental planning throughout the Soviet
period. Since its conception in the 1920s and early 1930s, the Soviet scientific
establishment, structured in form of large-scale research institutes was designed to
be centrally planned. When the WWII loomed in Europe, those circumstances made
military mobilization of Soviet science a relatively easy endeavor.43
By 1950, Soviet science was as engaged in military research as American science,
if not more. And during the Cold War science in those two countries was entangled
with society to the same effect, well expressed by Alexei Kojevnikov:

Konstantin Ivanov, ‘Science after Stalin: Forging a New Image of Soviet Science’, Science
in Context, 15 jan (2002):02. For compartmentalization see conclusion of Forman, ‘Osiris,
No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14).
42
E. J Hobsbawm, How to Change the World, (New Haven and London: Yale University, 2012),
ISBN 9780300188202, p. 9.
43
Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘The Making of the Soviet Bomb and the Shaping of Cold War Science’, in:
Cathryn Carson and David Hollinger, editors, Reappraising Oppenheimer: Centennial
Studies and Reflections, Volume 1956, (Berkeley: University of California, 2005).
41
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On both sides of the Iron Curtain, militarization proceeded along to
main path: the movement of scientists into secret, military oriented research centers, and the increased penetration of massive military funding
and classified research into ostensibly civilian institutions. Probably the
majority of academic physicists in both U.S.S.R. and the U.S. during
the postwar decade did at least some military research. Many moved
between classified and academic settings and ran parallel projects in
both, often within the same laboratory buildings and with the same or
similar instruments.44
As we will discuss in more details in chapter 2, Soviet Science came to resemble its
North American counterpart not only in its engagement with military research, but
in content as well. In their first big postwar challenge – developing the atomic bomb
– Soviet leaders and scientists deliberately followed the Americans; an strategy well
expressed in the slogan "to catch up and to surpass" promoted by Stalin. Later, as
the competition with the west extrapolated the arms race, the same strategy was
extended to other research fields.
Thus, there are good reasons to believe that Forman’s militarization thesis may
be, without loosing its strength, extended to Soviet science as well. In fact, the
uniformity of American and Soviet research agendas in physical sciences, what is
implied in extending Forman’s thesis to Soviet Science, should be the starting point
to understand the parallel development of masers and lasers in the United States
and the Soviet Union.

1.3 Learning to write history of contemporary science
After obtaining a bachelor’s degree in physics, the decision of going for a master’s
degree in history of science for me meant a substantial change. A move which
implied learning new methodologies and disciplinary values, it entailed a conscious,
deliberate effort to break out of my training overtly focused on natural sciences,
since high school, and to adopt a discipline in which there are no theoretical or
experimental proofs, but plausible versions of past events, in which we do not create
theoretical models, but reconstructions of the processes that produced whatever
structure it is we’re seeking to explain based on evidences the past has bequeathed
us. That is to say that learning to write history of science implied mastering what
44

Kojevnikov, ‘The Making of the Soviet Bomb and the Shaping of Cold War Science’ (as in
n. 43), pp. 142-143.
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1.3 Learning to write history of contemporary science
for historian John Lewis Gaddis “is one of the most sophisticated of all methods of
inquiry”, with which historians are well familiar –the narrative.45 This section is
my personal reflection on this process of learning to write history of contemporary
science.
That historical accounts are narratives which, notwithstanding being one of the
most sophisticated methods of inquiry, ought not to be taken as descriptions of a real
past as it actually happened was a common ground of the discussions of a discipline
of Social History46 and of the book The Landscape of History by John Lewis Gaddis.
That discipline, which I attended during my master studies, and that book, which I
read in the same period, were bases of my first systematic studies of historiography
and had strong influence on how I looked at historical narratives afterwards. Later I
came to regard that conception of history as a reaction to, or a result of, the threat
to the tenets of historical objectivity posed by the late arrival of the ‘linguistic turn’
and the postmodern attacks on the discipline of history.
The ‘linguistic turn’, began early in the 20th century with the emphasis on the
relationship between philosophy and language, to history meant questioning the
assumption that the past can be described as it actually happened, detached from
the ideological perspective of the historian who is describing it. Proponents of the
linguistic turn argue that the past does not exist outside our textual representations
of it, and that these representations cannot be separated from the ideological baggage
that historians bring to them. Although this was the basis for the post modern
attacks that questioned the point and possibility of writing history and generated
a general sense of crisis in the discipline in the 1980s and 1990s, some historians
embraced the ‘linguistic turn’ as an opportunity to rethink the foundations of the
John Lewis Gaddis, The Landscape of History: How Historians Map the Past, (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2002), ISBN 0195066529, p. 88. This idea that I had to learn the
methods and internalize the mores of the discipline of history was rooted in the assumption
that history of science, as history of art, wars, or slavery, was a sub-discipline of history. This
assumption was evident in Olival Freire Jr.’s works, courses, and the composition of his group,
LACIC, which included students with basic training in history and natural sciences, and I
initially took it for granted. But still in my first year as a master candidate I learned that it
was not to widely held. As I became more familiar with the community I realized that not all
historians of science paid due attention to history and that historians tout court were not so
willing to acknowledge history of science as a sub-discipline of history. This latter realization
came in the the first ENAPEC, a National meeting for young scholars in history of science and
technology, held in Belo Horizonte 2011, when one of the main talks, delivered by a historian
tout court, reflected upon the question “Is history of science history?”. The talk raised general
discomfort in the audience and was the center of polemics among my fellow students for the
following weeks.
46
Discipline offered by Fátima Pires for graduate students of the Department of History of UFBA
in the first semester of 2011.
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discipline and reformulate the concept of historical objectivity.47 In practice, and
institutionally, the arrival of the ‘linguistic turn’ to history marked the dawn of
cultural history and is often referred to as ‘cultural turn’.
Among the first to embrace the implications of the linguistic turn to historiography, the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur argued that the associations between
history and narrative was for a long time denied by the dominant historiography
that, aiming to establish history as a scientific discipline modeled after the natural
sciences, denied any link between history, supposedly a faithful description of real
facts, and fictional narratives, free creation of the minds of their authors. For Ricoeur, “the problems posed by the epistemological break between fiction and history,
or between myth and history, turned attention to the question of evidence, at the
expense of more fundamental question of what accounts for the interest of a work
of history”.48
But far from aiming to blur the distinction between history and fiction to undermine history, what Ricoeur shows is that looking at history as narrative allows
historiography to drawn from the rich literature on narrative analysis and literary
theory.49 Elaborating on Aristotle’s concept of mimesis (sometimes translated as
“representation”, sometimes as “imitation”) in Time and Narrative Ricoeur develops what at first seems a pure exercise of literary criticism, analyzing how literary
works represent and re-configure the world. However, after convincingly arguing,
that history is ultimately a form of narrative,50 he applies his framework to historiography and the resulting analysis is plenty of novel historiographical insights, many
of which would be assimilated by adepts of cultural history.
For a discussion of the impact of the linguistic turn on the discipline of history and a call to reflect
upon its implications to move “Toward a History of the Social” see James Vernon, ‘Who’s
Afraid of the ’Linguistic Turn’? The Politics of Social History and Its Discontents’, Social
History, 19 (1994):1. A discussion of postmodernist crises in history is also is presented in Paul
Forman, ‘On the Historical Forms of Knowledge Production and Curation: Modernity Entailed
Disciplinarity, Postmodernity Entails Antidisciplinarity’, Osiris, 27 (2013):1. However, Forman
is far less optimistic about that crisis as an opportunity for reformulating the foundations of
the discipline.
48
Paul Ricoeur, Time and Narrative, Volume 1, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990),
p. 151.
49
That Ricoeur, a philosopher, not a historian, was among the first to explore the implications of
the linguistic turn to historiography is symptomatic of the unwillingness of most of historians
to accept the implications of the linguistic turn in history. That’s one of the reasons why the
linguistic turn arrived in history much later than in other disciplines of humanities.Vernon
(as in n. 47).
50
Nowadays its common to read historians referring to their histories as stories, but the careful
way that Ricoeur builds his argument to defend that history is ultimately narrative suggests
that this was not taken for granted among his potential readers.
47
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From the perspective of analysis of narrative, historians, as poets or novelists, to
make their narratives depend on an understanding of the world which is grounded
not only on temporal structures and knowledge of basic elements as agents, means,
ends, circumstances, and so on, but also on knowledge of the symbolic system that
gives meaning to actions and discourses produced in a given culture. The comprehension of those actions or discourses require historians to make a conscious effort
of interpretation of their symbolic meaning in the cultural context of their object
of study, which, as a rule, is foreign to them. Historian Marc Bloch seems to have
graped this intuitively when he warns that history if full of “states of mind which
were formerly common, yet which appear peculiar to us because we no longer share
them”,51 but Bloch still lacked the theoretical foundations for a more systematic
reflection on those “state of mind” as a culture with a symbolic system that gives
meaning to particular actions and discourses. Only later, based on the linguistic turn
and its implications to the interpretations of culture discussed by Clifford Geertz,
could Ricoeur argue that “To understand a ritual act is to situate it within a ritual, set within a cultic system, and by degrees within the whole set of conventions,
beliefs, and institutions that make up the symbolic framework of a culture.”52
To give a concrete example from history of Soviet science, Alexei Kojevnikov drew
on Wittgenstein’s notion of language games to forge an anthropological approach
to the ideological disputations in Soviet Science in the late 1940s. Rejecting the
notion that their results were determined from above, he investigated the rituals of
criticism and self-criticism, borrowed from political live, used by scientists to settle
the disputations. Kojevnikov concludes that although the rules of the rituals were
determined the results were open and dependent on the performance of individuals or
groups of scientists. Thus, what looked like an anti-democratic influence of ideology
in science for some historians, when understood from a symbolic framework, may
be regarded as a democratic, if idiosyncratic, way of settling scientific disputes.53
Historians, of course, unlike poets and novelists, have strong constrains while writing their narratives. As John Gaddis put it, historical narratives “vary in purpose,
Marc Bloch as quoted in Gaddis (as in n. 45), p. 106.
Ricoeur (as in n. 48), p. 58. Cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz was one of the first to
explore the implications of the linguistic turn to anthropology in his classic essay Clifford
Geertz, ‘Thick Desccription: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture’, in: The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Papers by Clifford Geertz (New York: Basic Books, 1973).
53
Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘Games of Stalinist Democracy: Ideological discussions in Soviet Sciences’, in: Sheila Fitzpatrick, editor, Stalinism: New Directions, (New York: Routledge,
2000).
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but not in their methods. For in all of them, we ask ourselves: ‘How could this
have happened?’ We then proceed to try to answer the question in such a way as to
achieve the closest possible fit between representation and reality.”54 Thus, although
they often follow a chronological order, historical narratives are most often written
having an ending as a lighthouse that guides the author and the reader, and along
the way to that ending the narrative should be as coherent as possible with reality,
namely the historical sources, records of the events that may be included in the
narrative.
However, as we may infer from the discussion above, historical sources never talk
for themselves, and that “closest possible fit to reality” may be less tangible than
it sounds. The interpretation of the meaning of actions and events registered in
the historical sources quite often requires the historian to explicit or translate in
the narrative the symbolic cultural framework that makes them meaningful (otherwise his or her narrative cannot be intelligible to readers who do not share that
framework). And this process of translation, as well as the preconditions necessary
for historians to understand the sources, necessarily involves preconceptions deeply
rooted in their own culture. Therefore, a historical narrative may be regarded as a
bridge that links the culture of the historian with the culture the period and place
s/he interprets, and the fit to reality might change as the culture of the historian
changes.
In this perspective to write a historical narrative is not to describe the past in its
own terms, as historians once intended, because that is impossible; instead, it is to
dialogue with the past from the present. The preconceptions of the world inherent
in the cultural tradition of the historian, far from being negative, offer the basis
for new forms of comprehending the past. Hence, each historiographical tradition,
each generation of historians, will dialogue differently with the past and perceive it
differently.
¸
Contemporary history profited twofold from the crisis and reconfiguration of history initiated by the linguistic turn. First, questioning the possibility of writing
the past as it actually happened, including of the most distant past, weakened the
main objection of historians of earlier periods against contemporary history, that
54

Gaddis (as in n. 45), p. 105.
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the proximity of the historian to the event s/he is studying does not allow detachment. Contemporary historians were already aware of their subjectivity when the
post modern attacks on history, and the ensuing sense of crises, pushed historians
of earlier period rethink their notion of historical objectivity.
Second, with its characteristic abundance of sources for analysis of discourse
(oral-history interviews, memoirs, and the abundant bureaucracy of modern governments), contemporary history became one of the main locus of historians prone
to cultural histories. Far from being regarded as a setback, the familiarity of the
historian with the culture of his object actually came to be seen as a head start
to understand the meaning of action and discourse in the symbolic framework of
the culture in question. Historians of present (this quite vague and flexible timeframe) usually have an easier time to understand the “state of mind” of his or her
period.55 But in any case, “It’s always dangerous to exalt ‘to the level of the eternal
observations necessarily borrowed from our own brief moment in time.’”56
A major challenge for contemporary historians lies on the relationship between
the historian and his or her subject. Contemporary historians write about people
who can write back, and those people have their own narratives of their lives that
quite often conflicts with the narratives written by historians. This problem was
brought into sharp relieve by David Carr in his book Time, Narrative, and History.
Scrutinizing the relationship between life experience and narrative, Carr argued
that for events we have lived to become life experiences they must be configured in
a narrative that becomes part of our life story, which in turn may be regarded as a
broad narrative that follows principles of coherence, unity, and structure, typical of
narratives. Along our lives, we are constantly revisiting our life story. From time
to time we engage in some kind of reflection about our lives, regardless whether we
write about it or not. Carr argued that although “we may think of autobiographical
reflection as being performed in the present and directed entirely toward the past,
more often however, it is concerned with the past in order to render it coherent
with or comprehensible in terms of a present and a future.”57 As he concludes (his
emphasis), “Life can be regarded as a constant effort, even a struggle, to maintain
Contemporary historians often argue that they have their own sense of the “atmosphere of the
time” to guide them through the sources. There are histories in which the historian is at once
the author and witness of his narratives.Martin Johnes, ‘on Writing Contemporary History’,
North American Journal of Welsh Studies, 6 (2011):1.
56
Marc Bloch as quoted in Gaddis (as in n. 45), p. 106.
57
David Carr, Time, narrative, and history, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986),
p. 75.
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or restore the narrative coherence face of an ever-threatening, impending chaos at
all levels.”58
The implications of this to contemporary historians, who relies heavily on autobiographical accounts and oral histories, are tremendous. To illustrate this I would
like to bring a lengthy, precious quotation from an interview with Charles Townes,
one of the main characters of this dissertation, regarding the role of the military in
the invention of the maser:
It is interesting –there are a couple of people who write about laser
history that I think have a very doctrinaire political point of view. One
of them is this woman, [Joan] Bromberg, who’s written a book on lasers
that has just come out, and another one is a historian at Smithsonian
[Paul Forman]. And they both keep trying to sell the idea that the
navy was very interested in shortwaves, it had important uses for them,
and they were very interested in the possibility of generating energy and
hence they did this, and they had it all in mind and this was the reason
we did what we did, I did what I did. And not only the military, but
also industry. That shortwaves were very important to industry, and so
industry was very interested in pushing us in this direction.
That’s pretty far from the truth. There was one industrial person who
had some interest, and I’ll mention that. For the navy, this was kind of
exploratory. They didn’t really see a lot of uses, but they were hoping
there would be some uses, and it was really exploratory for them. Another part of the historians story is that the military was very interested
in pushing me on the maser and so on. Well, they were completely uninterested in the maser when I started it. It was just one of the things
they tolerated, along with the rest of my science, and in order to have
the laboratory there, they would give us freedom, and okay, if I thought I
wanted to do this, why it was all right, but they were quite uninterested.
Now, on the other hand, they did sponsor this committee to explore the
field, and I think that is a very good and sensible thing that they did.
But we basically didn’t get anywhere very much, and we just didn’t find
any particularly good methods for doing it.59
“[T]he committee to explore the field” was the Advisory Committee on Millimeter
Wave Generation of the Office of Naval Research (ONR), which had Townes as
the chairman. Townes conceived the idea of a millimeter-wave generator based on
Carr (as in n. 57), p. 91. For Carr, “the most striking occasion for such reflections are those
radical conversions, usually religious or political, in which a new view of life, of oneself, of one’s
future, requires a break with or a reinterpretation one’s past”.
59
Charles H. Townes, Inteview with Charles H. Townes by Suzanne B. Riess in 1991
and 1992, 1992 hURL: http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=kt3199n627{\&}brand=
calisphere{\&}doc.view=entire{\_}texti.
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spontaneous emission that led to the maser while preparing for a meeting of that
committee, which was one of “a panoply of advisory committees” created by the
Navy to foster physical research in particular directions.60 We may see that Townes
does not deny the factual existence of the committee, he reinterpreted it as a “very
good sensible thing” the Navy did “to explore the field”, as if the ONR were a
philanthropic organization willing to promote the advance of knowledge for its own
sake.
It is hardly questionable that military interests, funding and strategies for directing physical research toward particular strategic problems were major causal agents
in the invention of masers and lasers. This is clear not only in Bromberg’s and
Forman’s work, but in most of historical narratives on history of masers and lasers,
including this dissertation. 61 But if we look at Townes’s statement as an effort to
restore narrative coherence things suddenly fall into place. Townes was “a scientists
and active church member”, who at the end of his life became a “leading advocate
for the convergence of science and religion”; so much so that he was awarded the
2005 Templeton Prize for Progress Toward Research or Discoveries about Spiritual
Reality, as described in its webpage, “the world’s best known religious prize and the
largest annual monetary prize given to a single individual” ($ 1.5 million).62 With
the memories of the Cold War fading away, his past role of cold warrior was hard
to accommodate in a life narrative coherent with his new role of leading religious
figure.63
¸
What does it take to become a good historian of science? One of the founding fathers of the discipline, living in an epoch that disciplines were on the high,
George Sarton set high and clear standards for its practitioners. Just to illustrate,
the knowledge he considered essential for a “real” historian of science included “‘A
knowledge of the European languages, paleography, scholastic philosophy, political
Forman and Sánchez-Ron (as in n. 31), pp. 282-284.
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20); idem,
‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14); Forman and Sánchez-Ron (as in
n. 31); Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7); Hecht (as in n. 19); Mario
Bertolotti, The History of the Laser, (Bristol, UK; Philadelphia, PA: Institute of Physics
Publishing, 2005); Hey (as in n. 5).
62
Charles Townes Wins 2005 Templeton Prize - Archived News, 2005 hURL: http://www.
templetonprize.org/tpctwtp.htmli – visited on 2015-09-13.
63
A similar denial of connections between the invention of the maser and military research was
made by Nikolai Basov in the 1980s. That will be discussed in the chapter 3.
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history, ecclesiastic history’ as well as a basic training in one of the natural sciences”.64 He believed that “no greater service can be rendered to the history of
science... than by relentlessly insisting upon the necessity of raising the standards
of scholarship”.65
History of science have changed dramatically since Sarton’s times, and those standards are clearly in need of a reformulation. Sarton understood science as an international enterprise in the quest for a true, context-independent knowledge. International, in that context, meant mostly European; hence the need of knowing the
European languages. But the development of science after the World War II removed Europe from the center of the scientific activity, or created new centers. The
United States, propelled by an inflow of illustrious scientist-refugees, quickly gained
prominence. The Soviet Union also consolidated itself as a major scientific center.
Many other nations that had been neglecting their scientific communities, with the
growing awareness of the importance of science to their national sovereignty and
economy, began to foment science and support the formation and growth of their
scientific communities. Thus, we may say that in the second half of the 20th century science has become truly international, and as historians turn their attention to
contemporary science, those developments left the “language requirements” of the
discipline in need of revision.
The most important disciplinary changes in history of science, however, were not
due to changes in science itself, but on how science was perceived. Landmarks as
Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Paul Forman’s article on
quantum mechanics in Wiemar Germany, and the Strong Program of Sociology of
Science, nowadays essential part of the training of historians of science, each in its
way have transformed the discipline and how its objects, science, and scientists,
are perceived and represented. Science is no longer regarded as an international
enterprise in the quest for truth, but as social practice situated in a well defined
context. Scientists are no longer regarded as geniuses working in relative isolation
with the sole purpose of advancing knowledge, but generally as people, if distinguished, involved in a cultural milieu, and more often than not, concerned with
questions prominent in their time and societies. The result was a shift from macro
histories encompassing many nations and centuries to micro histories concerned with
James Conant, ‘George Sarton and Harvard University’, Isis, 48 (1957):3, p. 305. Sarton’s
odyssey to establish history of science as an academic discipline with high standards is discussed
in Aydin Sayili, ‘George Sarton and the History of Science’, Turkish Review, 25 (1996), ISBN
00211753; see also Forman, ‘Osiris, No. 1, vol. 27, 2013’ (as in n. 47).
65
Quoted in Idem, ‘Osiris, No. 1, vol. 27, 2013’ (as in n. 47), p. 62.
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well-defined temporal and geographic settings; a shift from the global to the local.66
If on the one hand, those changes eased the language requirements and made disciplines as paleography and ecclesiastic history almost irrelevant to most historians
of science, on the other hand, they increased the dependency on other disciplines as
sociology, anthropology, economics, political sciences, and even literary studies.
That focus of the discipline on the local in the last decades has produced a host
of insightful historical narratives that scrutinizes the development of science in all
sorts of local contexts, but how does science look like on a global scale? After
all, science is still a supranational institution. To answer that question a tendency
toward the global has emerged recently in history of science. Following globalization,
and ensuing developments in the discipline of history, transnational approaches have
been maturing among historians of science as a promising ways to think the history of
science on a global level and to articulate the results of local studies in order to “come
up with truly integrated narratives bringing together alternative and conflicting
viewpoints”.67
For the training and practice of historians of science, this new approach brings
new challenges. It has not only risen once more the language requirements, but also
entails the need of forming a broader historiographical perspective and establishing connections and collaboration between historians of science on an international
scale (if we are to avoid the need for accessibility to archives in many countries that
may make transnational history a luxurious and elitist approach). Reflecting upon
the methodology of transnational history, Pierre Saunier argues that historians inclined to that approach ought to conduct ‘research in different languages, to become
familiar with several archival systems, historiographical traditions, and questions,
Although both helped to direct history of science toward micro histories, Forman and the sociologists of the Strong Program had totally different and conflicting goals. While Forman’s
history was a denunciation of Weimar physicists’ betrayal of their discipline to accommodate
it to the Zeitgeist of Weimar Germany, and can be thus seen as a defense of the discipline, the
goal of the Strong Program was anti-disciplinarian, meaning that they aimed at showing that
scientists are guided not by disciplinary mores, but by factors external to their discipline. A
good collective reflection of the impact of Forman’s work on history of science can be found
in Carson, Cathryn, Kojevnikov, Alexei and Trischler, Helmuth, editors, Weimar
Culture and Quantum Mechanics: Selected Papers by Paul Forman and Contemporary Perspectives on the Forman Thesis, (London; Singapore, 2011). For a discussion of this change as
a shift from the global to the local see Simone Turchetti, Néstor Herran and Soraya
Boudia, ‘Introduction: have we ever been ’transnational’? Towards a history of science across
and beyond borders’, The British Journal for the History of Science, 45 may (2012):03.
67
Idem (as in n. 66), p. 17. That paper is a review essay on transnational history of science. See
also the other essays in that special issue of the British Journal for History of Science dedicated
to historiographic reflections on the approach.
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to learn how to imagine the sources which can help to answer his questions’. He
also invites us to avoid being ‘complacent with limits and habits inherited from the
historian’s linguistic domain and/or from training’. Those recommendations, in the
opinion of Simone Turchetti and collaborators, point in the right direction.68
What then are the requirements for becoming a good historian of science today?
What standards should the young scholar and graduate student conform to? In
the beginning of my graduate studies, I participated in valuable discussions that
approached those questions in a course on “advanced topics in history of sciences”,
lectured by Olival Freire Jr., largely based on the book Positioning the History
of Sciences. That book is a remarkable starting point to understand what is the
discipline nowadays. However, the variety of opinions, sometimes contradictory,
presented by its contributors may be both evidence of the heterogeneity of the
discipline, a positive thing, or the lack of consensus about what are the underlying
disciplinary mores of the history of science.69 As I conclude this doctoral dissertation
and look back upon my readings and experiences within the community, it seems
to me that the answers to those questions posed at the beginning of the paragraph
are largely dependent on approaches and idiosyncrasies of particular groups and/or
scholars. My own standards were mostly shaped by Freire Jr. and a few scholars
he presented to us, his students, as role models of historians of science. And as in
the last year I have become more inclined to transnational history, I keep Saunier’s
suggestions of skills to be developed by transnational historians in mind. But is it
possible nowadays to define clear disciplinary standards and mores for the discipline
as Sarton once aimed?
To conclude this section I would like to make a few remarks on the process of
producing this dissertation. In accordance with what was discussed above, I have
not tried to hide myself behind a pretense objectivity. Instead, I have tried to
be aware of my position in the text, of how my political views were affecting my
interpretation of the events. This exercise made me reconsider some points and to
substantiate others with more arguments. I have also made myself tone down the
writing, of even the argument itself, in respect for the views and opinions of other
historians, because self-awareness led me to understand that my position, likewise,
is likely to be targeted by historians writing from elsewhere. Besides, although I
68
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Saunier is quoted in Turchetti, Herran and Boudia (as in n. 66), p. 17.
Kostas Gavroglu and Jiirgen Renn, ‘Positioning the History of Science’, 248 (2007) hURL:
http://www.springerlink.com/index/10.1007/1-4020-5420-3i, ISBN 978–1–4020–5419–
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have done my best to be intellectually honest and to render a narrative as faithful
to my sources as I possibly could, my current limitations of knowledge, language,
and time were naturally translated in limitations of the narratives presented in this
dissertation. I intend to look at criticism as a way of overcoming some of those
limitations and improving the overall quality of present and future works.
Writing a dissertation can be daunting. Few times I was paralyzed by the realization that to write a good dissertation, besides learning Russian language, what was
happening at a pace much slower than expected, I felt I had to study economics,
political science, sociology, philosophy, psychology, a little of German, and etc.. The
solution to get out of my paralysis was to keep repeating to myself two phrases that
were my mantras of the last years: “keep calm, and write on;” and “you don’t have
to write The Dissertation, but you Have to write a dissertation.” It worked. But
the most important thing I have learned while writing this dissertation was that
discipline, patience, and practice are essential elements on the long, long journey to
becoming a “real” historian of science. Whatever it may be.

1.4 Notes on sources, archives and the structure of
the dissertation
The influence of Forman’s work and his militarization thesis is widespread in this dissertation. I was awed when I first read Paul Forman’s paper on quantum mechanics
in Weimar Germany. The way he rallied elements of the intellectual environment of
Weimar Germany to show their influence upon the pioneers of quantum mechanics,
and on the very content of that theory, made me raise my eyes from the page and
stare at the white wall in thoughtful amazement a few times. Naturally, his work
on postwar American science has become a mainstay of my comparison between
American and Soviet Science. I have read some of his papers over and over again,
and every time I have found new nuances that had escaped my understanding, such
is the depth of those works. No doubt, military funding and the strategies adopted
by military agencies to lure scientists into the kind of research they wanted, which
Forman has skilfully revealed, were central aspects of the laser history.
Joan Bromberg’s Laser in America has also been my constant companion since I
decided to work on history of lasers. Writing her book while the Soviet Union was
collapsing, Bromberg had almost no access to sources for the history of the Soviet
laser, and limited her narrative to the United States. Yet, her book, together with
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Paul Forman’s works, was for me both a model and the scholarly reference on laser
research in the United States. Through her history of lasers Bromberg was able
to present a comprehensive and detailed picture of the research establishment in
the United States which involved its major institutions: Universities, professional
associations, and the military and civil industries. For her, laser research "became a
‘hot topic’ precisely because its properties were well matched to the reward structure
in a large number of sectors of the U.S. high-technology establishment as it was
constituted in the early 1960s."70 Therefore, working on lasers was an effective way
to develop not only a successful career in physics, but a profitable business as well.
My understanding of the history of Soviet science has been largely shaped by
Alexei Kojevnikov and his works. Stalin’s Great Science 71 was the seed of my interest in Soviet science, which has since been nourished by our interaction that began
with his first visit to Brazil in 2010 and was intensified during my nine-month fellowship at the University of British Columbia under his supervision. The revelation
of how concepts of freedom and collectivism formed by Soviet physicist living under
Stalin shaped the collectivist approach to solid state physics, today incorporated in
mainstream of physics, had upon me an impact similar to that of Forman’s thesis
on quantum mechanics in Weimar Germany. His book was also the starting point
of my exploration of Soviet history. Therefrom I was led to the works of Sheila Fitzpatrick and other revisionists, and in turn, to post-revisionists as Stephen Kotkin,
whose work Magnetic Mountain,72 one of the milestones of the historiography on
Stalinism, to my surprise focused on the building of Magnitogorsk, My wife’s home
city, where we lived during most of my stay in Russia. The late Stalinist period
is well described in more recent works published by Juliane Fürst.73 Those works
allowed me to understand Soviet life and culture beyond totalitarianism.
Following the emphasis on science as part of culture, which has been central in
Olival Freire Jr.’s work and teaching, I have tried to build my narrative of the history
Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7), pp. p. 224.
Alexei Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists,
(London: Imperial College Press, 2004).
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Press, 1995).
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of masers and lasers in close dialogue with the general historiography of the USSR,
conveying how science affected, and was affected by, events in Soviet history.
A few books have been written about the history of lasers in the United States;
some of them briefly discuss the developments in the Soviet Union. Besides the
academic history by Joan Bromberg, I highlight three other historical accounts
by Mario Bertolotti, Jeff Hecht, and Nigel Hey for they also helped me to form
new perspectives on historical events and scientific concepts.74 Additionally, there
are narratives focused on protagonists of the laser history, as the autobiographies
of Charles Townes75 and Theodore Maiman,76 Nick Taylor’s chronicle of Gordon
Gould’s patent war,77 and Edwin Brit Wyckoff account of Maiman’s invention. 78 .
Bertolotti, Hecht, and Hey profited from a few secondary sources made available
in English language recently to discuss some of the main developments in the Soviet
Union. Hecht focuses on three years between the proposals of the laser by Charles
Townes and Gordon Gould and the recognition of Theodore Maiman as the winner
of the race to make the first laser, including Valentin Fabrikant, Nikolai Basov and
Alexander Prokhorov as competitors. Bertolloti’s is a history of the laser which
begins with the ancient Greeks and includes short accounts of the work of Soviet
physicists. It offers particularly clarifying conceptual discussions. However, both
authors largely disregard the Soviet social and cultural contexts. Nigel Hey have
made a much more careful study on Soviet laser. He personally interviewed few
prominent Soviet laser physicists and paid some attention to the Soviet social context, but apparently he did not conduct archival research and he focuses mostly on
the development of laser Weapons.
In the last decade, with the celebrations of the 50 years of masers and lasers,
Russian physicists who were among the pioneers of laser research in the Soviet
Union have published their historical accounts of laser research in their institutions.
Sergei Bagayev, Oleg Krokhin, and Alexander Manenkov were working at FIAN
under the supervision of Alexander Prokhorov or Nikolai Basov in the late 1950s.
In 2005 they published a paper about the history of quantum electronics in the
USSR discussing the main steps of Basov’s and Prokhorov’s way to the laser and
Bertolotti (as in n. 61);Hecht (as in n. 19);Hey (as in n. 5).
Townes, How the Laser Happened (as in n. 14).
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the research performed in some Soviet research institutes.79 A similar paper was
published in 2010 by Nikolai Karlov, Oleg Krokhin, and Svetlana Lukishova, where
they chronicled the history of quantum electronics at FIAN and at the General
Physics Institute (later named Prokhorov General Physics Institute).80
A different account of the history of the laser in the Soviet Union began to emerge
in the last years with the release of new archival material and the publication of a
short paper by Inna Belousova about the laser research performed at the Vavilov
State Optical Institute, known by its Russian acronym GOI. The institute was part
of the Defense Industry Ministry and most of its research was classified. It had a
large budget and a long research tradition in optics, competing with FIAN in that
field. Inna Belousova began working at GOI in 1960 under the supervision of Leonid
D. Khazov, who was already involved in the race to make the first laser. According
to her account, after the news that a ruby laser was made to oscillate in the United
States they focused their attention on ruby, and by the summer of 1961 they had
successfully built the first laser in the Soviet Union. However, as the research was
classified, the first public announcement that a laser was put to operate in the Soviet
Union came from FIAN.81 As with the early proposal by Valentin Fabrikant, this
episode will remain to be explored in future works.
¸
A significant parcel of primary sources related to the history of the lasers and
masers in the Soviet Union are found in form of selected papers and documents
of Nikolai Basov and Alexander Prokhorov. This is the case of a publication by
the archivist of the Archives of the Russian Academy of Science which gathers a
selection of Basov’s papers that includes the early presentations and reports related to his molecular-generator (maser) proposal.82 Prokhorov’s papers are found
in two publications. The first is a selection of papers on quantum electronics, published in 1996.83 The second contains a short memoir written by Prokhorov’s wife
Sergei Bagayev, Oleg Krokhin and Alexander Manenkov, ‘Pages from the history of
quantum electronics research in the Soviet Union’, Journal of Modern Optics, 52 aug (2005):12,
ISSN 0950–0340.
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Galina Alexeevna Prokhorova, recollections by some of his former collaborators,
documents, and interviews that were invaluable aid in understanding Prokhorov’s
life and work.84
Recently, important sources for the history of quantum electronics in the USSR
were made available in English. With the historical interest steered by the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the first maser, Soviet pioneering works on masers
and laser were and translated and published in English. According to the editors,
the papers were selected by their pioneering nature and scientific impact.85
Those sources mentioned in the paragraphs above, most of which can be found
on the Internet, plus a thick pile of scientific papers published by Soviet physicists
in the 1950s and 1960s that Alexei Kojevnikov brought me the first time he visited
Brazil would be enough to write an original dissertation. However, a dissertation
work in history cannot be complete without archival research. I have also collected
documents in two visits to the Archive of the Russian Academy of Science (ARRAS), in Moscow. That archive houses most of FIAN’s institutional bureaucracy. I
have particularly profited from reports and yearly plans of the laboratory of oscillations, letters regarding international conferences, and the documentations of the
promotions of Alexander Prokhorov and Nikolai Basov to members of the Academy
of Science.
¸
A dissertation on history of Soviet physics written in English in a Brazilian university is likely to let the reader wanting some explanation, but it is not difficult to
understand the rationale behind my choices. The Soviet Union was a key actor in
the history of the 20th century, an obligatory subject in books and classes of general
history. The Russian Revolution and its ensuing development, often called the Great
Soviet Experiment, is a key chapter in the history of our civilization. Because if we
regard history was a discipline essential to understand who we are and how we have
gotten here, Soviet history is an essential topic for all modern societies. For that
reason, and for the its role of superpower in the Cold War, the Soviet Union was
arguably the country that attracted most attention of scholars world wide in the
Shcherbakov, I. A., Mikhailova, G. N. and Prokhorov, A. K., editors, Alexander
Mikhailovich Prokhorov. Vospominaniia, Stati, Interviu, Dokumenty, (Moskva: Fizmatlit,
2006).
85
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second half of the last century. And even nowadays communities of scholars dedicated to historical studies on Russia and other ex-republics of the USSR in Europe
and North-America continues to be large and active. Apparently, interest on Soviet
and Russian history is rising once more with the increase of the tensions between
Russia, European Union and the United States, as reflected in a “prognosis in the
world of academia, where funding proposals and demand for Slavic specialists has
begun to increase since the start of the Russia-Crimea debacle.”86
As for history of physics, likewise, one can hardly write a book on history of
contemporary physics without discussing achievements of Soviet physicists or the
influence of the Soviet Union and the Cold War on the development of physics.
Any physics graduate student nowadays is acquainted with many contributions of
the Soviets to modern physics as the Cherenkov effect, Hartree-Fock method, Fock
states, and so on. They even might have studied with some of the books of the
influential Course of Theoretical Physics by Lev Landau and Evgeny Lifshitz,87 and
probably know a few anecdotes about Russian physicists.
The Soviet Union was present in almost all presentations of the last conference for
early career scholars promoted by the American Institute of physics held in 2014.
During that conference I realized with satisfaction that I had made a good choice for
a dissertation topic, one that would permit me to dialogue with a broad spectrum
of the community of upcoming historians of physics.
My intentions of establishing a dialogue with the international community of
historians of science was the main factor behind the decision of writing a dissertation
in English. As I mentioned before, I had chosen the topic influenced by my readings
of the works of Alexei Kojevnikov and Joan Bromberg, two close collaborators of
Olival Freire Jr., and writing a dissertation in English seemed to be a condition to
establish a dialogue with them; and not only with them. It greatly increased the
number of my potential collaborators. I know of only very few historians of science
in Brazil with whom I could dialogue and they all can read and write in English.
Hence, It was worth to face the challenge of learning to write in English. Even if I
find no interlocutor outside Brazil, the learning process itself was well worth.
86
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To conclude, a few words about the structure of the dissertation. Each of the
following chapters was written to be a separate paper. The advantages of this format
is that they are almost ready to be submitted to publication (the first has already
been submitted). The inconvenience is that the narrative is not fully integrated and
to make them independent I had to repeat some information and quotations. I have
tried to minimize those inconveniences, but in any case, I believe, the pros outweigh
the cons.
The Chapter 2, the Cold War and Western Perspectives on Soviet Science, as
mentioned above, is a reflection on how the Cold War, the conflict, fostered and
influenced the development of studies on history of the Soviet Union and its science.
It is thus a meta-historical account that looks at history of Soviet science as a
discipline at the intersection of Soviet history and history of Science. It will be
specially helpful for those who are not familiar with historical studies on Soviet
Union to understand the major trends and historiographical interpretations in the
field as it evolved in the second half of the last century and to situate this work in
relation to them.
Chapter 3 is an attempt to explain how the maser could be invented simultaneously in the Soviet Union and the United States in a period of restrained scientific
exchange between Soviet and American physicists, mostly limited to journal publications. It begins in the late 1939 with the graduate training of Alexander Prokhorov
and ends circa 1955 with a comparison of the understanding of the maser by the
Soviets and the Americans. Along the way, key topics in history of physics are
approached, namely militarization, secrecy, and the dynamics between theory and
experiment.
The fourth and last chapter is about the process of internationalization of Soviet
science in mid-1950s, after Stalin’s death. It spans roughly from 1955, year of
Prokhorov’s first foreign trip, to the launching of the first Soviet lasers in 1961. The
chapter shows how Prokhorov and Basov exploited the context of competition with
the United States to promote their agenda and to create one of the most successful
branches of Soviet physics. It also reveals the multiple roles scientists could play on
the stage of the Cold War.
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Science was a central element of the Soviet Union throughout its existence, regarded by official ideologues as essentially entangled with society. Not only its
direction, but its structure and demographics were supposed to be determined by
social needs and policies of the Communist Party, which in turn, offered unprecedented financial support for science. Along the history of Soviet Union scientists and
government developed a complex and multi-faced relationship that resulted in the
world largest scientific establishment, equally complex and multi-faced. For those
and other reasons, Loren R. Graham, the dean of history of Soviet Science in the
West, has argued that one can hardly imagine a case better suited for testing our
contemporary ideas and theories regarding science, technology, and society than the
historical experience of Russia and the Soviet Union.1 Alexei Kojevnikov, echoing
Graham, highlights that “the Soviet case was characterized by, on the one hand, an
exceptionally high development of science and, on the other hand, a distinctive social
and cultural milieu artificially isolated from most international contacts by political
barriers. This exceptional combination offers historians a perfect opportunity for
genuinely comparative studies of science and society.”2
Hence, history of Soviet science certainly deserves the attention of the communities
of historians, sociologists, and philosophers of sciences at large, and above all of those
interested in the relationship between science, politics and ideology. More than in
any other country, perhaps with the exception of the United States, science in the
Soviet Union has received a large share of attention of foreign scholars, specially
1

Loren R. Graham, What Have We Learned About Science and Technology from the Russian
Experience? 1st edition. (Stanford University Press, 1998)
2
Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in
n. 71), p. 277
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since the beginning of the Cold War, and the ensuing literature indeed offers valuable
insights on the nature of scientific knowledge. However, as Soviet science itself, that
literature has been strongly influenced by the tides and political passions of the Cold
War. With this in mind, I endeavored to write this historiographic essay with an
overview of the evolving perspectives on Soviet science in the last half century. My
strategy was to look at the dominant trends in the Western historiography on Soviet
Union along the Cold War inquiring how they affected the perspectives on history
of Soviet science.3 Hopefully this paper will stimulate other students of science to
become more familiar with Soviet science and embrace this “perfect opportunity
for genuinely comparative studies.”4 In any case, there are valuable lessons to be
learned from the evolution of the historiography of Soviet science.
History of Soviet science is at the intersection of two sub-disciplines, namely the
history of science and Soviet history, that have evolved along similar lines in the last
half century and in the last decades have relied on methods of social and cultural
history. The similarity is not surprising, though, if we consider that both subdisciplines have been affected by the cultural and intellectual climate of the Cold
War and key events such as the anti-communist hysteria of the late 1940s and 1950s,
which favored a scholarship framed in terms of the binary opposition between the
“totalitarian East” and the “democratic West”; and the protests of the late 1960s,
which favored contentious scholarships as the revisionists in history of Soviet Union
and the constructionists in history and sociology of science. But perhaps it was the
end of the Cold War, and the ensuing integration between the Eastern and Western
communities of historians, added to the influence of developments in the academic
discipline of history (the linguistic turn) that caused the most clear convergence
between Soviet history and history of science.
This review essay is not purported to be exhaustive. For this methodological choice of discussing
the dominant historiographic trends, I set aside works that do not dialog with the historiography
of Soviet Union. Many of then, as those by historian Helge Kragh, are more history of specific
theories or disciplines, cosmology in his case, than history of Soviet science. Some of these
works were discussed recently by Alexandre Bagdonas, João Zanetic and Ivan Gurgel,
‘Controvérsias sobre a natureza da ciência como enfoque curricular para o ensino da física: o
ensino de história da cosmologia por meio de um jogo didático’, Revista Brasileira de História
da Ciência, 7 (2014):2. That work was already an effort published in this journal to explore
the lessons on the nature of science that we can learn about the nature of science from the
Soviet experiment. Likewise, another recent paper presents an overview of Russian science
from 1917 to 2010. Santos Junior (2012). This essay differs substantially in content and
approach. While Santos Junior (2012) is a longue dureé synthesis, this essay is more concerned
with historiographic trends in history of Soviet science as a discipline.
4
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Assuming that the reader is more familiar with the evolution of history of science
and science studies, which have been the subject of a dossier in a recent issue of this
journal,5 in this essay I dedicate more attention to developments in Soviet history
and its impact on history of Soviet science. Then, in the next section I discuss the
totalitarian interpretation of Soviet Union, which resonated with Robert Merton
and Karl Popper’s claims that science best develops in democratic societies. Next,
I turn to the challengers of the totalitarian school, a group of social historians selfprofessed revisionists which came of age in the 1960s and resembled some schools of
the sociology of science both in their motivation to subvert the dominant perspective
in their discipline and in their methodological choices. In the section 3 I discuss the
post-Cold War and post-revisionists perspectives on Soviet history and history of
Soviet science, and how they challenged widely held beliefs on Soviet science and
society that underpinned many Cold War-era works on Soviet Union. I conclude
the essay discussing how the historiography of the Soviet Science resonates with
Christopher Hill’s claim that history needs to be rewritten at every generation.

2.1 Totalitarians and Mertonians
In the aftermath of the World War II, as Cold War began to take shape and the Soviet Union replaced Nazi Germany as the enemy number one of Western civilization
in the view of European and North-American tk , Western scholars began studying
attentively what was going on behind the Iron Curtain. Kremlinology and Sovietology acquired strategic significance and were highly stimulated in North American
Universities, attracting a few bright minds. Then, the order of the day was “know
your enemy”.6 An emblematic case of this period was the creation of the Harvard
University’s Russian Research Center. In 1947 the Carnegie Corporation, diagnosing
a shortage of “serious work on Soviet behavior in Washington,” convinced Harvard
professors to accept money to create a research center dedicated to Russian studies.
The first head of the Center, the anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn, knew almost
nothing about Russian language and culture at that time. However, he was an old
acquaintance of military agencies. During the WWII he had worked at the Foreign
Morale Analysis Division of the Office of War Information studying the Japanese
5
6
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culture. Afterwards, considering the wartime work a great success, Kluckhohn energetically promoted their methods of studying “culture at a distance”.7
The Harvard team and other similar centers then created to promote Soviet studies
developed ingenious methods to interpret what was going on inside the Kremlin
and how it maintained pervasive ideological control on the population, the most
likely means being terror and coercion. Soviet Union, despite having led the antifascist resistance, under this light came to resemble the fascist states and had its
similarities with Hitler’s Germany emphasized under the label “totalitarian state”.
Those studies forged the so called totalitarian framework that dominated the studies
on Soviet Union until the late 1960s. They formed a sophisticated, although onesided, view of Soviet Union “from above”, which focused on high politics and the
ideological foundations of the regime, paying due respect to Marxism-Leninism as
the motor behind the Soviet project, but neglected agency to Soviet society.8
Much of the scholarship done in the heydays of the totalitarian school, 1950s and
1960s, was framed in terms of the binary opposition between the “totalitarian East”
and the “democratic West”. In history and philosophy of Science, the thesis that
science and democracy reinforced each other forged by Robert Merton and other
intellectuals in the late 1930s, in the context of the rise of fascism in Europe, was
endorsed by the philosopher of science Karl Popper in the 1950s. The purported
separation between science and ideology of the “democratic West”, often seen as an
uniform whole, was contrasted with the supposedly dangerous mix of science and
Marxist ideology practiced in the Soviet Union.9
In the late 1950s the totalitarian framework began to crack from within. David
Engerman in his essay on social sciences in the Cold War gave two instances of
military projects whose results questioned the basic assumptions of the totalitarian
David C. Engerman, ‘Social Science in the Cold War’, Isis, 101 jun (2010):2, ISSN 0021–1753,
p. 397. Indeed the work was considered to be so successful that the so called area studies, such
as Brazilian studies, Latin American studies, Asian studies and so on, proliferated in North
American universities nourished by military money. Nowadays, when the Cold War passions
are past, some US social scientists still feel embarrassed about their role in producing work
that was either sponsored by or proved to be useful to US defense and intelligence operations.
A diagnose of the embarrassment and a defense of Cold War social sciences is presented in
Audra J Wolfe, ‘Cold War Social Science’, berfrois.com (2013).
8
The totalitarian framework is discussed in Sheila Fitzpatrick, ‘New perspectives on Stalinism’, Russian Review, 45 (1986):4; Igal Halfin and Jochen Hellbeck, ‘Rethinking the
Stalinist Subject: Stephen Kotkin’s" Magnetic Mountain" and the State of Soviet Historical
Studies’, Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas, 3 (1996):44
9
See introduction of Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet
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model.10 First, in the early 1950s the Air Force paid $1 million (almost $55 millions
in current dollars11 ) to Harvard’s Russian Research Center to make a “Working
Model of the Soviet Social System” based on interviews with refugees. In publications and classified reports, Kluckhohn and his team concluded that the “Soviet
regime had wide if not deep support from its citizens, and was not teetering on the
blink of collapse; American forces attacking the Soviet Union, in short, would not
be greeted as liberators.” Contrary to expectations, they concluded that the Soviet Union was a stable industrial society, in important ways similar to the United
States.12
The second military project whose results questioned the basic totalitarian assumptions was the Smolensk Archive, the first archive available to Western social
historians of the Soviet Union. In 1941, when the German Army invaded the city of
Smolensk, close to the Western borders of Russia, it managed to take a large part
of the local archive of the Communist Party, containing a wealth of documents and
letters from citizens and Party officials, which offered a window into a micro-cosmos
of the USSR. Upon the defeat of Germany, the American Army found and claimed
the archive, which in turn, passed through the CIA, the US Army Air Force, and
was finally given to RAND (Research ANd Development) Corporation, a Global
policy think tank created by the Air Force “to help to improve policy and decision
making through research analysis”.13 The first analysis of that archive, published
in 1958 by Harvard political scientist Merle Fainsod in the book Smolensk under
Soviet Rule, “offered a devastating empirical challenge to the notion that the Soviet
Union was under total control of a small group of schemers in the Kremlin; ‘the
totalitarian facade’, Fainsod concluded, ‘concealed a host of inner contradictions.’
Indeed he drew attention to ‘surging energies from below’ that would become ‘the
seedbed of tomorrow’s political debates.”’14
One of the purposes of Engerman’s essay is to show that work produced in area studies, even
those directly financed by military agencies, were not always aligned with military needs and
expectations, and produced valuable knowledge on cultures around the world. Soviet history,
as developed in North American universities, is a case for this argument.
11
Economy cost of a project is measured using the relative share of a project as a percent of the
output of the economy. It reveals the importance of the project to society as a whole. See
http://www.measuringworth.com/uscompare/relativevalue.php
12
Engerman, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 101, 2010’ (as in n. 7), p. 399. The partial results of the project
were presented in Raymond Augustine Bauer, Alex Inkeles and Clyde Kluckhohn,
How the Soviet System Works: Cultural, psychological, and social themes, (Harvard University
Press, 1956) Summaries of the interviews are available on line in the page of The Harvard
Project on the Soviet Social System: http://hcl.harvard.edu/collections/hpsss/
13
www.rand.org. Acessed on Dec 27, 2014.
14
Engerman, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 101, 2010’ (as in n. 7), p. 399
10
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In addition, the totalitarian framework, which already had difficulty to explain
how the Soviet Union had won a total war that required an enormous sacrifice from
its population based on terror and coercion alone, became even more fragile when,
after Stalin’s death in 1953, the Soviet Union exhibited itself as a prosperous economic, scientific, and military power under the more loose policies of Khrushchev’s
Thaw.15 The difficulties faced by the totalitarian framework, added to the subversive mood set by the protests against the Vietnam war, favored the emergence of
alternative interpretations of Soviet history.

2.2 Breaking paradigms: The revisionist challenge
The main challenge to the totalitarian school and works based on its premises came
from outsiders, the cohort of social historians self-professed revisionists led by Sheila
Fitzpatrick, an Australian based in the USA, coming of age in the subversive 1960s.
Then, the Vietnam War was making North American intellectuals painfully selfconscious about the imperialist policies of the United States and the role that science
was playing in the defense establishment. In that atmosphere of growing discontentment, the differences between the North American “liberal democracy” and Soviet
“totalitarian autocracy” seemed no longer clear cut, and sciences (including social
and human sciences) surrounded by a veil of secrecy, no longer seemed so democratic.16
Khrushchev took a series of actions to signal to the world that Soviet Union was heading on a
path different of that settled by Stalin and to amend the damages caused by the impact of his
Secret Speech and the subsequent crack down on Hungarian protests. For instance, during the
1957 World Youth Festival more than 30000 foreigners where received in Moscow in a peaceful
and open atmosphere. The festival is regarded as a mark of the opening of the Soviet Union to
the outside world, a redefinition of relationship between Soviet people and foreigners, and part
of the revival of Soviet cultural relations that climaxed with the signing of an agreement on
cultural exchange between the United States and the Soviet Union in 1958. See Pia Koivunen,
‘The 1957 Moscow Youth Festival: propagating a new peaceful image of the Soviet Union’, in:
Melanie Ilic, editor, Soviet State and Society under Nikita Khrushchev, (London and New
York: Routledge, 2009). – chapter 3.
16
Kelly Moore, Disrupting Science: Social Movements, American Scientists, and the Politics of
the Military, 1945-1975, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). As an indication that in
the 1960s the two great powers increasingly resembled each other for contemporaries, in the late
1950s and early 1960s there appeared a number of convergence theories, according to which
all developing industrial societies, independent of their political composition, are confronted
principally with the same social prerequisites and challenges, and would converge in their social,
political and economic systems because of the determinant effects of technological development.
For a summary of some convergence theories see Jörg Requate, ‘Visions of the Future: GDR,
CSSR, and the Federal Republic of Germany’, in: Heinz-Gerhard Haupt and Jürgen
Kocka, editors, Comparative and Transnational History: Central European Approaches and
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More inclined to methods and themes of social history and the view “from bellow”,
the revisionists objected the “Cold War bias” of the totalitarian school and criticized
their framework for being too focused on the Kremlin and its high politics and for
treating the population as a formless mass that could be easily controlled by an all
powerful regime, like lab rats on the hands of experimenters. They claimed that
on the basis of terror and coercion alone the Soviet Union could not have remained
stable for so long, it could not have achieved the impressive industrial growth it
did, and it could not have won a war that required an enormous sacrifice from its
population.17
In works that became classics of the revisionist school, Sheila Fitzpatrick shed light
on the impressive social mobility in Soviet Society and the humble origins of the new
Soviet elite, arguing that they were loyal supporter of the regime precisely because
the regime had created them by a combination of “Cultural Revolution”,18 term of
her creation, and Great Purges. Likewise, based on a study of the lowbrow Stalinist
literature of the immediate postwar, another historian, Vera Duham concluded that
there had been a big deal struck by the Stalinist regime and the emergent middle
class, by which the regime provided privilege and accommodation of middle class
values in return for loyalty and support. Taking on Duham’s big deal, Fitzpatrick
in later work used it loosely to describe the terms of the relationship between the
Russian intelligentsia and the regime in the 1930s:
If one hypothesizes something like a deal between the Russian intelligentsia and the Stalinist regime in the 1930s, it would involve the
intelligentsia’s pledge of loyalty and service to the regime in exchange for
privilege and social status for themselves and the regime’s support for

New Perspectives, (Berghahn Books, 2012). – chapter 8, pp. 181–183.
Fitzpatrick, ‘Russian Review, No. 4, vol. 45, 1986’ (as in n. 8)
18
From 1918 the Bolsheviks loosened requirements for university admission, abolished formal titles
and diplomas, and created a series of affirmative actions to populate universities with students
from formerly unprivileged or discriminated groups – peasants, workers, women, and racial
minorities. Fitzpatrick called Cultural Revolution the apex and end of that process, raging approximately from 1928, when young radical students were stimulated to challenge the authority
of their professors, until 1934, when the expansion was reined in, titles were restored, and the
new system became focused in quality and discipline. See: Idem, The Cultural Front: Power
and Culture in Revolutionary Russia (Studies in Soviet History and Society), (Cornell University Press, 1992). An example of the impact of those policies on the lives of Soviet scientists
is given in Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘A Grande Ciência de Stalin: Tempos e Aventuras de Físicos
Soviéticos no Exemplo da Biografia Política de Lev Landau’, Revista Brasileira de História da
Ciência, 4 (2011):1.
17
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traditional institutions such as the academy of sciences; and an agreement that the two sides would cooperate in disseminating a popularized
form of the intelligentsia’s culture among the masses.19
The revisionists had much in common with the Edinburgh school of sociology of
knowledge, with which students of science are more familiar. Two of the basic
explanatory principles of the Edinburgh school, namely the emphasis on interest
and the symmetry principle, are conspicuous in the revisionist historiography, which
explained both the social support, or lack thereof, to Soviet regime in terms of the
interest of those groups in society that were identified as its beneficiaries.20
Loren Graham, an undisputed pioneer among Western historians of Soviet science,
brought a revisionist perspective to history of Soviet science. In his influential book
Science, Philosophy, and Human Behavior in the Soviet Union, he claimed that
the natural sciences played a major role in the ideology of the Russian revolution,
unparalleled with other revolutions of modern times; and that Marxist philosophy,
in turn, was ubiquitous in Soviet science. “Even good science bears the mark of
Marxist philosophy, including ‘hard’ sciences such as physics”, he concludes.21 In
Graham’s historical frame of Soviet science there was only one major dark spot Stalinism. For him, Stalin “converted this interest in philosophy of science into a
dogmatic interpretation of natural phenomena that rivaled the scholastic system of
the Catholic church in the Middle Ages”.22 In that and later works, Graham tended
to view Stalinist period as harmful to the development of Soviet science23 – this,
19

Fitzpatrick, The Cultural Front: Power and Culture in Revolutionary Russia (Studies in Soviet
History and Society) (as in n. 18), p. 9
20
This is not so surprising, given that they were contemporaries and came of age in a golden age
of social sciences. For a brief discussion of the revisionist historiography and their emphasis on
interest see Halfin and Hellbeck (as in n. 8). The symmetry principle, for Edinburgh school,
implied that the same factors should be used to explain both the success and failures of scientific
enterprises. For a discussion of interest and symmetry as guiding principles of the Edinburgh
school see Hacking, The Social Construction of What? (as in n. 6), p. 90. Another common
ground between revisionists and sociologist of science seems to be their debit to Thomas Kuhn’s
influential The Structures of the Scientific Revolution (1962). Fitzpatrick later wrote: “many
natural scientists – believing their disciplines to be cumulative and their generalizations to
be falsifiable in principle and in practice by new experimental data – have problems with the
Kuhn argument, whereas social science and humanities people love it.” Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal
of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72), p. 66
21
Loren R. Graham, Science, Philosophy, and Human Behavior in the Soviet Union, (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1987), p. xi
22
Ibid., p. x
23
Loren R. Graham, Science in Russia and the Soviet Union: A Short History, (Cambridge
University Press, 1993)
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under the light of the subsequent historical studies, turned out to be a dark spot in
Graham’s nonetheless enlightening work.
In other remarkable revisionist works on history of Soviet science, one of Graham’s
pupil Kendall Bailes relativized the negative impact of Stalinism on Soviet science
and went further in his acknowledgment of the role of scientists and engineers in
shaping Stalinist scientific policies. He stressed that the relationship between scientists and the Soviet government were more complex than the totalitarian model
suggests. For Bailes, the prewar Soviet “technostructure” did not simply follow orders issued by the “power structure” but played a large role in shaping the Soviet
social and cultural landscape.24 In his last book, about the Soviet mineralogist and
geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky and his scientific school, Bailes revels nuances of the
compromise between the old Russian intelligentsia and the Bolsheviks, showing that
Vernadsky’s scientific stand, his tactful dealing with Soviet officials, and the combination of theoretical and applied research characteristic of his school permitted him
to remain an unabashed critic of the official ideology until the end of his life, while
promoting his scientific agenda and school under Stalin. Bailes conclusions show
that the regime had only limited control over groups of Soviet society, scientists and
engineers in this case, and that the regime’s policies were liable to be modified in
practice through processes of informal social negotiation.25
By the late 1980s the revisionists had become the dominant Western school of Soviet history. Studying various social groups and showing how their interest agreed
or conflicted with the regime’s policies, they painted a richer picture of Soviet society, in comparison with the totalitarian school. However, their historiography had
problems of its own. One problem, identified by the revisionists themselves with
the evolution of their agenda, was that while bringing in the perspective “from bellow” and new themes as social mobility and social support to the regime, they still
framed their questions in “Sovietological terms”, in the sense that they maintained
the focus on a binary relation between society and the government. Studies of social
support or resistance took for granted a strict devision between society and the state,
downplaying the role of social groups as builders, by means other than support or
resistance, of Soviet society.26
24

Kendall E Bailes, Technology and Society under Lenin and Stalin: Origins of Soviet technical
intelligentsia, 1917–1941, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978)
25
Idem, Science and Russian Culture in an Age of Revolitions: V. I. Vernadsky and his scientific
school, 1863–1945, (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990), pp. 160–
178, chapt. 5.
26
For a self-critical acknowledgment of the revisionist’s inability to abandon the Sovietological
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Other two problems of the revisionist historiography surfaced only with the opening on new archives in the 1990s and with the arrival of cultural history to the
field Soviet studies. The first is the adoption of a Trotskyist framework to understand the Russian revolution.27 In the context of the 1960s many leftist intellectuals
who sympathized with the Russian revolution gladly embraced the idea of a discontinuity between Lenin and Stalin put forward by Trotsky, and later endorsed
by Khrushchev. Following this trend, the revisionists tended to see Stalinism as
a return, under conditions of great stress, to nonrevolutionary traditions under a
conservative bureaucracy. However, in the 1990s, as newly open archival sources
reveled “Lenin’s though-mindedness and willingness to shed blood”, and his “more
neurotic and sensitive personality”, on the one side; and Stalin as an “intellectual
who continued to read seriously even in power” and “dominated his associates partly
simply by intellectual power as well as political skills” on the other, it became increasingly difficult to maintain claims that their rule would be qualitatively different,
specially the myth of a Lenin gentler than Stalin.28 This undermined the Trotskyist
framework, and the revisionists were later reproached for adopting a framework to
understand the Russian Revolution proposed by Trotsky, “the revolution’s greatest
loser”. 29
The second problem was that building their historiography to a large extent in
opposition to the totalitarian school, which emphasized ideology, the revisionists neglected the role of Marxism-Leninism in shaping Soviet society. This too, under the
light of new archival sources made available in the 1990s and methods of cultural history turned out to be a problematic feature of much of the revisionist historiography.
Based on a wide variety of sources, the following generation, the post-revisionists,
criticized the revisionists for neglecting ideology. They would persuasively show the
significance of Bolshevik ideology and how it fashioned life in Soviet Union.30 It
is remarkable, however, that although the younger post-revisionist generation announced itself as critic of the revisionists, the latter wisely accepted most of their
substantial criticism and welcomed and promoted the post-revisionist historiography.31
questions see:Fitzpatrick, ‘Russian Review, No. 4, vol. 45, 1986’ (as in n. 8)
A good criticism of revisionist historiography can be found in Halfin and Hellbeck (as in
n. 8)
28
The new portraits of Lenin and Stalin based on archives open in the 1990s are discussed by
Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72), p. 54.
29
Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72), p. 6
30
Halfin and Hellbeck (as in n. 8)
31
Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72)
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2.3 Post-Cold War and Post-revisionists Perspectives
on Soviet Science
The 1990s was a turning point for the history of Soviet science not only due to the
opening of new archives, but for a convergence of many factors that affected simultaneously the disciplines of history of science and Soviet history. In the West, specially
in the United States, history of science and Soviet history have been strongly influenced by the changes in the political and cultural climate that followed the end of
the Cold War, by the integration into the Western communities of Soviet historians
who moved west bringing the perspectives of those who had just lived through a
revolution,32 and last, but not least, by developments in the academic discipline
of history as the cultural or linguistic turn of the 1980s, which arrived in those
disciplines with a certain delay.33
The reaction of historians of Soviet science to the perestroika was two fold. While
some followed the mantra of specialists who dealt with Soviet studies, Westerns and
Russians alike, that could be summarized as “What went wrong with the Soviet
Union” and “How the Soviet System Failed to Work”, seeing nothing but bad in
the diseased regime;34 others have followed the dominant trend among historians of
using the less polarized political climate to develop less biased historical accounts.
The latter group will be our main concern here.
The embrace of the cultural turn in the history of science and history of Soviet
Union occurred somewhat simultaneously and led to new insights on the power relations in Soviet society and science. The generation of historians formed in the 1990s,
the post-revisionists, incorporated elements from both conflicting schools of totalitarians and revisionists adding elements of cultural history to the mix, specially ideology in form of discourse. Challenging “the paradigms of both the parents and the
grand-parents,”35 they escaped the historiographic dichotomy “from above”/ “from
below” by framing the interaction between Soviet state and its citizens in terms of
Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘A New History of Russian Science’, Science in Context, 15 (2002):2.
For the new interpretation of Soviet history see Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies,
No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72); Halfin and Hellbeck (as in n. 8).
34
Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72), p. 52. In
works in history of Soviet science this tone can be found for example in Gennady Gorelik, ‘Lev Landau, Prosocialist Prisoner of the Soviet State’, Physics Today, 48 (1995):5
hURL: people.bu.edu/gorelik/Landau{\_}PhysicsToday{\_}1995.htmi; Paul R. Josephson, Physics and politics in revolutionary Russia, (University of California Press, 1991).
35
Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72), p. 60. Ideology
was already an essential element of the totalitarian framework. However, it was seen and
imposed by the state on its population. The post-revisionists, in turn, view ideology as shaped
32

33
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a constant renegotiation of power. Learning to “speak Bolshevik”,36 or to play the
“games of Soviet democracy”,37 Soviet citizens actively participated in the making
of Stalinist society. From this perspective, Stalinism was not only a project imposed
on Soviet citizens, but also a project of Soviet citizens themselves.
Stephen Kotkin’s Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization was a landmark
work which set the main agenda of the post-revisionist generation. Based on the
creation of the city Magnitogorsk, which he saw as “the encapsulation of building
socialism”, Kotkin argued that far from retreating from the original ideals of the
Russian Revolution, as suggested by trotskyist interpretations, in the early 1930s
Stalin launched a forward-looking and progressive project of building Socialism that
transfixed and inspired Soviet people as well as foreign observers. As ideologically
formulated, “Stalin’s revolution seemed like the second, and potentially more lasting,
dawn of a just, merry, and beautiful Russia, where he who has nothing would become
everything.”38 Kotkin thus proposed to “shift the focus from what the Party and
its program prevented to what it made possible, intentionally and unintentionally”,
“without denying the heavy coercive force of the Communist project”.39
The more permissive cultural and political climate of the Post-Cold War permitted
the appearance of other works with similar approaches to Stalinism and similarly
provocative titles, such as Alexei Kojevnikov’s Stalin’s Great Science and Terry
Matin’s Affirmative Actions Empire, that in earlier years would be enough for their
authors to be accused of being Stalinists.40 Those works, and others of the same
generation, have reveled a side of Soviet history and some of the legacies of the
Soviet Experiment that had been shadowed by the ideological climate of the Cold
War. They have argued, for instance, that the USSR set the tone for policies that
would shape modern societies as the welfare state, affirmative actions, and Big
by both state and its citizens. This way they combined elements of both frameworks Halfin
and Hellbeck (as in n. 8). Seeing the work of entire generations in general trends we risk
committing some injustices. I would like to amend at least one by acknowledging that Loren
Graham, discussed here as a revisionist, as I said above payed due attention to the role of
Marxism-Leninism in Soviet science.
36
Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72).
37
Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in
n. 71), pp. 186–216, chap. 9.
38
Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72), p. 19.
39
Ibid., p. 22.
40
I have drawn this conclusion from Fitzpatrick’s comment: “Kotkin’s subtitle, Stalinism as a
Civilization, was one that in earlier years no revisionist would have dared to use for fear of
being accused (however inaccurately and unfairly) of being a Stalinist.” Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal
of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72), p. 61.
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In the last decades, developing this post-revisionist framework, a younger generation of historians have constructed highly detailed and nuanced pictures of Soviet
society under Stalin and have advanced on studies of later periods. Resorting to
diaries, oral history interviews, and other printed sources as press articles and memoirs as texts for discourse analysis, they have taken the post-revisionist agenda a
step further by including analysis of Soviet subjectivity.42 The claims of social support to the regime made by the revisionists, which raised much controversy during
the Cold War, have been taken to a new level as historians have emphasized the
internalization of Soviet values and code of behavior to understand how and why
particular groups have become supportive of the regime (Komsomol youth, Jews
before the WWII,43 and war veterans, for instance). But in addition to that, they
have outlined a gradient of attitudes toward the Bolshevik ideology and policies, including the passive resistance by withdrawing from the Soviet project (as the stiliagi
counterculture in the 1950s, often compared to hippies) and the appearance of the
first dissenters.44 For instance, studying youth culture of Stalin’s last Generation,
Juliane Fürst makes a comprehensive account of youth participation patterns. She
argues that they “ranged from ideological commitment to apolitical apathy, from
professional careerism to drifting into alternative spheres”, being chiefly defined in
For Big Science see Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet
Physicists (as in n. 71), pp. 23–46, chap. 2. Kojevnikov convincingly argues that the Soviet
model of science can be seen as the precursor of what would be later labeled Big Science, and
influenced science in countries as France, England, and indirectly, the United States. When
British physicists began working on the radar project at the beginning of the WWII they
called their weekly meetings the “Sunday Soviet”. Idem, ‘The Phenomenon of Soviet Science’,
Osiris, 23 (2008) For a discussion of welfare state see Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism
as a Civilization (as in n. 72), p. 21. Kotkin argues that under Stalin the state-guaranteed
social welfare was developed to a greater extent than had previously been the case anywhere,
and that “the Soviet example, as showcased in Magnitogorsk, could be said to have exerted a
direct and profound influence on the rest of the world’s industrialized countries. In a word,
the USSR decisively shaped part of the bedrock of the world in which we live, a bedrock that
today is coming apart everywhere.” Affirmative actions are discussed in Terry Martin, The
Affirmative Action Empire: Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet Union, 1923-1939, (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 2001).
42
Fitzpatrick, ‘Journal of European studies, No. 1, vol. 37, 2007’ (as in n. 72)
43
Yuri Slezkine has challenged the Western assumptions that the history of Jews in Soviet Union is
purely a victim story, showing that the upward mobility of Jews after the revolution constituted
an important source of support for the regime. However, when antisemitism grew in the late
40s an increasing number of Jews withdrew their support, some of who would later dissent.
See: Yuri Slezkine, The Jewish Century, (Princeton University Press, 2006)
44
For war veterans, stiliagi, and the attitude of other groups of Soviet society to the regime and
its policies in late Stalinist Soviet Union see essays in the volumeFürst, ‘Late Stalinist society:
history, policies and people’ (as in n. 73).
41
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dialogue with the state and its policies. From hindsight she saw in late Stalinism
the seeds of the overturn of the Soviet Union. Up to the end of Stalin’s time open
dissidence was rare, but disengagement with the official ideology and drifting into
alternative, private spheres was enough to destabilize the Soviet system.45
The fruitfulness of this perspective in history of Soviet science is evident in Alexei
Kojevnikov’s Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists,
an insightful account that presents a series of case studies that scrutinize the lives
of some physicists in Stalinist society on social, political, and ideological levels to
make sense of what Kojevnikov called the paradox of Soviet science: “The worst
decades of Stalin’s dictatorial rule were also the period of arguably the greatest
progress achieved by science and technology on Russian soil since the time of Peter
the Great”. Along his narrative Kojevnikov dismantle many stereotypes largely
held during the Cold War such as that the mix of science and ideology is always
harmful to science, or that science and democracy develops in tandem and one
cannot develop without the other.46 Showing how physicists and other scientists
engaged with the official ideology and internalized the mores and rules of Stalinist
society Kojevnikov illuminated episodes as the ideological battles of the late 1940s
(including the polemic Lysenko affair), and how scientists, specially the president of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences Sergei Vavilov, worked to create one of the World’s
largest scientific empires.
Another example of work developed in close dialogue with post-revisionist historiography that challenges formerly held views on Stalinist science is Slava Gerovich’s
studies on the Soviet space program. Gerovich argues that the professional culture
of space engineers, with its emphasis on stability, control, and authority, epitomized
values of the Stalinist society in which those engineers were formed. And, more
surprisingly, that “In the folklore of Soviet rocketry... even the fear and oppression
of the Stalin’s era were often remembered fondly as productive mechanisms for instilling a strong sense of personal responsibility.” Thus, for Soviet space engineers, a
group that claimed world-wide attention during the Cold War with groundbreaking
achievements, far from being harmful, Stalinism fostered Soviet science.
45

Fürst, Stalin’s Last Generation: Soviet Post-War Youth and the Emergence of Mature Socialism
(as in n. 73), p. 339
46
Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in
n. 71), pp. xi– xii. This approach is presented also in Idem, ‘Revista Brasileira de História
da Ciência, No. 1, vol. 4, 2011’ (as in n. 18). For a review of Stalin’s Great Science see
Olival Freire Jr., ‘RESENHA: Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet
Physicists (Alexei Kojevnikov)’, Revista Brasileira de História da Ciência, 3 (2005):2
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The works of Alexei Kojevnikov and Slava Gerovich, both Russians based in North
American universities, are part of an ongoing agenda which can be seen as the aftermath of the integration of Russian historians of Science in North America, and
likewise, points to the integration of the history of Soviet science with the general
history of science and technology.47 For example, Kojevnikov has called for, and
developed, studies that compare the history of science in Russia to history of science in other national contexts, specially the United States, and cast light on how
information, ideas, and scientific approaches have crossed and influenced scientists
on both sides of the Iron Curtain.48 Konstantin Ivanov, studying the changes in
Soviet science after Stalin’s death, have claimed attention to the convergent attitude of Soviet and American physicist after the 1950s. While in the Soviet Union
“Since the mid–1950s, Soviet scientists embraced the notion of ‘fundamental science, or research on fundamental questions with no requirement of direct practical
applications....”’, in the West
Since the 1960s, the notion of ‘pure science’ has been quickly losing
popularity in the West, being replaced instead by another concept that
viewed science as deeply immersed and responsive to the society’s needs
and values... Both ideological near-reversals occurred relatively quietly,
and both had serious implications for the practice of science. The consequences of those changes for the fate of late Soviet science – and for
the fate of Soviet Union herself – still await their historians.49
Thus, ideologically, Soviet physicists moved from the Marxist view that science is,
or should be, closely connected to the needs of Society toward the view toward
the ideology of pure science, while physicists in the West moved on the opposite
direction. In practice, as historians of science have convincingly shown, on both
sides fundamental and applied science evolved in tandem.50
Kojevnikov and Ivanov’s suggestions are in resonance with more recent works that
advocate for a transnational approach in history of science as a way of articulating
Kojevnikov, ‘Science in Context, No. 2, vol. 15, 2002’ (as in n. 32).
Idem, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71),
pp. 276– 300, Chapter 11.
49
Ivanov (as in n. 41). Chapter 2 discuss the convergence of Soviet and American physics under
an atmosphere of increasing militarization in the early Cold War, approaching themes that
have been widely discussed in the historiography of science as the militarization, secrecy, and
the compartmentalization of knowledge.
50
Bromberg, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 97, 2006’ (as in n. 40); Forman, ‘Into quantum electronics: Maser
as ’gadget’ of Cold-War America’ (as in n. 33); Kojevnikov, ‘Osiris, vol. 23, 2008’ (as in n. 41).
47
48
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the results of many local narratives and to think the history of science on a global
level.51 With the renewed interest in debates about science, politics, and ideology
that followed the Cold War many studies have scrutinized the development of science
and the role of scientists as political players in contexts as diverse as Soviet Union,
United States, East and West Germany, Brazil under military rule, and communist
China.52 Those works have forged sophisticated historical narratives that mobilize
ideological, political, and cultural factors to account for the historical development of
science in specific contexts.53 They illustrate Olival Freire Jr.’s conclusion that “the
job of the historian is therefore to disentangle the role played by each factor in each
local and temporal context.”54 As a whole, they reflect the emergence of the cultural
and social history of sciences, and after all, the increasingly self-identification of
historians of sciences as historians.

2.4 Rewriting history
The evolution of perspectives on Stalinism in the last half century seems to reflect
Christopher Hill’s assertion that “History has to be rewritten in every generation,
because although the past does not change the present does; each generation asks
new questions of the past, and finds new areas of sympathy as it re-lives different
aspects of the experiences of its predecessors.”55 Perhaps the way we look at history
tells us as much about our own times as about the historical moment in question.
The need of rewriting history became clear to me in my own work on history
of lasers in the USSR when I first read Loren Graham’s last book, Lonely Ideas,
See the special issue of the British Journal for History of Science dedicated to historiographic
reflections on the approach: Turchetti, Herran and Boudia (as in n. 66).
52
Collective efforts by historians of science from different countries was a strong evidence of the
prominence of the topic. See essays in the special issue Physicists in the Postwar Political
Arena: Comparative Perspectives, Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences
(HSPS), vol. 30, 1999:1 ; And also chapters in the book Mark Walker, editor, Science and
Ideology: A Comparative History, (New York: Routledge, 2003).
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Examples of works in this line may be found in Olival Freire Jr., The Quantum Dissidents: Rebuilding the Foundations of Quantum Mechanics (1950-1990), (Springer, 2015); Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71).
I have also to pay due tribute to a longer historiographic tradition dating back to the 1970s
represented by historians such as Paul Forman and John Heilbron. Historians of both old and
new generation are well represented in the volume Carson, Kojevnikov and Trischler (as
in n. 66).
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Olival Freire Jr., ‘Quantum dissidents: Research on the foundations of quantum theory circa
1970’, Studies In History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies In History and Philosophy
of Modern Physics, 40 dec (2009):4, ISSN 13552198, p. 281
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Hill (1984, p. 15)
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about invention and innovation in Russia, which contains a chapter on lasers.56
It’s difficult to say anything but prizes about a book that is “based not only on
a study of the relevant sources but also on long-term residence in Russia, visits to
dozens of Russian universities, research institutes, and industrial establishments,
and conversations with thousands of scientists and engineers.”57 The book is indeed
masterfully written and reflects Graham’s life-long experience and solid knowledge
of Soviet sciences in the broad sense of the Russian word nauki, which includes all
fields of scholarship. However, while acknowledging and respecting the authority
and quality of the work, we need not agree with all of its underpinnings. Graham’s
book, besides being based on his lifelong experience as historian of Soviet science,
is also based on a “rich literature on innovation”58 – I would add neoliberal– which
underlies many of his conclusions along the book. For instance, he gives as an
evidence that the Soviet laser research lagged behind the statistics that
By the year 2000, approximately $ 200 billion worth of lasers and laser
systems had been sold. Yet the Russian share of the world laser market
at this time, thirty-six years after two Russians and an American were
awarded the Nobel Prize for the invention of the maser and laser, was
merely 1–1.5 percent.59
While it may seem all right, given the purpose and intended audience of the book,
to use dollar-based revenue to evaluate the success of laser innovation in Russia, it
is problematic to use it to access laser innovation in the Soviet Union. First, Soviet
laser research and development was based on a network of state run, non-market
institutions. The state was at the same time sponsor, producer, and the main
consumer of laser-based technology. Using market indicators to access non-market
institutions is, at best, misleading. How were the financial transactions accorded
between those institutions? Were the price fixed to cover the costs of production
or to generate profit? Can we estimate the revenues raised by laser R&D in the
Soviet Union without including state investments on scientific and technological
institutes and goal-oriented projects for specific applications of laser technology, a
significant parcel of which was directed to classified projects? There are no easy
answers to these questions. We need a more careful and refined analysis, which
Graham (2013, pp. Chapter 9, Lasers: Genius and Missed Opportunities)
ibid., pp. location 118
58
ibid., pp. location 97
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ibid., pp. location 1653
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aims to understand the patterns of innovation in Soviet Union in its own terms to
access how successful was laser research and development in the Soviet Union.
Russia’s transition into a market economy did not happened overnight. As historians have argued, the collapse of Soviet Union did not end in 1991, but petered out
at least until 2000, comprising much more than the emergence of civil society and
adoption of neoliberal reforms. For Stephen Kotkin, for example, “What happened
in the Soviet Union, and continued in Russia, was the sudden onset, and then inescapable prolongation, of the death agony of an entire world comprising non-market
economics and anti-liberal institutions.”60
Besides, for Graham the impossibility of becoming super rich with inventions,
what happen with laser inventors in the United States, was a set back to innovation
in the Soviet Union. “Because of its centralized economy the Soviet Union could not
develop laser companies in the individualistic, competitive, and, yes chaotic way in
which they arouse in the United States.” He gives the example of “Valentin Gapontsev, whose story comes strikingly close to a start-up tale.”61 A Soviet physicist
specialist on light and lasers, when the Soviet Union collapsed, Gapontsev, illegally,
established a private business in the basement of a small laboratory in the Institute
of Radio Engineering in Friazino, a state institute near Moscow. Gapontsev began
to make business with Italian companies and moved to Italy to open a company of
his own. Soon his company was manufacturing high power fiber lasers and amplifiers
in Italy and Germany. After his business run into trouble around 2000, Gapontsev decided he “had to move to the US, because a lot of business is based there.”
By 2006 his company, headquartered in Oxford, Massachusetts, had grown to $143
million.62
The story above can be held as a prove that the American Dream, however seldom,
does come true. In fact, many inventors, even Soviet ones, may have been motivated
by the prospect of fast enrichment63 . However, that is by no means the only way of
fostering innovation, and it is debatable whether it is the most beneficial to society
as a whole. A living example that there are effective ways to foster innovation
besides profit-driven entrepreneurship is found in the story of the Soviet physicist
Zhores Alferov.
Stephen Kotkin, Armageddon Averted: The Soviet Collapse, 1970-2000, (Oxford University
Press, 2008), p. 2.
61
Graham (2013, pp. location 1686)
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ibid.
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See for example the case of Gordon Gould in Hecht (as in n. 19), pp. Chap. 4
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Alferov was awarded the 2000 Nobel prize in physics for the invention of semiconductor heterostructures that permitted the miniaturization of electronics and the
creation of the first laser to operate continuously at room temperature, an invention
to which we should be thankful whenever we use our compact devices or listen to CD
or DVD players.64 In any account, Alferov’s life is plenty of episodes that illustrate
how his commitment to communist values drove him toward innovations. For example, in the 1950s, he and other students of the Leningrad Physico-Technical Institute
helped to design a power station and worked in several brigades in competition with
each other to push the project forward, a strategy typical of the times of building
socialism in the 1930s (when whole cities were built from scratch), then it was being
employed to build communism. Efforts like that resonated with Alferov’s faith in
the power of science and technology to transform society. To this day, he is still an
active communist and champion of science and technology. For him, communism
now means primarily the defense of social welfare, public education and healthcare,
and last, but not least, the revival of Russian science and hi-tech industry. Probably,
Alferov’s story is as rare as Gapontsev’s.65
Graham’s book is a remarkable guide of how to bring Russia closer to an idealized
model of American liberal society. A model which, when seen against the background
of works of critical thinkers as Noam Chomsky, seems very far and getting is increasingly further from reality. It is unlikely that young historians nowadays, feeling the
effects of neoliberalism under their own skin, would take up such agenda. On the
contrary, the historiography of Soviet Union in the twenty-first century seems to be
going on the opposite direction.66
Whereas the totalitarians, writing in a moment of anti-communist hysteria of
the 1950s, were excessively concerned with demonstrating the ideological power and
ruthlessness of Stalinism, the revisionists, experiencing the power of popular mobilization exhibited in the protest of the 1960s, understood that Soviet people ought
to have played a role larger then had been granted to them in totalitarian accounts;
Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘A Nobel for communism’, Physics World, (2011):March
For Alferov’s biography see: Paul R. Josephson, Lenin’s Laureate: Zhores Alferov’s Life in
Communist Science, (MIT Press, 2011); Zhores I Alferov, Nauka i Obshchestvo, (SanktPeterburg: Nauka, 2005); idem, Zhores I. Alferov - Biographical, 2014 hURL: http://www.
nobelprize.org/nobel{\_}prizes/physics/laureates/2000/alferov-bio.htmli. For a
description of the enthusiastic building of socialism in the 1930s see Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72). The importance of Alferov’s invention and his
communist views are discussed by Kojevnikov, ‘Physics World, No. March, 2011’ (as in n. 64).
66
Fitzpatrick, venturing to discuss how the Soviet Union may look like in the twenty-first century,
guesses that “‘what was right with it’ may be next on the agenda.”Fitzpatrick (2007, p. 64)
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the post-revisionists, in turn, writing from a moment of increasing social insecurities, amid talks of crisis of academia due to the unrivaled influence of neoliberalism,
have turned their attention to some of the legacy of the Soviet Union that had been
taken for granted, such as the welfare state, a “bedrock of the world in which we live
that today is coming apart everywhere,”67 as Stephen Kotkin perceived in 1995.68
Perhaps one more lesson may the taken from the evolution of historical works on
Soviet Union. Acquiring professional maturity in times of collective awareness about
the shortcomings in their own societies, seems to have helped both the revisionists
and post-revisionists to assume a less condescending and more perceptive historiographical stances. Being self-critical, it seems, we are more inclined to adopt a more
understanding, less judgmental stance in our analysis of other times and societies,
and hence be more open to see their positive sides, as well as the negative ones.
This, no doubt, has had positive impact on historical studies of Soviet Union, as we
can see by the rich, insightful, and interesting accounts of Soviet culture and society
produced by both schools so far.
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Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72), p. 21
The North American academia is increasingly aware of the negative impact of neoliberal policies
in academic intuitions. Willem Halffman and Hans Radder, ‘The Academic Manifesto:
From an Occupied to a Public University’, Minerva, (2015). In the last decade there appeared
a host of articles and blog posts about the harmful influence of neoliberal policies in North
American colleges and universities. For a highly discussed article on this issue see: Deresiewicz (2011). Professors from top US universities such as Columbia have given this kind of
advice to students: “I won’t talk to students about graduate school anymore... Going to grad
school is a suicide mission.”
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3 Convergence of Cold-War Science:
(Co)inventing the Maser in
Postwar Soviet Union
In the early 1950s, after years of restrained personal contact with Western scientists, Soviet physicists resumed their participation in international conferences. In
1955 the physicist Alexander Mikhailovich Prokhorov (1916–2002) left for his first
conference outside communist borders. It was the meeting of the Faraday Society
held in England from April 4 to 6. His presentation, whose title was theretofore unknown to the participants, took the US physicist Charles Hard Townes (1915–2015)
aback. He presented the “Theory of the Molecular Generator”, a device that had
been recently put into operation by Townes in the United States and would became
know by the acronym MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation). Townes described the episode as a “revealing”, “eye-opener” encounter.
“After the presentation”, he recalled, “I got up and said, Well, that is very interesting, and we have one of these working.”1 Years later, in 1964, the Nobel Prize
of physics would be shared by Charles Townes and the Russian Physicists Alexander Prokhorov and his former student Nikolai Gennadievich Basov (1922–2001) as
a recognition of their ‘fundamental work in the field of quantum electronics, which
has led to the construction of oscillators and amplifiers based on the maser-laser
principle’.2
It came as a surprise to most of the audience that the same device was developed
in parallel on both sides of the Iron Curtain in one of the most tense periods of the
Cold War, marked by the Korean War. However, as we will defend bellow, that
1
2

Townes, How the Laser Happened (as in n. 14), pp. 76-78.
The internationalization of Soviet Science, began around 1954, will be discussed in the
next chapter.
For the changes in Soviet Physics that led to it see Ivanov (as in
n. 41), pp. 322-325. “The Nobel Prize in Physics 1964,” accessed February 03, 2014,
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1964/.
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episode is symptomatic of a more general trend of convergence between Soviet and
American sciences after World War II.
As a device that blurred the borders between applied and basic, military and
civilian research, the maser itself was a product of the new orientations of postwar
physics in the post-World War II.3 Its parallel invention in the United States and the
Soviet Union suggests that physics in those countries evolved along similar lines in
the period. Our main goal in this paper is to reveal that despite political and cultural
particularities, in this early period of Cold War, physics in the Soviet Union shared
many features of its North American counterpart, and how those shared features can
be mobilized to explain the simultaneous and independent invention of the maser in
those countries and the convergence of Cold War science.
The Soviet Union and the United States are often portrayed in such dichotomic
ways that writing about convergence between them may sound strange for the contemporary reader. However, in the late 1950s and early 1960s the two great powers
increasingly resembled each other. This is evident in a number of convergence theories created in that period. The theories are diverse, made by intellectuals on
the left and on the right, each giving the primacy to his political view, but the
common ground among them is the idea that all developing industrial societies, independent of their political composition, are confronted principally with the same
social prerequisites and challenges, and would converge in their social, political and
economic systems.4 A number of factors contributed to this perception. First, the
Soviet economy from the end of the World War II through mid-1950s grew at such
rates that worried even the CIA.5 Second, the first broad sociological studies on
Soviet society promoted by American military agencies, contrary to expectations,
concluded that the Soviet Union was a stable industrial society, in important ways
similar to the United States.6 And third, more to the point of our narrative, science,
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20).
For a summary of some convergence theories see Requate (as in n. 16), pp. 181-183.
5
“At a Congressional hearing in 1959, regarding a comparison between the US and Soviet
economies, CIA Chief Allen Dulles testified that the growth rate of industrial production in
the USSR in the last years had been twice as great as in the USA. If the growth rate of Soviet
Industry remained at 8 or 9 percent for the next decade and the US economy continued to
grow as it had, the industrial gap between the economies of both countries nearly would be
closed.”Ibid., p. 182.
6
In the early 1950s the Air Force gave generous funding for Harvard’s Russian Research Center
to make a “Working Model of the Soviet Social System” based on interviews with refugees.
In classified reports, researchers of the Center concluded that the “Soviet regime had wide if
not deep support from its citizens, and was not teetering on the blink of collapse; American
forces attacking the Soviet Union, in short, would not be greeted as liberators.” quoted in
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specially physics, was enjoying unprecedented prestige and government support in
both countries due to the alliance between scientists, engineers, and the military on
the pursuit of advanced military weapons, such as the atomic bombs, radars, and
missile systems. In this regard, the launching of the Sputnik in 1957 was a major
boost to the reputation of the Soviet Union abroad.7
Grasping the extent of the convergence requires awareness of the distinctive model
of science established in the USSR by mid 1930s. Key features of that model were
government funding, emphasis on useful research, and a structural organization
which privileged research institutes instead of universities as the main sites of scientific research. As adherents of the Enlightenment ideal of using science to perfect
society, the Bolsheviks were almost as strongly pro-science as scientists themselves,
but they insisted that science had to be connected to the needs of society. Basic,
uninterested science was berated as ‘bourgeois science’.
Thus, still during the Civil War, the Bolshevik government endorsed most of the
essential elements of a reform proposed by scientists of various political orientations
that aimed to bridge the gap between science and industry, perceived by some prominent scientists as one the main reasons of Russia’s defeat in the First World War.
Among the leading proposals, the creation of a network of large state-sponsored
scientific institutes directed simultaneously to advanced research and industry was
the one adopted by the Bolsheviks as the basis for a revolutionary model of research. Once the revolution was consolidated, the few existing Russian research
institutes were scaled up and many others were built throughout the country. In
Engerman, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 101, 2010’ (as in n. 7), p. 399. The first studies of the Smolensk
Archive, published from 1958, had similar conclusions. This is the archive of the Communist
Party stolen by the German Army from the city of Smolensk and later found by the CIA and
transferred to the US. For the impact of these finding on the Western perspectives on Soviet
Union see C. P. Silva Neto, Red Descendants of Apollo: The making of Soviet laser physics.
Ph. D thesis, (Universidade Federal da Bahia/Universidade Estadual de Feira de Santana, 2015),
pp. chapter 1.
7
For the alliance between scientists, engineers and the military in the US see Forman, ‘Studies in
the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20); Forman and SánchezRon (as in n. 31); for the similar alliance in the USSR see Kojevnikov, ‘The Making of the
Soviet Bomb and the Shaping of Cold War Science’ (as in n. 43); idem, ‘Osiris, vol. 23, 2008’
(as in n. 41). For the Sputnik and the image of the USSR abroad see Idem, ‘The Cultural
Spaces of the Soviet Cosmos’, in: James T. Andrews; Asif A. Siddiqi, editor, Into the
Cosmos: Space Exploration and Soviet Culture, (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,
2011); Asif A Siddiqi, ‘Cosmic Contradictions: Popular Enthusiasm and Secrecy in the Soviet
Space Program’, in: James T. Andrews and Asif A. Siddiqi, editors, In Into the Cosmos:
Space Exploration and Soviet Culture,, (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2011). –
chapter 3.
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those institutes, fundamental science and industrial application were pursued by
large, multidisciplinary groups of scientists (freed from teaching duties), engineers
and technicians, often directed to a particular branch of industry. The perceived
success was such that one of the main Soviet ways of developing a particular branch
of industry became to create a research institute and a related factory, and the
number of such research institutes evolved from dozens to hundreds. Later directed
by the Soviet Academy of Science, this impressive network embodied the ideal of
planned science, forming the gist of the “Soviet (or socialist) model of research”. By
mid-1930s the Soviet Union was investing a larger share of its GDP in science than
any other country in the World.8
That phenomenon attracted attention of European observers. Specially in France
and Great Britain, left wings scientists began demanding a similar support for scientific research from their governments. With a Socialist government in France from
1932, and the Popular Front in 1936, influential, left-wing scientists managed to create and establish the Caisse Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) as the
leading scientific institution in France. In 1939 the CNRS employed about half of the
French academic scientists. In Britain, the Communist John D. Bernal succeeded in
promoting some Marxist, Soviet-inspired proposals of scientific reforms when he began serving the British government mobilizing science for the war. The influence of
the Soviet model on the British wartime mobilization was such that “When British
scientists working on the development of radar technology decided to meet regularly
for informal discussions with representatives from different branches of the military, they even called their gathering the ‘Sunday Soviet.”’9 Those examples show
that Soviet model of science exerted direct influence on major European scientific
powers.10
Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic, the circumstances were also favorable
to the implementation of Soviet-inspired changes in science. Since the start of the
Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘The Great War, the Russian Civil War, and the invention of big science’,
Science in Context, 15 (2002):2; idem, ‘Osiris, vol. 23, 2008’ (as in n. 41); Loren Graham,
‘Big Science in the Last Years of the Soviet Union’, Osiris, 7 (1992):in Science after ’40, edited
by Arnold Thackray,.
9
Kojevnikov, ‘Osiris, vol. 23, 2008’ (as in n. 41), p. 124.
10
Since its conception the Soviet experiment was followed by curious eyes of foreign observer and
exerted considerable influence abroad, not only in science. Discussing the state-guaranteed
social welfare in the Soviet Union, consolidated under Stalin, Stephen Kotkin argues that “the
Soviet example... could be said to have exerted a direct and profound influence on the rest of
the world’s industrialized countries. In a word, the USSR decisively shaped part of the bedrock
of the world in which we live”. Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in
n. 72), p. 21.
8
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New Deal in the early 1930s, US citizens were getting used to the presence of their
government in several sectors of society. The period between the start of the New
Deal and the early 1970s marked the largest expansion of government in the history
of the United States. During that period, as many other areas of American society,
scientific research relied upon federal support. The watershed in state support for
science was the beginning of the World War II, when the antifascist mobilization
that forged an unlikely alliance between anticommunist military leaders, such as
General Leslie Groves, and left-wing scientists, such as Robert Oppenheimer, permitted the creation of large state-sponsored scientific enterprises as the Manhattan
and the Radar projects –the latter building on results of the ‘Sunday Soviets’ began
in Britain.11
In the postwar, as an aftermath of the wartime scientific effort, American scientists
became used to state-sponsored science and to working in big, multidisciplinary
teams of scientists, engineers and technicians on research connected with “societal
and market needs”.12 Thus, what used to be regarded as distinguishing features of
Soviet science, became characteristic of American science as well. Kojevnikov has
drawn attention to the similarities between the phenomenon that happened in the
US after the Second War and what happened in the Soviet Union as a result of the
First Wold War:
Elsewhere, most notably in the United States, comparable changes
occurred later, typically as a result of another World War, and survived
afterward in the form of national laboratories and other institutions,
under the unofficial name “big science” (the label “socialist” could not
be used during the Cold War for obvious reasons). Despite the difference
in names, the two phenomena are homologous and apparently are parts
of the same social process. They share most of the essential features, such
as gigantomania, state support, the cult of science in society, (con)fusion
Wolfe, Competing with the Soviets (as in n. 31); Kojevnikov, ‘Osiris, vol. 23, 2008’ (as in
n. 41). In 1940, to join forces with the United States in the wartime scientific effort, the UK sent
a delegation led by Henry Tizard to share top secret information on the British atomic bomb
and radar projects that helped to boost the American projects. The Tizard mission brought
to the US a cavity magnetron, which advanced by years the US radar effort, and helped to set
up a joint US-British radar team to develop microwave radars. See chapter on Militarization
of Science in José M. Sánchez-Ron, El Poder de La Ciencia, (Barcelona: Crítica, 2007),
pp. 707-899.
12
The literature on the changes in the working style of American physicists enormous and continues
to grow. A good illustration of the changes highlighted here is can be found inLenoir (as in
n. 37), pp. 239-292. Quotation from p. 257.
11
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between science and engineering, multidisciplinary research, collective or
team work, complex bureaucracy, and militarization.13
Physicists, both in the US and the USSR, emerged from the WWII with unprecedented social prestige, translated in symbolic and material terms, thanks to their
participation in strategic programs developing radars, rockets, and most important,
the atomic bomb. The experiences, skills, prestige, and technology sprung from
the physicists’s wartime efforts shaped the physics done in the Cold War. Research
funding rose to levels unimaginable before the war, physicists acquired celebrity status and came influence political decision making through advisory boards or direct
connections to top politicians and officials.14
The privileges, however, came with demands and compromises. Physicists were
expected to foster research in topics that matched national interests. It is not so
surprising, thus, that when the Cold War took more defined shapes in the late 1940s,
and American and Soviet governments governments channeled their resources and
recruited scientists to strengthen the military capabilities of their states, scientists
dutifully put their skills to advance that goal. What was unpredictable was the
impact this would have on physics.
Pioneer, and ground-breaking, studies on the impact of the involvement of American physicists in the Cold War military buildup were conducted by Paul Forman
in a series of papers on postwar American physics, concerned above all with the
war-time radar development and related fields such as microwave spectroscopy and
quantum electronics. As will discuss below, “Quantum electronics” was a label created in the late 1950s to unify several efforts of research and development of atomic
clocks and masers, electronic devices based on quantum transitions, under a single
field. Forman evidenced that American physicists welcomed military funding and
support believing that they could use it to advance their own interest, maintaining
control of their discipline. Part of the formula to do so involved an strategy of compartmentalization based on the assumption that basic and applied, military-related
13
14

Kojevnikov, ‘Science in Context, No. 2, vol. 15, 2002’ (as in n. 8), p. 270.
In the Soviet Union the social status approached that of aparatiki, top party officials, and
generals. Likewise, in the US physicist came to be regarded as one of the most prestigious
profession, second only to judges of the supreme court. The influence of scientists on decision
making in the US through the presidential advisory board is discussed in Norman Kaplan
and Don K. Price, ‘The Scientific Estate.’ Political Science Quarterly, 81 jun (1966):2, ISSN
00323195. In the USSR, after the WWII there happened a striking approximation between
science and political power. See Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘Dialogues about Knowledge and Power
in Totalitarian Political Culture’, HSPS, 30 (1999):1.
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science could be kept in different compartments, and therefore physicists could conduct their “basic” or “pure” research, i.e. research driven by their own personal
interest in the production of knowledge for its own sake, while doing some military
research to satisfy their military patrons.15
Ideas, or creativity, however, turned out being recalcitrant towards compartmentalization, and the consequences of that recalcitrance showed up conspicuously in
the development of physics in the second half of the 20th century. The most serious
of them, highlighted by Forman himself, but scrutinized, debated, and contested
by many students of science afterward, was that in the long run physics was reoriented toward fields judged by the military to be strategic, namely, fields in which
knowledge produced even in basic researches could lead to new military technologies.
Fields such as nuclear and high-energy physics, microwave spectroscopy, and solid
state physics thrived in the period. In common they had the close link to high-tech
military technology. A second, and closely related, consequence was the tendency
to judge the valued of scientific research in terms of its potential to produce new
gadgets, a phenomenon which Forman christened as “gadgeteering”.16
The invention of the maser and its subsequent development into a laser, both
gadgets of the Cold War, simultaneously in the United States and the Soviet Union
calls up important issues related to the dynamics between science and society in
that period. The most prominent issues to be addressed here are militarization
and convergence of science, and their consequences to physical research in the early
1950s. As scientists formed in indifferent scientific traditions began to ask the similar questions and aim at similar goals they began to move in the same direction,
toward masers and similar devices. They, however, had different perspectives. Thus
questioning the convergence of American and Soviet Physicists in the invention of
masers we are led to question as well what happens when two different scientific
traditions begin to probe the same problems, treading the same path? The history
of the maser reveals that although Soviet and American scientists invented the same
device, they had different understanding of it, differences marked above all by their
original training.
In what follows, in a narrative mostly focused on the invention of the maser in the
Soviet Union, we reveal some of the overlapping features in the practice of physics
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20); idem,
‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14); idem, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’
(as in n. 12); idem, ‘Into quantum electronics: Maser as ’gadget’ of Cold-War America’ (as in
n. 33).
16
Idem, ‘Into quantum electronics: Maser as ’gadget’ of Cold-War America’ (as in n. 33).
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in the United States and the Soviet Union and how they helped to settle a tendency
of convergence between physics in those countries. To do so, we have organized this
article in the following way. The next section is about a scientific school established
in the USSR before the WWII called the Madelstam’s school of oscillations, which
was crucial to how the Soviets understood and formulated the theory of the maser.
Thanks to its emphasis on applied research, and its mix of physics and engineering,
that school thrived in the Soviet Union of the 1930s, and remained one of the leading
schools of Soviet Physics thereafter. In the 1960s Alexander Prokhorov and Nikolai
Basov became major leaders of that school. Section 2 discusses the militarization
of Soviet science in the late 1930s, its impact on the school of oscillations, and its
influence on the careers of young graduate students as Prokhorov and Nikolai Basov,
who were formed in a period in which Soviet science was militarized to a very high
degree. Section 3 addresses how the “slogan to catch up and to surpass”, which
expressed the strategy of following the American’s path to build an atomic bomb,
was adopted beyond nuclear physics and influenced Prokhorov and his graduate
students to take up research in microwave spectroscopy, a field which flourished as
an aftermath of radar research, specially in the US. Section 4, finally arriving at
the invention of the maser, is a comparison of the Soviet and American approaches
to the maser, discussing how their different backgrounds influenced the way they
conceived and perceived the device. To conclude we reflect on what the narrative
tells about the questions of militarization and convergence, drawing attention to the
similarities and differences on the American and Soviet paths to masers.

3.1 Mandelstam’s School of Oscillations
In the summer of 1939, after graduating from Leningrad17 University, Alexander
Prokhorov was invited to apply for graduate school at the Lebedev Institute of
Physics, known as FIAN, the Russian acronym for Physical Institute of the Academy
of Science.18 The institute had been founded in 1934 by Sergei Vavilov, an exceptional administrator, who managed to protect the physicists working at FIAN even
17
18

Today Saint Petersburg.
Being a research institute without direct ties with university, FIAN recruited its graduate students among leading universities throughout the Soviet Union. One of the main channels of
recruitment was through physicists who combined their research at FIAN with teaching positions in universities, but in addition to that, FIAN sent requests to universities asking them to
recommend their best graduates to continue their studies at the institute. G. A. Prokhorova,
‘Luch Nadezhdy’, in: I. A. Shchgerbakov, G. N. Mikhailova and K. A. Prokhorov, editors, Alexander M. Prokhorov: vospominaniia, stati, interviu, dokumenty, (Moskva: Fizmatlit,
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in the worse period of the Great Purges and raise funds to secure the growth of the
institute, transforming FIAN into one of the largest physics institutes of the USSR.
From its conception FIAN was a hotbed for the scientific school of Leonid Isaakovich
Mandelstam, a prominent physicist of the Moscow State University who led and ambitious program of development and application of a general approach to physics
based on nonlinear oscillations. They aimed to created an “international language”
in physics, namely a theoretical framework that could be applied across disciplinary
frontiers. Three out of the five initial laboratories that formed FIAN – oscillations,
optics, and theoretical physics – were headed by Mandelstam’s closest collaborators.
His life-long collaborator, Nikolai Papaleksi, headed the laboratory of oscillations,
whose name reflects their ambition of studying oscillation as the fundamental phenomenon behind a wide range of physical problems. It was in the laboratory of
oscillations that Alexander Prokhorov and Nikolai Basov were trained and developed their initial career. The scientific school institutionalized in that laboratory
was crucial to how they understood and formulated the theory of the maser. For
that reason, to reveal the specificities of the Soviet approach to masers, we need to
discuss the origins and some characteristics of Mandelstam’s school.19
The origins of the oscillatory approach to physics can be traced back to the work of
the German physicist Karl Ferdinand Braun, winner of the Nobel prize of 1909 for his
work on wireless telegraphy, with whom Leonid Mandelstam and Nikolai Papaleksi
graduated and worked in Strasbourg and Berlin. Under Braun, Mandelstam and
Papaleksi worked not only in radiophysics, but in optics as well, and they assimilated
his ambition of developing a common oscillatory approach to optics and radiophysics.
When they returned to Russia in 1914, Mandelstam and Papaleksi continued to
pursue programs began in Strasbourg, maintaining intermittent connection with
Ferdinand Braun and other collaborators, but during the Russian Revolution and
2006), p. 29.
A large part of the biographical information on Prokhorov presented in this paper is based
on the recollections written by his wife in 1992, but published in 2006. Climério Silva Neto
would like to thank Alex Prokhorov, Alexander M. Prokhorov’ grandson, for this and other
valuable sources.
19
For the foundation of FIAN see Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures
of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71), pp. 166-168. Alexander Prokhorov headed the Laboratory
of oscillations for almost half century (1954-1998). He later organized a new institute called
General Physics Institute (GPI) whose “history [...] is inextricably linked to the laboratory
of oscillations of the Lebedev Institute of Physics”. The institutional history of GPI portraits
Mandelstam, Papaleksi and Mikhail Leontovich as the forerunners in the tradition that led to
its creation. http://www.gpi.ru/history.php, accessed in 21 March 2015.
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the Civil War their contacts were almost completely interrupted. Although working
in relative isolation, Mandelstam and Papaleksi found institutional support to train
young cadres and develop old and new research programs, and from then on their
route diverged from that followed by Braun and his pupils in Germany.20

The turn toward nonlinearity
Perhaps the main bifurcation point between Mandelstam and Papaleksi’s research
program and those that continued to be developed in Germany by Braun and his
pupils was their move toward nonlinearity. Oscillatory phenomena had long been
a fundamental component of many physical theories, however, for the sake of simplicity, systems are often idealized to be described by a linear equation. In a simple
pendulum, for example, this can be achieved by limiting the amplitude of the oscillation to small angles – a strategy that simplifies the solution, but strongly limits its
applicability to real physical phenomena. The development of electronic devices as
vacuum tubes oscillators, and the importance they acquired for their applications,
shed light on a number of systems that could not be described satisfactorily in terms
of a linear equation. Studying radio devices Mandelstam and Papaleksi convinced
themselves that the world is nonlinear, and so should be a fundamental physical
theory. They began to advocated for a nonlinear theory of oscillations which would
offer a sophisticated and rigorous mathematical treatment to phenomena in fields
as diverse as optics, mechanics, acoustics, and radiophysics, with close ties with
practical applications.21
The outstanding mathematical tradition originated in Czarist Russia was instrumental to develop Mandelstam’s program. It was based on that tradition that
Alexander A. Andronov, one of Mandelstam’s first pupils, married to the mathematician Evgeniia Leontovich and closely related to many other mathematicians,
gave a remarkable contribution to advance the project of a nonlinear theory of oscillations. Studying the oscillations in an electric circuit fitted with an electric switch,
For Mandelstam and the development of his school see the comprehensive biography Alexander
Pechenkin, Leonid Isaakovich Mandelstam - Research, Teaching, Life, (Springer, 2014).
21
Idem, ‘The concept of self-oscillations and the rise of synergetics ideas in the theory of nonlinear
oscillations’, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies in History and
Philosophy of Modern Physics, 33 jun (2002):2; idem, Leonid Isaakovich Mandelstam - Research,
Teaching, Life (as in n. 20); Amy Dahan Dalmedico, ‘Early Developments of Nonlinear
Science in Soviet Russia: The Andronov School at Gorkiy’, Science in Context, 17 jun (2004):12, ISSN 0269–8897.
20
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a problem assigned by Mandelstam, he identified and conceptualized an inherently
nonlinear phenomenon that he called self-oscillation.22
Nonlinear oscillations in electric circuits had already received a mathematical
treatment given by the German Balthasar Van der Pol, however, for lack of precision
and the strenuous calculations entailed, his methods failed to attract attention of
the scientific community.23 To develop an alternative approach, Andronov resorted
to methods developed by the French Henri Poincaré and the Russian Alexander
Lyapunov to solve the three-body problem of celestial mechanics. From Poincaré,
Andronov took the geometrical methods of describing the properties of the solution
of differential equations. From Lyapunov, he took the methods of studying the stability of motions. The combination of these methods permitted him to put forward
a rigorous pictorial description of nonlinear oscillations on the phase space.24
Self-oscillations became the core of the theory of oscillations. As conceptualized by
Andronov, they are undamped oscillations in real, i.e. non-idealized, systems with
resistance or friction that are maintained by an energy source, whose characteristic
parameters (like amplitude and frequency) are determined by inner features of the
system and are independent of the initial conditions (phase). An energy source is
necessary to compensate losses, but it does not need to be periodical, and usually
it is not. They can be better understood in contrast with the more familiar forced
oscillations. While forced oscillations are maintained by an external periodic source
and depend on the initial condition, self-oscillations are maintained by a non-periodic
source and do not dependent on the initial conditions.25 As Dalmedico observed,
Andronov "immediately attributed to self-oscillations an universal character, seeing
them at work in radiophysics, acoustics, mechanics, chemistry (periodic reactions),
and biology. Self-oscillations provided the basis for the paradigm of nonlinear physics
that Mandelstam had called for".26

Radiophysics, applications and transdisciplinarity
At the center of the activities of Mandelstam’s school, as we can seen by the discussion above, was radiophysics, a discipline which was born applied. Shortly after
Dalmedico (as in n. 21). For consolidation of a mathematical tradition in Czarist Russia see
Alexander Vucinich, ‘Mathematics in Russian Culture’, Journal of the History of Ideas, 21
(1960):2.
23
A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Sovetskaia Radiofizika’, Nauka i Zhizn, 11 (1947).
24
Pechenkin, ‘Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies in History and
Philosophy of Modern Physics, No. 2, vol. 33, 2002’ (as in n. 21), pp. 137-140.
25
A. A. Andronov and S. E. Khaikin, Teoriia Kolebanii, (Moskva, 1937).
26
Dalmedico (as in n. 21), p. 237.
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Heinrich Hertz’s experiments of generation and detection of electromagnetic waves
in late 19th century Germany, there was no shortage of inventors dedicated to experiments in wireless telegraphy, the prehistory of radio. Some of them were acknowledged scientists as Karl F. Braun,27 but many were like the Italian Guglielmo
Marconi, “a self-taught man [who] had not the theoretical basis and the mental
habit of the researcher... and went on his way with a pure pioneer spirit of adventure.” 28 Practically-minded inventors as Marconi promoted the development of the
technology of generation and detection of electromagnetic waves in the last decades
of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, accumulating a wealth of practical,
experimental knowledge on production, transmission and reception of radio waves.
However, it was for the work of practically oriented physicists such as Karl Ferdinand
Braun, who became director of the Physical Institute of the University of Strasbourg
in 1895, that wireless telegraphy received a scholarly formulation and entered academic institutions as radiophysics, a sub-discipline of physics independent of, but
closely related to, electromagnetism and optics. As students of Braun, Mandelstam
and Papaleksi pioneered radiophysics in Russia, where the engineer Alexander Popov
had given his own remarkable contributions to develop radio technology, and where
radiophysics found highly fertile grounds.
By the end of the 1930s the scientific results obtained by the school of oscillations were already presented in textbooks. The first textbook was published in
1937, written by Andronov in collaboration with Semion E. Khaikin and Alexander
A. Vitt, two other pupils of Mandelstam based at Moscow State University. Another, Oscillations and Waves, was published in 1950 by Gabriel S. Gorelik, one
of Andronov’s collaborators in Gorky. The textbooks may be taken as windows to
understand what has been called by historians the paradigm of self-oscillations and
how the concept was employed to solve real problems. According to Gorelik, “as
self-oscillating systems we understand any real device that is source of undamped
oscillations. The word ‘real’ means that it excludes ideal (and with them the trivial)
cases, when the system does not have friction or resistance”.29 Among the paradigmatic examples in the early textbooks are musical instruments, pendulum clock,
and vacuum tube generators. The first question that arises from the study those
For the long list of men who proposed wireless telegraphic systems see Wikipedia’s article:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invention_of_radio.
28
Bertolotti (as in n. 61), p. 125.
29
G. S. Gorelik, Kolebaniia i Volny - vvedenie v akustiku, radiofiziki i optiku, 1st edition.
(Moskva: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatelstvo Tekhniko-teoreticheskoi Literatury, 1950), p. 106.
27
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systems is how unilateral, constant blowing, lowering of weight, or constant tension
from a power supply can maintain oscillations in air, watches, or oscillatory circuits,
respectively. The second question is what factors determine the form and period of
the oscillations; in particular, in which cases sinusoidal oscillations occur and, when
occurring, on which depends their amplitude.30
That textbook shows that by 1950 not only a theory of nonlinear oscillations, but
a world-view, which can be loosely called paradigm or disciplinary matrix, centered
on the study of oscillatory phenomena in various fields,31 with special emphasis
on radiophysics, had been institutionalized and embedded in the training of physicists. Some features of that paradigm are clearly illustrated in Gorelik’s postwar
textbook, which attempts to see from a single viewpoint, at the level of a general
undergraduate physics course, oscillatory and wave phenomena found in mechanics,
acoustics, optics, and electromagnetism. According to the author, the fruitfulness of
that approach to vibrational and wave phenomena had long become clear to physicists and engineers. Most of the book, however, was dedicated to radiophysics. For
Gorelik this was justified not only for technical importance of radiophysics, but also
for the application of radiophysics methods in the most varied fields of scientific
research – from nuclear physics to astronomy, from biology to geophysics. Accordingly, the book presents the students with example of application in a wide range of
disciplines.32
¸
The research program in which Alexander Prokhorov was involved when he enrolled for graduate school at FIAN in 1939 illustrates the kind of work in radiophysics
developed by Mandelstam’s school in the USSR. It was a broad study on propagation of radio waves on the surface of the earth, the last large program Mandelstam
took part in his life.
Andronov and Khaikin (as in n. 25), pp. 193-194; Gorelik (as in n. 29). A condensed
English translation of Andronov’s textbook was published as part of the work on the project
on nonlinear differential equations under contract with the Office of Naval Research. A. A.
Andronov and C. E. Chaikin, Theory of Oscillations, (Princeton University press, 1949).
31
Physicists who identified themselves with this school went as far as to consider applying the
concept of self-oscillation to describe social phenomena. The historian Alexander Pechenkin
argues that the self-oscillations became an ideology adopted by many scientists in the Soviet
Union. For a discussion of self-oscillations as a paradigm and ideology see Pechenkin, ‘Studies
in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern
Physics, No. 2, vol. 33, 2002’ (as in n. 21).
32
Gorelik (as in n. 29).
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The evolution of radio technology and the increasing distances of radio transmissions revealed that radio waves could contour the surface of the earth, but the
theoretical explanation for this phenomenon remained for years a challenging problem for physicists. Even in the most simple case, considering flat the frontier between
air and earth and that both of those media are homogeneous, the problem was still
very complex due to the proximity of the radio-wave source (antenna) to the intersection between the media.33 The first steps toward the solution of that problem
were given by Jonathan Zenneck, like Mandelstam a student of Karl F. Braun, and
Arnold Sommerfeld in Germany. Zenneck calculated plane and cylindrical wave solutions of Maxwell’s equations, now know as Zenneck waves, in the presence of a
planar boundary separating free space from a half space with finite conductivity.34
The problem with this model is that those waves could be produced only by infinite,
therefore inexistent, sources. Arnold Sommerfeld extended Zenneck’s analysis to
the case of a punctual source, a Hertz dipole, over a conducting spherical surface.
His main motivation was the analysis of the propagation of radio waves around the
earth.35
Mandelstam first got involved with that problem in 1916 when he extended Sommerfeld’s analysis to optics. While in optics the distances between the light source
and boundary surface are usually far greater than the radiation wavelength, in radiophysics the distances between wave source and the boundary are often smaller
than the radiation wavelength, which may exceed 1000m. Thinking in analogy with
radiophysics, Mandelstam considered the phenomenon of refraction of light when
the light source is very close to the boundary, concluding that in this case new optical phenomena would rise. He showed that in the situation where the source of light
is located nearby the interface, the usual laws of refraction are violated and should
be replaced by the other laws.36
Later, however, when the problem of propagation of radio waves on the surface of
the Earth had acquired new significance due to the development of radio communication and radiolocation, Mandelstam and Papaleksi followed the opposite way.
Prokhorov, ‘Nauka i Zhizn, vol. 11, 1947’ (as in n. 23).
Jonathan Zenneck, ‘Über die Fortpflanzung ebener elektromagnetischer Wellen längs einer
ebenen Leiterfläche und ihre Beziehung zur drahtlosen Telegraphie’, Annalen der Physik, 23
(1907).
35
Arnold Sommerfeld, ‘Uber die Ausbreitung der Wellen in der drahtlosen Telegraphie’, Annalen der Physik, 28 (1909). For a literature review on surface waves see David Reiss, The
Advance of Physics: Special Report No. 1. Electromagnetic Surface Waves. 1996 hURL:
web.mit.edu/redingtn/www/netadv/zenneck.html.i.
36
Pechenkin, Leonid Isaakovich Mandelstam - Research, Teaching, Life (as in n. 20), p. 70.
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They used interferometry, a well-know technique in optics, in radiophysics to devise a method to measure distances and the velocity of propagation of radio waves
in different conditions with high accuracy. Experiments employing those methods
helped to test and improve the theory of propagation of radio waves being developed
in concerted effort by Soviet physicist such as Boris Vvedensky, Vladimir Fock and
Mikhail Leontovich, the latter Mandelstam’s student.37
As a first year student of FIAN in 1940 Prokhorov was given the task of operating
a range-finder (dalnomer), devised based on the interferometry methods proposed
by Mandelstam and Papaleksi, in experiments conducted by another student of
Mandelstam, Vladimir Migulin, to study the ionosphere and its influence on the
propagation of radio waves. Prokhorov did not play his part in the experiments
for he was mobilized for the war the following year, but Migulin and his collaborators obtained important original results in field experiments conducted during the
summer of 1941 in a village on the outskirts of Moscow.38
The radio-interferometry methods devised by Mandelstam and Papaleksi also
found useful applications in geodesy, cartography, radio navigation and so on. Prokhorov,
writing in 1947, exalted the practical applications of apparatuses based on radiointerferometry methods, and in accordance with the nationalist mood of the postwar,
considered “worth to mention that abroad radio navigation with help of radio wave
interference began to develop during the Second World War, while in our country
it was practically applied long before the war”.39
For our narrative the importance of those methods, and their subsequent translation into gadgets, is that they illustrate a style of research in which cross-field
borrowing and analogies, and concerns with translation of knowledge into gadgets
were central even before the Wold War II. Whereas in the United States a similar
style was incorporated by physicists during their wartime work, in the Soviet Union
when the war began they were already assimilated in the practice and training of
physicists. The close ties between theory and devices, transdisciplinarity, and the
application of radiophysics methods characteristic of the school of oscillations, settled a solid basis which permitted that school to develop successfully in many of
A technical summary of those works in presented in James R. Wait, Radio Wave Propagation
in an Inhomogeneous Atmosphere, (Washington, D.C.: U. S. National Bureau of Standards,
1959).
38
Prokhorova (as in n. 18), pp. 29-30.
39
Prokhorov, ‘Nauka i Zhizn, vol. 11, 1947’ (as in n. 23), p. 31.
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fields of physical research that flourished after the World War II as the aftermath
of the wartime radar development.
In a thorough survey of research fields that after the war were benefited by applications stemmed from the wartime radar work, Paul Forman argues that one of
the most important effects of the radar development in the US was the creation
a group of physicists with good engineering skills that were applied to create and
develop new fields of physics. He classified the “applications” of radar to physical
research in two sorts. First, those in which radar hardware, techniques of radar, or
developed to radar, were directly employed to yield new knowledge. And second,
those in which the experiences, or familiarities, “that physicists acquired through
their involvement with radar research, engineering, and operations during the war
resulted in new ways of thinking about nature of scientific investigation”. Among
these new ways of thinking about the nature of scientific investigations Forman lists
the approximation between theoreticians and experimentalists that resulted in a
“shift from theories of general, abstract, perfect objects to theories of particular,
real, imperfect materials”,40 and the support for “programs of knowledge production which were less discipline delimited”41 As we can conclude from the discussion
presented above, those changes brought American physics closer to its Soviet counterpart. To make a more specific case, they made the working style of American
physicists involved in radar research and development similar to that cultivated in
Mandelstam’s school.

Scientific schools in Soviet Physics
Mandelstam’s school quickly grew in size and importance. By 1936 it had consolidated itself in a network of six “strongly connected” research institutions in Moscow,
Leningrad, and Gorky, which jointly conducted research on nonlinear oscillation as
an “unified scientific policy”. The institutions involved were FIAN and the Moscow
State University, in Moscow; the Leningrad Electro-Physical Institute (LEFI), the
Industrial Institute and the Central Radio Laboratory, in Leningrad; and the Gorky
State University, in Gorky.42 Those institutions were bound together by the fact
that some of their leading researchers were previous students and close collaborators
of the Leonid Mandelstam or Nikolai Papaleksi. Mandelstam and Papaleksi were
Forman, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’ (as in n. 12), p. 411.
Ibid., p. 415.
42
Mandelstam, 1936, quoted in Pechenkin, Leonid Isaakovich Mandelstam - Research, Teaching,
Life (as in n. 20), pp. 147-149.
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central figures coordinating the efforts of all those institutions, but their agency was
not limited to the conceptual formulation and discussion of scientific problems. As
Pechenkin highlighted, Mandelstam “was anxious for practical applications of his
student’s results” and “took care of the social status of their research”.43 Here we
can discriminate two features of Mandelstam’s school that permitted it to prosper
in the Soviet Union.
First, it was closely connected with practical and industrial applications and as
such it matched well, and was favored by, the official vision of science promoted by
the Bolsheviks. As adherents of the Enlightenment ideal of using science to perfect
society, from the beginning of their rule, the Bolsheviks aligned with scientists, of all
political orientations, who were willing to use their skills and knowledge to foster the
industrialization of Russia. This was the core of the early compromise between the
Bolsheviks and “bourgeois” scientists that permitted the rise of the leading schools
of Soviet science.44
Second, the hierarchical structure of the school, with physicists from several institutions orbiting around the central authority of Leonid Mandelstam, favored the
development of “an unified scientific policy”, as defined by Mandelstam himself, or
a method of “collective work”, as defined later by Sergei Vavilov. This hierarchical
structure proved to be convenient to the pursuit of goal-oriented R&D programs
as those related to the industrialization drive, as well as military programs that
were set in motion in the second half of the 1930s. In his celebratory speech on the
30th anniversary of the Revolution Vavilov boasted this as an innovation of Socialist
science:
A new method, applied more and more frequently, was that of collective work, in which the solution of a problem would be undertaken, not
by a one individual, but by a group of scientists, usually headed by a
prominent specialist in the field. This method of work made it possible
to undertake intricate and laborious research which had formerly seemed
impossible.45
Pechenkin, Leonid Isaakovich Mandelstam - Research, Teaching, Life (as in n. 20), p. 149.
Other examples are found in the schools of Abram Joffe, Josephson, Physics and politics in
revolutionary Russia (as in n. 34); and of the geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky, Bailes, Science
and Russian Culture in an Age of Revolitions: V. I. Vernadsky and his scientific school, 1863–
1945 (as in n. 25).
45
S. I. Vavilov, Soviet Science: Thirty Years, (Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing House,
1948) hURL: https://www.marxists.org/archive/vavilov/1948/30-years/x01.htmi.
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Perhaps part of the formula of Vavilov’s successful administration of FIAN involved
the convenient choice of the scientific approach the institute would house and promote. Approaches as that of Mandelstam school, which dealt with fundamental,
or basic, questions while concerned with the application of knowledge, resonated
simultaneously with the values of their scientific tradition and the Bolshevik ideal
of science.
In his biography of Vladimir Vernadsky, historian Kendal Bailes has described a
similar combination of emphasis on applied research and clustering around a powerful figure who guided the group both through conceptual and social problems.
Bailes argued that Vernadsky’s scientific stand, his tactful dealing with Soviet officials, and the combination of theoretical and applied research characteristic of
his school permitted it to prosper even during the most difficult period of Stalin’s
rule, even though Vernadsky remained an unabashed critic of some of the official
policies.46
In the postwar the clustering of the academic community into “scientific schools”,
which typically did not mix, became a common social phenomenon of Soviet science.
That structure came to be perceived by Soviet scientists as a natural and necessary
feature of science itself, beneficial for the very progress of knowledge.47
In addition, this centralization of several scientific institutes around a chief leader
permitted in practice to get closer to the Soviet ideal of planned science coordinating
the effort of several institutions to solve challenging scientific problems. This can be
exemplified by the research on propagation of radio waves discussed above as well
as by the program that contained Prokhorov’s postwar work, to be discussed in the
next section. That feature, which we may call scientific centralism, was instrumental
for the mobilization of Soviet science that preceded the World War II.

3.2 Militarization and Secrecy in Soviet Science
As the war drew closer, and the Red Army summoned Soviet citizens, Alexander
Prokhorov volunteered to military service. In 1941 Lieutenant Prokhorov interrupted his doctoral research to serve in the infantry division in which he performed
reconnoitering activities. His final training before being sent to the front ended in
46

Bailes, Technology and Society under Lenin and Stalin: Origins of Soviet technical intelligentsia, 1917–1941 (as in n. 24), pp. 160-178.
47
Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in
n. 71), pp. 264-265.
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Kazan, a city 800km east of Moscow, on the Volga river, to where many plants and
industries were moved in the first years of the war, which became the center of the
Soviet military industry, producing tanks, airplanes, and other advanced military
weapons. The Lebedev Institute of Physics, as many other institutes of the Academy
of Sciences, had been moved to Kazan. During his short stay in the city, Prokhorov
visited the installations of FIAN to meet some of his close friends that had continued
working at the institute. His visit was in vain. His friends were all doing war work in
installations on the outskirts of the city. For the duration of the war most the usual
scientific activity of FIAN stagnated. Those who could, employed their expertise in
military projects of immediate applications; those who were still not mature enough,
as Prokhorov and other graduate students, volunteered to the battle field. Such was
the impact of World War II on the Soviet Union that one could hardly continue his
usual scientific research, unless it could yield an tangible, immediate contribution
to the war effort.48
Massive militarization and mobilization of Soviet science was obvious by 1935,
when major academic institutions acquired classified laboratories and projects with
corresponding secrecy and security procedures. The prospect of the looming war
and threat from Nazi Germany in the mid 1930s diverted ever more thoughts and
activities in the Soviet Union towards military preparations.49 Similarly to what
would happen in the United States during and after the war, Soviet military opted for
contracting for research in industrial laboratories and academic institutions rather
than seeking to do it all by themselves. Several civil institutions were involved in the
early military projects, with requests for specific devices or line of research coming
from military institutions, as the Ministry of Defense and the Navy, from industrial
organizations, or from completely obscure contractors identified only by a postbox
number.50
By 1945 Soviet science was already mobilized for military related work to the
highest degree, but the war emergency imposed rather strict parameters on its work.
For the duration of the war, Soviet science had to focus primarily on weapons
Galina Prokhorova, Prokhorov’s wife, described richly the atmosphere of the war, how they were
involved in it, and how her husband, on the week of their wedding, left Moscow for his training
in Kazan and later was sent to the front. Prokhorova (as in n. 18), pp. 31-36.
49
Kojevnikov, ‘The Making of the Soviet Bomb and the Shaping of Cold War Science’ (as in
n. 43).
50
The choice of American military of resorting to industrial and academic institutions to develop
military technology is discussed in Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences,
No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20). For how civilian institutions as Gorky State University
received military contracts see Dalmedico (as in n. 21).
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and projects that were immediately useful and crucial for the ongoing battles, such
as improving the mainstream technology of tanks, artillery, automatic guns and
aircraft. Fancier forward-looking proposals of radically new weapons of the type of
atomic bomb and long-range missiles could receive only secondary attention, if any at
all. Pursuing expensive and long term goals, which held large but uncertain promises
for the future, in the midst of an all-consuming battle for immediate survival was
seen as a distraction and a waste of critically short resources. Only after the war’s
end would such strategic projects rise in priority, with a major restructuring of
resources into their favor.51

Engaging on the scientific front
Prokhorov’s prewar work on propagation of radio waves through the ionosphere,
discussed above, as well as his postwar theoretical work on nonlinear oscillations
began in 1944, were connected to one of the major tasks of the war effort – developing
radars and radio technologies.
The study on propagation of radio waves on the surface of the earth coordinated
by Leonid Mandelstam and Nikolai Papaleksi had been instrumental to argue for
the feasibility of using radio waves for aircraft detection and location, and for the
advantages of radiolocation in comparison with acoustic and infrared-radiation systems. The Academy of Sciences got involved in radar development in 1933, when the
Air Defense Command consulted with its president Alexander Karpinskii and other
academicians on the possibility of using radio methods for air defense, as alternative
to acoustic and infrared systems that were then being developed and presenting
serious limitations. They called a conference with leading physicists of the country,
including Nikolai Papaleksi and Sergei Vavilov, which concluded that radiolocation
was feasible, but due to the novelty and technical challenges involved in developing
the necessary technology of ultra-short waves (decimeter and centimeter waves) it
would be recommend to continue advancing acoustic and infrared technologies as
well.52
At the beginning of 1934 the radio range-finder developed by Mandelstam and
Papaleksi was used by engineers of the Central Radio Laboratory to investigate the
reflection of electromagnetic waves from the surface of aircrafts and to demonstrate
Kojevnikov, ‘The Making of the Soviet Bomb and the Shaping of Cold War Science’ (as in
n. 43), p. 135.
52
John Erickson, ‘Radio-location and the air defense problem: The design and development of
Soviet radar, 1934-40’, Science Studies, 2 (1972), pp. 247-250.
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to military officials the feasibility of radiolocation. Radio technology thereof proceed as the main solution for the air-defense problem and important progress was
made in the technology of generation and detection of ultra-short waves specially
at the Ukrainian and Leningrad Physical-technical Institutes, but in 1940 the whole
radiolocation effort was called into question due to attacks from acoustic specialists
in an attempt to denigrate radio methods and promote acoustic methods. In the
summer of that year a meeting was called to discuss whether the military investment
in the “radio-technical” program was justified. Among the specialists summoned,
Papaleksi, then head of FIAN’s laboratory of oscillations, intervened to point out
that the claim made by acoustics experts that “radio-detection obviously had no
future was ‘scientifically groundless’”; it was acoustics, rather than radio-detection,
which had little or no future. Nikolai N. Andreev, the head of FIAN’s acoustics laboratory, sided with Papaleksi. After those “authoritative interventions” the meeting
was closed down and its proceedings ended without any particular resolution.53 In
spite of controversies, by 1940 a poorly-coordinated radar program had yielded some
important results and prototypes of radars were tested by the Red Army as early
as 1939. A well-coordinated and well-funded radar program, however, was set in
motion only in 1943, after radars acquired status of “state significance”.54
When Prokhorov resumed his scientific work at FIAN in 1944, the radar-related
work was in a second stage. Then radiolocation had moved up in the scale of priorities. The main focus of the laboratory of oscillations was on generation, modulation,
and application of short radio waves.55 This appears in the prospective plan for theory of oscillations and radiophysics written by Sergei Vavilov, director of FIAN and
president of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, in august 1944:
In the field of oscillations the central problems are questions regarding
oscillations in systems with “large” nonlinearity and “deep modulation”
of parameters, as well as oscillations in systems with many degrees of
freedom... Closely connected with those problems are extremely relevant present questions on generation, modulation, and application of
super-high-frequency oscillations, which acquired extremely important
meaning not only to radio-communication strictly speaking, but also to
Erickson (as in n. 52), pp. 259-260.
Ibid., p. 262.
55
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a series of other applications of radio wave (radio navigation, radiolocation, teleautomation and etc.) Therefore, it is extremely relevant the
creation of a theory of super-high-frequency oscillations, connected with
the development of new nonlinear methods, and the execution of wide
experimental research in that field.56
In accordance with those guidelines, Prokhorov’s first Russian dissertation was a
theoretical work on stabilization of frequency of lamp generators, with which he
obtained his degree of candidate of sciences (kandidat nauk, roughly the equivalent
of a PhD) in 1946.57
We cannot reduce, however, the scope of applicability of that research to radars
and other military devices. Much before radio technology began to be applied for
aircraft detection and location, even before Europe began mobilizing for the War,
the Soviet radio industry was highly regarded and accordingly funded. In a country
as large as the USSR radio was a powerful tool of communication that could deliver
the messages of the Party to the most remote corners of the country. In the words
of Sergei Vavilov: “Radio was very timely development for the socialist, Soviet land.
It has become a powerful means of information and propaganda, a means of uniting
the people in labor, struggle, and festivity”.58

From celestial mechanics to frequency stabilization
With the country’s economy burdened by the ongoing war, his work on stabilization
of frequency had to follow a theoretical, therefore less costly, approach, Prokhorov
recalled during an interview.59 However, within the framework of the theory of
nonlinear oscillations this did not mean that it would be less grounded on demands
of the on-going war. As discussed above, the theory of oscillations had been conceived to deal with real devices and practical problems. And the work developed by
Prokhorov under the guidance of Sergei M. Rytov, a former student of Mandelstam,
is a good illustration of that. As Rytov would later recall, “The appeal of the work
Vavilov, ‘Perspektivnyi plan rabot po teorii kolebanii i radiofizike. ARAN, 532-1-90, p. 10’
(as in n. 55), p. 10. There is no direct mention to war in the plan, but the repetition of the
adverb “extremely” (chrezvychaino) express a sense of urgency. And what, in 1944, could be
more “extremely relevant” than the problems directly connected with the demands of the on
going war?
57
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on stabilization of frequency was not occasional, but dictated by the ‘social needs’ of
that time: radiolocation, radio-communication, television, all demanded generators
with more and more stable frequencies”.60
The work on stabilization of frequency also illustrates how members of Mandelstam’s school working in different institutions cooperated to advance large scientific
programs. In the same year that Prokhorov resumed his academic work, Alexander
Andronov had started a well-attended seminar in Moscow in which he presented
the latest developments in the theory of nonlinear oscillations at work in priority
areas as control engineering, crucial to improve missiles and aircraft technology, and
frequency stability.61 Perhaps influenced by that seminar, Sergei Rytov set about
applying the theory of nonlinear oscillations to stabilization of frequency. He developed further Andronov’s method of small parameters, a perturbation method, to
make it suitable to study the frequency stability.
As a follow-up, under Rytov’s guidance, Prokhorov and another graduate student
Mark E. Zhabotinskii employed the method of small parameters to study the stability of a lamp generator with quartz stabilizer62 . Besides showing how the method
had to be used to convey the essential peculiarities of stabilizers, they specified the
very meaning of the concept of stabilization in the theory of nonlinear oscillations
and discussed the behavior of basic stabilizing circuits: pulling circuit and circuit
grid with quartz.63 That theoretical treatment predicted original phenomena that
was later verified experimentally as, for example, the existence of islands of stability
amid mismatching intervals in some specific conditions. Overall, the work yielded
results relevant for the making of stabilized generators that were presented in a
simplified way in a paper addressed to engineers with an intuitive picture of the stabilization process and a summary with calculated formulas for stabilized frequencies
that could be used to produce more stable generators.64
Not by chance, for those works Rytov, Prokhorov and Zhabotinskii were awarded
the Prize Leonid I. Mandelstam of best work in radiophysics for the year of 1947.65
Rytov, as quoted in Prokhorova (as in n. 18), pp. 48-49.
Dalmedico (as in n. 21), pp. 242-244.
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Their program exhibits a research pattern that was common and desirable according
to the disciplinary mores of Mandelstam’s school and of Soviet science in general.
It followed from the development of sophisticated mathematical methods, to its
application to solve a practical, relevant problem, and to the translation of the
results into engineering language or, alternatively, into gadgets. The same pattern
can be seen in the research program led by Mandelstam himself discussed in the
previous section and other programs developed by Mandelstam, Andronov, their
collaborators and disciples discussed by Pechenkin and Dalmedico.66 It shows a
tendency to define and value scientific projects in terms of the special gadgets they
produce rather than knowledge per se, also apparent in Rytov’s statement that
appeal of their work was “dictated by the ‘social needs’ of that time”67 as well as in
Vavilov’s prospective plan, both cited above. It is arguably the same tendency found
in postwar American physics, which Paul Forman has labeled “gadgeteering”.68

The quest for new microwave sources
In 1948, Prokhorov began an experimental work on synchrotron radiation that would
be presented in 1951 to obtain the degree of Doctor of Sciences (doktor nauk), the
highest degree a Soviet scientist could achieve, being comparable to the German
Habilitation. Pursuing a degree of Doctor of Sciences, the scientist must conduct
independent research, hence without a supervisor, and may be supervising PhD
students. It was at this point that Prokhorov began advising Nikolai Basov, with
whom he would establish a prolific collaboration. Basov was a second-year student
of the Moscow Mechanical Institute (MMI), and an exemplar Soviet youth, when
he began working at FIAN as an engineer of the Laboratory of Oscillations in the
autumn of 1948. He was a member of the Komsomol (All-Union Leninist Young
Communist League), the youth branch of the communist party, since 1940, and had
been in the front for two years until he was demobilized at the end of 1945. He
was first assigned to Prokhorov’s group as an engineering laboratory assistant, and
joined Prokhorov in the study of synchrotron radiation for his diploma work.69 “The
Pechenkin, ‘Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies in History and
Philosophy of Modern Physics, No. 2, vol. 33, 2002’ (as in n. 21); Dalmedico (as in n. 21).
67
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68
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gifted, purposeful, and tenacious young physicist soon adapted to the laboratory and
found a common language with Prokhorov”, becoming his main collaborator in the
following years.70
As long-term and forward-looking military projects like the atomic weapons began
to receive attention and funding after the war, they fostered research topics in related
fields, including expensive research with uncertain results. In 1949, FIAN obtained
a particle accelerator, betatron, which Alexander Prokhorov used in his experimental work on synchrotron radiation. Together with the betatron came Alexander I.
Barchukov, a student from the Bauman Moscow State Technical University who
was already familiar with the accelerator.71 At an intersection of atomic and radio
physics, the research on synchrotron radiation was useful to understand the functioning of the synchrotron accelerator itself, then one of the newest technologies in
high-energy physics, and, more important in their case, to study its potential as
source of microwaves. Basov would later recall: “In our investigations we aimed
at creation of such radiation sources that would continuously cover a wide range of
centimeter waves (just with that purpose we studied the synchrotron radiation)”.72
As the Americans, Soviet physicists were looking for new schemes of generating radio-waves at smaller wave lengths, coming into the millimeter region, where
the existing technology for generating microwave met its limit. According to Joan
Bromberg, reliable sources of microwaves were being sought both by the military
and the new growing cohort of microwave spectroscopists formed as a consequence of
the wartime radar development in the USA. The first because the supposedly more
compact size of millimeter-wave sources would be useful in reducing the weight of
guided missiles and radars, and promised greater secrecy in short-range communications. The latter because good millimeter-wave sources were essential to study the
absorption spectra of many molecules whose more intense spectroscopic lines were
around 1 millimeter.73
Besides the synchrotron radiation, physicists at FIAN bet on Cherenkov radiation, their indigenous discovery, as a promising program for generating short microwaves. Cherenkov radiation, also known as Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation, is produced when charged particles travel through a dielectric medium faster than light
degree. Specialist degrees were perceived equal to Western MSc/MA qualification. For more
details see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_in_Russia.
70
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in that medium, but still slower than light in vacuum. It was discovered by Pavel
Cherenkov in 1934 working in FIAN under the guidance of Sergei Vavilov, who
developed a clever experimental method which required more than an hour in total darkness to increase the eye sensitivity and proposed the first interpretation of
the results. Two other physicists of FIAN, Ilya Frank and Igor Tamm, developed
a theory of this effect within the framework of Einstein’s special relativity theory
by 1937, for what they shared the 1958 Nobel Prize with Cherenkov. But it was
only after the war, with the advent of high-sensitivity photomultipliers, which substituted the visual observation, and the development of radar technology that the
effect attracted attention of physicists worldwide as method of detection of charged
particles and as promising method for microwave generation.74
In the United States, Charles Townes pioneered the exploitation of Cherenkov
effect for microwave generation. Working at Columbia Radiation Laboratory, and
as the chairman of the Office of Naval Research’s Advisory Committee on Millimeter
Wave Generation, Townes was sponsored by the military to advance the microwave
technology towards shorter wavelengths. Additionally, as a pioneer in microwave
spectroscopy, he had his personal research interest added up to those of his military
patrons. All this placed generation of short microwave amid his top priorities. In his
laboratory, Townes and his pupils were conducting a research program named "New
Schemes for Millimeter Wave Generation”, in which they explored two alternatives
for generating microwave, namely Cherenkov radiation and Molecular Generator.
Even though the latter would prevail, leading to the invention of the maser, in the
first years of 1950s most of Townes time and attention was dedicated to Cherenkov
radiation.75
¸
Prokhorov’s research on synchrotron radiation was therefore one of few promising
lines in the quest for new microwave sources. Synchrotron radiation was predicted
in 1944 by the Russian physicists Dimitri Ivanenko and Isaak Pomeranchuk in a
paper concerning the limits of energy attainable in a particle accelerators.76 It was
initially seen as an unwanted, but unavoidable effect limiting the energy particles
B. M. Bolotovskii, ‘Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation: its discovery and application’, PhysicsUspekhi, 52 nov (2009):11.
75
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could achieve. Only later the potential advantages of synchrotron radiation began to
be explored and became widely used as x-ray sources in hospitals and laboratories.77
In his work, Prokhorov showed that while the power of non-coherent radiation
emitted by electron beams in the synchrotron orbit was proportional to the number
N of electrons, the power of coherent radiation, due to electrons moving in bunches
within the synchrotron, could be proportional to N2 for electron beams with high
degree of bunching. In a synchrotron, electrons revolve with a frequency equal or
multiple of that of the high-frequency external field used to accelerate them. The
selection of the multiple of the frequency, know as harmonic, permits to generate
waves of different lengths. In Prokhorov’s case, the frequency of electrons corresponded to the 16th and 24th harmonics and generated 3 cm and 2 cm wavelength,
correspondingly. In the experiment the achieved power output was 10−6 watt. Estimation was made that it could be increased up to 10−2 watt with waves of 1 mm
and 10−4 with waves of 0.1 mm, “considerable values that [then] could hardly be
achieved by other methods”.78 Although the results were of some use for the analysis of accelerators, they were not very inspiring as far as the task of microwave
generation is concerned. The synchrotron could not compete with other generators
in the centimeter-wave region. Based on the estimated power for millimeter waves
Prokhorov expressed hopes that with a synchrotron which permitted a significant
increase in the number of particles one could achieve a power high enough to use it
as source of radiation in spectroscopy.79
If we assume that the main groups interested in developing microwave sources
were the military and microwave spectroscopists, and the that up to 1951 microwave
spectroscopy were still nonexistent in the USSR.80 we are led to the conclusion that
Prokhorov’s research was motivated mainly by military needs. And indeed, it would
remain classified until mid-1950s. The results of that research were published only in
1956, but by then it was clear that they would not lead to any military application,
and they were still original and relevant as knowledge on synchrotron radiation.81
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Thus, as Charles Townes and Joseph Weber, the two Americans who conceived
the working principle of masers, the former a physicist who worked in the American
radar program during the war and the latter an engineer who became physicist in
the postwar, Prokhorov was involved in the development of radar and other radio
technologies. However, while this connection between maser and radar research has
been long explicit in the American cases, it has so far been absent in accounts of the
maser invention in the Soviet Union.82 Perhaps one of the reasons for this absence
is that the connection between masers and military research has been downplayed
by Soviet physicists themselves, in accounts produced when military research had
lost its appeal. In those accounts the maser was invented from an attempt at
solving problems originated in apparently fundamental research in spectroscopy.
For instance, being interviewed by American historian Arthur Guenther in 1984,83
Basov gave the following declaration on the connections of military research and his
initial work that led to masers:
I joined FIAN in 1948, a few years after the war, and I didn’t find the
presence of any military investigation at the Institute. All our thoughts
were about mastering the physics in full measure in order to develop the
national economy. As far as masers and lasers are concerned, then of
course, one should mention that centimeter waves used in radiolocation
had been the creation of the war. But we were dealing with those problems without any connection with military investigations... I’m somewhat younger than Aleksandr Mikhailovich [Prokhorov]. He too was in
the army during the war, but he was not involved in radio engineering at
the wartime either. We, therefore, were not radar investigators. In this
respect we and the American scientists have some different approaches
to the development of quantum electronics.84
82
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There are, no doubt, differences between the American and Soviet approaches to
the development of quantum electronics, as we will see in the next sections, but the
absence of a link with military investigations in the Soviet case is not one of them.
Regarding the perception of involvement with military research, being involved in
an organized and concentrated effort to develop radars, as happened with Townes
in the US, and being a graduate student working in a civilian institution doing a
small portion of broader research program closely connected with radar development
are remarkably different. In the first case, no matter how meaningless the research
appears to be, one is certainly aware of being involved in military research; in the
second, if the student does not have a clear picture of the project as a whole, as often
happens in big-science projects, he may not see how his small strokes affect the entire
composition. Thus, one may argue that Prokhorov and Basov at the time were not
aware of the connection of their work with radars. Even that, however, is unlikely.
Among Prokhorov’s first publications after the war are a short paper in the popular
science magazine Nauka i Zhizn (Science and Life)85 and a booklet explaining the
fundamentals of radiolocation86 that show his familiarity with radar physics and an
understanding of the importance of his work on stabilization of frequencies and of
new methods for generation of short microwave for radar technology.

Secrecy and compartmentalization
In a time when secrecy and spymania had reached levels of paranoia in the Soviet
Union, significantly exceeding that of the United States, Prokhorov’s work on synchrotron radiation was, naturally, classified. Then, many Soviet scientific institutes
employed security officers who reviewed and monitored personal. Personal contacts,
correspondence, and informal channels with foreign colleagues all became very risky;
library purchases of officially published scientific literature was the chief remaining
channel of information exchange across the Iron Curtain. In many academic disciplines, such a publication required a clearance by a security officer in the institute,
especially in fields at least nominally related to nuclear matters.
However, for physicists of Prokhorov’s generation, who acquired professional maturity in the years between 1940 and mid 1950s, classified work on military research
was normal, prestigious, and rewarding. Most of those physicists were part of the
frontovik (war veteran) generation, defined by their participation in the war, often
85
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glorified as heroes in the cult of war promoted by official propaganda in the late
1940s. Frontoviks could be seen walking on Gorky Street, a major street leading to
the Moscow Kremlin, sporting war medals, and were, in large majority, loyal supporters of the regime.87 Prokhorov could boast three war medals and would affirm
his loyalty joining the communist party in 1950.88 As a secretary of the Komsomol
organization at the Leningrad Electro Technical Institute would later recall, people
of his time were “deeply influenced by the spirit of the frontovik generation” characterized by war-related virtues such as loyalty, sacrifice and obedient collectivity,
which dominated the landscape of the institute until mid-1950s.89
Physicists of that generation acquired professional maturity in a period in which
science and scientists were mobilized for the war, working in the modus operandi of
defense research – mission oriented work under security and secrecy regime. Seeing
the example of their elders, they were inured to militarized working discipline and
security regulations from the outset of their careers. Leading Soviet physicists as
Sergei Vavilov and Igor Kurchatov, the director of the atomic bomb, aka General
Kurchatov, were exemplars of the virtues characteristic of the frontovik generation.
They saw their contribution to military research as a continuation of the wartime
effort, necessary to protect the country from a military aggression, requiring comparable discipline and self-sacrifice.90
To be sure, there could be certain uneasiness about working on military research,
especially among physicists formed before the war. An emblematic example is found
in the case of Lev Davidovich Landau, who worked in the atomic bomb not out of
patriotic duty, but out of fear of political prosecution. He belonged to the first Soviet
generation of scientists, educated immediately after the revolution. From 1929 to
1931 he visited leading European laboratories in Berlin, Leipzig, Zurich, Cambridge,
Mark Edele, ‘More than just Stalinists: The political sentiment of victors 1945-1953’, in: Juliane Fürst, editor, Late Stalinist Russia: Society Between Reconstruction and Reinvention,
(London and New York: Routledge, 2006); Monica Rüthers, ‘The Moscow Gorky Street in
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and Copenhagen, working closely with the physicists who developed quantum mechanics in its early years. Back in the USSR, Landau established himself at the
Ukrainian Physico-Technical Institute (UFTI) in Kharkov, Northeastern Ukraine,
where he created his school of theoretical physics. The UFTI, fostered by industrialization drive of the 1930s, became one of the leading physics institutes in the Soviet
Union, and its early pioneering work on magnetrons secured it a key position in
the Soviet radar development. When the institute became increasingly militarized
in the second half of the 1930s, Landau voiced dissatisfaction. He and some of his
institute friends protested the new security regulations and the redirection of some
the laboratories towards classified projects. For those protests Landau had to flee
Kharkov to scape arrest. He was arrested in 1938, at the end of the Great Purges
(1936-1938), for other radical pronouncements, but released a year later to work on
the problem of superfluity of liquid helium.91 In the postwar, in a precarious position after his arrest, Landau agreed to work on the atomic bomb because “he felt
that classified research provided additional protection. He still kept his involvement
rather limited and withdrew at the first available opportunity after Stalin’s death”.92
Landau’s felling of safety from his involvement with military research had grounds.
To be involved in military research in that period, although requiring self-sacrifice
and entailing other risks, could offer a degree of personal security that diminished
the possibilities of political prosecution. For example, Yuri I. Neymark, a physicist
of Gorky State University was attacked by local representatives of the Communist
Party of Gorky and charged at the local level. However, he seemed mysteriously
protected by higher authorities who canceled locally-taken decisions. The reason
was that he was doing classified work, judged elsewhere to be strategic.93
Secrecy was a trait of Prokhorov’s research since his training, and the same was
true for his students. His first students were formed working on microwave spectroscopy, to be discussed in the next section, in a program that was compartmentalized from its conception, divided in open and classified parts. The public face of their
research was the making of the spectroscope, measurements of rotational spectra of
molecules, and the possibility of using molecular transitions for frequency stabilization. Those works produced results that were published in scientific journals and
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in an international conference.94 The secret face of their research – measurements
of nuclear spins and moments of radioactive nuclei – because of its relevance for
theoretical calculations in nuclear physics, and possibly, the development of nuclear
weapons, was published only in classified reports and discussed in closed meetings.95
Thus, secrecy and compartmentalization, essential elements of the history of the
maser in the United States,96 were also traits of Soviet physics. We can see this
similarity as a matter of form, of the way scientific research was organized, stemming from the entanglement between physics and military research during and after
World War II. However, the postwar developments in Soviet physics would extend
similarities to matter of content as well.

3.3 Exploring nuclei: catching up, and surpassing
“[N]o doubt... if we render the necessary assistance to our scientists
they will be able not only to overtake but also, in the very near future,
to surpass the achievements of science outside the boundaries of our
country.” 97
While working on his doktor nauk dissertation, Prokhorov’s living standard improved dramatically. His job as a senior worker at FIAN in material terms meant
not only a significant rise in pay but also came attached to privileges as access to
special grocery stores with better quality food and a plot of land on the outskirts
of Moscow. For a while, however, at home he still had to work sharing the single
table and the scarce space of the tiny 15.5 m2 room where he lived with his wife,
son, and mother-in-law. In summer he could have more privacy on an improvised
writing desk made of a piece of plywood nailed at a corner of the balcony. That
A. M. Prokhorov and A. I. Barchukov, ‘Metod Izmereniia Koeffitsientov Poglochsheniia v
Microvolnovoi Radiospektroskopii’, JETF , 26 (1954):6; N. G. Basov and A. M. Prokhorov,
‘The Theory of Molecular Oscillator’, Discussions of the Faraday Society, 19 (1955).
95
Idem, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v Radiospektroskopii.’ in: Soveshchaniia po magnitnym momentam iader. ( ARAN, 1522-1- 59, pp. 36-47, 1953). This conference paper
and the internal report were later declassified and published in a collection of Basov’s early
papers in Starodub (as in n. 82). Basov particularly emphasizes the importance of precise
measurements of nuclear moments to develop the nuclear shell model, which then did not fit
recent experimental data of nuclear moments. N. G. Basov, Opredelenie Iadernykh momentov radiospektroskopicheskim metodom, Published in: Zapiski Arkhivariusa T. 2, Byp. 1, 1997
(FIAN, Moskva, 1953).
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Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14).
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I. V. Stalin, New five-year plan for Russia. Election address, (Moscow, 1946) hURL: http:
//digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116179i.
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situation changed in 1950, when they moved to a new three-rooms apartment in a
condominium built by Sergei Vavilov specially for FIAN workers located in front of
the new building of the institute.98
Besides being associated with his new academic title, Prokhorov’s new living standard reflected the new status of science in postwar Soviet Union. When the war was
over, the atomic blast over Hiroshima and Nagasaki made clear that for the years
to come military superiority rested on scientific superiority. Stalin understood it
clearly. In the early postwar years, he helped to elevate science and its representatives to the level of social prestige approaching that of the political and military
elites. The new status was not limited to nuclear physics and other fields related to
military projects, but embraced all fields of scholarship, nauki in the Russian sense.
Scientists, in this wider sense, came to form an elite social group next to party
apparatchiks, industrial administrators and the military, and became more privileged than engineers. Not only resources for research, but also individual salaries
were raised higher than in any other time in Soviet history. For several thousand
senior scientists this status meant sufficient quantity and somewhat better quality
food from special rations and grocery stores and, with some luck, a separate apartment for the family. Although contradictory to the egalitarian Soviet mentality,
these privileges in practice were highly valued in a poor country ruined by the war,
with burnt-out villages and leveled cities and factories, with peasants starving and
big-city dwellers typically living in shared, one-room-per family apartments.99
With increased privileges came increased responsibilities. In exchange for their
new status, Stalin expected scientists, specially nuclear physicists, to commit to the
slogan he put forward in the speech quoted above - “to catch up and to surpass”.
The slogan was not restricted to nuclear physics, though. It was adopted in most of
branches of postwar Soviet physics.100
Prokhorova (as in n. 18), pp. 45-53.
Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in
n. 71).
100
This may seem contradictory for some, given that this period coincides with the Zhdanovishchina,
the campaign against western cultural influence, and the apex of Lysenkoism, which resulted in
the banishment of genetics from Soviet science. However, despite being the most widely studied
case in history of science in postwar Soviet Union, the outcome Lysenkoism is not representative
of what happened in most of disciplines. In the last years of Stalin’s rule several debates similar,
even inspired by Lysenko’s campaign, were held in different academic disciplines, with outcomes
quite different from the one in Biology. In the case of physics, the participants adopted “to
catch up and to surpass” as the official slogan of the meeting. The debate in physics never
took place; bureaucratic maneuvers postponed and finally canceled the meeting. However, the
documentary records of its preparation and its slogan reflect the particular choice of developing
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Thus, Soviet physicists could not overlook one of the newest and fastest growing
fields in the West - microwave spectroscopy. Investigations in the field had began in
several US laboratories well before the end of the war, driven by the K-band problem.
Pushing the development of radars toward shorter microwaves, the military and
scientists discovered that the k-band radars, with wavelengths between 1.66 cm and
1.11 cm, had a surprisingly limited reach. As it turned out, the water vapor present
in the atmosphere was absorbing the radiation because the energy associated with
that frequency matched the energy of a rotational transition of water molecules.
A setback to military usage of the new radars, the absorption of the radar radiation by water vapor in the atmosphere was a major boost to microwave spectroscopy. First, because the urgent motivation to find what was the problem with
K-band radar and to provide the means of avoiding such problems in the future
drove the attention of physicists to the phenomenon of absorption of microwaves by
molecules. Second, because once those radar sets were not of much use for the military, they were discarded and became available to physicists devalued or at no cost
at all. Radar transmitters and receivers were the basic, and most expensive, parts of
spectroscopes. With physicists armed with expertise and hardware, the quite practical orientation of US physics in the postwar warranted the pursuit of microwave
spectroscopy in industrial as well as academic settings.101 For Forman, microwave
spectroscopy became the “premier example of a flourishing field of physical research
created – in every sense– by radar”. Its impressive growth in the late 1940s is expressed by the numbers of publications, which surpassed a thousand papers in less
than a decade.102
The growth of microwave absorption spectroscopy in the postwar was closely
linked to atomic and nuclear physics. Its object of investigation is the radiation
absorbed or emitted during transitions between energy states of molecules, atoms,
or nuclei (see figure 3.1 for an overview of absorption spectroscopy). Each of this
entities has specific energy states defined according to quantum mechanical laws.
Molecules, for instance, possess discreet and well defined energy states associated
with rotation and vibration of their atoms. To switch from one energy state to
Soviet physics along western lines. For the preparation of the physics meeting see Kojevnikov,
Stalin’s Great Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71), pp. 245248; For the ideological battles in Soviet science in the period see Idem, ‘Games of Stalinist
Democracy: Ideological discussions in Soviet Sciences’ (as in n. 53); and Ethan Pollock,
Stalin and the Soviet Science Wars, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006).
101
Forman, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’ (as in n. 12); Bromberg, The Laser in America, 19501970 (as in n. 7).
102
Forman, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’ (as in n. 12), p. 422.
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Figure 3.1: An overview of electromagnetic radiation absorption. This example discusses the
general principle using visible light as a specific example, but the same occurs in microwave
absorption spectroscopy. In the example a white beam source – emitting light of multiple
wavelengths – is focused on a sample (the complementary color pairs are indicated by the
yellow dotted lines). Upon striking the sample, photons that match the energy gap of the
molecules present (green light in this example) are absorbed in order to excite the molecule.
Other photons transmit unaffected and, if the radiation is in the visible region (400-700nm), the
sample color is the complementary color of the absorbed light. By comparing the attenuation
of the transmitted light with the incident, an absorption spectrum can be obtained. Source:
wikipedia.org.

another the molecule must absorb or emit a quantum of radiation, usually in the
microwave or infrared region, equivalent to the energy gap between those energy
states. If the transition is to a state of higher energy, the molecule absorb radiation;
if the transition is to a state of lower energy, the molecule emit radiation. The
absorbed or emitted radiation yields information about the physical properties of
the molecules in question. The accuracy of the measurements produced in the
postwar had a remarkable repercussion in theoretical physics, forcing theoreticians
to reformulate theories to fit the new experimental data.103

Prokhorov was aware of the new developments in microwave spectroscopy when
his group took up research in microwave spectroscopy. By many accounts, the choice
of new field was suggested by Sergei Vavilov,104 but if that was the case Vavilov’s
Silvan S. Schweber, ‘Writing the Biography of Hans Bethe: Contextual History and Paul
Forman’, Physics in Perspective, 16 jun (2014):2, ISSN 1422–6944.
104
Prokhorov, ‘Interview with Dr. A. M. Prokhorov by A. Guenther, on 14 September 1984.
Niels Bohr Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as
in n. 59); Basov, ‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984.
Niels Bohr Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in
n. 4).
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suggestion was probably oriented by his knowledge of classified information from
high-priority projects. According to a report that summarizes the activities of the
laboratory beginning from 1952 at least a third part of the research of the laboratory
was the “determination of nuclear moments, carried on by request (po postanavleniu)
of the Council of Ministers of the USSR”, a high-administrative body which, when
it comes to science, interfered only in high-priority topics. 105
To catch up in the new field they followed closely North American publications,
familiarizing themselves with the latest challenges and developments. According to
Basov’s recollections, publications in microwave spectroscopy appeared mainly in
Physical Review and Journal of Chemical Physics,106 what in fact reflected in the
bibliography of his dissertation, mostly composed of foreign papers.107 The first
internal report on microwave spectroscopy concerning the work to build a spectroscope “described in general terms in foreign literature” emphasizes that as far as
they knew, besides their group at FIAN, there was no one else conducting similar
research in the USSR.108
A later report revels not only that the group was familiar with foreign research,
but that they measured the development of their own research against it:
A new field, physical radiospectroscopy of molecules, started developing abroad (especially in the USA) after 1946. More than 400 foreign
researchers are currently involved in the work in radiospectroscopy. At
FIAN, the work on radiospectroscopy of gases started in 1952... Research done in the unity is not inferior to foreign works in its quality,
but the amount and the speed of development are significantly lower.
This is due to the small number of people involved (1 doctor of science,

Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80), pp. 85-86. The Council of Ministers was highest
executive and administrative body of the USSR, subordinated only to the Central Committee
of the Communist Party. It directed the Academy of Sciences and the ministries of Education
and Industry through its State Planning Commission (GOSPLAN). In practice, the Academy
had autonomy to manage its research within the budget allocated by the GOSPLAN. According
to Loren Graham, the Council of Ministers and the Central Committee interfered only in highpriority topics. Graham (as in n. 8).
106
Basov, ‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984. Niels Bohr
Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in n. 4).
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Idem, ‘Opredelenie Iadernykh momentov radiospektroskopicheskim metodom’ (as in n. 95).
108
Idem, ‘Otchet za 1951 god po rabote "Postroika Radiospektroskopa s elektricheskoi molekuliarnoi
moduliatsei"’ (as in n. 80).
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5 candidates and 5 engineers), lack of space and inadequacy of technical
supply.109
The first challenge Prokhorov and his group faced entering the new field was to
build a spectroscope with high sensitivity and resolution. A high-resolution and
high-sensitivity spectroscope is imperative to record precise data. The higher the
resolution, the more detailed is the data provided. The sensitivity dictates the limit
of the measurement. The first seconds after you turn off the light in a closed room at
night you are immersed in total darkness, the sensitivity of your eyes is not enough
to detect the weak light reflected by the objects around you. As your eyes adapt,
and become more sensitive, you begin to discern shapes of the furniture and identify
some objects around. In this example the resolution determines the smallest details
of the object you can identify.
When they began studying microwave spectroscopy in 1951, spectroscopic measurements were made by sending radiation through a container, called absorption
cell, with gas of the substance under study. The main components of spectroscopes
were the source of radiation (transmitter), the absorption cell, and a detector (receiver) to accuse the absorption of radiation. The microwave source was the main
limitation to the sensitivity of their spectroscope. They employed a reflex klystron
that generated radiation of wavelength between 5 cm and 2,6 cm. With help of
a frequency multiplier they explored the second harmonic of the klystron’s basic
frequency to generate waves of wavelength from 2,5 cm to 1,3 cm. In that case,
however, the radiation power at the output of the multiplier was reduced more
than a thousand times. The power obtained was far bellow the required for the
optimal functioning of the spectroscope, what diminished its sensitivity. They initially considered using the third harmonic to produce millimeter waves, but the
output power would be still weaker. With that klystron, the best radiation source
available to them, their spectroscope could not study many important molecules
whose absorption spectra laid in the microwave region bellow 1,3 cm. Hence, they
claimed, “for the successful development of microwave spectroscopy it is necessary
that the domestic industry release wide-range centimeter and millimeter wavelength
klystrons.110
Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80), pp. 83-84. This report, and others written in the
second half of the 1950s, were part of an strategy to promote microwave spectroscopy exploiting
the competition with the West, which will be discussed in the chapter 3.
110
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Comparing the microwave source they used with those available to microwave
spectroscopists in the US, Basov and Prokhorov had reasons to be upset. The
transmitters of the k-band radars widely available to US physicists after the war
could generate radiation of wavelength from 1.66 cm to 1.11 cm with enough power
to be employed in radars that had higher power requirements than spectroscopes.
Therefore, with the technique that Basov and Prokhorov had to use to reach wavelengths from 2.5 cm to 1.3 cm, US physicists could go all the way to 0.6 mm and
investigate many more molecules.
As for the spectral resolution, the Soviets and Americans had similar problems.
The main limiting factor was the Doppler broadening111 due to the random movement of molecules in the gas. While the molecules moving toward the source absorbs
radiation of a frequency slightly lower than the actual frequency of the transition,
the molecules moving away from the source absorbs radiation of a frequency slightly
higher than the actual frequency of the transition. Therefore, there is a broadening
of the spectral line registered by the detector. And the spectral linewidth matters
because if it is wider than the distance between two absorption lines, those lines will
be detected as a single one.

From molecular-beam spectroscopy to masers
To eliminate Doppler broadening, Basov and Prokhorov opted for a new kind of
spectroscope in which instead of irradiating a gas they would irradiate a molecular
beam112 of the substance to be analyzed. By 1952 physicists had understood that
Doppler effect is the change in the frequency of a wave due to the relative movement between
the source and the observer. A good illustration of this effect is the change in the frequency of
the sound of the siren of a police car when it passes by us. The sound becomes lower because
when the source (police car) begins moving away from the observer (person) the frequency of
the sound decreases.
112
A molecular beam is produced by allowing a gas at higher pressure in an oven to expand through
a small orifice into a chamber at lower pressure. The molecules enters the chamber through
the orifice moving at approximately equal velocity (which is determined by the temperature
of the oven) with very few collisions between themselves. This technique was employed in
the famous 1922 experiment by Otto Stern and Walther Gerlach, which is considered the
first experimental demonstration of the quantization of magnetic moments of atoms, or ’space
quantization’. As we said above, according to quantum mechanics electrons and nuclei can
assume only well defined, quantized values of magnetic moments. The transition from one value
to another occurs only with absorption or emission of radiation. What is shown in the SternGerlach experiment is that when passing through a non-homogeneous magnetic field electrons
are deflected in two opposing directions according to the orientation of their magnetic moment
(spin). For a discussion of the Stern-Gerlach experiment and its relation to the old and new
quantum theory see Friedel Weinert, ‘Wrong theory–Right experiment: The significance of
the Stern-Gerlach experiments’, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies
in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics, 26 (1995):95.
111
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once the Doppler broadening was due to the random movements of the molecules,
it could be eliminated by making all molecules move in the same direction, as in a
focused beam, and the measurement on a plane orthogonal to that of the movement
of molecules. This method was first proposed by the Princeton physicists George
Newell and Robert Dicke, and soon others in the United States were constructing
and operating molecular-beam absorption spectroscopes.113
Molecular beams were also being employed in spectroscopy since the late 1930s,
although in a very different way, by Isidor Isaac Rabi’s group at Columbia University. Upon returning from a two-year fellowship in Europe, where he worked with
Otto Stern and Walther Gerlach, Isidor Rabi established a group of young physicists
at Columbia to develop and employ molecular beam resonance to determine spins
and magnetic moments of atomic nuclei, a program which would win him the 1944
Nobel prize. In 1937 Rabi and collaborators decided to employ molecular-beam
techniques to radio-frequency resonance spectroscopy, creating a new method christened molecular-beam magnetic resonance spectroscopy.114 To extend the resonance
method to study molecules with large dipole momentum Harold Hughes, working in
Rabi’s group, proposed the molecular-beam electronic resonance spectroscopy, which
was analogue to the magnetic resonance method, but used non-uniform electric field
instead of magnetic to manipulate the beam.115
The main difference between the resonance methods and the traditional spectroscopic methods is in the way the absorption of radiation is registered. While
in traditional spectroscopy the measurement is made directly over the radiation,
and the absorption is accused by a decrease in the intensity of the radiation, in
molecular-beam magnetic resonance spectroscopy what is measured is the intensity
of the molecular beam, and the absorption of radiation is accused by a decrease in
the intensity of the beam.116
Basov and Prokhorov gave the main steps towards the conception of a maser combining the idea of replacing the gas by a molecular beam, to decrease Doppler broadGeorge Newell and R. H. Dicke, ‘A Method for Reducing the Doppler Breadth of Microwave
Absorption Lines’, Phys. Rev. 83 (1951):5;Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’
(as in n. 14).
114
Jack S. Goldstein, A Different Sort of Time: The Life of Jerrold R. Zacharias, Scientist,
Engineer, Educator. (Cambridge, Mass, and London: MIT Press, 1992), ISBN 0–262–07138,
p. 34.
115
Harold Kenneth Hughes, ‘The Electric Resonance Method of Radiofrequency Spectroscopy
The Moment of Inertia and Electric Dipole Moment of CsF’, Phys. Rev. 72 (1947):7.
116
For a history of Rabi’s group see Goldstein (as in n. 114). Molecular-beam magnetic resonance
spectroscopy and its historical significance is discussed in Forman, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’
(as in n. 12), pp. 404-407.
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Figure 3.2: Basic scheme of the spectroscope proposed by Basov and Prokhorov. The cavity
or absorbing cell is the rectangular box. The cylinder is a waveguide and the arrows on the
right represent the molecular beam. Source: (Idem, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v
Radiospektroskopii.’ (as in n. 95)).

ening, with the new method of molecular-beam electronic resonance spectroscopy
proposed by Harold Hughes. Their aim was to create a spectroscope unifying the
standard spectroscopic method with molecular beam methods. They proposed to
use the molecular beam techniques to manipulate the beam, but instead of detecting
the absorption measuring the molecular beam, as Rabi and his group, they followed
the usual spectroscopic method of irradiating the substance, i.e. the beam, and
measuring the outbound radiation. The design of the spectroscope consisted basically of a cylindrical waveguide with a rectangular cavity as an absorbing cell (figure
3.2). Based on calculations, unifying those two methods, they expected to decrease
the spectral line width from 60 kHz, attainable with gases under usual conditions,
to approximately 8 kHz.117
The first presentation of their work on the molecular-beam spectroscope was in a
classified conference on magnetic moments of nuclei, which took place from January
22 to 23, 1953. According to the proceedings, they had done the theoretical work
and were making the device. That presentation reveals that they went further
than American spectroscopists who were using molecular beams when, based on
Hughes paper, they suggested to use an non-uniform electromagnetic field to sort
out the molecules according to their energy states and to make the measurement on
molecules in a single energy state.118
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v Radiospektroskopii.’ (as in
n. 95).
118
Basov and Prokhorov cited Hughes’s paper only in a later publication: N. G. Basov and
A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v dlia Radiospektroskopicheskogo
Izucheniia Vrashchatelnykh Spektrov Molekul’, JETF , 27 (1954):4; but there are indications
that Hughes was already influential in this early stage: First, for the calibration of the apparatus
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A molecular beam leaves the oven with a slight difference in number of upperstate and ground-state molecules, in their case the number of ground-state molecules
exceeded the number of upper-state molecules by a factor 0.001, what means that
only 0.1 percent of the molecules could be considered active molecules, namely
molecules that can absorb radiation. They understood that separating the molecules
according to their energy state would hike up the number of active molecules, and
hence the power of the radiation absorbed. If all the molecules that enter the cavity
are in the ground state, they would all be active molecules and the sensitivity of the
spectroscope would increase up to a thousand times.119
That step led them not only to solve the problem with sensitivity but also to a new
spectroscopic and amplification methods. “Once the molecules can be separated”,
they wrote, “a new spectroscopic method is at hand, namely to study emission
spectra instead of absorption spectra”. The advantages of studying the emission
spectra is that instead of having to measure a relative decrease in power of radiation
of the frequency absorbed in a wide frequency interval, one had to measure the
absolute power of the radiation emitted in a very narrow frequency interval, what
simplified greatly the measurement process.120
To study the emission spectrum, instead of sending ground-state molecules into
the cavity, they would send the upper-state molecules, and those had to irradiate
during the flight inside the cavity. However, they calculated that once the time of
flight of the molecules inside the cavity is much shorter than the time the molecules
remain in the upper state, “the radiation studied has to be, of course, induced”121
Thus, to study the emission spectrum they had to introduce radiation inside the
cavity to stimulate further emission of radiation.
They conclude that “Over time, if the cavity has a quality factor (Q) good enough,
the energy is stored in the cavity and the probability of emission tends to unity. All
they chose CsF because it had been studied by resonance method, and they used precisely the
values obtained by Hughes for the dipole momentum (7.3 Debye) and the rotational constant
(0.147cm-1) for molecules of CsF. Second, instead of using a magnetic field for the separation of
molecules according to their rotational states, more common in the experiments with molecular
beams, they used a non-homogeneous electric field, one of the innovations of Hughes proposal.
Hughes (as in n. 115).
119
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v Radiospektroskopii.’ (as in
n. 95), pp. 40-41.
120
In figure 3.1 the third box shows a graph with two curves. The continuous curve represents the
transmission spectra and the valley in the curve is what accuses absorption. With an emission
spectroscope what has to detected is a peak of radiation which looks like the dotted curve.
121
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v Radiospektroskopii.’ (as in
n. 95), p. 41.
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the molecules passing through the cavity irradiate”.122 This is basically the process
of amplification wherein the radiation introduced into the cavity is amplified by
the molecules that irradiate while passing through that cavity. However, in that
presentation of January 1953, they did not draw attention to amplification, and
limited the discussion of the new device as a spectroscope. Perhaps they thought
the amplification would not be significant and that the device could not compete
with other off-the-selves amplifiers; or perhaps, short of time, in a conference on
magnetic moments of nuclei, they had to limit the discussion to spectroscopy. But,
in any case, by then they apparently did not think that they had hit upon something
exceptional, because it took them almost one year to submit a paper discussing the
device as an amplifier and generator of microwaves.
The first time Basov and Prokhorov presented the device as a molecular generator
in print was in a paper submitted on January 19, 1954. “Using a molecular beam
in which the molecules in the lower state of the transition under study are absent,
we can make a molecular generator”, they wrote.123 That paper concerned the
application of molecular beam in spectroscopy; it was an extended, improved version
of the 1953 talk discussed above and dedicated the last one and a half page to explain
the working principle and calculate some of the basic parameters of the molecular
generator. The working principle is summarized in the following way (the emphasis
is ours):
The sorted out molecular beam, in which molecules in the lower state
of the transition under study are absent, is passed through a cavity. During the flight into the cavity, part of the molecules undergo transitions
from the upper to lower state, imparting their energy to the cavity. If
intracavity losses are smaller than the emission power of molecules, selfexcitation takes place and the radiation power in the cavity increases up
to the value determined by the saturation effect.124
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Primenenie Molekuliarnykh Puchkov v Radiospektroskopii.’ (as in
n. 95), p. 41.
123
Idem, ‘Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., No. 4, vol. 27, 1954’ (as in n. 16), p. 435. This paper was published
only in October 1954. According to some accounts it was “submitted in December of 1953; but
when this paper was about to be published they discovered that they omitted 2π to some power
in the numerical coefficients for the self-excitation conditions. This forced them to withdraw
the paper in order to make the necessary corrections. Its submission is now dated 19 January
1954. The paper was published in October of 1954” Karlov, Krokhin and Lukishova (as
in n. 80), p. 34.
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In that brief account of the molecular generator, Basov and Prokhorov basically
calculated the condition of self-excitation and the energy of the stationary state
of the oscillator, the latter determined by the saturation effect. Those were the
first questions raised in the study of self-oscillating systems in the framework of the
theory of oscillations.125 The condition of self-excitation was calculated simply by
making the energy irradiated by the molecular beam bigger than the energy lost
through the cavity (Nact hν > Eloss ).126 From that expression they calculated the
quality factor Q necessary for the device to work as a molecular generator. As for the
stationary state, taking in account the saturation effect, they limited its description
to the calculation of the maximum power that could be obtained with that generator,
estimating it at half of the total energy emitted by the molecular beam ( 12 Nact hν).127
Those calculations therefore indicate that since the early stages of their research,
probably since they realized that the spectroscope could be a generator, the new
device was included in the class of self-oscillating systems, and understood within
the framework of the theory of oscillations.
The conception of the maser by Basov and Prokhorov, as it surfaces in the documentary evidence, was derived from at least three instances. They put together,
first, the proposal by Newell and Dicke to eliminate Doppler broadening by making spectroscopic measurements over molecular beams instead of gases; second, the
method of manipulating molecular beams using non-homogeneous electric fields developed by Harold Hughes at Columbia University; and third, the knowledge of the
theory of oscillations which permitted them to envisage that under specific conditions stimulated radiation would build up inside the cavity and that the device
would work not only as an spectroscope, but as a microwave amplifier as well. In
the way they understood the maser we can see distinctive traits of the approach
to oscillations developed by Mandelstam and his pupils. This can be better appreciated, as we will see in the next section, comparing the Soviet and the American
theoretical understanding of the maser.128

Gorelik (as in n. 29).
Nact is the number of active molecules, molecules that emit radiation; hν is a quantum of radiation, h being Plank’s constant and ν the radiation frequency.
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3.4 Comparing approaches: radiophysics vs.
electronics
In 1954, amid important structural changes in Soviet science, Mikhail Leontovich,
the head of the Laboratory from 1947 to 1954, left to work at the Institute of
Atomic Energy and Prokhorov assumed the leadership of the Laboratory of Oscillations. Leontovich and Sergei Rytov were the last members of the early days of
the school of oscillations still active in that laboratory. Thus that change in leadership represented a significant generational change that translated itself in a striking
renewal of the problems approached in the laboratory. Radiospectroscopy rapidly
became dominant, taking more than two thirds of the annual plans, which also
included the research on radio-astronomy and statistic radiophysics led by Sergei
Rytov.129 Back then, radiospectroscopy involved all the maser related research that
would soon form a separate field called quantum radiophysics by the Soviets and
quantum electronics by the Americans, a difference in labels that reflected different
institutional affiliations as well as different perspectives on the physics underling the
working of the device.130 Rytov’s recollections reveals how the rapid growth of that
field threatened to eclipse all other research programs of the laboratory, including
his own.
The success achieved in the field of quantum radiophysics brought
world fame to the laboratory, rendering stronger influence over the institute as a whole. In an environment of rapid success... it was very easy
to slide to the fringes all other activities not reducible to quantum electronics. However, this did not happen, and the laboratory management
has paid great attention, in particular, to two other important areas radioastronomy and statistical radiophysics.131
However, that old tradition formed a base from which they attacked the new problems. Prokhorov would later acknowledge that the rich experimental and theoretical
knowledge accumulated in the laboratory made possible to deduce the possibility of
devising a molecular generator.132
A. M. Prokhorov, Problemnyi Plan za 1957. ARAN, 532-1-283, pp. 22-25, 1957.
A. M. Prokhorov, N. G. Basov and Barchukov, Otchet o komandirovke v SSHA na 1iu
Mezhdunarodnuiu konferentsiiu po kvantovoi radiofizike. ARAN, 471-5-34. pp. 1–23, 1959.
131
Rytov as quoted in Prokhorova (as in n. 18), p. 56.
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Ibid., p. 55.
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The molecular beam spectroscope presented in January 1953 revels how Basov’s
project had converged with the work led by Charles Townes at Columbia University.
Under the supervision of Charles Townes, in 1952 the PhD Student James P. Gordon
and the post-doctoral fellow Herbert J. Zeiger began to devise a generator of short
microwave envisaged by Townes the previous year. By 1953 they had made some
adjustments along the way that made the device a spectroscope and amplifier to
ensure that Gordon would have material to defend his dissertation even if the device
did not work as a generator.133 Basov and Prokhorov, on the other hand, began
the project as a molecular beam spectroscope and drifted towards an amplifier and
generator, and Basov moved on to turn the molecular beam spectroscope into a
molecular generator and amplifier upon defending his dissertation of candidate of
science in 1954.
The Soviets probably discovered that the same device they were devising had been
recently devised in the United States at Columbia University in mid-1954, after the
issue 95 of Physical Review arrived at FIAN. A short paper in letters to the editor by
Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes described in general terms the working principle of the
“molecular microwave oscillator” and its successful operation as a high-resolution
microwave spectroscope.134
It did not take long for them to submit the “Theory of the Molecular Generator and Molecular Power Amplifier” to the Proceedings of the USSR Academy of
Sciences.135 Based on the theory of oscillations they classified the new device as
a self-oscillating system, in many ways similar to a tube oscillator, and following
an heuristics of comparison and analogies they formulated a theoretical account of
the molecular generator. With an English version of the paper in hands,136 in early
April 1955 Alexander Prokhorov flew to England, where he first met Charles Townes
and discussed their approaches to the new device face-to-face. In the following sections we chart a comparison between the early maser papers by the Soviet physicists
Basov and Prokhorov, on one hand, and by the American physicists Gordon, Zeiger,
Townes on the other hand, inquiring how their distinct scientific traditions influenced
their understanding of the maser.
Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14).
J. P. Gordon, H. J. Zeiger and Charles H. Townes, ‘Molecular Microwave Oscillator and
New Hyperfine Structure in the Microwave Spectrum of NH3’, Phys. Rev. 95 (1954):282.
135
N. G. Basov and A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Teoriia molekuliarnogo generatora i molekuliarnogo
usilitelia moshchnosti’, Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, 101 (1955):1.
136
Idem, ‘Discussions of the Faraday Society, vol. 19, 1955’ (as in n. 94)
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Maser as “a self-oscillating system”
We call molecular generator a self-oscillating system that uses the energy associated with molecular transitions between different molecular
levels. The circuit of the molecular generator is the cavity... Feedback
coupling in the generator is made through the resonator’s electromagnetic field which, affecting the dipole moments of the molecules, causes
induced radiation of the molecules.137
That was how Basov and Prokhorov presented the maser for their audience at the
meeting of the All-Union Scientific Society of Radiotechnique and Radiocommunication, held in Moscow in October 1954. Its was about that time that they began to
work on a systematic theory of the molecular generator. That brief definition, and
the presentation as a whole, reveals the keys for Basov and Prokhorov’s understanding of the new device, namely the concept of self-oscillating systems, which was part
of the theory of oscillations, and an heuristics of analogies and correspondence with
a vacuum-tube oscillator. As some of their collaborators would latter write:
In the Lebedev Institute’s Oscillations Laboratory they were traditionally familiar with the theory of oscillations. Since this theory deals
mainly with questions of self-excitation, they were able to find the conditions for self-sustained excitation of a beam-cavity system.138
As they understood, the cavity and the electromagnetic field are to a molecular oscillator as the circuit and electric charge are to a vacuum-tube oscillator, respectively.
These analogies were important because they allowed to transfer relevant knowledge
from the long-familiar vacuum-tube oscillators to an unfamiliar device. In particular, as we discussed in a previous section, the Soviets had the theory of oscillations
in which the vacuum-tube was a paradigmatic example. Prokhorov himself revealed
the importance of the analogy in his Nobel lecture:
As is well-known from radio engineering, any system able to amplify
can be made to oscillate. For this purpose a feedback coupling is necessary. A theory for ordinary tube oscillators is well developed in the
radio range... Therefore the condition of self-excitation for the quantum
oscillator [maser or laser] should be written in the similar way as for a
137
138

Basov and Prokhorov, ‘JETF, No. 4, vol. 27, 1954’ (as in n. 118), pp. 127-128.
Karlov, Krokhin and Lukishova (as in n. 80), p. 34.
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tube oscillator. According to the analogy with usual tube oscillators, it
is quite natural to expect that for a quantum oscillator the oscillations
will also be quite monochromatic.139
Thus, when they set to write a theory of the maser, they wrote its nonlinear differential equation based on the equation of vacuum-tube oscillators. The implications
of the analogy did not end here. The class of self-oscillating systems and the concept
of self-oscillation structured the way Basov and Prokhorov investigated the device.
The understanding of the maser as a self-oscillating system dictated, for example,
what was to be observed (condition of self-excitation and stationary state), what
kind of questions were to be asked and probed (what was the quality factor necessary of self-excitation to happen? What is the amplitude of the stationary state?),
and how those questions were to be structured.140
However, they also stress the particularities of the molecular generator:
The molecular oscillator is not entirely analog to other feedback oscillators [. . . ] because stimulated emission is an essentially quantum
phenomenon. In contrast with other generators, in the molecular oscillator the oscillating energy is not produced in its circuit, but introduced
in the cavity by the molecular beam, whose molecules can each be considered an excited oscillating system, i.e., the molecular oscillator is a
system with very many degrees of freedom. Thus, [. . . ] we should follow
statistical quantum mechanical method.141
They developed thus a semi-classical theory that combined the quantum statistics
with the theory of oscillations. Their training in the school of oscillations permitted
Basov and Prokhorov to understand the molecular oscillator in analogy with radio
A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Nobel Lecture: Quantum electronics’, (1964) hURL: http://www.
nobelprize.org/nobel{\_}prizes/physics/laureates/1964/prokhorov-lecture.htmli,
pp. 112-113. For Alexander Pechenkin, “One can read Mandelstam’s typical way of speaking his
lecture”.Pechenkin, ‘Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B: Studies in History
and Philosophy of Modern Physics, No. 2, vol. 33, 2002’ (as in n. 21), p. 291. Mandelstam
and his pupils often understood phenomena in other fields, as optics and quantum physics for
example, using analogies with phenomena well-known in radiophysics. Idem, Leonid Isaakovich
Mandelstam - Research, Teaching, Life (as in n. 20).
140
N. G. Basov, Molekuliarnyi Generator (Tezisy doklada), 1954, (Moskva, 1997); Basov and
Prokhorov, ‘Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, No. 1, vol. 101, 1955’ (as in n. 135); idem,
‘Discussions of the Faraday Society, vol. 19, 1955’ (as in n. 94);Gorelik (as in n. 29), pp. 107109.
141
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Discussions of the Faraday Society, vol. 19, 1955’ (as in n. 94), p. 47.
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devices as the vacuum tube of oscillator, while taking in account specific features of
the system, as it had to be done to describe wind and bow musical instruments.
The heuristic role of the theory of oscillations can be seen as well in earlier stages
of their work. In the first paper where they discussed the possibility of devising a
molecular generator, they calculated as an example the minimum quality factor (Q)
and the maximum power for a molecular generator based on the transition of cesium
fluoride (CsF) which would emit radiation of wavelength 3.7 cm. The conclusion was
that the state-of-the-art technology could not produce a cavity with the required Q.
However, they claimed, the self-excitation regime with practically achievable cavities
could be obtained increasing significantly the density of the molecular beam. With
the density of the molecular beam they had obtained, and with easily achievable
cavities, the device could be used only as a spectroscope of very high resolution and
very low noise based on induced emission.142 Guided by those calculation, along
1954 Basov and Prokhorov were joined by other physicists to work on technical
improvements of the apparatus, specially on improving the quality of the cavity
and the focuser used to sort the molecules to increase the density of the molecular
beam.143
Those moves suggest that the invention of the maser in the Soviet Union might be
described as theory-guided. We can identify here a pattern similar to Prokhorov’s
graduate work, in which, together with Sergei Rytov and Mark Zhabotinskii, he
used the theory of oscillations to study the stability of generators and suggested
ways to build more stable generators.144 That was possible only because they had
a well-developed theory to deal with radio devices.
The theory of oscillation and its central concept of self-oscillation therefore can be
seen as central elements of a paradigm. And in fact historians have called them so.145
However, as Pechenkin emphasized, Basov and Prokhorov “did not work within the
paradigm of self-oscillations”.146 What means that, despite following the general
heuristics of the theory of oscillations, they did not commit to one of the tenets
Basov, ‘Molekuliarnyi Generator (Tezisy doklada), 1954’ (as in n. 140).
N. G. Basov, V. G. Veselago and M. E. Zhabotinskii, ‘Uvelichenie dobrotnosti Obiemnogo
rezonatora pri pomoshchi regeneratsii (pismo v red.)’, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 28 (1955):2.
144
Rytov, Prokhorov and Zhabotinskii, ‘JETF, No. 613, vol. 15, 1945’ (as in n. 63); idem,
‘JETF, No. 557, vol. 15, 1945’ (as in n. 63); idem, ‘O stabilizatsii chastoty lampovykh generatorov (avtoreferat rabot, udostoennykh premii AN SSSR im. L. I. Mandelstama za luchshuiu
rabotu v oblasti radio za 1947)’ (as in n. 65).
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Dalmedico (as in n. 21); Pechenkin, ‘Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part B:
Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics, No. 2, vol. 33, 2002’ (as in n. 21).
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of the “paradigm of self-oscillations”, namely that nonlinear equations should be
solved using the rigorous, qualitative methods developed by Andronov based on the
works of Lyapunov and Poincaré. Instead, they found an approximate expression to
calculate the saturation effect, “the nonlinear character which gives the amplitude
of stationary oscillations in the molecular oscillator”.147
Their work was conducted in an intersection between an indigenous Soviet scientific tradition, a paradigm, we may say, and another scientific tradition shaped
above all by the wartime radar development in the USA, which created the field of
microwave spectroscopy.148 Seeing those scientific traditions as paradigms we are
led to the most polemic question of inconmensurability. How different were those
traditions and how could the results based on the theory of oscillations be communicated to scientists outside of that tradition? Part of the answer to this question
can be found in the heavy usage of analogies and comparisons with tube oscillators,
a device with which practitioners of both traditions were familiar. This strategy
was used by Prokhorov in his talk at the Faraday Society meeting. He began the
presentation introducing the device and its working principle, but made no mention
to self-oscillating systems. Instead, he began with analogies:
A molecular oscillator is the name given to a system using energy
connected with transitions among energy levels. A cavity resonator is a
circuit of the molecular oscillator. The molecules arriving at the cavity
are virtually all in the upper states. Back coupling in the molecular
oscillator is made through the resonator’s electromagnetic field...149
From here, a common ground on experimental practice could be found based on
measurable quantities as spectral linewidth and signal-to-noise ratio. This can be
better appreciated comparing the first publications on masers by American and
Soviet physicists before and after they discovered about each others’ work.

Maser as “experimental device”
“An experimental device, which can be used as a very high resolution microwave
spectrometer, microwave amplifier, or a very stable oscillator, has been built and
operated.” That was how Gordon, Zeiger and Townes described the maser in their
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Discussions of the Faraday Society, vol. 19, 1955’ (as in n. 94).
Forman, ‘"Swords into ploughshares"’ (as in n. 12)
149
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first publication. Lacking a specific family to fit the maser in, they used the very
general class of “experimental device”. To specify which kind of experimental device
they were dealing with, they had to state its functions. An experimental device
needs only experimental parameters to be described. Thus, as classifying the maser
as a self-oscillating system guided the questions asked by the Soviets, classifying
the maser as an experimental device likewise guided the questions asked by the
Americans.150
The questions they were concerned with can be found in the Physical Review
Letter quoted above. Gordon et al. presented the block diagram of the apparatus, describing its main parts, and explained in general terms its working principle
and the conditions in which it would work as oscillator, amplifier, or spectrometer.
They then discussed the power, stability of oscillation, noise figure, and resolution
(spectral linewidth). All those were measurable quantities. The only calculation
presented concerned the spectral line width, which they calculated at 4 kHz, concluding that it was close to the observed value of 6-8 kHz. In addition, they presented
experimental results obtained using the device to study the hyperfine structure of
ammonia’s inversion transitions.151
When Basov commented that letter at the All-Union conference on radio technique
and radio communication held in October 1954, he pointed out that “no theoretical
consideration is given in the letter and the estimate of the line width shows that
the authors do not understand well enough the working principle of the molecular
generator.”152
The major difference between the estimates of the spectral linewidth by the Americans and the Soviets lay on the role they attributed to saturation effect, which is
responsible for the nonlinearity of the system. According to Basov, the spectral
linewidth is determined either by the time of flight of the molecules inside the cavity
or by their life-time in the excited state, given by saturation effect. In the stationary regime, when the radiation field inside the cavity is intense, the life-time of the
molecules is shorter than the time of flight. In that case, saturation effect determines
the spectral linewidth. James Gordon calculated the spectral linewidth taking in
account only the time of flight of the molecules. His theoretical value was 4 kHz,
while his observed linewidth was 6–8kHz. Taking in account the saturation effect,
Gordon, Zeiger and Townes, ‘Phys. Rev., No. 282, vol. 95, 1954’ (as in n. 134).
Ibid..
152
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namely the nonlinearity, Basov obtained a theoretical prediction of 7kHz, in total
agreement with the observed figures.153
If the Soviets understood well the role of saturation effect in determining the
spectral linewidth of the maser was because they had, and were familiar with, a
well-developed theory which accounted for that effect. When saturation effect takes
place the system enters the stationary state, namely all its parameters remain constant, and according to the theory of oscillations, “stationary self-oscillations can be
described only by nonlinear equations”.154
Later, after they were acquainted with the theory of the maser published by the
Soviets, Gordon, Zeiger and Townes published a detailed linear theory of the maser
based on first-order perturbation theory. In the paper they acknowledged that when
“the molecular transitions begin to saturate” their equation was no longer sufficient
for the calculation of the linewidth, and they promised that “the effects of this
saturation will be considered in detail in a later paper”.155

Theory and experiment in the invention of the maser
By all accounts the invention of the maser in the USA was a process of slow experimental progress with few major adjustments and a good deal of tweaking. Between
the “early-morning epiphany” on a park bench in Washington D.C. in the spring
of 1951, when Townes took the first notes that would lead to the maser, and the
moment Gordon broke into a seminar room announcing that he had finally obtained
the long-sought oscillations in April 1954, the concept of the device evolved from
a generator of 5 mm wave, to a spectrometer and amplifier of 1.25 cm wave. This
evolution was costly, tiresome, and unpredictable. So much so that Townes’s superiors at Columbia Radiation Laboratory asked him to halt the project. It had
spent too much and the chances of success seemed too little. Backed by his tenure,
Townes continued, and in the end the successful operation of the device vindicated
his stubbornness.156 Soon the novel device attracted wide attention and some young
physicist were going to Columbia University to learn the “maser art”.157 All this
Gordon, Zeiger and Townes, ‘Phys. Rev., No. 282, vol. 95, 1954’ (as in n. 134); Basov,
‘Molekuliarnyi Generator (Tezisy doklada), 1954’ (as in n. 140).
154
Gorelik (as in n. 29), pp. 121-122.
155
J. P. Gordon, H. J. Zeiger and Charles H. Townes, ‘The maser - new type of microwave
amplifier, frequency standard, and spectrometer’, Physical Review, 99 (1955):4, pp. 1268-1269.
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shows that their work was an experimental practice, with a life of its own, to use Ian
Hacking’s way of saying that it was independent of a theory. They did make some
calculations along the way, but those were assessment of specific steps or elements
of the apparatus and thus subordinate to experimental practice.
To be more precise we have to distinguish between two theory levels in the invention of the maser. On the first level is Einstein’s theory of spontaneous and
stimulated emission, both included in the framework of quantum mechanics, that
explains how molecules absorb and emit radiation.158 On this level the invention of
the maser might be considered theory guided both in the case of the Soviets and the
Americans. The second theory level concerns the explanation of the behavior of the
radiation once it leaves the molecules and interacts with the cavity. Here we have a
different theory-experiment dynamics on different sides of the Iron Curtain.
While the Americans followed an experimental approach, largely based on knowhow span off from the wartime radar work, the Soviets followed a theory-guided
approach, starting from a general equation and deducing particular elements from
it. What seems to be the major factor behind this difference was the availability of a
well-developed theory. Philosopher Ian Hacking, drawing attention to the changing
dynamics between theory and experimentation over time, has argued that the existence of a mature theory to guide the community heavily influences the relationship
between theory and experiment. The existence of such a theory changes even what
scientists of a given period considers to be the scientific method. Scientists trained
in contexts in which a well-developed theory is available tend to follow a more deductive approach, while scientists trained in context that such a theory does not
exist tend to follow a more inductive approach in which the experimentation, or the
experimental art, has a life of its own.

3.5 Conclusion
To understand how masers could be invented in parallel, and independently, in the
United States and the Soviet Union we have to let go of two dichotomies often present
in studies of science and of Soviet Union, respectively: internalism–externalim and
East–West. In particular, the East-West dichotomy often renders unalike similar
phenomena in Soviet and American histories. The narrative above shows that a
convergence trend between the physics in the Soviet Union and the United States
158
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during the 1940s and 1950s. This mutual approximation cannot be understood
without taking in account the broad social context of the period, namely the World
War II and the Cold War, nor the role of nature, of the object of the scientific
investigation, in directing the course of research. On a macro level, we have states
with two reputedly different political systems, structural organizations of scientific
research and communities, and (scientific) ideologies, confronted with the same problem, namely the need to strength their defense capabilities by developing high-tech
weapons and defense systems. As we zeroed in on the lives and works of scientists,
people living in those nations, affected by, and engaged with, the World War II and
the Cold War, all those differences attenuate and distinctions become blurry.
In the scientific practice of Soviet and American scientists involved in the invention
of the maser we see a similar response to the challenge posed by the context of war
and Cold War. They engaged with the kind of research that permitted them to
be simultaneously a good scientist and a good citizen, given the conditions and
resources available, putting their skills and knowledge to advance useful research
and technology while binging in funding and institutional support to advance their
science. Several implications of that surfaced in the narrative above, some of which
will be revisited in this conclusion.
The convergence was set by a number of factors present both in the US and the
USSR, added to the Soviet policy of catching up and surpassing. The major one was
no doubt the engagement of physicists in the military buildup started in the USSR
in the second half of the 1930s and in the US during the WWII. That engagement
triggered a series of transformation in the practice and training of physicists in
those countries that, as Forman and many others have written, drifted the course
of physics toward particular fields of interest to the military.
On the one hand, the involvement of US physicists in military research led US
physics toward more realistic theories and less discipline-delimited research programs, what made it similar to the style of Mandelstam’s school and other leading
Soviet schools, which were established before the WWII. The model of science established in the decades that followed the revolution to support the all-out industrialization drive favored the rise of Mandelstam’s school, which resonated with the
ideal image of Soviet Science. Then “pure” science was frowned upon as bourgeois
science, and science was regarded as a central element of, and a tool to better, Soviet
society. As a result, coveted scientists were those who engaged in the industrialization drive, eager to translate their knowledge into useful technologies and devices,
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made no distinction between pure and applied science, and saw no boundaries between disciplines.159 On the other hand, the catch-up-and-surpass incentive drove
Soviet physicists toward problems and fields trending in the United States. This is
apparent in Prokhorov’s research on microwave spectroscopy which began following
research in leading American journals and measured their progress against the research conducted abroad, specially in the US. That strategy was in resonance with
the slogan to catch up and to surpass, put forward by Stalin himself, which brought
the content of Soviet physics closer to that of American physics.
Differences in the structural organization of Soviet and American science required
different strategies to foster research in particular directions. While in the US the
military created a panoply of advisory committees and directed research funding
to areas of their interest,160 in the USSR the hierarchical structure of the scientific
schools, which seems to reflect the power structure within Soviet Society, proved to
be fit to coordinate efforts of several institutions in unified programs led by powerful
institutional leaders. As a graduate student Prokhorov participated in large research
programs involving members of Mandelstam’s school from different institutions and,
even as a senior worker of FIAN, followed suggestions from above of research topics
that were connected with major programs, including military programs as those of
radars and nuclear weapons, being pursued by Soviet physicists. It was so with
his research on synchrotron radiation as well as with his research in microwave
spectroscopy, both connected to radar R&D, and the latter to nuclear physics as
well.
Although the knowledge required to build masers was ripe by 1916, historian
Joan Bromberg has argued, the invention of the maser required a combination of
knowledge of quantum mechanics and technical skills rare prior to World War II.
Prior to that physicists had good knowledge of quantum mechanics but lacked the
engineering knowledge and skills, while engineers had the technical skills but lacked
Not by chance those were characteristics of the major schools of Soviet science established well
before the WWII. In better position to bargain with politicians, they had more funding, more
power, and were less vulnerable to political prosecution, even if their political views diverged
from the official ones. See, for instance, the schools of Abraham Joffe in Josephson, Physics
and politics in revolutionary Russia (as in n. 34); and Vladimir Vernadsky in Bailes, Science
and Russian Culture in an Age of Revolitions: V. I. Vernadsky and his scientific school, 1863–
1945 (as in n. 25).
160
Forman and Sánchez-Ron (as in n. 31), pp. 282-284. Charles Townes conceived the idea that
led to the invention of the maser while preparing for a meeting of one of those committees, the
Advisory Committee on Millimeter Wave Generation, which he happened to be the chairman.
Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as in n. 14).
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knowledge of quantum mechanics necessary to make a maser. Only after the war,
when there appeared scientists like Charles Townes, a physicist with good knowledge
of engineering acquired during the war, and Joseph Weber, an engineer with solid
knowledge of quantum mechanics who was driven to physics by his wartime work;
only then the maser could be conceived.161 This narrative suggests that a combination of knowledge of quantum mechanics and engineering skills was a necessary
but not sufficient condition for conceiving the maser. Well before the Wold War
II that combination was common and appreciated among leading schools of Soviet
physics such as Mandelstam’s and Joffe’s schools. A complex web of factors, which
can be seen as causal agents, that existed both in the United States and the Soviet
Union led Prokhorov and Basov towards the maser. Among those are many factors
that came into play only in the post-World War II discussed here. This may be a
key to explain why Valentin Fabrikant, being the first to conceive the idea of using
population inversion to generate radiation, did not pursue the idea through.162
When Alexander Prokhorov and Charles Townes established direct exchange they
had a very different conception of the maser. Townes seemed to have trouble understanding the saturation effect which Basov and Prokhorov stressed to be so important. Basov and Prokhorov had trouble understanding how Townes and his group
could continue insisting on a linear theory of a device that for them, the Soviets,
was inherently nonlinear. But they had common grounds. Those were the physics of
spontaneous emission, the knowledge of radio-devices such as tube oscillators, and
the experimental knowledge. Thus this episode supports the claim by philosophers
collectively known as New Experimentalists that experimental knowledge serves as
a common ground for scientists working within different paradigm or disciplinary
matrix, remaining robust through scientific revolutions.
The main promoter of that experiment-based approach to philosophy of physics,
Ian Hacking pictured the relationship between theory and experiment in the history
of science is a diverse one:
Some profound experimental work is generated by theory. Some great
theories spring from pre-theoretical experiment. Some theories languish
for lack of mesh with the real world, while some experimental phenomena
161
162
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sit idle for lack of theory. There are also happy families, in which theory
and experiment coming from different directions meet.163
To illustrate this last point Hacking gives the example of the meeting between the
theoretical prediction of the background radiation by a group of theoreticians working on Big-Bang cosmology and its serendipitous detection by Arnold Penzias and
Robert Wilson using a maser-based radiotelescope. What the history of the maser
presented above shows is that in the early Cold War, when Soviet physicists began
resuming international scientific exchanges, happy meetings could happen not only
between theory and experiments coming from different quarters of science, but also
within the same field, with theory and experiment coming from different geopolitical
camps.
To conclude, we bring up a hypothetical situation recently debated by philosophers of science. Imagine two isolated community of physicists, starting from the
same initial conditions, left to ask their own question, unguided by the work of
other scientists. How similar would be the physics developed by those communities? This hypothetical situation, which came up in the Contingency/Inevitability
debate sprang out of Ian Hacking’s Social Construction of What? 164 , arguably took
place in the 20th century. Having had their training in Germany before the Russian
Revolution, Mandelstam and Papaleksi found themselves isolated from their foreign
peers, for a long while without access to foreign journals, and in those conditions
developed old and new research programs, training young scientists along the way.
The ensuing scientific community exhibited a few peculiarities and even created a
theory of their own. How different did they become? How equivalent was the nonlinear theory of oscillations to other approaches developed elsewhere? This may be a
good opportunity to address the need for clarification of the concept of contingency
163

Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening: Introductory topics in philosophy of science,
(Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 160.
164
Idem, The Social Construction of What? (as in n. 6). This hypothetical situation was presented by Léna Soler to clarify the issue in the contrast contingentism versus inevitabilism.
It is closely related to the argument of an Alien science used by physicists in defense of the
inevitability of physical laws that is basically a claim that had intelligent alien developed their
own physics it would inevitably be equivalent to our physics. This argument and its shortcomings are discussed by Hacking (1999, pp. 74—76). What Soler does is to reformulate it
to clarify what contingency means. “Any nontrivial contingency, Soler contends, requires that
two isolated scientific communities starting from the same point produce ’irreducibly different’
results, while still satisfying a reasonable set of criteria for success.” Joseph D. Martin, ‘Is the
Contingentist/Inevitabilist Debate a Matter of Degrees?’ Philosophy of Science, 80 (2013):5,
p. 923.
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exposed by Joseph Martin and to test some claims on contingency and inevitability
in science.165

165

Martin (as in n. 164).
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4 Exploiting the Iron Curtain:
Lasers, Scientific Internationalism
and Discipline Building in Early
Cold War
When the young Soviet physicist Alexander Prokhorov and his first two graduate
students Nikolai Basov and Alexander Barchukov ventured themselves in the new,
foreign-born field of microwave radiospectroscopy in the first years of the 1950s,
they could hardly imagine that that venture would be their passport into capitalist
countries, let alone that in 1959 they would be posing for pictures at the international
airport of New York City with a KLM airplane on the background (see Figure
4.1). Back in 1952, when they officially began working in radiospectroscopy, Soviets
physicists had been working in isolation from their foreign peers for many years and
the Cold War was going through one of its hottest periods. The Soviet Union and
the United States were engaged in the first indirect confrontation since the USSR
began to build its atomic-bomb arsenal –the Korean War – and physicists in both
countries were busy working on the development of “ever more advanced military
technology.”1 Apropos, one of the main tasks of Prokhorov and his students in the
new field was to make highly precise measurements of nuclear moments necessary
to develop the models of nuclei being employed on the making of the first hydrogen
bomb2 . In that context, talks of academic exchange with American physicists would
sound like wishful thinking.
In 1959, however, although physicists were still working on ever more advanced
military weapons, the setting was quite different, as far as international relations
Forman, ‘Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, No. 1, vol. 18, 1987’ (as in n. 20),
p. 150
2
See Climério Paulo Silva Neto and Alexei Kojevnikov, ‘Convergence of Cold War Science: Co-inventing the maser in the Soviet Union’, (forthcoming).
1
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Figure 4.1: A. M. Prokhorov, N. G. Basov and A. I. Barchukov. USA, 1959. Courtesy of
Alexander K. Prokhorov.

are concerned. Prokhorov was on his third foreign trip, Basov on his second.3 Their
laboratory at the Lebedev Institute of Physics (FIAN) had been exchanging papers
with physicists from “capitalist countries” at least since 1955, and delegations of
Soviet scientists in international conferences was becoming routine.
The 1950s were years of broad changes in Soviet Society, which reflected plainly on
Soviet science, often more than in other segments of society. Stalin’s death in 1953
left the new leadership with the task of redefining the country’s political strategies.
Recent scholarship have depicted the new leadership as willing to change, but uncertain of what and to what extent, and attentive to signs “from bellow” to redefine
official policies.4 Not very far bellow, with their recently acquired celebrity status,
In the late 1950s Prokhorov took part in the Discussions of the Faraday Society in England
(1955) and in an international conference of spectroscopy in France (1958).Shcherbakov,
Mikhailova and Prokhorov (as in n. 84). Basov went to Japan in 1957 as a delegate for
the USSR in a meeting of the World Peace Council, an organization created by initiative of
the Communist Party of the USSR to promote disarmament and campaign against imperialism.Y. M. Popov and V. B. Rozanov, Biobibliografiia Uchenykh: Nikolai Gennadievich
Basov, (Moscow, 1982).
4
William Taubman, ‘The Khrushchev period, 1953–1964’, in: Ronald Grigor Suny, editor, The Cambridge History of Russia, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). –
chapter 10; Jones, Polly, editor, The Dilemmas of De-Stalinization, (London: Routledge,
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heightened by the successful test of the first prototype of a hydrogen bomb (1953),
scientists had their own agenda for change. Some of them understood that they
were facing the opportune moment and the right action would lead to a major reform in Soviet science. In his well-documented study, Science after Stalin, Konstatin
Ivanov draws on a wealth of archival material from the Central Committee of the
Communist Party and the Russian Academy of Science to reveal the terms of the
negotiation that changed not only image of Soviet science, but the very terms of the
relationship between science and polity in the Soviet Union. Internationalization
and more freedom to work on fundamental science rather than applied science were
some of the top priorities of scientists. Ivanov highlights that the scientists who
succeeded in promoting the reforms did so not by opposing the regime, but playing
as insiders who had mastered the rules of Soviet polity5 .
It was thanks to those changes that Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov could travel
to the United States in 1959 to take part in the conference “Quantum Electronics
- Resonance Phenomena” organized by the Columbia University physicist Charles
Townes. That international conference marked the creation of a scientific field called
quantum electronics by the Americans and quantum radiophysics by the Soviets.6
Those labels were created to group various research project sprang in the wake of
the invention of the maser, simultaneously in the United States, by Charles Townes,
James Gordon, and Hebert Zeiger, and in the Soviet Union, by Nikolai Basov and
Alexander Prokhorov, circa 1954. The maser used quantized molecular or atomic
transitions for practical purposes as frequency standardization, generation, and amplification of microwave radiation. This made it a hot topic in the Cold War. But
the big topic of the conference, the one which filled the air with excitement, was
the possibility of exploiting quantized transitions to generate and amplify light, that
is, of making a laser.7 The conference “Quantum Electronic - Resonance Phenomena” is thus considered by many as the landmark of the birth of laser physics. Its
participants, many of whom later became leaders in laser physics, went home with
the feeling that the laser was imminent.8 The participation of the Soviet delegation
2006).
Ivanov (as in n. 41). A similar case is made in Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great Science: The Times
and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71), pp. 291-300.
6
The different labels reflect the distinctive roots of the field in those countries. See Silva Neto
and Kojevnikov (as in n. 2).
7
In the period discussed here the Soviets called their devices molecular generator and amplifier.
In the end they adopted the simple and elegant acronyms MASER and LASER that I will use
along the text, aware that my usage of the term is anachronistic.
8
Hecht (as in n. 19).
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and of delegations from seven more countries suggests that laser physics was born
international.9
Elsewhere I have discussed some of the factors that facilitated, or set the basis
for, the internationalization of laser physics that were set in motion much before the
first lasers were launched. They were the convergence on topics, questions and goals
driven above all by the integration of physics with military research, and experiments
that formed the common ground in the talk between scientists who spoke not only
different mother languages, but distinct theoretical languages was well.10 In this
article I turn to the reestablishment of international connections between Soviet and
American scientists in the second half of the 1950s, the beginning of a competition
which, in the words of Zhores Alferov, a pioneer of Soviet laser physics, “was a at
that time a rare example of an open and friendly competition between laboratories
belonging to the antagonistic Great Powers”.11
When applied to laser physics as a whole, Alferov’s statement captures only partially the terms of the competition, though. For it was indeed friendly, but only
partially open. In June 2002, few months after the death of Alexander Prokhorov,
Charles Townes expressed his “admiration for Aleksander [sic.] Prokhorov as a
great scientist and enjoyable personality”, describing their exchange in the following
terms:
“I first met Sasha12 in 1955 at a scientific meeting in England, and
immediately enjoyed his company and talking with him about science.
I had already read some of his publication on microwave spectroscopy,
but was fascinated to learn at that time of his work towards a maser.
His research and my own were quite closely interactive for sometime as
he continued to enrich science with important contributions to masers,
lasers and quantum electronics. I also enjoyed an early visit to Russia
on his invitation, visiting his dacha and collecting mushrooms...”13
In her classic history of the Laser in the United States Joan Bromberg acknowledges that “even
the historian who looks at the American work alone sees continually the impact of advances
made in Europe and the Soviet Union in the 1950s and 1960s. Clearly we need histories of the
maser and laser in other contexts.” Bromberg, The Laser in America, 1950-1970 (as in n. 7),
pp. p. XII.
10
Silva Neto and Kojevnikov (as in n. 2)
11
Alferov, ‘Zhores I. Alferov - Biographical’ (as in n. 65).
12
Informal, shortened form of Alexander. In Russia, among adults, used only to address family
members and close friends.
13
Letter read in the International Conference on Quantum Electronics in Moscow, 2002. Reprinted
in Shcherbakov, Mikhailova and Prokhorov (as in n. 84), pp. 480–481.
9
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Shortly after his first visit to Moscow, Townes paid back the courtesy during Prokhorov’s
first visit to the USA, at his invitation. Here is a short account by Prokhorov’s wife:
The relationship [with Townes and his wife] up to now is very good.
Townes visited our home and our dacha. In turn, during my husband’s
trip to America - it was, by the way, his second working trip abroad
- Charles invited Alexander Mikhailovich to his farm on the outskirts
of New York. It had full hundred hectares. American professors received much money for their big scientific results. But, as it is usual in
the States, he used any possibility of receiving money from alternative
sources.” 14
On the other hand, Townes and Prokhorov were leading figures of the scientificmilitary-industrial complexes of their respective nations. By 1955 Townes was already one of the key links between the scientists and military agencies, he would
soon become the vice-president of the Institute for Defense Analysis, a think tank to
advise the Pentagon on scientific and technical issues related to national security15 .
Prokhorov, in turn, soon discovered new “possibilities of receiving money from alternative sources” as well. By his own account, in his laser research he discovered a
“general effect” in physics: “military generals are very interested in physics”.16
Thus, although they developed close collaboration and might have felt themselves
as genuinely part of an international community working on cutting-edge research,
they also felt committed to their own homelands and ideologies and not only sought
to apply the fruits of their research to develop civil and military technology, but
used that collaboration to advance interest of their countries. As we will see in
the following pages, this tension, which would be characteristic of laser physics
throughout the Cold War, took shape still in the 1950s, when the first lasers as well
as the Soviet laser physics was still on the making.

Prokhorova (as in n. 18), p. 67. The recollections are dated 1992. Note that Galina Prokhorova
wrote that Prokhorov’s trip to the USA was his second international trip. However, the same
book in which her recollections are published lists a trip to France in 1958 as he second foreign
trip. Shcherbakov, Mikhailova and Prokhorov (as in n. 84), p. 13.
15
Interview with Charles H. Townes by Joan Bromberg on 28 January 1984. Niels Bohr Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA. Available at:
https://www.aip.org/history-programs/niels-bohr-library/oral-histories/4917-1
16
Loren R. Graham, Lonely Ideas: Can Russia Compete? ebook edition. (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 2013), p. 83. Prokhorov reveled his “discovery” in an interview with Loren Graham in
the 1980s.
14
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This paper is about the process of internationalization of Soviet science began
in mid 1950s, after Stalin’s death. It spans roughly from 1955, the year Alexander
Prokhorov participated in his first international conference, to the launching of the
first Soviet lasers in 1961. The remaining of this introduction is dedicated to discuss
general changes on the international policy of Soviet Union after Stalin’s death and
how Soviet scientists were perceived by their Western peers in the same period. The
section 4.1, The revealing encounter, focuses on Prokhorov’s first international trip.
The documentary records of that trip, which began to be discussed in October 1954,
reveals that the early stage of internationalization was a careful one. The Academy
of Sciences was willing to foster international exchanges, but was still cautious about
its extent. Even loyal scientists as Prokhorov, with impeccable records for Soviet
standards, were accompanied by “reliable comrades” (nadezhnyi tovarishch), KGB
handlers sent to make sure that scientists would act according to guidelines. What
information about the talks to reveal and when to reveal was also a carefully discussed issue. The subsequent section 4.2, Not inferior, but smaller, discusses how
Prokhorov’s first international experience was reassuring for his small group and
stimulated them to scale up their research agenda. In it I discuss the maser research
and development carried by groups led by Basov and Prokhorov, comparing with
quasi-parallel works in the US, in the second half of the 1950s.
The section First time in America (4.3), dedicated to the conference “Quantum
Electronics - Resonance Phenomena” held in the US, revels a that the end of the
1950s was a quite different moment for Soviet international scientific exchanges. As
the changes in international policy were consolidated, the bureaucracy decreased
and scientists gained more autonomy. The reliable comrades were no longer an
obligatory figure in delegations of Soviet scientists. Even scientists of questionable
loyalty were allowed to travel abroad, notwithstanding being under the watch of
other scientists. In the early 1960s Prokhorov traveled to the US with a delegation
composed exclusively by his close collaborators. The 22-page report of the trip
written by the delegation tells much about the terms of the cooperation/competition
established by then between American and Soviet Physicists. The Section 4.4 shows
how Prokhorov and Basov exploited that context of competition with the United
States to promote their agenda and to create one of the most successful branches of
Soviet physics. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of what this early international
exchange in laser science across the Iron Curtain reveals about the uses of scientific
internationalism and the roles played by scientists in the early days of Cold War.
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Beyond Eastern Europe
Among the major demands of Soviet scientists, internationalization was the easiest
matter to settle. On this point the interests of scientists and politicians overlapped.
Stalin’s postwar foreign policy had been mostly concerned with creating a protective belt of friendly nations in Eastern Europe to protect Russia from a hostile,
supposedly unified, West. Shortly after his death, the Kremlin, soon controlled
by Nikita Khrushchev, acknowledged that “the West” was not an unified hostile
camp and extended its foreign relations beyond the communist block. According
to William Taubman, author of Khrushchev: The Man and his Era (2003), “the
centerpiece of Khrushchev’s diplomacy was a campaign for what a later era would
label détente”.17 In that context, the internationalization of Soviet science as not
only a way of rewarding, and compromising with, scientists, but also a diplomatic
channel to promote a pacific co-existence. Moreover, it was easier and safer to begin
an international opening with an organized and already privileged group of Soviet
Society.
In the period which became known as The Thaw, Nikita Khrushchev took a series
of actions to signal to the world that Soviet Union was heading on a path different
of that settled by Stalin. The landmarks of changes in foreign policies were drawn
in the second half of the decade. In 1957, during the World Youth Festival, more
than thirty thousand foreigners where received in Moscow in a peaceful and open
atmosphere. The festival is regarded as a mark of the opening of the Soviet Union to
the outside world, a redefinition of relationship between Soviet people and foreigners,
and part of the revival of Soviet international cultural relations that climaxed in the
signing of the “Lacy-Zarubin Agreement” on cultural exchange between the United
States and the Soviet Union at the end of 1957.18
For science, some historians have argued, the Lacy-Zarubin agreement officially
marked the beginning of scientific cooperation between the Soviet Union and the
United States. 19 However, as we will see in this chapter, the actual exchange,
began even before. In 1954 the Soviet leadership started lifting restrictions on
scientists’ international contacts and conference travel, and allowed Soviet scientists’
nominations for Nobel prizes.20 For physics 1955 was a landmark. That was the
Taubman (as in n. 4), p. 285
In a study about the festival Pia Koivunen argues that it aimed as well to amend the damaged
in the international image of the Soviet Union caused by the impact of Khrushchev’s Secret
Speech, in which he denounced the cult of personality, and the subsequent crack down on
Hungarian protests. Koivunen (as in n. 15).
19
Graham (as in n. 8)
20
Ivanov (as in n. 41)
17

18
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year of the first International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held
in Geneva, which counted with a large delegation of Soviet nuclear physicists. Many
American and Soviet physicists met face-to-face for the first time and compared
their impressions with the rumors and stereotypes they had brought from their
homelands.
The Image of Soviet Science abroad in the 1950s
International conferences circa 1955 were settings of various first encounters between
American and Soviet physicists, opportunities to get a first hand impression of
scientists they had hear of, if they had heard at all, only in journal publications. An
interesting account of impressions of American physicists after meeting their Soviet
colleagues for the first time was given by John Krige in his analysis of the Geneva
conference on peaceful uses of atomic energy, which happened in August 1955, four
months after the meeting of the Faraday Society, in which Charles Townes first
met Alexander Prokhorov: “American scientists”, wrote Krige, “arrived in Geneva
with a view of their Soviet colleagues as trapped in a closed, backward Communist
society that had little respect for science. They went home chastened.”21 The US
delegation was surprised by “the highly technical competence of Russian scientists
and engineers generally, and the large numbers of students in training in universities
and technical schools”.22 When they heard of the Soviet achievements in high-energy
physics, they “were not just stunned, but panicked”.23
To be sure, in 1955 Americans were not totally in the darkness about Soviet
achievements in science and technology. They knew that the Soviets had made
their own nuclear and thermonuclear weapons, and months before the conference,
in November 1954, a front page of The New York Times alarmed that “Russia was
Overtaking the U.S. in Training Technicians”. The article covered the subject of
a recent publication in Science magazine by the Soviet emigre Nicholas DeWitt
on “Professional and Scientific Personnel in the USSR”.24 The Times article claimed
John Krige, ‘Atoms for peace, scientific internationalism, and scientific intelligence’, Osiris
(2006), p. 180.
22
Quoted in Ibid., pp. 178
23
Ibid., pp. 179
24
Nicholas DeWitt, ‘Professional and Scientific Personnel in the U.S.S.R’, Science, (1954). The
following year DeWitt’s comprehensive book Soviet Professional Manpower: Its Education,
Training and Supply (1955) was widely discussed in U.S. press. Working at Harvard’s Russian
Research Center, Dewitt was sponsored by the CIA, which since the early 1950s was very
interested in matters of scientific training in Russia. David Kaiser, ‘The physics of spin:
Sputnik Politics and American physicists in the 1950s’, Social Research: An International
21
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that the Soviet Union was training “two to three times” more scientists and engineers
than the United States. Few days later, president Dwight Eisenhower was demanded
to comment at a press conference how the U.S. would overcome the “manpower
gap”.25 Moreover, in 1954, when nearly 700 members of the American Institute
of Physics, selected randomly, were asked whether it was worth translating major
Soviet physics journals to English a large majority of them answered affirmatively,
76% answered so “because the of the technical value of the research now in progress
in the USSR”, and 71% “because of the national danger of underestimating the
strength on the USSR, particularly as far as scientific advances are concerned”.26
Thus, when Townes arrived in Cambridge, or when the Americans arrived in
Geneva, they were already aware of the value of the scientific research and the
impressive numbers of scientists and engineers being trained in the Soviet Union.
This explains why the issue of training came up in the talks between the Americans
and the Soviets during a conference on atomic energy. Those meetings were mostly
confirmations of rumors circulating in American press and of the impression US
physicists could make of their Soviet peers from journal publications.27
What really made American scientists and politicians panic was the launching of
the Sputnik in 1957. For most people Sputnik became an object of fascination. It
kindled dreams and astonished students, teachers, parents, and non-parents alike,
across the globe. It became a symbol of Soviet cultural heritage. But for cold
warriors (all those scientists, politicians, journalists, and military involved in the
arms race), the beeping little ball was a nightmare. A rocket capable of sending a
satellite to space could likewise deliver a nuclear warhead in the North-American
continent.28 Besides making science bigger, more democratic and diverse,29 , the
Sputnik boosted the internationalization of Soviet science in this early stage of the
Cold War, and reinforced the ideology of scientific internationalism. First, it made
Quarterly, (2006):73. For the creation of the Russian Research Center see Chapter 2, section
2.1.
25
In the subsequent years the “two to three times” figure would be echoed endlessly by scientists,
journalists, and politicians claiming for more government funding for scientific research and
science education at almost every level of the educational system. For a critical discussion of
the repercussion and interpretation of the manpower-gap scare see Kaiser (as in n. 24).
26
Quoted in Ibid., p. 1241.
27
The American Institute of Physics began translating Soviet journals in 1955. Another evidence
of the high-regard American physicists had for Soviet physics in the 1950s is that by the end
of the decade fully half of the physics departments with graduate programs in the US accepted
Russian, alongside German and French, for language exams. Ibid..
28
Siddiqi (as in n. 7); Kojevnikov, ‘The Cultural Spaces of the Soviet Cosmos’ (as in n. 7)
29
Idem, ‘Russian science: the little ball made science bigger.’ Nature, 449 (2007):4 October, ISSN
0028–0836
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the Soviet leadership realize the extant to which the scientific achievements could
contribute to national prestige. The Sputnik elevated the international image of
the Soviet Union from the status of backward superpower to that of technologically
advanced nation which matched the United States not only in military power, but
in science and technology as well. It made governments in both sides of the Iron
Curtain adherents of the classical conception present in the ideology of scientific
internationalism – propagandized by the scientists themselves since at least the 18th
century – that the contribution of science to national prestige abroad is an automatic
and inevitable byproduct of scientific achievement.30 This made the space race a
major front in the “battle for hearts and minds” of peoples across the globe, specially
in third-world nations going through decolonization and battles for social justice.
With the Sputnik, as it appeared to the outside world, Soviet socialism was launched
as a viable alternative to capitalism. 31
Second, making the USSR appear as a scientific and technologically advanced
nation, the Sputnik made the United States more inclined to increase the scientific
and cultural exchange between the two countries. Prior to the Sputnik, the respect
for Russian science among US physicists was not widely shared by other sectors
of US society. For instance, in a distasteful statement, General John B. Medaris
remembered that until the Soviets launched Sputnik, “it was fashionable to think
of the Russians as ‘retarded folk who depended mainly on a few captured German
scientists for their achievements, if any. And since the cream of the German planners
had surrendered to the Americans, so the argument ran, there was nothing to worry
about.’”32 Perhaps not by chance, the first cultural agreement on cultural exchange
mentioned above, was signed and effected a couple of months after the launching of
the Sputnik. The result was a significant increase in the timid exchange which had
began three years earlier.
The way Soviet Scientists were regarded by foreign peers after their first meetings
and all the civilian and military scientific achievements obtained by Soviet scientists
in the 1950s were reassuring for them. It was in this conjuncture that an intensification of personal and scientific exchange between Prokhorov, Basov and American
Forman, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 64, 1973’ (as in n. 35)
According to scholars of the Soviet-American cultural exchange, one of the major Soviet objectives in the exchange was to project to the outside world the image the the Soviet Union was
the equal of the United States by engaging the United States in bilateral agreements and to
demonstrate the achievements of Soviet people. Yale Richmond, Cultural Exchange and the
Cold War: Raising the Iron Curtain, (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press,
2003).
32
Krige (as in n. 21), p. 178
30
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physicists took place in mutual visits and scientific conferences. It was in this conjuncture that the tension between cooperation and competition typical of science
explicitly merged with the Cold War tension.

4.1 The revealing encounter
On November 22, 1954. The foreign department of the Academy of Sciences forwarded to FIAN an invitation for Soviet scientists to participate in the discussions
on "Microwave and radio-frequency spectroscopy" organized by the Faraday Society,
to be held at Cambridge University from April 4 to 6, 1955 33 . The goal was to
gather scientists working in the field, experimentalists as well as theoreticians, to
assess the new discoveries and works done in the last years. Leading scientists would
open the discussions with introductory papers accounting the current state of given
topics divided in four sessions: microwaves, nuclear magnetic resonance, paramagnetic resonance, and quadrupole spectroscopy. Proposals had to be sent as soon as
possible to be included in the conference program, and a complete paper had to be
submitted not later than January 15,1955 34 .
Subsequent correspondence concerning the preparations for the trip reveals Soviet authorities still cautious about the scientific exchange in microwave and radiofrequency spectroscopy. In November of 1954 the director of FIAN drafted a letter
to the foreign department of the Academy of Sciences acknowledging the importance of the conference and recommending Alexander Prokhorov for the session on
microwaves, and K. V. Vladimirsky for the session on nuclear magnetic resonance.
The draft ended with the title of Prokhorov’s presentation - “Theory of the molecular generator” 35 . However, in the letter actually sent to the foreign department
the title of the presentation had been replaced by a short paragraph: "It’s advisable
to specify the subjects of their presentations only after all the questions concerning
their trips are solved 36 ." The next communication concerning Prokhorov’s trip was
in March 31, 1955, four days before the conference, with the paper to be presented.
Hence, his presentation was not included in the program of the conference 37 .
L. M. Brekhovskikh and E. A. Koridalin, to V. L. Levshin, Nov 22, 1954. ARAN, 532-1241, p. 59, 1954.
34
F. Tompkins, to M. M. Dubinin, Oct 29, 1954. ARAN, 532-1-241. pp. 60-61, (Moscow, 1954).
35
N. Dobrotin, to L. M. Brekhovskikh (unsent draft), Nov, 1954. ARAN, 532-1-241. p.62,
(Moscow, 1954)
36
Idem, to Brekhovskikh (in Russian), Dec 2, 1954. ARAN, 532-1-241. p.62, (Moscow, 1954)
37
Idem, to the Foreign Department of the Academy of Sciences, Mar 31, 1955. ARAN, 532-1-256.
p.28, 1955
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After so much time had passed since a Soviet delegation had taken part in a
conference in England, that visit was viewed as an important diplomatic affair.
Prokhorov was received by the workers of the Soviet embassy who were especially
assigned to look after the scientific delegation during their stay in England. For
some unknown reason, Vladimirsky, the physicist suggested in the first answer to
the foreign department, was replaced by D. M. Kozyrev, a physicist from Kazan
working on electron paramagnetic resonance. Besides Prokhorov and Kozyrev, the
delegation was composed by more two “reliable comrades” assigned to watch over
the scientists, a common practice in that period of gradual reestablishment of ties
with foreign scientists 38 .
“The presentation of Alexander Mikhailovich [Prokhorov] on the theory of the
molecular generator caused a real sensation”, wrote his wife in her recollections
39
. We have other reasons to believe so. After almost half century had passed,
Charles Townes supposedly remembered his reaction and words after the “revealing
presentation”:
What happened in Cambridge was an eye opener... When their turn
came, they gave a discussion, to my amazement, on how an ammonia
maser might work (though of course they did not call it a maser at that
time). Their discussion was all theoretical, but they expected the device
to work soon. After their presentation, I got up and said, “Well, that is
very interesting, and we have one of these working 40 .”
Given the importance scientists usually attribute to priority contends (many of the
accounts written by scientists on history of lasers revolve around priority issues), it
would probably be enough for the presentation and its follow-up to stir the audience.
However, in this early stage of the Cold War, the aura of mystery around the work
of Soviet physicists, intensified by the absence of the titles of their presentations
in the program, certainly made things more exciting. It is likely that most of the
audience was for the first time face-to-face with a Soviet physicist. Since the Soviet
Union began closing itself in preparation for the upcoming war in mid1930s, the
contacts between Soviet physicists and their peers abroad was mostly limited to
journal publications.
Prokhorova (as in n. 18)
Ibid., pp. p. 66
40
Townes, How the Laser Happened (as in n. 14), p. 77
38
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Figure 4.2: The first Soviet molecular-beam generator and amplifier launched at FIAN in
September 1955.

Townes and Prokhorov, naturally, were eager to know more details about each
other’s works. After the conference they walked through the streets of Cambridge
and compared their versions of the molecular generator. In Townes’s account of the
conversation:
They [Prokhorov and Basov] had most of the same essentials, including a molecular beam and a resonant cavity. One thing that they had
apparently missed was the quadrupole focuser, the scheme that I had
picked up in 1951 from the German physicist Paul. Paul had published
it in 1951, and so had we in 1954. Thus there was no compelling reason
that the Russians would not have thought to use it, but they apparently
had not. I told them everything I was doing, including the importance
of the quadrupole focuser... Very soon, they had an ammonia maser
working and even improved on the focuser, by putting in more than four
poles. A number of later masers were to use their type of focuser, with
many poles 41 .
Basov and Prokhorov did consider using a quadrupole focuser, at least by October
1954. However, they opted for an original path. In the meeting of the All-Union
41

Townes, How the Laser Happened (as in n. 14), pp. p. 77
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Scientific Society of Radiotechnique and Radiocommunication Basov gave a talk
where discussed the letter published by Gordon, Zeiger and Townes in Physical
Review announcing the maser and made a detailed analysis of the quadrupole focuser
42
. Instead of using the same focuser, they opted for building their own version to
obtain a molecular beam of higher intensity. When they finally launched the device
in September 1955, they had devised a multichannel source of molecular beams and
a more effective focuser that yielded a beam approximately 30 times higher than that
of Townes’s maser 43 . If there was an indirect competition for who would produce
the first device, they had lost it anyway. However, besides having formulated the
theory of the device, they could still put forward an improved version with their
own design - which ended up being more powerful and compact.
Besides the generator using molecular beams, discussed in the previous chapter,
they also had been developing an entirely new type of molecular generator, which
would later become know as three-level maser. This new method for obtaining active
molecules consisted of exciting the molecules by pre-irradiating them with a highfrequency auxiliary radiation, instead of separating according to their energy state,
as occur with the molecular beam (as described in Figure 4.3).
They had come up with the scheme around the time James Gordon succeeded in
obtaining weak amplification with their first maser. After they heard the news that
a maser had been operating in the US, they rushed to write a two-page paper and
submitted it to the Soviet Journal of Electronics and Theoretical Physics (Soviet
JETP) on November 1, 1954, describing the three-level scheme and how the required
energy-level distribution could be obtained 44 . This is the first of a series of short
papers describing ideas that would be matured in later publications, what suggests
that the announcement of the maser published by Gordon, Zeiger and Townes’s in
Physical Review Letters45 was the “eye opener” for Basov and Prokhorov. As if
once they discovered that the Americans were developing the same device, not to
be scooped, they began publishing their ideas as soon as possible, even if the ideas
were not well developed yet.
Basov, ‘Molekuliarnyi Generator (Tezisy doklada), 1954’ (as in n. 140)
Idem, Molekuliarnyi Generator, Avtoreferat dissertatsii (Fizicheskii institut imeni P. N. Lebedeva, 1956); idem, ‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984.
Niels Bohr Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in
n. 4)
44
N. G. Basov and A. M. Prokhorov, ‘O vozmozhnykh metodakh polucheniia aktivnykh
molekul’, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 28 (1955):2
45
Gordon, Zeiger and Townes, ‘Phys. Rev., No. 282, vol. 95, 1954’ (as in n. 134)
42
43
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Figure 4.3: Three level maser. According to their scheme of the three-level system required
transitions between three energy levels, two with a small energy gap separating them, and a
third more spaced from the other two. The auxiliary high-frequency radiation (Nadd ) induces
transition from level 3 to 1 (a process called radiation pumping), and after a relaxation time
the molecules decay from 1 to 2, emitting a photon of a lower frequency νg (spontaneous emission).The transition from 2 to 3 is usually radiationless, with the energy being transferred to
vibrational motion (heat) of the host material surrounding the atoms, without the generation
of a photon. Reprinted in (Idem, ‘Sov. Phys.-JETP., No. 3, vol. 1, 1955’).

Time would proof they were right about the risk of being scooped by the Americans. As the news about the maser and its features spread, physicists in universities, research institutes, and research companies from the East to the West coast
of the United States began to develop their masers. A few months after Basov and
Prokhorov proposed the three-level scheme for obtaining population inversion, Harvard University physicist Nicolaas Bloembergen, an specialist in solid-state physics,
got interested in masers and soon published his own version of a three-level maser.
In a detailed analysis, Bloembergen showed that a three-level spin-system, pumped
by electromagnetic radiation, was an effective method to create solid-state masers.46
Only publishing the new ideas in Soviet journals was not enough to receive full
credit. They needed to publicize it beyond Soviet borders as well. Prokhorov very
likely described the three-level scheme to Townes in their conversation in Cambridge,
and upon returning to the Soviet Union he requested official permission to mail
the theory of the molecular generator and the proposal of the three-level maser
to Townes in the United States.47 This deliberate effort to establish the priority
over the proposal of the three level maser payed off, but Basov and Prokhorov
had to share the credits with Bloembergen. While acknowledging that “Basov and
Nicolaas Bloembergen, ‘Proposal for a new type solid state maser’, Physical Review, 104
(1956)
47
B. M. Vul, to the library of the Academy of Sciences, Jun 24, 1955. ARAN, 532-1-256. p. 49.
(Moscow, 1955)
46
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Prokhorov proposed a maser involving three energy levels instead of two”,48 Jeff
Hecht concluded that “The details were vague and the idea never quite worked
exactly as Basov and Prokhorov proposed, but the idea opened a new door”49 . He
added, however, that Bloembergen’s proposal “was entirely independent of Basov
and Prokhorov’s proposal, which he hadn’t seen, and went well beyond it.”50 Hecht
apparently missed the subsequent development of the three-level maser proposal
published in 1955 by Prokhorov with his graduate student Alexander A. Manenkov
analyzing the possibility of obtaining population inversion in chromium ions (Cr3+ )
in ruby.51 In the paper Manenkov and Prokhorov showed, as Bloembergen would
show in a more general way a year later, that the three-level systems of Cr3+ in
ruby could be used to make a maser using the technique of electron paramagnetic
resonance with radiation pumping.52 That work was the basis for the subsequent
development of solid state masers, which the Soviets initially called by the clumsy
name “sealed molecular generators”53 .

4.2 Not inferior, but smaller
Prokhorov returned from England reassured, certain that they were good competitors. His major finding at the conference was that the research he was leading at the
laboratory of oscillations matched the research in microwave spectroscopy abroad in
quality. They were falling behind only in pace of development. The Discussions of
the Faraday Society gathered world leading researchers in microwave spectroscopy
and this gave him an overview of the field of microwave spectroscopy that appeared
in the next report of the activities of his laboratory, which begins as follows: “Since
1946 abroad (specially in the USA) a new division of physical radiospectroscopy of
molecules began to develop intensively. Nowadays there are more than 400 scientists
Hecht (as in n. 19), p. 28
Ibid.
50
Ibid., p. 30
51
The chromium ions are responsible for the red color of ruby crystals; they can absorb light in
the yellow-green region and re-emit as red luminescence. In 1955 ruby had been well studied
by spectroscopists and for that reason was a natural choice to be used maser and laser medium
both for Soviet and American physicists.Karlov, Krokhin and Lukishova (as in n. 80).
52
A. A. Manenkov and A. M. Prokhorov, ‘Tonkaia structura spektra paramagnitnogo rezonansa iona Cr3+ v khromovom konture’, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 28 (1955):6. More details
about that work is given in A. A. Manenkov, ‘EPR and development of quantum electronics’,
Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 324 (2011).
53
Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80)
48

49
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working in radiospectroscopy abroad.”54 He concluded that the research conducted
in his laboratory “is not inferior in quality to works conducted abroad, but in amount
of work and pace of development is significantly behind. This is due to the small
number of researchers (1 Doctor of Sciences, 5 Candidates of Sciences, and 5 engineers), lack of adequate number of working areas, insufficient provision of mechanical
work, and weak provision of work in radiochemistry.”
Riding on the Cold War rivalry, in the subsequent years Prokhorov, Basov, and
their collaborators exploited the competition with the West to foster their research
and build the new discipline of quantum radiophysics. The reports written in the
second half of the 1950s reveal a conscious and successful strategy of using the new
conjecture of competition with the West to advance research in radiospectroscopy.
Once the small number of people working in the laboratory was pointed out as a
major problem, they had to recruit young scholars and graduated students. If in the
winter of 1955-56 the laboratory had a small staff of 11 researchers working in the
sector of radiospectroscopy, in 1958 the sector went through a major reorganization
and was divided in two independent groups of 15 to 20 people each. An increase of
3 to 4 times in little more than 2 years.55
Only increasing the the staff was not enough, though. To grow while maintaining
the quality they needed more room and more funding. Perhaps it was around
this time that Prokhorov discovered the “general effect” “military generals are very
interested in physics”.56 To attract the attention of authorities, besides emphasizing
the importance of the field abroad, specially in the USA, and that the USSR was
falling short in numbers and quality of equipments, they emphasized the practical
applications of the research, created ties with universities, military and industrial
institutes, and translated the research into cutting-edge technology by themselves.
Between 1955 and 1956 they launched the molecular beam generator (Figure
4.2)and also studied its operation as an amplifier and spectrometer. As Charles
Townes in the US, they paid special attention to the frequency stability of the
device. First, they compared its frequency with the frequency of a quartz resonator,
and after building a second molecular generator to obtain beats, they concluded that
Group’s annual report for 1955: Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii
kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god. ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80), p. 83. In 1957
they would emphasize this once more: “all those works stand on the level of foreign work,
although their scale is significantly smaller and some branches of radiospectroscopy are entirely
absent.”ibid., p. 84
55
Obyasnitelnaia zapiska k pismu FIAN v otdelenie fiziko-matematicheskikh nauk o strukture fizicheskogo instituta im. P. N. Lebedeva AN SSSR. ARAN, 532-1-300, pp. 27-31, 1958
56
Graham, Lonely Ideas: Can Russia Compete? (as in n. 16), p. 83
54
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the device could be used as a highly precise frequency standard and molecular clock
(what the Americans called atomic clock). For that work, still in 1955, they were
awarded the prize of presidium of the Academy of Science. The tasks of building
a frequency standard and a prototype of the molecular clock were carried out in
1957.57
In 1958, taking part in international conferences and sending copies of papers to
foreign peers were becoming a common practice for researchers of the laboratory of
oscillations. That year researchers of the laboratory took part in an international
meeting promoted by the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) in which that
the excitement about the potentialities of the maser dominated the atmosphere,58
and “systematically exchanged printed works with foreign scientists”.59 That such
apparently trivial actions as sending a preprint abroad was registered in annual
reports suggests that at that time this was prestigious for the laboratory. Prokhorov
and their pupils also emphasized, almost at any opportunity, that the maser was
invented simultaneously at FIAN and Columbia University. In a time when to catch
up with the West was the Kremlin’s official policy, to share the credit with a top
North American university for the invention of an extraordinary device was nothing
short of prestigious.60
Stimulated by this initial success, several institutions were involved in the research on molecular generators and amplifiers in the Soviet Union. They included
the Moscow State University, the Institute of Atomic Energy, the Kharkov Higher
Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80); Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN 532-1-295,
1957.
58
According to URSI’s website, “In 1957... the meeting took place in an atmosphere of great
scientific interest: the maser had been conceived a few years earlier and promised to be a
device that could revolutionize measurements.”History of URSI, hURL: http://www.ursi.org/
en/ursi{\_}history.aspi – visited on 2015-08-14.
I have not found more details about the participation of researchers of the laboratory of
oscillations in the meeting of the URSI. I found only the following mention in the report
for 1957: “Researchers of the sector [of radiospectroscopy] took part in 5 conferences, one of
them international (URSI), where two talks were presented”. ‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet).
ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57), p. 228. This is the period of creation of specific organs to deal
with the bureaucracy related to scientific international relations and the documents available
in the archive of FIAN regarding international affairs do not exhibit a defined pattern. For
instance, I have found letters regarding the Discussions of the Faraday Society of 1955, but
found no report; in contrast, I have found the report of the conference Quantum Electronics
- Resonance phenomena held in 1959, but found no letters. I found no specific records of the
conferences that happened between those two, only mentions in other documents.
59
‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57), p. 228
60
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, No. 1, vol. 101, 1955’ (as in n. 135);
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130).
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Military School of Aviation and Engineering, the All-Union Research Institute of
Physical-technical and Radio-technical Measurements (which provided the standard
time-signal of the Soviet Union), and the Scientific Research Institute 695, a secret
institute subordinated to the Ministry Radio-technical Industry. In 1957 alone, researchers of the sector of radiospectroscopy of the laboratory of oscillations gave
more the 250 consultations on questions related to the molecular generators and
amplifiers and their applications.61
¸
All that effort payed off. The reorganization of the sector of spectroscopy that
took place in 1958 was a preparation to “greatly expand the work in the next year,
after the completion of the special building for the work in radiospectroscopy.”62 The
sector of spectroscopy was divided in two, with the task of developing molecular
amplifiers being assigned to Prokhorov’s group and the task of developing molecular
generators assigned to Basov’s group. Both groups would continue basic work in
spectroscopy with studies on molecular structures, atomic nuclei and free radicals,
but those works were increasingly becoming secondary in the reports.63
The central axis of the sector of molecular amplifier headed by Alexander Prokhorov
was the effect Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR). The effect had been discovered in 1944 by Evgeny Zavoisky in Kazan, a city on the Volga river, approximately
800km east of Moscow, to where factories and research institutes, including FIAN,
were moved during the WWII. Basically, the effect is a transition between two energy levels created due to the alignment of the outer electron’s spin in ferromagnetic
elements with an external magnetic field. When atoms as Cr3+ , which have a single
electron in the last orbital, are placed in a magnetic field the energy level corresponding to that last orbital is split in two. This split is know as Zeeman effect.
It occurs because the spin can be either parallel or anti-parallel to the field, and
each of this positions correspond to different energy-levels. The electron may switch
from one state to another by absorbing or emitting energy. The difference between
‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57), p. 228.
‘Obyasnitelnaia zapiska k pismu FIAN v otdelenie fiziko-matematicheskikh nauk o strukture
fizicheskogo instituta im. P. N. Lebedeva AN SSSR. ARAN, 532-1-300, pp. 27-31’ (as in n. 55),
pp. 30–31.
63
Ibid.; Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955
god. ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80); (as in n. 57); Otchet, sektor radiospektroscopii
laboratorii kolebanii. ARAN, 532-1-303, pp. 19-113, 1958; Otchet laboratorii kolebanii po
problemam ’Kvantovaia radiofizika’ i ’radiospektroskopii’ za 1959 g. ARAN, f. 532-1-324, pp.
19-97. 1959.
61
62
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energy levels can be increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the external
magnetic field. This made EPR a promising effect to create three-level systems that
had been proposed by Basov and Prokhorov in 1954 (as in shown in figure 4.3).64
EPR thus can be used to make a high-resolution spectroscope and to make an
ultra-low noise amplifier based on the maser/laser principle. In collaboration with
the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences and the Institute
of Atomic Energy, Prokhorov and his collaborators used EPR to devise the most
sensitive spectroscope in the USSR, which was employed to study free radicals and
to measure nuclear moments of radioactive isotopes, the latter a request by the
Consul of Ministers of the USSR.65 Besides, the team of the laboratory of oscillations helped to construct and launch EPR spectroscopes, which permitted to work
with substances in the solid state, avoiding the dangers of working with gases of
radioactive substances, in a series of institutions of the USSR. Among them were
the Moscow State University, the Tomsk State University in Siberia, the Institute
of Chemical Physics of the Academy of Sciences, the Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute.66
An important step toward EPR masers for millimeter and sub-millimeter waves
was given when Alexander Prokhorov proposed a new type of resonator - the open
resonator - an open cavity formed by two parallel mirrors in which the size of the
mirrors and distance between them are much larger than the wavelengths of the
radiation to be amplified. That was the Fabry-Pérot resonator, well-known in optics,
but not so in radiophysics. Theretofore the most common resonators in radiophysics
were resonant cavities whose size had to be of the same order of magnitude of
the wavelength. This requirement made the cavity resonators impracticable for
millimeter and sub-millimeter waves because the available technology could not
produce such tiny cavities with the quality required to sustain oscillations.67
Basov and Prokhorov, ‘Sov. Phys.-JETP., No. 3, vol. 1, 1955’.
Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80); (as in n. 57); ‘Problemnyi Plan za 1958, Problema
’radiospektroskopiia’. ARAN, 532-1-301, pp. 17–68.’ (1958); (as in n. 63). See Silva Neto
and Kojevnikov (as in n. 2).
66
Prokhorov, ‘Otchet po sektoru radiospektroskopii laboratorii kolebanii FIAN za 1955 god.
ARAN, 532-1-251. pp. 83-39’ (as in n. 80); Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in
n. 130). The list of institutions involved may be found in ‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet).
ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57), p. 228.
67
Prokhorov believed to be the first one suggesting to use Fabry-Pérot resonators to make a maser
and submitted a paper to the Soviet JETP on April 1 1958, which was published in June
that year. A. M. Prokhorov, ‘O molekuliarnom usilitele i generator ha submillimetrovykh
volnakh’, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 34 (1958):6.
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Figure 4.4: The disk resonator on left is for wavelength range of 11 to 13 mm. The
one on the right is for wavelength range of 4 to 8mm.
As the Fabry-Pérot resonator was originally used in optics, it was natural to
suggest that it could be used to push the maser toward the infrared and optical
region, however this is not mentioned in Prokhorov’s paper. Later in life he would
offer the following reason for not mentioning this crucial detail:
Sometimes I was asked the question: Why did I not mention in my
paper that such resonators are also good for the optical spectral region?
I did it intentionally, not to be prohibited from publishing this paper
because new results for the optical range, and especially the IR, were
under special control. It is obvious that if this paper had not been
published by me, then certainly this resonator would be patented in the
US. 68
This passage was written in 2001, in the last year of his life, and might well be
a rationalization a posteriori, one of those mechanism by which our memory reconstructs the past to render it coherent with or comprehensible in terms of our
present,69 but it makes total sense in a context in which compartmentalization of
scientific research and competition with the Americans were the order of the day.
In any case, it is meaningful that after so much time the dilemma stemming from
the compartmentalization of research and the competition with American physicists
were still very alive in Prokhorov’s mind.
Autobiographical note, published posthumously in Shcherbakov, Mikhailova and
Prokhorov (as in n. 84), p. 418.
69
An interesting reflexion on autobiographical accounts can be found in Carr (as in n. 57): “...we
may think of autobiographical reflection as being conducted in the present and being directed
entirely toward the past. More often, however, it is concerned with the past in order to render
it coherent with or comprehensible in terms of a present and a future.”ibid., p. 75.
68
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Although Prokhorov is reputed to have suggested a ruby laser in 1957,70 neither
infrared nor optical masers is mentioned in publication or open laboratory report of
the late 1950s. Sometimes, however, silence is as meaningful as an statement. This
absence certainly does not mean that the Soviets were not trying to make a laser
before 1960, when optical generators begin to be mentioned in print. It suggests,
instead, that Prokhorov’s claim that he did not mention that his open resonator
could be used for the optical and infrared regions not to have his paper classified is
likely to be the case. Townes and Schawlow published their proposal of the optical
maser at the end of 1958. Had Basov, Prokhorov and their collaborators not started
working on their own laser, that proposal would be enough to kindle their interest,
as much as it did to many other physicists working on microwave masers.71
As it turned out, Prokhorov’s strategy of publishing his proposal of the open
resonator not to let an American patent the idea was not successful. The open resonator made from a pair of parallel plates had been already suggested by Princeton
University physicist Robert Dicke in a patent application filled in 1956 and granted
in 1958, a little after Prokhorov’s publication. Besides, at the end of 1958 Charles
Townes and his Bell labs collaborator Arthur L. Schawlow developed the idea further in their laser proposal, acknowledging in a footnote that Prokhorov and Dicke
had independently proposed that kind of resonator.72
Leading a team of researchers at FIAN and at Moscow State University, where he
had been teaching since 1954, and had founded a laboratory of radiospectroscopy
in 1957, Prokhorov developed a broad study EPR in corundum crystals as ruby and
sapphire73 . They aimed to use the crystals as media to create solid state masers
for various wavelengths. Identified as the most efficient, Ruby was used to devise
Hey (as in n. 5).
Basov also claims that they began wondering about lasers in 1957, what is very plausible. Basov,
‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984. Niels Bohr Library
& Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in n. 4). The work
toward the laser in the Soviet Union began at least in the first half of 1958 with the work on
semiconductors described bellow.
72
One of the major improvement made by Townes and Schawlow was the increase of the distances
between the mirrors. Prokhorov, perhaps influenced by the idea that the dimensions of the
resonator had to be close to that of the wavelength, had suggested 1 cm for a wavelength
of 0,05 cm. Increasing the distance left more room for the medium and for the pumping
radiation. Prokhorov, ‘Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., No. 6, vol. 34, 1958’ (as in n. 67); Schawlow
and Townes (as in n. 17).
73
Ruby and sapphire are both varieties of the mineral corundum with traces of chromium and
iron, respectively, that are responsible for the red color of ruby and the blue color of sapphire
crystals.
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various types of solid state masers that were much more practical and compact in
comparison to molecular been masers.74
¸
After becoming a Candidate of Sciences, in 1954, and launching the first maser
in 1955, Nikolai Basov began a careful study of the properties of the molecularbeam generator which would be the topic of his dissertation of Doctor of Sciences
defended in 1957. During this time, Basov began attracting his own following of
young and talented students, forming the group that in 1958 became the core of the
sector of molecular generators of the laboratory of oscillations. The group focused
on investigation and development of high-stability molecular generators, their employment as frequency standards, and new methods of generation of millimeter and
sub-millimeter waves, and light. 75
As the next steps after launching the ammonia-beam maser the group studied the
dependency of the oscillator frequency on various parameters for a series of ammonia’s spectral lines. Based on those results, they proposed a method of increasing
frequency stability by slowing down the molecules. They also took upon themselves
the task of translating that research into technologies as atomic clocks. In 1957
they designed and produced a frequency standard for the All-Union Research Institute of Physical-technical and Radio-technical Measurements that provided for years
the time standard for the entire Soviet Union.76 Besides, they designed three-level
masers based on molecular beams of deuterated ammonias (NH2D, NHD2, ND3),
which emitted radiation of wavelength 3.98 cm, 2.48 cm, and 1.02 cm, respectively.
Once the principles and basic technology were mastered, the goal was to increase the
stability of the oscillators and to find materials that could push the maser technology
toward shorter wavelengths.77
At the beginning of 1958 Basov and collaborators took the first steps toward the
optical region, electing semiconductors as the most promising material. The laboratory of semiconductor physics of FIAN headed by Bentsion M. Vul, created in
One of the first ruby masers they produced was used by the group of radio astronomy of the laboratory of oscillations to make a radio telescope. Manenkov (as in n. 52); A. A. Manenkov
and A. M. Prokhorov, ‘The fine structure of the spectrum of the paramagnetic resonance of
the ion Cr3+ in chromium corundum’, Sov. Phys.-JETP. 28 (1955):6; G. M. Zverev et al.,
‘A chromium corundum paramagnetic amplifier and generator’, Sov. Phys.-JETP, 7 (1958)
75
‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57); (as in n. 55).
76
‘Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN 532-1-295’ (as in n. 57).
77
Prokhorov, ‘Problemnyi Plan za 1957. ARAN, 532-1-283, pp. 22-25’ (as in n. 129); (as in
n. 63); (as in n. 63); (as in n. 57); (as in n. 65).
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1948, had been playing a key role on the development of the first Soviet semiconductor diodes, transistors, and photocells.78 In 1958 Basov turned to the team of the
laboratory of semiconductor physics asking about the possibility of obtaining population inversion in semiconductors. In July that year, Basov, Vul, and Yuri Popov,
a graduate student pursuing his degree of Candidate of Sciences at FIAN, applied
for a certificate of authorship (the Soviet equivalent of a patent), for a “quantummechanical semiconductor generators and amplifier of electromagnetic oscillations”.
Later the work was published in the Soviet JETP and presented at the first international conference in quantum electronics.79 The application and the paper makes
no mention to any specific frequency region. It only describes in general terms how
semiconductors could in principle be used to create pulsed generators and amplifiers
of radiation. They suggested using a high-intensity electric field to ionize the impurity, sending electrons to the conduction band. After a relaxation time, the electrons
would fall to the lowest energy level liberating radiation. They claimed that the relaxation time could be controlled by changing the concentration of impurity. This
was important because the system can be used as a generator or amplifier only
during the relaxation time, namely while the system is still excited. The attractive
feature of the method was that it used electric field instead of radiation pumping,
what meant that a laser using that method would be powered directly by electricity;
no high-power lamp or other radiation source was needed to pump electrons to the
upper level.
As it turned out, obtaining efficient optical transitions was far more difficult than
they had expected. The existing light emitting diode (LED), which had been first
reported by the Soviet inventor Oleg Losev at the end of the 1920s,80 had extremely
low efficiency to find any practical use. They needed a novel way. When the first
attempts to obtain light emission in germanium and silicon failed, Basov and his
collaborators went in search for other materials. In the experimental plan they
decided they needed a semiconductor with narrow forbidden bands and direct optical
transitions. At that time the best known semiconductor with those qualities was the
indium antimonide, grown at the Leningrad Physical-technical Institute, to where
V. S. Vavilov, ‘Bentsion Moiseevich Vul’, Uspekhi Fizicheskih Nauk, 80 (1963):4; N. G. Basov,
A. P. Shotov and Yu. N. Venevtsev, ‘Obituary in memory of bentsion M. Vul’, Ferroelectrics, 74 (1987):1.
79
N. G. Basov, B. M. Vul and Y. M. Popov, ‘Kvantovomekhnicheskie proluprovodnikovye
generatory i usiliteli elektromagnetnykh kolebanii’, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 37 (1959):2; Karlov,
Krokhin and Lukishova (as in n. 80).
80
Nikolay Zheludev, ‘Commentary. The life and times of the LED - a 100-year history’, Nature
Photonics, 1 (2007):4.
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Basov and some of his close collaborators headed in the first opportunity. Soon
FIAN had two groups trying to obtain efficient light emission in semiconductors,
one at the laboratory of oscillations working on indium antimonide, and another at
the laboratory of semiconductor physics insisting on germanium. Notwithstanding
some interesting scientific results, both groups failed in their main goal - to obtain
population inversion that could lead to light emission.81
Despite all the difficulties they persisted in semiconductor lasers. Later, joined
by Oleg Krokhin, who would become Basov’s life-long collaborator, specially in the
development of high-energy lasers, Basov and Yuri Popov continued their search for
practical schemes for obtaining population inversion in semiconductors that could
result in infrared and optical emission. Only in 1961 they came up with a successful
proposal. The idea was to obtain population inversion by injecting non-equilibrium
carriers (electric charges) through a p-n junction. That was the first well-grounded
proposal of the injection laser successfully constructed using gallium arsenide in the
USA in 1962 and in the USSR in 1963.82

4.3 First time in America
Meanwhile a similar effort to create the same field, but with the name quantum
electronics, began approximately at the same time in the United States. The landmark of the creation of the field is the conference “Quantum Electronics - Resonance
Phenomena” organized by Charles Townes.83 According to the report written by
the Soviet delegation, about 185 researchers from 9 countries gathered at Shawanga
Lodge, a resort 100 km away from New York, from September 14 to 16, 1959. Among
them were “most of the outstanding researchers from various countries working in

Y. M. Popov, ‘Ob istorii sozdaniia inzhektsionogo lazera’, Physics-Uspekhi, 174 (2004):10; idem,
‘Istoriia sozdaniia inzhektsionnogo lazera’, Uspekhi Fizicheskih Nauk, 181 (2011):1.
82
N. G. Basov, O. N. Krokhin and Y. M. Popov, ‘Vozmozhnost ispolzovaniia nepriamykh
perekhodov dlia polucheniia otritsatelnoi temperatury v poluprovodnikakh’, Zh. Eksp. Teor.
Fiz. 39 (1960):5; idem, ‘Generatsiia, usilenie i indikatsiia infrakrasnogo i opticheskogo izluchenii
s pomoshchiu kvantobykh sistem’, Uspekhi Fizicheskih Nauk, 72 (1960):2; idem, ‘Poluchenie
sostoianii s otritsatelnoi temperaturoi v p-n perekhodakh vyrozhdennykh poluprovodnikov’,
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 40 (1961):6; Karlov, Krokhin and Lukishova (as in n. 80); Popov,
‘Uspekhi Fizicheskih Nauk, No. 1, vol. 181, 2011’ (as in n. 81). I would like to thank Yuri
Popov and Oleg Krokhin for their hospitality, and for the sources they gave me, during my
visits to FIAN.
83
The Soviets later adopted the name quantum electronics as well. For a discussion on the meaning
of those labels see conclusion of Silva Neto and Kojevnikov (as in n. 2).
81
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Figure 4.5: The inventors of the maser. From left to right: Hebert Zeiger, Nikolai Basov,
James Gordon, Alexander Prokhorov, and Charles Townes. USA 1959. Courtesy of Alexander
K. Prokhorov.

microwave spectroscopy”. “[T]he organizers”, wrote Jeff Hecht, “invited almost every one who was anyone in maser research”.84 Scientists came also from Britain,
France, Germany, Holland, Israel, Japan, and Switzerland. A total of 66 talks were
delivered at the conference, squeezed in an overloading schedule which spanned from
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Many of the presentations were not included in the program and
had to be delivered over the intervals. Apparently the organizing committee did not
expect such a scale. 85
The Soviet delegation was composed of 4 members. Besides Alexander Prokhorov
and Nikolai Basov, it included Alexander Barchukov, Prokhorov’s former graduate
student who had been working with him since he took up research in microwave
spectroscopy and followed him into maser and laser physics, and Leonid Kornienko,
at the time working under Prokhorov on his candidate dissertation on EPR masers.
Both Barchukov and Kornienko were little known for the international community.
Jeff Hecht has taken them for handlers sent by the Soviet bureaucracy to watch over
Prokhorov and Basov. Here is how Hecht described the delegation:
The organizers were particularly interested in the little delegation from
the Soviet Union. Most of them had never met Basov and Prokhorov,
84
85

Hecht (as in n. 19), p. 101.
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130); Hecht (as in n. 19).
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who showed up with a couple of scientific unknowns. It was a typical
pattern in the Soviet era. Basov and Prokhorov were both well-connected
members of the Communist Party, but the cautious Soviet bureaucracy
always sent along a handler or two, typically quite, burly types who
spoke little English.86
It was indeed a common pattern in the first years of the international opening. As we
saw in a previous section, Prokhorov was accompanied by “reliable comrades” in his
first international trip to take part in the meeting promoted by the Faraday Society.
But by 1959 the pattern had changed and even scientists of questionable loyalty were
allowed to travel abroad. Loyal, “well-connected members of the Communist Party”
as Basov and Prokhorov were not only allowed to travel abroad without handlers,
but became handlers themselves. As leader of a Soviet delegation Prokhorov was
asked to watch over other scientists. An interesting episode was narrated by his wife
when describing his first experiences abroad:
Afterward [Prokhorov] was in England in various occasion, in various
scientific conferences. One of those was very memorable for my husband, for a very different reason. In the composition of a delegation, of
which my husband was assigned as scientific supervisor, was academician
Vladimir Fock... Sasha knew him well and respected him very much. On
the eve of the trip Alexander Mikhailovich was called to the competent
organ where they “recommended” not to take the eyes out of the academician - he was supposedly not a very reliable comrade. The ambiguity
of the situation became clear to Alexander Prokhorov when, in London,
Fock expressed wish to travel to Cambridge. Sasha did not protest, only
asked when he would be back. Fock promised to come back by next
evening. And his promise, for the joy of my husband, he maintained...87
This episode most likely happened early in the 1960s, but by 1959, with major
agreement on cultural exchange between the US and the USSR already in effect,
Prokhorov and his collaborators were trusted to travel to the US with his collaborators with relatively little bureaucracy.88
Hecht (as in n. 19), pp. 103-104.
Prokhorova (as in n. 18), p. 67.
88
After the Lacy-Zarubin agreement on cultural exchange was signed few Soviet scholars went
to the United States for long exchange periods. The Soviet Union clearly preferred to send
scientists from natural sciences rather than social sciences or humanities. In his book on the
86
87
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¸
The barriers the Soviet delegation faced were set by the US Department of State
(DoS), apparently in attempt to restrict the possibilities of scientific espionage in
an strategic field. The Soviets were planing to arrive in New York on September
12 and stay until the end of the month, so that they could use the conference to
open doors to leading US laboratories working on quantum radiophysics. For their
surprise, the American embassy in Moscow granted them the visa from September
1 to 19, precluding the plan of visiting many laboratories after the conference. On
the last moment they tried to anticipate the departure to make the visits prior to
the conference. They requested the Foreign Office of the Academy of Science to
anticipate their flight to September 8, but the next flight to New York would leave
only on September 11.89 In any case, the DoS found yet other means to preclude
their plans:
At our arrival in New York Prof. Townes showed us the answer of
the Department of State to the question by American physicists as to
whether we were allowed to visit their laboratories. In the answer they
wrote that the authorization could be given if the competent Soviet
organization warrant visit of American physicists to equivalent laboratories in the USSR... In this situation we went with the letter to the
Soviet embassy in Washington in which we were told that it should be
reminded to the Department of State that in 1959 the Soviet Union was
visited by approximately 400 American scholars, against 40 Soviet scholars traveling to the United States, so that the demand for equivalence
was untenable.90
Reassured by the asymmetry they had just discovered, the delegation not only reminded the DoS, which was prone to talks of fairness and equivalence,91 of the
numbers of the exchange for the current year, but at once requested to extend their
Soviet-American cultural exchange during the Cold War, Yale Richmond gives many examples
of scholars who went to the United States in the last years of the 1950s without any KGB
handler; although KGB agents were also sent as students in the exchange. Richmond (as in
n. 31).
89
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130).
90
Ibid., p. 3.
91
For the emphasis on fairness and equivalence in the discourse of the DoS see Richmond (as in
n. 31).
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visa until the end of the month. As a result, “In the second answer of the Department of State... we were refused both the extension of the visa and the authorization
to visit the laboratories, despite being invited by many American physicists”.92
The Soviet delegation did use their few extra days after the conference to visit
Columbia University and Columbia Radiation Laboratory (CRL).93 Townes had
visited the Soviet Union during his sabbatical year in 1956 and had visited FIAN and
other laboratories, the same kind of laboratories Soviet physicists had been denied
access to, with the typical Cold-War mix of open and classified research. Perhaps
that was one of the reasons the Soviet delegation was allowed into CRL, which since
the WWII had been one of the mainstay of the US radar development. Having been
welcomed by Prokhorov and Basov in their institute, and playing the role of host,
Townes found himself in no position to deny them a visit to his laboratory. But
other physicists were not under the same obligation and preferred to act according
to the decision of the Department of State.
That American physicists consulted the DoS as to whether they could receive
Soviet Physicists in their laboratories reveals that they were ready to subordinate
the interest of their discipline to that of their nation. Their scientific internationalism
met its limit on the foreign policy of the Department of State. Besides, most of the
US laboratories involved in maser research, if not all, were being funded by contracts
with the military and therefore subjected to strict security regulations. At this stage
of the Cold War, US physicists often found themselves helpless before a Kafkaesque,
anti-communist bureaucracy.94
The case of Gordon Gould, directly concerning laser history, helps to understand
why the Soviet delegation was not allowed in many laboratories, even if American
physicists had invited them. Gould was one of the first physicist to come up with
schemes to create lasers (he was the one who created the acronym) and to think
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130), p. 3.
On their last days in NYC the Soviet delegation visited the Columbia Radiation Laboratory.
In the report they described the structure of the laboratory, its personal, several of the lines
of research being carried there. But they left CRL with a hunch that they were not shown
everything. They were not shown any applied activity. And indeed applied research was a
major share of CRL’s research agenda.Forman, ‘Osiris, No. Science after ’40., vol. 7, 1992’ (as
in n. 14).
94
In the first half of the 1950s, a period know in the United States as the Second Red Scare,
many US intellectuals fell victim of McCarthyism, the anti-communist witch-hunt which subjected thousands of US citizens to aggressive investigations, many of whom lost their jobs and
suffered others sanctions. For the impact of McCarthyism on American science see Jessica
Wang, American Science in an Age of Anxiety: Scientists, Anticommunism, and the Cold War,
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999).
92
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Figure 4.6: Prokhorov, Townes and Basov at FIAN in 1965. Courtesy of Alexander K.
Prokhorov.

of a number of visionary applications for lasers, including military ones, as laser
weapon that could destroy Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles. Gould caught the attention of military agencies to lasers with help of the managers of TRG (Technical
Research Group), the company he had joined to pursue his laser ideas, and they
closed a millionaire deal. But when TRG’s laser project went classified, having his
security clearance denied for an youthful flirt with communism and his bohemian
life-styles in anti-communist and puritan United States of the 1950s, Gould had his
notebooks confiscated and was barred from the laboratories in which he was leading groups of researchers on the pursuit of several different ideas he had drafted
in his notebook. Cutting Gordon Gould out of the TRG laser program seriously
hampered its progress. Not only Gould was barred from the laboratories in which
classified research was being conducted, but his colleagues who were left to materialize his ideas could not talk to him about what was going on within the lab.95
95

While working in the Manhattan Project Gould got involved with a Marxist woman, a coworker
in the Project, who drifted him into communist circles, and they married in 1947. Gould
claims that his involvement with communism lasted until 1948, when the Soviet take over of
Czechoslovakia drove him away from communism, his wife, and her communist friends. In 1954,
when anti-Communist hysteria had downed over American universities, Gould was demanded
and refused to name the people who were part of his former Marxist group and was fired
from his position of physics instructor at City College of New York. Hecht makes a lengthy,
interesting account of TRG’s failed odyssey to get Gould a security clearance. Hecht (as in
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Physicists involved in maser/laser projects in the US were probably aware of what
was happening to Gould, certainly about the classification of laser projects. And
if an American physicist was being submitted to such restrictions for his loose connections to the Communist Party during his youth, they would certainly be very
careful before letting the Soviets into details of any military sponsored laser project.
We can only guess the reasoning behind the decision of the DoS, but denying visa
was the best way of letting the Soviet delegation in the darkness about military
exploitations of masers and lasers in the US. Were the Soviets told that they were
not allowed to visit the laboratories for security reasons they would be sure that the
Americans were pursuing military applications of lasers, but having the visa denied
on the basis of “equivalence” they could only speculate, as they did in the report.
¸
At that final stage of the race to make the first laser, however, American physicists
involved in laser projects were not only worrying about Soviet physicists. They
were competing between themselves as well. Differently of high-energy physics, in
which a single project may involve physicists of several nations, the competition
to make the first laser involved several projects being carried on simultaneously,
most of them with only a couple of people involved, and winning the race would
bring wide recognition, quite possibly a Nobel prize.96 Hence, caution and mistrust
toward other scientists as competitors was blatant along the conference Quantum
Electronics.
The conference addressed five main groups of questions: (1) Molecular beam
generators and amplifiers; (2) Solid-state molecular generators and amplifiers; (3)
Considerations on the possibilities of generators and amplifiers in the optical region; (4) Relaxation processes in solids; and (5) Considerations of general physical
problems which may be solved in connection with the development of quantum electronics. As we can see by the questions addressed, quantum electronics, or quantum
radiophysics, was mostly concerned with the development of existing masers and
creating new types of masers, including the optical maser.

96

n. 19).
In the end, Theodore Maiman, the winner of the race, was left out of the Nobel prize for the
invention of the laser, but the decision of the committee was surprising. So much so that most
of the authors when discussing that prize feel the need of discussing the rationale behind the
decision. Maiman, aggrieved by the decision of the committee, claimed that they “did not do
their home work well”. Maiman (as in n. 76).
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The Soviet delegation delivered five papers. Kornienko and Prokhorov discussed
paramagnetic amplification using Fe3+ in sapphire crystal, Barchukov and Prokhorov
presented their experimental study of disk resonator as a generator of millimeter
waves, Manenkov and Prokhorov presented part of their work on ruby, a study of
spin-lattice relaxation of chromium Cr3+ in ruby. Basov presented their proposal
of semiconductor generator and amplifier published with Popov and Vul discussed
above, and the application of slow molecules to increase the stability of molecular
generators.97
Those presentations reflected well the main lines of work being pursued at FIAN,
at least the side of their open research. However, they had been carefully thought
not to reveal much more than what had already been published in Soviet journals.
Soviet physicists participating in international conferences around this time were
explicitly advised to give as little information as possible, and to get as much as
they could. For example, three years earlier, when the physicist Roald Z. Sagdeev
was preparing for the Geneva conference on peaceful application of nuclear physics,
he received the following advice from a deputy minister: “The main focus of your
activities at the conference should be to learn a dollar’s worth of science and to give
a kopeck’s worth in return”.98
However, along the conference the Soviets understood that everybody was there
with the same intent. The report of the Soviet delegation “emphasized that the
content of all talks presented concerned only physical problems, i.e. they showed
only the general physical idea, without any concrete implementation in a device. Not
even one design was presented .”99 With only kopeck’s worth of novel information
being delivered during the presentations, scientists used the intervals to fill their
piggy banks. The report continues:
The conversations with the participants of the conference during the
intervals of the presentations were specially meaningful for us. They
were many, practically with all the outstanding physicists in the field.
Most of the various information included in this report, specially concrete
numbers, were gathered in those conversations.100
There were, however, more or less defined limits to what could be shared in those
conversations. “The foreign researchers, with whom [they] talked, ran away from
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130), pp. 5-6.
Quoted in Richmond (as in n. 31), p. 66. One kopeck is one hundredth of a ruble.
99
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130), p. 06.
100
Ibid..
97
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questions about the uses of molecular-beam generators for practical purposes”. This
seems to be the limits of the exchange between Soviet and American physicists.
Cooperation and information exchange had to be limited fundamental problems
and principles, applications only for strictly scientific purposes as radioastronomy.
The climax of the conference was the discussion “on the possibilities of molecular
generators in optical region”, namely, lasers. “To that question were devoted a big
number of talks”. The discussions versed about what would be the most promising
laser media and methods to create population inversion. Semiconductor were discussed in few lectures, however, they emphasized once more, the discussions were
kept to the basics:
In the presentations were discussed only the many possibilities of using
different effects to obtain population inversion in optical and infrared
regions, but not even one experimental result was considered. However,
from private conversations, it became absolutely clear to us that in many
laboratories energetic research are being conducted in a practical way.
101

The overall conclusion they took from those conversations was that the effort toward
lasers in the Soviet Union fell short of efforts being carried on in the United States.
As long as they knew, the effort to make the laser in the USSR were limited to the
walls of FIAN. And they concluded the section with the following warning:
The Soviet Union must pay the most serious attention at the development of the work on optical-, infrared-, and submillimeter-wave molecular generators because they may solve the problem of optical and infrared
radiolocation, not to talk about the scientific value of those works.102
As general conclusions and suggestions ensued from the conference as a a whole,
they claimed that the level of the work in quantum radiophysics executed in the
Soviet Union does not differ from work in other countries in that field. However,
there was no work in many branches of quantum radiophysics in the USSR, in
special, they were not applying optical pumping and three-level systems to obtain
population inversion in infrared region. They also claimed that the Soviet Union
was not exploiting all practical application of the molecular generator and that the
from process of practical implementation was slow.103
Prokhorov, Basov and Barchukov (as in n. 130), p. 12.
Ibid., pp. 11-12.
103
Ibid., p. 14.
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They concluded with a plea for scientific internationalism by emphasizing the
value of the visit, which would be even more valuable had they been authorized
to visit other firms and laboratories, and that they considered very important to
invite two American physicists to the USSR. “That invitation would be one more
opportunity to get into the details of the work conducted in America in that field”.

4.4 The Growth
As I have said above, no work toward a laser is mentioned in open publication
or report until 1960. The early classification of the work towards lasers suggests
that circa 1958 the Soviets already envisaged their potential military applications
of lasers. But if on the one hand this prevented physicists from publishing openly
and claiming the authorship of their ideas, on the other hand it helped to foster
the growth of the laboratory of oscillations. Basov later recalled in an interview
the impressive growth of his division of the laboratory, which in 1963 formed the
laboratory of quantum radiophysics104 :
The Laboratory grew very rapidly: in 1959 there were only about 20
people there, by 1970 there were 500 people, and we attracted many
youngsters. Very many degrees were awarded for this work: about 60
Doctors of Science in quantum electronics and 200–250 Ph.D.s. Some of
our researchers have gone into industry, some to institutes that work on
laser physics. The core has remained.105
Prokhorov’s group grew at a similar pace. In fact, both groups grew so fast that by
the end of the 1960s, FIAN, one of the largest physical institutes in the Soviet Union,
had become too small for them. In 1969 Prokhorov’s group moved to new building
made for the laboratory of oscillations named “Omega”. That building would form
the General Physics Institute (GPI), an institute independent of FIAN, which was
directed by Prokhorov until 1998.106
Bebikh, Goncharova and Zhukova (as in n. 88).
Basov, ‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984. Niels Bohr
Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in n. 4).
106
The predominance of the laser physics groups at FIAN was such that they polarized the institute
and the split felt to contemporaries as if FIAN was being divided in two. Here is how Peter
Zarubin recalled the occasion: “There is a Russian proverb that says that two bears cannot live
in the same den... Prokhorov was the more outspoken, more humorous. Basov was a little more
on the scientific side. But both had one strong part of their nature: they could form teams
104
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Figure 4.7: Omega, building completed in 1969 to house Prokhorov’s “share” of FIAN. Later
the building was made an independent institute named General Physics Institute, and after
Prokhorov’s death in 2002, Prokhorov General Physics Institute.

The growth of quantum radiophysics, of course, was not limited to FIAN. In the
early 1960s the number of institutions involve in laser research and development
grew exponentially. According to Peter Zarubin, “An avalanche-like growth was
observed in the number of institutes and industrial plants, as well as higher education
institutes engaged in the research and development of lasers, and probably a hundred
such organizations in the USSR were involved by the mid-1960s.”107
Such growth, however, could not have happened without deliberate efforts by
Basov, Prokhorov and their close collaborators to create and promote the field of
quantum radiophysics. The first major effort on this direction was the organization
of a large conference, the first conference of quantum radiophysics. Held in April
1959, the conference as attended by approximately 300 researchers from 60 institutions from all over the Soviet Union. Besides, they also organized open lectures
on quantum radiophysics to attract “youngsters”. Only in 1959 there were 20 of
such lectures with an average public of 60 attendants. This initiatives, associated
with the fast pace of forming graduate students at FIAN, helped to create a large
community of laser physics, one of the most successful branches of Soviet science.108
around them. Each had a team. When Basov became director of Lebedev [Physical Institute],
Prokhorov immediately said, ‘I want my own institute’, and they cut the Lebedev Institute in
two parts - the Lebedev Institute and the Institute of General Physics - just because there were
two exceptional men.” Interview with Peter Zarubin by Neil Hey on 23 November 2003, quoted
in Hey (as in n. 5), p. 41. Basov became director of FIAN in 1973 and the GPI was created
in 1982. The story thus is not totally consistent, but it illustrates the tensions due to a power
struggle between Basov and Prokhorov within FIAN, what indeed led to the creation of GPI.
107
Zarubin (as in n. 5), p. 1050.
108
‘Otchet laboratorii kolebanii po problemam ’Kvantovaia radiofizika’ i ’radiospektroskopii’ za 1959
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The secret for such growth seems to lie on a skillful promotion of the maser
research that was presented in the previous sections. By emphasizing that the
quality of the research done in their laboratory matched international standards,
but was smaller and thus slower they appealed to scientists, politicians, and citizens
concerned with the competition between capitalism and socialism. By emphasizing
that the molecular generator could be used to make better radars, atomic clocks,
and more precise measurements of nuclear moments of nuclei they appealed to all
those concerned with, and fascinated by, the nuclear arms race or the potentialities
of nuclear physics. In short, the report was appealing to virtually everyone with
power of decision making in the Kremlin during the Cold War. Thus, it is not
surprising that Basov and Prokhorov quickly found powerful patrons in the Kremlin.
According to Peter Zarubin, a former director of high-energy laser programs of the
Military Industrial Commission, “Basov and Prokhorov were high-level people. They
communicated with people at a very high level of the Soviet leadership, and their
opinions were considered to be very important... The leaders agreed to listen to
what they said, even if they did not understand what they said.” 109
When news of Theodore Maiman’s successful creation of a ruby laser arrived in
Russia, Basov, Krokhin, Popov and other collaborators joined researchers of the
laboratory of luminescence of FIAN, who were well familiar with the luminescence
phenomena in ruby crystals, to replicate Maiman’s laser, which had been described
in a sentence: “To demonstrate the above effect a ruby crystal of 1 cm dimensions
coated on two parallel faces with silver was irradiated by a high-power flash lamp"
110
. They succeeded in obtaining laser action on September 18, 1961. However,
the first Soviet ruby laser, the first Soviet laser for that matter, was launched on
g. ARAN, f. 532-1-324, pp. 19-97.’ (as in n. 63). Laser research and development is given
by Evgeny Velikhov, Vice-President of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (1978–1991),
as an example of successful field of Soviet science, specially regarding the translation into
technology. See E. P. Velikhov, ‘Dostizheniia fiziko-tekhnicheskikh nauk i zadachi nauchnotekhnicheskogo progressa v narodnom khoziaystve’, Vestnik RAN , 5 (1984). Regarding comparison with the USA, Yuri Votintsev, commander in chief for Anti-Rocket and Space Defense,
later claimed that “in the area of lasers, according to the data I had at the time, in the mid1980s, the Soviet Union was ten years ahead of the Americans”. Quoted in Hey (as in n. 5),
p. 50.
109
Quoted in Idem (as in n. 5), p. 41.
110
Maiman (as in n. 18), p. 493;50 let sozdaniia lazera, hURL: http://www.lebedev.ru/ru/
history/laser50.htmli – visited on 2015-08-16. The work was described in the classified
report N. G. Basov et al., ‘Otchet po teme "Primenenie kvantovykh sistem dlia generatsii,
usileniia i indikatsii opticheskogo izlucheniia", 1961.’ in: Zapiski Arkhivariusa T. 2, Byp. 1,
(1997), later published in Starodub (as in n. 82), pp. 284-420.
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Figure 4.8: The first ruby laser made at FIAN, launched on September 18, 1961. On the left
side of the picture we can see the small ruby rod inside the bulb of a flash lamp. This was the
replication of Maiman’s laser based on the published description. Source: (‘50 let sozdaniia

lazera’ (as in n. 110)).

June 2, 1961, by Leonid Khazov and Inna Belousova at the Optical State Institute
(GOI), which entered the competition in 1959, but its advanced optical technology
and high-quality ruby crystals permitted Khazov and Belousova to scoop the teams
of FIAN.111
Even though the first laser in the Soviet Union was not built at FIAN, that
institute was the main hotbed of the Soviet laser physics. From there most of the
first laser physicists went to work in industries, universities and research institutes
all across the Soviet Union.112 This was thanks to the consistent strategy carried
out by Basov, Prokhorov, and their collaborators, to create and promote a new field
of research. I have called this process the making of Soviet laser physics. Because in
1960, when the first laser was launched in the United States, the Soviet laser physics
already had its basic structure, later, it was just scaled up.

4.5 Conclusion
It has become almost a truism that science and scientists are inevitably shaped by
major events and trends in society. And what major events of the twentieth century
111
112

Belousova (as in n. 81).
An overview of the several research institutes involved in laser research in the Soviet Union is
given in Bagayev, Krokhin and Manenkov (as in n. 79).
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shaped science more than the wars and the enduring threat of war? Notwithstanding
their removed position in the ivory tower, as their fellow citizens, scientists too were
affected by the same apprehension, anxiety, and fears that disturbs the sleep of entire
societies threatened by war. Scientists too were swayed by patriotic and nationalist
mood characteristic of wartime. And Scientists too did whatever they could to be a
good patriot when the times demanded so. Accounts of scientists who devoted their
knowledge and skills toward solution of urgent practical problems during wartime
are numerous.113 In such situations the fulfillment of patriotic duty often conflicts
with the scientist’s conception of what science is, or should be. Naturally, with the
strain or interruption of international relations between two scientific superpower,
the idea of science as an unified supranational enterprise, or that of a republic of
science that know no national borders, is the first to be put on hold.114
In peacetime, however, since at least the 18th century scientists had found a simple
formula to merge the role of a good patriot with that of a good scientist. According
to this formula the laurels bestowed upon a scientist for his scientific activity are
automatically extended to his nation. “It does not require a choice on the scientist’s
part between serving the interests of science and serving the interests of his nation,
between behaving like a good scientist and behaving like a good patriot”.115 In one
of his classic papers on physics in Wiemar Germany, Paul Forman discussed how in
the aftermath of the First World War, German scientists exploited the ideology of
scientific internationalism to promote nationalist interests. As he puts it,
The peculiarly interesting feature of the period following World War I
is that while in contrast to the war years the political contribution of science was once again measured primarily in terms of prestige, with formal
This does not mean, of course, that there were no scientists opposing the general trends, but
the fate of those who did reveals not only that they were minority but the dangers of being a
minority against the system in times of anxiety. For a rich account of the fate of outspoken
opposition in the United States in early Cold War see Wang (as in n. 94). Outspoken opposition in the Soviet Union was rare, if there was any, until the Soviet Union obtained its first
thermonuclear weapon, achieving a balance of power and deterrent based on the certainty of
Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD). See: Ivanov (as in n. 41); Kojevnikov, Stalin’s Great
Science: The Times and Adventures of Soviet Physicists (as in n. 71).
114
Daniel J. Kevles, ‘"Into Hostile Political Camps": The Reorganization of International Science
in World War I’, Isis, 62 (1971):1 and Forman, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 64, 1973’ (as in n. 35). As
Forman argued, the idea of science as an supranational enterprise is rarely questioned, though.
Even in periods in which European physics community found itself divided “into hostile camps”,
German physicists did not question the basic tenants scientific internationalism because those
tenants were the mainstay of German status as a scientific great power. A comparison or
competition between nations is possible only if the rules and content of science are accepted as
universally valid.
115
Idem, ‘Isis, No. 2, vol. 64, 1973’ (as in n. 35), p. 155.
113
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allegiance to the ideology of scientific internationalism, the German scientists –and in some measure the Allied as well – no longer conceived of
their political role in the classical passive terms. Rather, they regarded
themselves as agents, or even as bearers, of the foreign policy interests
of their nation and as such were often obliged to sacrifice the interests
of German science, and their personal interests as scientists, for the sake
of patriotic political posturing.
A similar pattern of political engagement of scientists can be found in the early Cold
War. Circa 1955, after devoting all their knowledge and skills to solve the pressing
problem of America’s nuclear superiority, and having succeeded in their endeavor,
Soviet physicists used their new prestige to promote changes in Scientific foreign
policy of the Soviet Union. They once again emphasized the supranational character
of scientific knowledge, and asserted the necessity of transnational social intercourse
among scientists and of international collaboration in scientific work. In short, they
rescued their commitment to the ideology of scientific internationalism, which had
been downplayed through a long period of international isolation. However, they
did so not in opposition the regime but as insiders who understood that they were
facing the opportune moment, when the Soviet leadership was open to reform and
international relations beyond the communist block. And more important, they
became supporters and agents of the official foreign policy. As German and Allied
scientists in the inter-war period, Soviet (as well as American) scientists in the late
1950s used the ideology of scientific internationalism to promote national interests.
A peculiarity of the post-Wold War II, when compared to the inter-war period,
was that in that context, knowledge and military power were intertwined as never
before. Access to information in fields as nuclear and high-energy physics, and laser
physics beginning from 1958, for many could mean a shortcut to a major new weapon
or at least a better position to assess the military capabilities of the other country.
Thus, with both scientists and government concerned with national defense, as Krige
concluded in his article on president Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace and the Geneva
conference on peaceful uses of atomic energy,
“in the context of Cold War rivalry scientific internationalism and
scientific nationalism were two sides of the same coin. The first pushed
back the frontiers of security restrictions and mutual distrusts, enabling
scientists to build together a shared body of knowledge. The Second
exploited that trust to learn what others were doing, to establish the
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limits of what they could speak about freely, and to access the dangers
that may lurk behind what was left unsaid.”116
As the report written by the Soviet delegation suggests, Soviet laser physicists
learned quickly how to exploit the Iron Curtain, namely how to use the Cold War
to promote their own agenda. Prokhorov, Basov were genuinely interested in the
academic exchange and collaboration with American physicists. It brought them
prestige at home and abroad. Foreign trips were allowed to none but a few privileged Soviet citizens and were included as distinctive accomplishments in professional
biographies (at least until the end of the USSR, the first foreign trip is listed as a
major event in the biography of Soviet physicists).117 However, when they turned to
their patrons in Moscow to justify or foster international exchange, their emphasis
was mostly on the importance of the scientific exchange for information gathering,
which, in turn, was viewed as crucial to national defense. As Krige also concluded
studying the same period, “This double movement was indeed constitutive of scientists’behavior. One chord was struck when they spoke to their colleagues abroad,
the other when they spoke to their patrons in Washington or Moscow.”118
During the Cold War laser scientists would play simultaneously in multiple fronts
that were already formed even before the first laser was launched. On one front, they
would devote enormous effort to solve some “urgent practical problems” - devising
anti-ballistic missiles, anti-aircraft systems and other weapons. On other front, they
were part of efforts to cool down the heat generated by the military buildup, and to
keep the Cold War cold, using science as diplomatic tool. For instance, “Basov was
a member of academies and scientific societies of several countries. On a voluntary
basis, he participated in the work of organizations such as the World Federation
of Scientific Workers, the Soviet Peace Committee, the World Peace Council”.119
And yet, friendly scientific trips to conference or invitation for foreign scientists to
visit the Soviet Union became valuable opportunities for information gathering. In
a nutshell, in the Cold War scientists could be warriors, spies, as well as bearers of
the white flag.
Krige (as in n. 21), p. 167.
Bebikh, Goncharova and Zhukova (as in n. 88); Pavel P. Pashinin, ‘A brief sketch of
the scientific, organizational, educational and social activities of Alexander M. Prokhorov’, in:
Alexander M. Prokhorov - Academic Biobibliography (2004).
118
Krige (as in n. 21), p. 180.
119
Vladimir Valentinovich Fortunatov, Noveishaia istoriia Rossii v litsakh, 1917-2008,
(Sankt Peterburg: Izdatelskii Dom Piter, 2009), p. 126.
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and Politics in Late-Stalinist Russia
Some historians, writing with the privilege of hindsight, after the Soviet Union
is gone, have attributed the flow of young talents to science and technology to
safety, arguing that young people chose those fields because the risks of political
prosecution were few when compared to humanities. According to Yale Richmond,
for example, “Talent in the Soviet era was attracted to science and technology, where
opportunities were many and the risks were few”.1
What the narrative presented in this dissertation and recent biographies of other
Soviet physicists suggest is that the abundance of opportunities indeed played a major role in their choice, but considerations about risks played little or none. On the
contrary, without taking in account natural inclination, many were driven to science
because they believed in the Soviet Project and thought that as scientists they could
give a greater contribution to build communism. Alexander Prokhorov and Nikolai
Basov actively engaged with the official policies and were unabashed supporters of
the regime throughout their lives. As argued in the chapters above, their initial
careers were in tune with the needs and policies of Soviet Society. After returning
1

Richmond (as in n. 31), p. 71. Richmond is part of the first generation of “Sovietologists”
who took part in the Academic exchange between the United States and the Soviet Union in
the 1960s, living for long periods in the Soviet Union. In recollections about their exchanges
described in Richmond’s book, scholars from that generation have described their experiences
as something that gave them a “real feel for Russia” (52), or that “exposed [them] to the
Russian ’psyche’, to how Russians thought”(71). No doubt their experiences were invaluable, I
must confess, I felt a bit envious, but I also felt scholarly disquieted. Those quotations, and the
descriptions of the experiences, suggest a willingness to take the conclusions drawn from their
experiences as something timeless, of seeing the “Russian psyche” and something immutable.
They lived in Russia when the dissent movement began to gather momentum, specially among
the intelligentsia, but the Soviet Union of the 1960s was significantly different of the Soviet
Union of the 1930s and even 1940s (as discussed in chapter 4, the 1950s was a transition period
in many regards).
I believe, Loren Graham has made a similar case in Loren R. Graham (as in n. 23) (and
perhaps Richmond’s assertion was based on Graham’s studies). While writing this piece I did
not have access to Graham’s book to justify my belief.
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from the war Prokhorov engaged in research whose appeal, according to his adviser,
was “dictated by the social needs of that time”. When afterwards, Prokhorov and
his students Basov and Alexander Barchukov pioneered the new field of microwave
spectroscopy “All [their] thoughts were about mastering the physics in full measure
in order to develop [their] national economy”,2 . That research led to the maser
and laser and indeed gave a remarkable contribution to the Soviet economy. In the
context of the late 1950s it was used to develop new military technologies and to
promote détente through scientific diplomacy. Scientific collaborations with American physicists were also used to assess whether the research in the field was being
used in the US to develop military technologies. Their affiliation to the Communist
Party and their close involvement with high-level officials are also indication that
they were not afraid of getting involved in politics, but the politics they did was
supportive to the regime.
That some young people were driven to science because they believed in the importance of science and technology to build communism is explicit in the biography
of yet anther prominent Soviet laser physicist - Zhores Alferov. “Alferov became a
communist in the same manner in which others become Catholics or Baptists: by
way of his family and cultural upbringing.”3 He was one of those whom historian
Juliane Fürst has called “communist perfectionists”, faithful communists who criticized the Soviet leadership, if they did so, only for its inability of living up to the
communist ideals they had been taught to believe from early childhood.4 Zhores
Alferov, named after the French socialist leader Jean Jaurès, and his elder brother
Marks Alferov, named after Karl Marx, were educated to be exemplar communists.
They grew up listening to his father’s stories about the revolution “with sinking
hearts”, what perhaps helped them to embody early communist ideals such as internationalism and the Enlightenment dream of using science to perfect society5 .
In 1941 Marks Alferov was 17 when he enrolled at the Urals Industrial Institute
“believing that energy was the key to the future.”6 However, upon turning 18,
Basov, ‘Interview with Dr. N. G. Basov by A. Guenther, on 14th September 1984. Niels Bohr
Library & Archives, American Institute of Physics, College Park, MD USA.’ (as in n. 4).
3
Kojevnikov, ‘Physics World, No. March, 2011’ (as in n. 64), p. 47.
4
Fürst, Stalin’s Last Generation: Soviet Post-War Youth and the Emergence of Mature Socialism
(as in n. 73), pp. 327– 335.
5
This biographical account is based mostly on Alferov’s autobiography published in the Nobel
prize page Alferov, ‘Zhores I. Alferov - Biographical’ (as in n. 65), but I have also drawn from
his biography by Josephson, Lenin’s Laureate: Zhores Alferov’s Life in Communist Science
(as in n. 65), and Alexei Kojevnikov’s review of that biography, Kojevnikov, ‘Physics World,
No. March, 2011’ (as in n. 64).
6
Alferov, ‘Zhores I. Alferov - Biographical’ (as in n. 65).
2
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Marks interrupted his studies to volunteer to defend his homeland against fascism.
He would die the following year, but in the interlude he visited his family back
home for a few days that would mark Zhores Alferov for life, and shape the image
of Marks that became a life-long role model to Zhores. Half century later, Zhores
Alferov recalled that last meeting with his brother: “I often look back and reflect
on those three days, on his description of the war, his youthful enthusiasm and faith
in the power of science, technology and human intelligence.”7
Influenced by his brother, Zhores Alferov decided to become a scientist, beginning
his career at the Leningrad Physico-Technical Institute in 1953, where he participated in the creation of the Soviet semiconductor electronics and in the invention
of few semiconductor devices, including the first continuous semiconductor laser operating at room temperature. The first semiconductor lasers obtained in the early
1960s were inefficient and could not work in room temperature. Alferov’s experience and knowledge of semiconductors permitted him to understand that those
limitations could be overcome by using semiconductor heterostructures. With his
students and some young colleagues, he embarked in an audacious, chancy project
to develop the first laser based on heterostructure. Despite skepticism of most of his
colleagues, including his former supervisor, Alferov and his small group continued
the work and in 1967 managed to synthesize the first ideal pair of semiconductors
gallium arsenide (GaAs) and aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs) with the right
properties for a laser medium. In 1969 Alferov presented their results in a conference in the USA in which his talk “produced an impression of an exploded bomb
on American colleagues.” That was the final sprint of the competition for being the
first in getting the continuous wave operation of laser at the room temperature. In
1970 they “won the competition overtaking by a month”8 a group working at Bell
Telephone Laboratories. For that work Alferov was awarded the 2000 Nobel prize
in physics.
Alferov’s life and scientific career are chronicled by Paul Josephson in Lenin’s
Laureate. Josephson, however, downplays Alferov’s communism in an attempt to
render his narrative “sufficiently anti-communist and thus more familiar to its intended readers”.9 Building the narrative as the saga of a scientist fighting against
the system, he was unable to explain satisfactorily key points of Alferov’s career and
Alferov, ‘Zhores I. Alferov - Biographical’ (as in n. 65).
Ibid..
9
Kojevnikov, ‘Physics World, No. March, 2011’ (as in n. 64), p. 47.
7
8
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his commitment to communism. For example, as Alexei Kojevnikov has pointed out
in his review of Josephson’s book:
Josephson often recites the mantra that the Soviet system did not respect the autonomy of researchers and pushed them too strongly towards
applied results. But at least in Alferov’s case, the blame is misdirected.
“The system” trusted Alferov enough to support his research despite
his supervisor’s doubts. Meanwhile, in the US, Herbert Kroemer filed a
patent for the double-heterostructure laser simultaneously with Alferov
in 1963, but was refused support by his employer, Varian Associates in
California’s Silicon Valley, as “the device could not possibly have any
practical applications”. In the end, Kroemer shared half of the 2000
Nobel prize with Alferov.10
Kojevnikov believes that “a better strategy would have been not to downplay Alferov’s
communism, but to explain it as a modern variety, which has evolved about as far
from its original version as modern global capitalism has from its origins in racist,
slave-holding colonialism.”11 Zhores is part of a generation called ‘children of the
Twentieth Congress’, after the 1956 congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union in which Nikita Khrushchev delivered his ‘secret speech’ denouncing Stalin’s
crimes and cult of personality, among which “there were many infected with messianic drive to reform ideology and society on true socialist principles lost under
Stalin”.12 His faith in the power of science and technology as keys to that transformation is evident in Josephson’s book in episodes as the one in which Alferov and
other LETI students helped design a power station and worked in several brigades in
competition with each other to push the project forward, an strategy typical of the
times of building socialism in the 1930s (when whole cities were built from scratch).
Then it was being employed to build communism13 .
How representative were Prokhorov, Basov, and Alferov of the youth of their generations (those formed in the first decade after to WWII)? Other historical studies
on scientists and engineers of those generations point toward similar conclusions.
Kojevnikov, ‘Physics World, No. March, 2011’ (as in n. 64), p. 46.
Ibid., p. 47.
12
Melanie Ilic, ‘Introduction’, in:
Idem, editor, Soviet State and Society under Nikita
Khrushchev, (New York: Routledge, 2009), p. 20.
13
Josephson, Lenin’s Laureate: Zhores Alferov’s Life in Communist Science (as in n. 65), p. 89.
For a description of the enthusiastic building of socialism in the 1930s see Kotkin, Magnetic
Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72).
10
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Slava Gerovich tells us that “The engineers’ belief in a technological utopia fitted
well the Marxist view of scientific and technological progress as a foundation for
building a better society.”14 According to Josephson, “the faith among Soviet scientists and citizens that they would build communism in their lifetimes would remain
strong until the 1970s.”15 Even later dissidents as Andrei Sakharov, the most famous
among scientists, lacked the critical view of Soviet society in their youth necessary
to choose a career taking in account the risks of political prosecution. Many of them,
and Sakharov seems to fit well this group, became dissident because of the growing
chasm between the ideal image of a communist society they were taught to believe
and the reality they were facing. For Sakharov that conflict surfaced when, after
he had given his contribution to the hydrogen bomb, dizzy with success, he tried
to intervene in important political affairs without knowing the rules and rituals of
Soviet polity.16
Thus, it seems, young people were driven to science not to scape political prosecution, but because they learned to believe that science was the key to modernize
the Soviet Union. However, to support this conclusion we still need studies on how
youth interacted with the Soviet ideology after mid-1930s, after the excesses of the
cultural revolution were reigned in, the revolutionary mood gave way to a more conservative patterns and the academic system, as society at large, became increasingly
disciplined and militarized.
In the chapter Convergence of Cold War Science I have already began to approach
that question when discussing militarization and secrecy in Soviet science, but it
escaped the purpose of the paper to discuss in depth the process of becoming a
scientist in the period. As I conclude this dissertation and look ahead to new
research topics I see this as a promising one for its relevance both to history of
Soviet science and to on going debates in cultural history of the Soviet Union about
how the alternative modernity consolidated in the Soviet Union during the 1920s
and early 1930s changed as the Soviet Union became increasingly industrialized and
a new urban middle class, composed of several professional groups, began to emerge.
Slava Gerovitch, ‘Stalin’s Rocket Designers’ Leap into Space: The Technical Intelligentsia
Faces the Thaw’, Osiris, (2008):23, p. 208.
15
Josephson, Lenin’s Laureate: Zhores Alferov’s Life in Communist Science (as in n. 65), p. 118.
Josephson’s statement is all the more significant, given that his narrative is overtly anticommunist.
16
The ptoblem was less in Sakharov’s attempt at influencing political affairs than in the way he
did it, because in the 1950s the spheres of science and politics began to blend exchanging
members. With politicians being elected members of the Academy of Sciences and Scientists,
as Nikolai Basov, becoming politicians themselves. Kojevnikov, ‘HSPS, No. 1, vol. 30, 1999’
(as in n. 14).
14
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My interest in the debate on Soviet modernity was kindled by a curious recollection
byIn
Galina
Prokhorova
which
can bewinter
illustrated
in the
following
episode:
a cold
night in the
Moscow
of 1940,
three
students
of the Lebedev
Institute of Physics, after eating onion, were preparing to leave for their nightly
walk. The temperature was well bellow −15o C. One of the students, nicknamed
Pava, protested. It was late, too cold, and as usually, he had to wake up early
morning next day. But the other two, Sasha and Lenia, “forced” him out anyway.
That was part of the Iron Principle of Life (IPL), a special regime adopted by their
group (kompania) which was described in the following terms: “Before going to
bed it is obligatory to go for a walk, skating or skiing; do not eat sweets, instead
of sweets eat onion”. The principle involved also working six days a week at the
Institute, Sunday was the library day, which they usually spent reading, to become
more cultured, but they could as well go skiing in the woods. Besides, they also
found time to take part in exalted discussions (diskutsii) happening at the time.17
The actors of the episode were three aspirants (graduate students) admitted by
the Lebedev Institute of Physics (FIAN) in 1939. Two of them would later reach
the top of the Soviet academic hierarchy. Sasha, Alexander Prokhorov, had just
graduated from the Leningrad State University, and as shown in chapter 3 and
4, would become an influential academician and a Nobel laureate. Lenia, Leonid
Maksimovich Brekhovskikh, had graduated from Perm University and would also
become an academician. He was Prokhorov’s companion for decades (later they
lived in the same building and their families continued their traditional nightly
walks, whenever possible, together).18 Pava, Pavel Emmanuelovich Nemirovskii,
had graduated from Odessa University; he was the only one who did not become
an academician, but he did obtain a degree of doctor of physical and mathematical
Sciences (doktor nauk).
The reader might be wondering what eating onion and nightly walks has to do
with becoming a scientist. When I first came across that episode described by Galina
Prokhorova, Alexander Prokhorov’s wife, it struck me as “weird”. But as I became
more familiar with cultural history of Stalinism, specially of Stalinist subjectivity,
which makes large use of memoirs, letters and other text for analysis of discourse, I
began to make sense of it. Those actions may be meaningful in the Soviet cultural
context of the late 1930s. They may be, for example, an exercise of discipline and
self-improvement esteemed in a militarized society on the eve of the WWII and
That specific episode did not actually happened. It is my creation, based on the description of
the Iron Principle of Life by Prokhorova (as in n. 18)
18
Ibid..
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obsessed with the idea of making a superior kind of human being – “the new Soviet
man”.
The “new Soviet man” is ubiquitous in the literature on Soviet history. According to Richard Stites, “Arguments over the "new Soviet man" in the pedagogical
world—a subject covered ad nauseam in hundreds of books—focused on raising a
new generation in a spirit that would allow it or its successors to live virtuously
under socialism and eventually, by shedding greed, egoism, and consumerism, under
communism.”19 All this effort resonated in the population as a whole. Private documents from the Stalin era show that individuals took onto themselves an agenda
of self-transformation and self-perfection. Historians have began to take seriously
the role of that ideology on the formation of identity of several groups within Soviet
society,20 but the impact of this on the formation of Soviet scientists still awaits for
historians of science.
Intending to make a “thick description”21 of the episode to show what it reveals
about the process of becoming a scientist in late-Stalinist Russia, I began to read
more cultural histories of the Soviet Union and I realized that it might be even more
meaningful than I thought at first. In the end I decided to leave that endeavor for
future works because a proper thick description of the episode demands a reading
hard to fit within the time schedule of my doctorate and relies on an embryonic
debate among cultural historians began last year (2014) with an essay by Duke
University’s historian Anna Krylova.22
As discussed in the chapter The Cold War and Western Perspectives on Soviet
Science, the work which marked the arrival of the cultural turn to Soviet history, and
set a broad agenda for the new generation of historians growing up in the post-Cold
War, Stephen Kotkin’s Magnetic Mountain portrayed “Stalinism as a civilization”.
For him “Stalinism was not just a political system, let alone the rule of an individual.
It was a set of values, a social identity, a way of life.”23 He saw the Soviet Union
as an alternative, anti-liberal and anti-individualist modernity, formed in opposition
to the European and North American modernity. Kotkin’s conception of Bolshevik
19

R Stites, Revolutionary dreams: Utopian vision and experimental life in the Russian revolution,
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), p. 119.
20
For a call to take the ideology and the agenda of self-transformation and self-perfection in Soviet
culture see Halfin and Hellbeck (as in n. 8).
21
Thick description of a human behavior explains not just the behavior, but also the cultural
context in which the behavior becomes meaningful to an outsider.Geertz (as in n. 52).
22
Anna Krylova, ‘Soviet Modernity: Stephen Kotkin and the Bolshevik Predicament’, Contemporary European History, 23 (2014):2.
23
Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (as in n. 72), p. 24
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modernity was one of those powerful ideas that burst upon the intellectual landscape
with a tremendous force resolving so many fundamental problems at once that they
seem to promise that they will resolve all fundamental problems.24 It shaped a
decade an a half of cultural studies on Soviet Union, and ended up being extended
to later periods of Soviet history by Kotkin himself and by the following generation of
cultural historians.25 Last year, however, Anna Krylova, herself one of the historians
who had been guided by Kotkin’s works, questioned the underlying assumption of
Kotkin’s concept of Bolshevik modernity and its uncritical application by cultural
historian to periods after mid 1930s. Krylova contends that from mid 1930s a postBolshevik modernity began to be shaped by new social and professional groups that
appeared as a result of the modernization of Russia and would over a period of
half century promote a “gradual and never complete ‘de-centring’ of the Bolshevik
cultural formation with the post-Bolshevik one.”26
Scientists became one of the most powerful interest groups of Soviet Society in
the postwar and they were a professional group with a cultural formation of its
own, and therefore, had a significant potential to promote the “gradual and never
complete de-centring” of the Bolshevik cultural formation. Becoming a scientist
was a process of leaving a school guided by the Bolshevik ideal of making a New
Man to become part a professional group with its own ideology. The young student
was a point in which the Bolshevik ideology blended with the ideology of scientists,
which, as discussed in the section on Mandelstam’s school in chapter 3, was strongly
influenced by the world view of leading scientists. Thus an inquiry on the process of
becoming a scientist in late-Stalinist Russia may help to understand not only Soviet
science, but the face of Soviet modernity and how scientists helped to reshape it
after the World War II.
That agenda does not diverge with the research presented in this dissertation.
On the contrary, the case studies on laser history which in various points of the
dissertation I remarked that would be left to be explored in future works all may
Geertz (as in n. 52), p. 3.
Kotkin, Armageddon Averted: The Soviet Collapse, 1970-2000 (as in n. 60); Krylova (as in
n. 22).
26
Idem (as in n. 22), p. 191. Krylova correctly points out that “An integration of the complex and
variegated history of the twentieth-century liberal and economic thought that was preoccupied
with the question of the individual and the social, and with encompassed positions varying
between welfare liberalism and neo-liberalism seems to be paramount for producing a rethinking
of Soviet socialism.” ibid., p. 192. Many of the points made by Krylova on the role of professional
groups are approached in Galbraith’s reflection on the role of the techonostructure on the new
industrial states. See: John Kenneth Galbraith; Andrea D. Williams, editor, The
Essential Galbraith, (Boston, New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2001).
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offer a different, complementary perspective on the training of Soviet scientists in
late-Stalinist Russia. The cases of Valentin Fabrikant, Evgeny Zavoisky, Alexander
Prokhorov, Nikolai Basov, and Zhores Alferov, each move slightly forward in time
and represent a diverse spectra of initial backgrounds and trajectories. Together
those biographies may yield not only a comprehensive account of Soviet laser history,
but a fresh perspective on Soviet history as well; they are a promising research
agenda for the next 5 years or so.
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Appendix: Selected Archival Material
This appendix contain a collection of historical sources for maser and laser history in
the Soviet Union collected during two visits to the Archives of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, commonly refereed to by its Russian acronym ARAN, in the summer of
2013 and winter of 2013-2014.1 The documents are separated by type, and within
each type, organized in chronological order. They consist of laboratory plan of
problems (a kind of research proposal), laboratory reports, the verbatim of the
defense of A. M. Prokhorov to obtain the title of Candidate of Sciences, and letters
regarding the participation of Soviet physicists in the meeting of the Faraday Society
held in England in 1955. A brief description is given before each document and a
table of contents is found at the end of the appendix.

1

I am thankful to my adviser Olival Freire Júnior and my co-adviser Alexei Kojevnikov for sponsoring those trips with funding from their research projects, to the archivist Irina Tarakanova
for her patience and help, and to my wife Daria Chusovitina, who helped me in every single
stage of this research.
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Selected Plans and reports of the
Laboratory of Oscillation of FIAN
(1944 - 1961)
The Physical Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR maintained the
practice of filing yearly plans of problems and laboratory reports for each of its laboratory, usually written by the head of the laboratory. My archival search focused
on the Laboratory of Oscillations and the main criteria used to copy the documents
were their relevance as source for maser and laser history or for history of Mandelstam’s school of oscillations.

Prospective plan for the work on the theory of
oscillations and radiophysics (1944)
This prospective plan, written by Sergei Vavilov on Aug 15,1944, describes the main
problems being addressed in the Laboratory of Oscillations of FIAN, emphasizing
their relevance in that context.
Reference:
Vavilov, S. I. 1944. “Perspektivnyi Plan Rabot Po Teorii Kolebanii I Radiofizike.
Archives of the Russian Academy of Science (ARAN), f.532; op.1, d. 90, p. 10.”
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Report for 1946
Report on the research on nonlinear oscillation supervised by Alexander Andronov,
Mikhail Leontovich, Sergei Rytov, and Semion Khaikin. It presents several examples
of applications of the theory oscillations to solve practical problems.
Reference: “Otchet za 1946. ARAN, f.532, op.1 d.112, pp. 11-14.” 1946.
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Notes on the five-years plan for the laboratory of
oscillation of FIAN
The prospective five-years plan for the laboratory of oscillations focused on three
basic problems that then were considered central in the field of oscillations:
1. Propagation of radiowaves
2. Scientific and technical mastering of ultra-high frequency waves
3. Further development of the theory of nonlinear oscillations
This document, signed by Nikolai Papaleksi on December 1, 1945, discusses the
importance of each of those problems and the main issues to be addressed. It also
lists how many people were then working on those problems and projects how many
will be involved by the end of that five-years period.
Reference:
Papaleksi, Nikolai. 1946. “OBYASNITELNAIA ZAPISKA K PERSPEKTIVNOMU
PYATILETNEMU PLANU RABOT LABORATORII KOLEBANII FIAN. ARAN
f.532, op.1, d.111, pp. 14-18.”
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Parts of the Report of FIAN for 1947 concerning the
Laboratory of Oscillations
Three parts of FIAN’s report for 1947 concerned works performed in the Laboratory
of Oscillations:
The first is a summary of the study of nonlinear oscillations supervised by Alexander Andronov, Sergei Rytov, and Semion Khaikin. The second part, signed by
Sergei Rytov, diagnoses that the Soviet Union fell short in translating the radiointerference methods developed by Mandelstam and Papaleksi into technology, and
given the pace of development of radio devices in the West, the Soviet Union was
catastrophically legging behind. A plan of action to overcame that problem is presented, suggesting to strengthen the ties between the Laboratory of Oscillations and
radio industries and to further develop the research on propagation of radiowaves
for various wave ranges and natural conditions. The third part of the report is a
general assessment of works on nonlinear oscillations in the Soviet Union. It also
discuss the repercussion of the theory of oscillations abroad and mentions a request
to translate and publish Andronov and Khaikin’s book in the USA.
Reference:
“Otchet za 1947. ARAN f.532, op.1,d.126, pp.8-70.” 1947.
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Plan Problems for 1953
This plan of problems to be studied laboratory of oscillations in 1953 lists Prokhorov
as the leader of the group working on the determination of nuclear moments using
microwave spectroscopy. They were working toward measuring the quadrupole moments of radioactive isotopes of Iodine and Selenium and improving the resolution
of a stark spectroscope which could be used to determine moments of short-living
nuclei (~8 days). The plan stresses that those measurements were important to
develop theories of nuclear physics.
Reference:
Prokhorov, A. M. 1953. “Problemny Plan za 1953. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1, d.216,
pp. 1, 28.”
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А.М.Прохоров

Report for 1955
Report of the sector of radiospectroscopy of the Laboratory of Oscillations. In 1955
radiospectroscopy was already the main sector sector of the laboratory. Having
returned from a trip to England, Prokhorov writes an introduction comparing the
research on microwave spectroscopy at FIAN against the development of the field
abroad and summarizes the activities of his group since 1952, when they began
working in the field.
In 1955 the research in the laboratory was divided in two lines, namely application
of molecular beams to radio spectroscopy, which included the development of the
maser (molecular generator) and determination of nuclear moments of nuclei, the
latter by request of the Council of Ministers of the USSR.
Reference:
Prokhorov, A. M. 1955. Otchet po Sektoru Radiospektroskopii Laboratorii Kolebanii
FIAN za 1955 God. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1, D. 251. pp. 83-39.
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Plan of problems for 1957
In this report the research of sector of radiospectroscopy is divide between measurements of atomic nuclei, radiospectroscopy of molecules, and the development
of new radio-spectroscopic methods. They were using masers to study rotational
spectra of molecules and expected to produce the first prototype of a maser-based
atomic clock. Besides, they were pursuing new types of molecular generators based
on Electron Paramagnetic Resonance and studying resonance in semiconductors.
Reference:
Prokhorov, A. M. 1957. “Problemnyi Plan za 1957. ARAN, f.532; op.1, D. 283, pp.
22-25.”
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Report for 1957
In 1957 the Laboratory of Oscillations studied the rotational spectra of several
molecules, employed electron paramagnetic resonance to study paramagnetic ions,
free radicals, and designed and developed molecular generators and amplifiers. They
also built a radio telescope and measured the stability of the molecular generator
(1012 ). This report discusses the results of research in all those topics. It’s important
to notice that all the work of the laboratory was already focused on what two
years later they would call quantum radiophysics (quantum electronics). By then,
however, they considered that research as radiospectroscopy.
The report includes a section titled "scientific-organizational work" in which they
reported the efforts of the staff of the laboratory to transfer the technology of the
molecular generator to other Soviet institutions. They helped to build and launch
molecular generators and microwave spectroscopes in several institutions. Only that
year physicists of the Laboratory of Oscillations paid more than 250 consultation
visits to universities and research institutes around the country.
The report also mentions that in 1957 they “systematically exchanged preprints with
foreign scholars”.
Reference:
“Laboratoria Kolebanii (Otchet). ARAN f. 532, Op. 1, D. 295.” 1957. Archives of
the Russian Academy of Science, Fond 532, Opis 1, Delo 295.
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Лаборатория колебанщ й.

В се.кmоре радиоспев:троскоции лаборатории колебаний в

1957

теч ение

года велись работы по исследованию враща тельных

спектров мол е кул,

по

телей, а та в:ж~

электронном-у парамагнитному резонансу$ ца

no

созданию молекулярн~ генераторов и усили

рамагнитнш~ ион:ов и свободных радикалов.

С помощью аппаратуры, ранее созданной в лаборатории были

определены вра гщэ.тельные ·спектры молекул с" Н-:;- Cf.

скz. а си.t F,
причем

~

оr.,щи

межатомные

си..) G~ cR3

опра.т...i,еланы

расстояния,

с и') G< 11~

1
вращательные

постоянные

в:вадрупольные

мерные rшнq-игураци:и и др,о

,

свя:аиt

1 /{

этих

j)

5<

/ ·~

ы олекул,

установлены изо

а также найдены сп -IНЫ и магнитные

-'i

мm>'IeH!fЫ ядер атомов двух изотоnов rадо.пиь.'"И,.'i ( Со( 0 ц Со/

f)l

·) .

В работе о моле~лярным:и генератора:мr4 спроектирован,
изготовлен и налажен бло.в: из трех молеRулярнш генераторов для

молекулярНЫХ ЧаСОБо

Покаэано ~ ЧТО С ТабИЛЬНОСТЬ молекулярНЫХ:

генератороg за короткое время: не хуже 10-12 ; рассмотрен вопрос
t

о влиянии :енешней силы F-Ia частоту колебаний молев:улярного Г0Нератора,
И

проведены расчеты новых

типов

мол екулярных

генераторов

Др .о

В связи с работоti по молеRулярным усилителям проведено изу·

чение спин-решаточной релаксации. парамагнитного иона~ В+ в
при :r.:омна,r_ной температуре и темпера туре

жrл-дкого азота~

При э•rом ОRаsалооь 11

что изучаемая релаксация пр:и:

всех темп ературах связана о процессюли 2-го порядка ..

jq 2

t l/
В секторе радиоастроноlli:rии по:мимо большой рабоwы

no

:пию новых больших приборов (радио-телескоп с д,иаметром

совда-.

31

и

22

метра~ в:рестообраsньrй радио•~J;елесв:оn размером в 1 квадратный
километр/ и равработкщ соответствующей аппаратуры (в частности~
для ивучени~ поляризацищ и

спектрального

состава

радиоизлуче

ния) были получены новые v.ц-Jтересные результаты:
Отв:рыiJ.~а линейная: rюляри;эащ1в: радиоив»t.~t)Ешия: I'{рабовидной

Туманности на волне

10

сш.. Этот фав:т являе1J.1 СЯ веским доводом

в пользу nредставления об иопусв:ании радиоивJt~~ения релятивисте ..
RИМИ

электрона»fl.и .

Впервыв на волне

3

см получено f!радиоизображение ' Солнца
1

g

т .. е. двумерная в:артив:а распределения яркости в данный момент
времени.

Выяснено,

что области , Qтветственные ва радr11оиэлучение

отдельных обра а?ваний, хотя и ·ОВЯ3аны с пятнами, но имеют раэме
ры,

значительно

превышающие

их~

При: иеучении ионосферы радиоастроr-юrlfмчески:ми методами

пон:аsано, что неод!fородности ионосферы размером порядка

300 RM

200-

распо~ожены на высотах 30Q-400 к:м,.

Продолжение исследований сверхн:ороны Солнца привеша к
обнаружению :н:ороналы-rых лучей~ расnространяющихся до рассторний
в

15

радиусов . оолнцд~
Пон:аsано, что электронные неоднородности сверх1шроны

имеются nрактичесв:и в любое время.

!J f
В теоретическом секторе лаборатории nродолжалась раэработ
:ъ~ теории флуктуационнщ процессов.

Ранее была раввита математическая теория тпеловых флуктуа
ций в cиo.rreY.uSX с распределенньчvги nараметрами; nриNrененная затем
Е упругонявкой изотроиной среде~ На этой основе в
построена

сnектральная

теория релеевекого

1957

рассеяния

г.

была

света,

охватывающая общий случай наличия у рассеивающей среды час'Гот
ной дисперсии параметров.
Проведене исследование методами корреляционной теории
рассеяния

электронов

при

прохождении череs жv!Дв:осmъ и на

ее

цоверхносwи,.,

Закончена разработка теории корреляции ампд_итуд

и q:аэ

сигналов при зондировании или просвечивании ионос феры одновре
менно

на

двух частотах~

:В груnпе сверхв::Jсоких частот разработана и построена аппа
ратура,

nредназ начен ная для измерения

иой проницаемости q:·, еррито:в

н:омпонент

тенsора магни~J:

в диапазоне миллиме•rровых волн.

1

-_.-~~ -чс ·~~ ""'-~-с -rc'"'-'"':--""'-~
(

.

- .
Сектор

.

Q; ~ь

-

. _·:\

J!( .~

1

радиосnектроскоnии.

!'адиоспектросF.оnич~с:кие методы в насжо.ащее время играю!r
весьма -большуЮ роль

важную рсэль
даря

в раеличных ооласт.ах ~ауки о

Не менее

э~и методы иРрают и в npaк~и:tte. Только благо 

радиосnев:троск о пии

стало

возможным

создание

системj

генерирующИе радиоколебания сверхвысокой стабильнос~иf а
также

nодойти к решению актуальной

вадачи по

nовышению

чувстви!rельност и приемных устро й ств на сверхвысоких часто 
тах .

1'
1
1
' 1
1

В сев:торе ведутся работы по исследованию вращательных
спектров

молекул,

по

созданию

молекулярных

генераторов

и

усилителей. , а также по исследованию электронного рарамагнит..;
ногорееонан.са парамагнитных · ионов и
.

•

1

1
!1

свободных радикалов .
.

1

в~~ -_э~-~ _r:>~боты стоят на уровне зарубежных рабо~, хот.я {см.н .'9) j
размах этих работ

значительно

ниже

и

некоторые разделы

ра -

диосnеJС'!f])о с:копии . 1олнос-тЪю - отсутствуют :.

rе;;зil_ЛЬТ.qТЫ ИССЛ€80В8.В:ИЙ ЦО ;зажнейШИМ _ ЗаКОНЧеННЫМ
в

За
чены

1957 .r .

следующие

1.

1957

году

работам

•

_

в сектор~ радиосnектроскопии были закон 

основные работы :

Сnроектирован,

изготовлен и налажен

блок ив трех

молекулярных генераторов для молекулярных Часов.
что

стабильность молекулярных генераторов

М.f! не хуже 1О 1 2 ( Басов Н . Г., Пе!rров A.Jl.) .

llокаэано,

эа короткое вре 

·i

2.

Исследованы вращательные спектры ряда молекул

Определены вращательные
определены

межатомные

Евадрупольные

. л~Q '(t
Н.4.,

свлэи,

nостоянные

расстоя:ния,

э. тих молекул.

дипольн:ые

молекулы,

а также и зо мерные конфигурации~~~

F ер(>[ СЕ:::шг(Барчу.ков АеИ.' Веселаге в, Щрисова

Мурина Т.М., Мухтаров И.А., Прохоров А.М) .

3.

Определены спины м магн~хные
. моменты ядер. двух

...

неч:етных шэо~опов · гадолинИя ~~==

-шш---==:)F;;-

СМаненвов А.А. ,Прохорgв А -.М) .

4.

ЭRсnериментально

noRp,s~.uo . ,

что

исследовав:ие всnо

.моrате льно~о .излуч~нщд на. более высокой частоте nозволнет
увеличить

инте~с;ивно .G2~

nереходов

на несколько fftfl_~'-~
~~·(Басов
5.

.. .

Проведе но и sмерение · сnин-решеточной релаксации

и азотной температурах.
релаксация при
Эти

усилителей.
б.

.

В .Г.~Осипов Б.Д.).

го иов:rl-~-j . в-· рещетк е

порЕдка.

на более &изв:ои час~<;>те

Покаэано,

!/ (z r)>

что спин--решеточная

всех темnературах свяsана с

результаты важны для

С Паш~

при Е·омв:атной ·
процессами

2-fO

создани я молекулярных

П.П., Прохоров А .. :М .).

~еоретически рассмотрен вопрос о влиянии внешне й

силы на частоту в:елебаний молекулярного 'генеl?атора. ·
Приведевы расчет1;;1 новых типов молекулярных генера

!rОров .

(Басов 'Н. Г. • ОраевсЕий А •., Свидэинс.кий К .).

. ..
Научно-организационная работа •
,..

.....

-

Результа~ы работы сек~ора

no

молеRуJr.арным генераторам

были nереданы и внедрены в ряд институтов страны

1 (ХВАИВУ.

· вt-IИФТРИ,

MPi'IID .

Qотрудыиками еек~ора рмиоепев:трос~оn.vJ.1 за
'

бы~о .дано свыше
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1957 ·rод

:Коне у .цьтац11й работникам различных

.

'

учреZ\ЦеЕIИ;й до _воnр9<Н1М,
Р~.!#I

-

Хар .ин~!f мер и иамер . приборов, МГУ ,

НИРФИ, · ИР и Э.АН ~ Нии 695

'

.

и

. у си ЛИQ'е_ л..~Iм,

св,яэанным с молекулярными генерато-

. щсnоль вованию

я:вленил

nарамагнит но го

-,-реэон-анса и . Гавовой сnек,;рос.копии. для различных цел-ей '.

· ·

11J5tr

'Сотрудники сектора в

го~у

принимали участие

.

~

в

5 кон~~~ их них одинь._я:вляетсв: международной ( YPCJI) ·,
.rд е

----б..ыд:е>
· - ---.fi},Ц-e-JIO~iз.a
~

./

~---- .. _

до к ла-да .
.

.

_________ Gщ~~е:м~g:_ИЧеQКИ U.PQJ!!C'XOДИ~ Qбмен QTTИCKaWJI ·работ С
.sаруб.ежными учеными.
....,..-- -~.-·

··~~·

семинар сек~Фра радиосnе:ктросв:оnии нерегуля:рно

восе-

,: ,ае!I:сн большине тв ом сотру дн.и:к~.в, работающих в облас~щ ра:

•

•

;~

'

• 1 • :

• •

' • 1

· диосnе:ктроскоiтий

J

в .г. • Москве

· По черт€жам ФИАН ' с ' 1I9мош,ью се:к~ора радиоспектроскоnии в ряде инс~w,r.уто:э · оыли nост.роевы и запущены радиоспекж_ро~ :
сжоiiЫ для исследования вnеr~тров· 'nарам~рни~ного ревонанса

(ТГУ' , :МИФИ. , ::институ~ химфи~и~и .АН ССОР., . n,1rwf ~ .. Г J~

Plan of problems for 1958
Plan of problems in Spectroscopy to be studied in the Laboratory of Oscillations.
Besides continuing the development of research began in the previous years (development of atomic clocks and new types of molecular generators), in 1958 they
planed to study the possibility of storing free radicals for long periods, rotational
spectra of isomer molecules and molecules with internal rotation, and to devise low
noise amplifiers based on electron paramagnetic resonance.
Reference:
“Problemnyi Plan za 1958, Problema ‘Radiospektroskopiia’. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1
D. 301, pp. 17-18 and 67-68.” 1958.
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Проблема

--

исп олнитель

Ф:VIAH,

Ра диоспек 'rроскопия"
Инс титут не о р ган иче сi{О Й х имии АН

институ т атомной эне р гии АН СССР.

-

Р ук оводитель

В

доктор физ. м ат.наук А· М -Прохоров.

настоящее

время радиоспектроскопические мет од ы иссле

дования широко применяю тс я для решения в аж ных вопросов физи ки
и

химии.

В ФИАНе

paOO'l'a

по радиоспек~гроскопии будет проводиться

главншл оd разоi·д в развитие начатых в про шлые годы исследо:ваний.

на

основе ра зработ анн ого в ФИАН е м олекулярного гене

ра тора будет создан маrz ет молекулярных ч ас ов.

Наряду

с

этюд

б уду т ра з раба тываться новые т и п ы молекулярных генераторов.
Будут пр одолж ены и развиты ра бот ы по
тОВ

а ТШ.ШRХ

опре деле нию м о мен 

ядер.

м етод электронного пара м агнитного ре зонанса

б уд ет при

менен - для изучения свободных р адика лов и изучения состойни й
активатоnов
в 6
oc ~
o .L:uax
.t"
л
~~
Будет
радикалов

так ж е выясняться воз м о жн ость хранения

очень

Н ОВЬП,il

•

длительное

свободны х

вре м я.

направление м является

создание мал ош умных

у силител е й с использованием явления электронного парам:агнит- ·~
ного

р езонанса.

Новым так ж е являетс я изучение
изомерных

м олеr{ул,

а

т акже

м оле кул

вращател ьны х

спектров

и м ею щих - внутреннее

..

l6
вращение 1 Это в частно сти поэвод:~tt nополнить да иные о ве.личищ
на~ потенциальных барьеров ф

1.

Со эдание молекулярных весов и nроведение иэмереrэ:и й о :и:ими ,
Переходи'l' на

годо

1959

Руtю:води тели.: Не~ Г., Ба о о в , 1! 6 м" Нрохоров и И .. В .. Штрани~.,
2~ СоэдаР~е новых т~uов молеRул~рных генера торов (на nучке

мол{н~;уд

;Vvi:s ).

Переходит Iiэ. 1959 год ..

Рув:ов одИ 'Г GJIЪ Н.Г\!iВасоrэ.

з. Определение моментов ядра ~

99

( с ов ме стн о с ИАЗРJI)

4~ Соэдание ма лошумных ус илител:ей с ис:r.юльэован,f~~ явления

о~ /J~ rA'.<.~~ r~c~

-----нll,vepror..oдwr___нa

19.5_9

год,.

Руко водители: Iсанд. ф .:м .. н~ А ...А .. Ма н ен ков и д .. фо м .н. д., М .. Прохо·
ро в

5 ..

..

Изучение радикалов О 11 и

j( Ог при водородных и

ге лиевых темпера ту рах.

6 ..

Иэ_учение . вра ща тельных сnектров м оле куJI С1/г_;: С1/г%

(с

и)

) -s,

6- е С(

и е t< 3> б~ L:;q ~

'7,. Изучение со с тояний а к тиваторов в q'о сфорах

или

@

5

z /;

s
1

I З.

cdli3И ЧGCКI!~. :

Испол:ш'i' сли ~

-л

~

lTCTIIT-}T
u

•J

IIJ:I.П.H o ЛOOQД Q JJJ АН

CCCJ?,

' .)

!tl ЕО TlJ Т'/Т 1) СJЩе ~i Е II 6 OlJГ O IШЧ О О К Oli 2~Е Н ШI
г1 ir Н CL Е"{'
Т',, ...~11 ...Pl l.J
hCC"P- 1 cr
ссr-шН
J ·" :·-~"
U т-'\. О JJ"_.
- -J:-1i-'-'- J-l·;" o-тo -УТТИЧ
\. __
- · ·- 01

•

8

штс':!.'П'l'У'r Е о зонс !~ого tч щнолс

АН СССР,

ЯД Gр Е О ii (,:;lJ З~!Ю i iд:Г.f !I ~1. fjj • В . Л 01.1 ОЕО CO:JO

HVJJ!i

/ J'!~~~л~о~~;;и~:;;~,}- :;.~:~ар~;~_ / .,.-..--_J
9

Р а,щr ос пе :к т роскопич о c:r ~ li о I.I о т оды ~rсследоп оштя JJ

np GIJЯ ш~rpoi{O

il х:ш.шrт.
D

примен яю тся для реш сiЕШ :::нmEih!iX: :IJoпpoco:c ф rrзr:;~:r:

И:=зуч о шю

!.EШ!:iOJJ OЛ ПO::J

опактроn

ДИВ П О 30 ~ IG

OJil

НИИ :JCЩC~ TJJ :l , l{ OTOpi:Ie
З

но стоя: щ·зG

проводиться,

ПОЗ JJОЛЯЮТ

~I пзлу ч ошш Joщec EJ

ПОЛУЧИТЬ

C:ij CДJIШ.h

О

СТ р ос 

t10ГJ''::: бLТТ:Ъ ПОЛ,УЧОПН друГ IП ПУТОИ.
радчоспеi\r:!: р оскопии в 1958 году буд ет

EG

раб о та по

A'lAIIe

пог лощошш

главньн. ; образснi,

в развитие

начатых в проитые

годы исследований.

На

основе

раз раб о та н ног о :в

I955-5 G г г с

I·юле:rсу лярного

Гене ра т ора

()~тдеТ

еТ большое

научное и практич е сr~: ое значение. Буд у т разрабетi.: 

:ва ться

таю;~е

новые

П оют чат
r

типы

м олекулярных

г ен ера торов

1

t

П

hе тод

электро нного

па рамагнитного

с:вободшrс

резонанса

ров :в r) ОЩ) ора х :удет ·:L'aюie 'Б ЫЯснять
с в ободных радика лов
вращэтелы-шх

изо м ерн:ых

иrлсюищх внутр ен нее вр гщени е.

пополнять данные

81 ~ TИB8TO-

возi·.1О!;шость хранения

очень длит ел ьное время .
СПGI{Тро:в

..-

оу-

радикалов при водород

ных И ГGЛIIeJЗI:IX Т8IJП G рRт-,трю= И _I:Т~=1 VЧWiТвОСТОЯНИЙ
ti!~<! ::' ~ ~:v:E е. ~~d( ~

кул1

И.:.Iе 

1 'т
тrа льне Ц
IJа зви ти е -l:::a бо ты по па рвr. .та г нн тноi;-l.r.J
~ ~ шее

дет приi.iопен для из;учения

ч ен ие

'-! ТО

Гl

U

реЗОНаНСу.

соз даН Mai{ GT ЕОЛеК у ЛЛ:рНЫХ ЧЗСО:В

Новы м я:вптся и зу 

молекул,

а

та:ю~се

Это, в частност и ,

r.юло ·

поэ:Бол rriТ

о в о личинах потонциолышх барьеров.

Но:оым нсправлениом я:влп ет с я cos ,Ii,aниe

f;лв лошуr·. пптх усУши

теле й С iti СПОЛЪЗ ОЗа ЕИе М ЯDЛ G ЕИЯ 3ЛСJ: ,. ТрО:НЕОГО пара I.'!еГНI1ТiЮГО
рGзонан са.

В ·._. ти IСазансi-I ого (-;нт д и Р ла

.АЕ СССР юс тодо~~ паршла гни тного

резон анса 5уде т продою~ в тьсп !'Iз~аrоние
7:шдш,тх l) Эс:::nо) о:в
сi-;; ом

н ие

отгоенч ; I

ст:егтров

с целью

получ с нш=:

K'JiiШЛeкctrE:~ иоiю:в

-:::;леl{ тронного j э

в

структ;урн и с:воi i ств

новых с:ведени i;
растворах,

ча с тич но

а

о :~:иниче 

таi С:( е

и ядерног oj

изуче 

па рама· гют'Т' --

I
наго

резонанса

в т:зердьrс тешах с целью вы яснени2

стр ук туры эти:::~ тел. К р оме того,
изучению

на

:влияния

яв ления

1IЗii.ifGнeн и.s

п арюлагни тн о го

-1

То

дета;теi1

буду т пос та влен ы о п ыты по

тыюе lJCJтypы

ноглощения

:в

:в

широк шл

дr:;апазо не

ра ЗЛIIРШЫХ

т и п .s х

со

ле й.
В НИИ ядерной фи зики МГУ щл; :ко;,;натньтх и г елиевых. т еи 
перотурах будут продол ·;;:.а 'l' :ос я исследования
парс.магнитного

за

и тр ансураЕоJJых але мен тов с целъю опре д елен ия с ост ояюгР'i

с

в

исслед~{емых

помощью

различных

соеди нuни нх

~

о

рэзраоо т а нно J:J

ранее

J/i

элемен тов

электронн о

го

ионов

рез онанс э

спектра

~~~:::очненvш

1..rетодшси

их

~

О';Jде т

гр уппы

~:~ ел е

констан т .

исследо:ва тъся

цикло тр онны й резонан с :в по лупроводнинах типа J; i;)~t'
и

в

так

называылых

сте кловЕдных

полупрово д шшах.

Целью работы является ~vс тановлени е С1 о омн э не·р г е т Е чески х
-

:.J

...

-

-

по:верхносте :t у:г~азан ных 11: ри с'rаллов п :выяспGпие воз м огнос т ей
создания

ц иклотронно го

р а диочастотного

ма ес пек т роме т ра

в ы

сокой раз р ешаюцей силы.

По данной проблеые иссле дования: п~:ю:водятся таю::е и :в
научно-исследоБа тельс:кон Р сдЕ О ~'изичесr: оiл инсти туте прп Гор::,
:ковск ом Гос.~~нrворси тет е .

Н о пр аьлон:ие работ этого пнститу~е:

радиоспе к т росrсопичес:кие и ссл ед о:в:аюш

стр оен ия

рых х:имt:iчесю1х с осэдt·тн ениti т ипа кеу ч;:та.
j

м ол е:к.ул

-·

неУо'I.'о

'

!J3t-

1

301
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Report for 1958
Report mains results of the scientific research, listed in the plan of problem above,
conducted in the sector of Spectroscopy of the Laboratory of Oscillations.
Reference:
“Otchet, Sektor Radiospektroscopii Laboratorii Kolebanii. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1
D. 303, pp. 111-112.” 1958.
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Explanatory notes to the letter from FIAN to the
Department of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
[of the Academy of Sciences]
In 1958 the academic council of FIAN suggested making the following changes in
the organization of the Institute:
a) Transform the sector optics of flames of the Laboratory of Luminescence into
optics of low-temperature plasmas.
b) Pick out from the staff of the Laboratory of Accelerators and photo-nuclear
reactions 3 new sectors.
c) Pick out from the staff of the Laboratory of Oscillations a new sector of Molecular
Generator
d) Form a new scientific auxiliary department of computing devices.
These notes justify and explain those changes. The file bellow presents the notes on
the changes a to c.
Reference:
“Obyasnitelnaia Zapiska K Pismu FIAN v Otdelenie Fiziko-Matematicheskikh Nauk
O Strukture Fizicheskogo Instituta Im. P. N. Lebedeva AN SSSR. ARAN, F. 532,
Op. 1, d.300, pp. 27-31.” 1958.
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Report on International connections of the Physical
Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
with capitalist countries (1958)
Report on international relations divided in two sections: "Scientific Connections
with Capitalist Countries" and "Visits of foreign guests to FIAN in 1958".
The first section emphasizes the importance of establishing close contacts with physicists from capitalist countries not only in conferences, but also through consistent
preprint exchange and inviting well-known foreign scholars to lectures and work in
Soviet institutions for short periods.
The second section reveals that in 1958 FIAN received almost 200 foreign guests.
Among them, more than 80 from the peoples republics. The institute also received
visitors from Egypt and India (Chandrasekhara Raman visited the institute on occasion of his visit to Moscow to receive the international Lenin Prize "for strengthening the peace between peoples"), what suggests an interest in diplomatic relations
with third world countries as well. In addition, FIAN received scientists from many
capitalist countries (USA, France, England, Canada, Austria, Sweden, Finland, Holland). Most of the guests were from USA, France, and England. Between them were
Frédéric Joliot-Curie, John Cockroft, Patrick Blackett, Philip Anderson and other
well-known physicists. The report also mentions foreign writers and journalists, such
as Wilfred Burchett, a communist Australian journalist who would became famous
for his reporting on Vietnam War, who visited FIAN that year.
Reference:
Basov, N. G. 1958. “Nauchnye Sviazi S Kapitalicheskimi Stranami. ARAN, F. 532,
Op. 1 D. 303, pp. 42-46.”
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Plan of Problems for 1959
Problem Plan of the Laboratory of Oscillations for the Sector Radiospectroscopy
for 1959. This plan is more laconic than the previous ones. It lists the following
research directions to be pursued :
1 - Molecular amplifier
2 - Molecular generator
3 - Paramagnetic resonance
4 - Gas spectroscopy
5 - Double resonance
It also enumerates the researches to be conducted within those directions. Its significances lies more on what it does not mention. At this late stage of the race to
make the first laser in the world, there is no mention to optical molecular generator
(laser), although both groups that formed the sector were working hard towards it.
At that point, it was arguably their main goal.
Reference:
“Problemnyi Plan Laboratorii Kolebanii FIAN po Sektoru ‘Radiospektrokopiia’.
ARAN F. 532, Op. 1, D. 320, pp.14-15.” 1959.
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Report for 1959
Report of the laboratory of oscillation for problems in “Quantum Radiophysics”
and Spectroscopy. Besides results of the research listed in the plan of problems,
this report explains what is Quantum Radiophysics, a field born few years earlier,
closely linked to radiospectroscopy, and compares the work done in the laboratory
to works conducted abroad. It argues that although some researches began earlier
in the USSR, they were completed later. It also emphasizes that in the USA that
new field is being developed in many scientific institutions. The term "Quantum
Radiophysics" is used for the first time in a laboratory report. It was also used in
the report of the trip to the conference in the USA. Perhaps they coined that term
because the Americans had created Quantum Electronics.
The report also reveals that they were working "In order to accelerate the development of the new field" in the Soviet Union. In April 1959 they organized a meeting
called Discussions on Quantum Radiophysics with about 300 physicists from 60
institutions. Along the year they delivered a series of 20 lectures on quantum radiophysics attended by an average of 60 people. Besides, an academic council, formed
by members of academic and industrial institutes, "worked systematically on the
problem of ‘application of quantum systems for generation of and amplification of
radio oscillations’", meeting 7 times in 1959.
Reference:
“Otchet Laboratorii Kolebanii Po Problemam ‘Kvantovaia Radiofizika’ I ‘Radiospektroskopii’ Za 1959 G. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1 d.324, pp. 19-97.” 1959.
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Plan of problems for 1960
After returning from the conference in the US they increased significantly the
breadth of the research on molecular oscillators and amplifiers pursued in the laboratory. Besides devising a few types of molecular generators and amplifiers they
planned to install a molecular generator in a satellite or rocket, to detect gravitational effects predicted by general relativity, and an amplifier in a telescope. Up to
this point there is no explicit mention to optical molecular generator (laser).
Reference:
“Problemnyi Plan. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1 D. 337, pp. 31-37.” 1960.
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поляривачии радио- Статьи

2.

Исследование

динамичесвих

ивяуче IП.1iЯ на

волне

( ,5

м.

или

отчеты
спе J.\ Тров

ния.

вспыmе:к

радиоизлуче

Изучение меха нивма радио

ивлуче ни я.

3.

Исследование

структуры неодно

родносте и сверхкороны Солнца.

Руr-<:оводитель:
I\ .ф.м.н.
в.в .Вит:ке вич
Ответ .исполни т.
Ю.И. АлеRсеев
Л . И . М атвее :m~ о
13 .W.Бабий
м. в .горелова

i.
Jl

il

Report for 1960
This report for 1960 presents the main results of the research conducted in the
Laboratory of oscillations, the General Assembly of International Union of Radio
Science (URSI) held in London in September 1960, and the main conclusions of trips
of Soviet physicists to US and Japan. The conclusion of the trips to the US concerned
particle physics and application of masers in radio astronomy, the conclusion of the
trip to Japan concerned theoretical physics.
Reference:
“Otchet za 1960 ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1 D. 338, pp. 26-51.” 1960.

280

Report for 1961
The first time optical molecular generators (lasers) are mentioned in an open laboratory report is in this surprisingly short report for 1961. Yet that was the year they
built their first laser (the first American lasers were launched at the end of 1960).
Most of the work was described in classified reports. See the bulky report for 1961
in Starodub, A. N. (Ed.). (1997). Zapiski Arkhivariusa (Notes of Archivist). FIAN
(P. N. Lebedev Institute), Moscow. pp. 248–415.
Reference:
“Otchet Za 1961. ARAN, F. 532, Op. 1 D. 353, P. 98.” 1961.

286

Verbatim report of the session of
A.M. Prokhorov’s defense (Kandidat
Nauk).
The session of the academic council of the Physical Institute of the Academy of
Sciences USSR on January 10, 1946, was presided over by Sergei Vavilov. On the
agenda of the day was the defense of Alexander Prokhorov’s dissertation, titled
"Frequency Stabilization in the Theory of Small Parameters". Present were leading
Soviet physicists such as Sergei Rytov, Semion Khaikin, Boris Vvedensky, Nikolai
Papaleksi and Pavel Cherenkov.
Reference:
“Stenograma Zasedaniia Uchenogo Soveta ot 10 Ianvaria 1946. ARAN, F. 532, Op.
1, D. 122. pp. 1-10.” 1946.
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.,

(

буду на:;щ:еа.ть э ндови 6р а:r ор()м .
<" .,

i

.

'

Тогда получаетояJ чт-о е сли мы

-- -. - --- ---

·-

'

--1- · имеем КSарЦ; i'O 'В03Д:€:ЙСТВJШе ща :КОНТур В ПОрв;дке (У' 6у;щ

· rrроисходи2ь
'

', '

, ··.l.

не :rолько -qерез ла~т• но TCЭJ'QJ!.e не~осред4 ·

. но ч ерез емкое_ тЪ . с.· . Э~о ооуслов.ttено тем ; чх-о _ sнерг ия

с таоилиэ аt6ре qуде т г ораsдо больше ? Чем энерГия;
•

--~ ~чен на я в
·-

· кqн тур е.

}Цеди же ~т _Имеем стабилиз атор -- тina. ·эндови· ора!'ора,
·деистmе эндо:Еtиораi'ора на _ контур 6удет· происхсщщтъ :в

' рядке ("'

только ч®реэ упрайл.Яlац:viо ·се тr~ : J.IaiYll.-ш ~ От ею-д

--

.- -

_ роль л ar1/ll1N для получения:

rrJ~r;.~;

·

-с

~-

, 66_.

стаоилиза ~; Чем

· асоЩ!l~~рия; _тем лучщ~ Qуд,е т---~~~-?~~_иэация •
--------=----..:~--

.11ля -: схе:ма э атягиванИ1;- 4I_QT9P1ЭS qiie9Ь э арис~вана , -~

._

-

---

..

два вы ~p~i ·tiрИВОдят-iГ"еДнvш~и-те'М .:1юэ --ура-вн €шивМ.. -~w.o_
ча.е ~ ~я и э-эа.
.

--~ ---~

_.

··-<

- ..

rего;

______________·щr · ·dудет...ьчен:I>
-- --

что энергИя ста6Илиэа3rора. в обо их

--~.- _.._

--------

~-

-r;•

-

--

больш-а я по сравнениЮ·
-

..

6

'эiiе.Рги е 1-кь-нту~

в однам случае; в слУiа~-~болЬШого :ВоЛНоJЗо1;о- ёопр-оУ:

'

z
эн ергия -с т m5пиam'-&pa-=f'Ф-EJIЭМy-mj,_ _':__/__ _~'":J
=---=-z~-"=~-~--==-==1[."_

будет · ооЛЬч.й~; петому ~что ·· L-2
.;

..

о

'

·.велика; · г; в0.
.

:во· зоуЖдаетGЯ: такой оольш011 тФк• что энергия ст~нови:m

,.,

ОЧ@НЬ 00ЛЬШ8G.

Итак~ nервым вonpocmJi моеj..' дассертации

чен-ие 1шшщншmв всех miеденвых нами .форму::Ш для перио

·

го -решен йя/ ·уетоfитчивос -m -- тавшz:м- иере1(одом "' ек~нчатель

р ешений к уравнению
.мы затяrn1Ва1rия иэ

-1 .

Это бЫло nол~чено~ цРичеМ. для

0дного реШенИЯ получилиеь все

7·

--/ 1·.

=

для _случая ста ·wлиэации ,_и ничего удИJ?И те льно г с э;щ;; с~ нет •
•:._-,_..;

."f....

~

~---=-=-

К _ хочу проиллюстрировать да частно.м npшtepe

•

. -

.

что ·проис-

- xt>ДI;iT с - кр:щвой амплитуд~ - ст а.:<$или эа.тора. ДЛ,f!. _осцшлл~~

. ~_,:rюй

схеrш в едучае т экого перехода_.

/ч;ертеЖ/
. Если у нас еот:ь два о6ьжновенных контура.

то амnлитуда .

жоле6ания оеrочвюгq. :..:i\6~тура .6уде'З: ИlVlетЪ тако:И вщц. Коле...:.
6ание у вас будет по
.мы

обе

q rороны

~елки резонанса~ Если же

вместо кщiTJ?.Q-a. ;_включ:им -qюда стабилиз атор,
.

.

~~t:Чv~

;ro

окаэывае_ т..,. -

·

оя; что т~н_г_е~с этого ;у г~~стано BИTtipl 6ecк o:ueч:I:IШ~I,
эта э,симnтот~ с;:олъетоя с юmmШUD осью орд~а ~ ~
-;---•'#• - - - -

_ ·-"

·~-·~:--

-

••

·

Тогда КВсtдрат

,>•А

колебания в :Зiа.вис:имост:и
вид.

."

---~

т.~~

от расстро йки бу дет иметь такой

,/

/черте:&/ То еа.ть,
по

одну

в

этом случае у

сторону

о~

:aaq

колеоаыие оуде· :r

суi$ствовать

точки рероыаноа.

-=-~=---~-=---~Я-=*GШ-е~:ы=flРиВ-е~и~некощ.Qры@ ., sв:спеf)имен тальв:ые данны~

по. осци.лл~f«tfКОЙ Cfleмe ~ схе ме затягивания.
/д~монс трация. , диаце>зитивов/
Я хочу остщrошться еще на схеме з~тягивания вот

fOV

;

чем/че ртеw-'.
:рщло указан о, чrо для схемв: з а тягивания н~илуu:;шая ста6иди
-эа·ция н а rр аь;нще

ср}:iва,

и н:ыми

словами ,

что и з ме нение

часто

\

Тli nри paccтpO :f.J,..1{8 на _ гран ице срьЩа _буд ет ,lVJeRlЬllie , чем на
дРуг их частях

ус1'оli~и во й кривой ..

ем опрqделяется эт а

...

-7:J'

',.·.

~-

.-. -

·- · величина.? -

-~

-

1/ "

Она будет равнят ься удвоенноыу проиэведенщо э

--хания ста6илиэGiтора на, ве.1rич~ну регенерации /формула/
..., ~

,. j

с

. ·: т~е~ ст:а6йлиэа~я бjт.с~т тем лущnе, чем меньше :затухание

.

.

"

ст.аоилиэ а;а:>ора и чем: больше регенерация ~- .!Щк )Wьт видим, е

не Щlвисит ,~ от :велИчины свЯзИ межДу · отаоилиэатором ~ кон
Увеличен ие с~яэи дает уве- личение nе~лщ затяги.вания,

н е улучшает -· с та6иЛиэСЩ'.ЩО?~

· -· Второй
-

вопрос, на · котором я хотел ос:еановщ ться, _г ~

-

какие еще причины,

какие фаi{ТО.РЬI вл ияют на частоту :кол1

/

.а

/

ИVJеыне, хар~терис~ика лаыm;т, :анодно·й реакции и еето1

тека• -

.-· .

МJЯ ··ПОJIЪ30В&1ЛЙGЬ характеристик ой ЛaJYillbl в" виде

-

•

1

-

.
полино~ш.. т~гда -было- п·алуЧе:но-, чw ·час-то]-сt - колебани й

.

1

_ п0р5_1дке
(\t\CW
не... заВИСИТ ОТ . хара,.'1:51'8рИС1ГИКИ ЛаМПЫ, а С др 1
- . •
•

-

·-· ·.

----.------------ ____ ____ _ __· ~ -~рр~н:ы

из вес т.вр

J

--

-

----

-~

t

чя~е

-

-. -

.• ~ -

-

-.;-_ -

-

-

• - --

- _j

в пр_остФм - ламповом г енераторе чг

---------- ---

----

к олеоаний. э ави с'Ит от этого. Таюим о бр авом·~- стаоилиэа~
t

! · .·.· ·

·'.t

.

-

-- ,
.::,:

~.

.

; MQжe'r п-Gкаэатъ сЯ·~ ч:1rо этО. сnрrа.ведлиш, . Р.ол:ько для

случаев характе;р.истикм лш1.дш~ Я , по:каэад,

1

Ч'l'О это спра :

ЛИво · для J1106о й хар:а:ктери~ти~и~ Но в ..каком порядке ска
/

.

.

'

..

~

-

~

г арм оники на частоту ст а -оолиэированньrх кQле6ани!d? Ддя

sатяг-й:sания они оудет зависе-ть в порядке ~1 , а ДЛя ос

· .л~~,~~ко й схеь.Ъ1 в Порядке (У\~ -- Эт о ·Об'Ъя_сщяется тем,
в

схеме

з атя гивания напряжение

на еет:ку подается с
•.

кс

в ~о время как- для осцилЛсИ'?рной схеМЬJ налряжени11r. на сетку
<

..

.

i

;

. . -·

~ ~ :

;.,.'- -

ламrт пода~с я со ста би ли з атора

,. . .

· Вторе-й

вопрос

-

.__..

.

• .
1

это влияние ане>дн~й реакции ~ У Шtас анодный

ток будет явля ть~ея функцией анодно го напряш:ения.

· ~ормула/

дJJЯ Qf !1. ~-Э о.-Й. , Д пр$ тическ и}авно нулю, для {f !'Р.~о. ~ oнfl>
д ос ти:rаеr -больш их ве л ичин.
..

.

Как оно будет влия~ ь на чает~у

.?

.· r<'ол® 6аниf1?

,·

.

В с:Ц;у-ча е осцИлляторной охеrУШ влиян;ие б ур.,ет в порццке (\'\OJ';
НО · это ВЛИЯНие ' 6уд -ет завис еть Т ОЛЬКО ОТ a:uvl O Й СХ8МN, Т.е.tЛ {JY~ ·

· :в octйiJl.liaтop~oй схеы;е параметрЫ лампы не· во:й-дут в час>дС4· ТУ
сФаоили э Иров aннiiiX .кол~ 6аJiий ..-<:f------------~:--...... .
' ся схемы з ат ягивания.,
каоает

- . -Ч то

то влияние д в пор.l{Цl(е

('1\\v ие скеже~ся, а скажется только . в пор.rщ,к@(У!~ .

-

<~б;~~;~~~е ~ СИЛDНО· ослабляе тся •
-- -...---·· - · ·

:--

.-

.

- ~---

(

~----- ----nосл'Еwпнг-~·актор·- :... Это влияние с· е точного I 1 CE:.a ~ Учет се.

-

t

:rочн ого
--

,.

. •

-

-. .

.

.

т о щэ.
.

- ·

-·

---

Jlll.l! ..ы~е~ _fЗ_а.тяг..ивашцr
-

дрRводит

•

к

TOl\Л'.f,

н2ю . измiНl.Яе:а?СЯ Е:ЩЦ харэ:ктер истики .л амrш. Как я уже

..

. лашш

характеристи!\8

-

вди яет

·

·

в

случае

_

cxer'li:N

..,

что у

1

,

за'l'ягивания

·

скаЗ ал.,

на час тонаШl'"'Ч.Ие

ту в:олео_ания только :н порядке ~'\/ , следо.ю т вльн о ~ilВШШJiiШffi!тюaш

се т-очного тока в шше т
относи~е льно

JIO

часiiоту т олькt\1 :в,порядв:е (У"~ , т ~е.

ма ло.

что касае ·rоя осциллат орной схемы • тот т ут вопро с. о б с Тои т

ху1:~е, и бо се ТОЧНЪIЙ ток будет · вл и я ·ть или в порщке (У\
П оряДке

~С\м-

или _ в -

в з ависщ_мо с·ши от 'l'и.па. црименя~м ого стабилизатор~

·. .1 :16-

/ ~' ·

Е сли ~та6илизатор trviшi эндов:ИJбрс:lrора, то частота 1сс
ни И будет уже з'ависеть от сеточн ого тока в поряд:rrе("'; ~

rфак;иЧески нИkак0jй- ст<;Э:6илиза.r~и не будет. Если же у н:~
· имеетсЯ 'с ~а6А:ЛИ3ат ор тИпа кварца , то . вJJЩян ие се точного
---

_.._-'-

---'--

сказывает~~ · tз пормке (V'l1v, ато уже - боле~ иirи мен- е~ XQp.

.

-

.- -

. _____ _. __ -

-

-

:-

.

" .. ,· '

~

.

;

,. .

~

:._ .

~·

-·

f

· · · · · --Tak;mVl сх:5р а'Эом, от сiоДа видно, ч-то желательнG ~HIIle-:r:ь ,· :~

;.

'
оИлиэа.тор; у которого ' малое т:ь де::в:реме:нта ооусловлеuа е
.

-

-- ·

·

· ·:

·. .

оольщим _ю~лнев:ым соnротивлением; . rr_ричем при
"

.

.

'

. стаr!Jи.Лиsа -тора
.

.

---· ...

:r.

-:---.-

.- - - -

. .

.

.

·
ШШ.JIКЛени.и _
nод

;.

к како м ли6d схеме; всегда 6уд-;ут . :ИМеть ~
.:".. ..

'- '·

·.

.

.

..

.f

-

-потери. В сл:учоо эщ{овибрюrора поте:ри 6у-дут итти з а с
...._._..

.-·

--

-

оРверстий.

-r.f::}roчy се r1Чiiэ. c рас см отре-ть- прИLV1ер , -как можно i1од6Ирq_~
_._._ ___ -

---- ... -- . -

----·---·· ·-. ·-----

·-

-

-. - -

стабилизатор~ /чертец/
- - .. ~ ... ~.,..

r

-,.. •• ,._,

.

•

~_.

. _._

----

-

-

1

-

.

.

'

-' Если 1\-Ш имеем эндовибратора пряwугольны!i - с- квадратiШJ

-----.,.

в;;~~--- е ~ЛИwвЫоерем -~таКое колеоани~ ; ·-элет.-ричее:к:и-J

--=~-,-,-____"~--~т_-·еJТ1Jр~r&-ншr~~н--JJ:аралл.е]J:ъно высоirе Н, то длина вол:

;-сне~ноГо коЛебаНия 6уд~~ . опре.делЯться ~~ - ~~р муле / cp s
· -т ;е~ - · Фна не - будет эависе ть :от вш:~о:тв -,н.
Посмотрим, Е юt

6~уде т

s авиее ''IЪ

волновое сmро т ивлен

от высоты эндо:Виор а тора /чертеw .
-··

У нас ата функция буде

·r

име_ть

следую:ци и вид. Мы види11

.

.

-

декреме;нт -з а тухан и я велик при _м алщ Ю1 JЩQ_~иях в ы tотt

в:ысота. - оольШе , чем

;

то В'еличина Н мало ум с:ны

мент затухыная~ С ТОЧК~ зреНИЯ де:в.-р емента Э ё! Тухан:ия J

..
-

-~~-<' '

•

~

сМ:ьтсла - 6ра!'ь оче нь

большую высоту_ Н •

•'.

'- ;?(/

'

Но е ел и мт:if rJOcмoтpiliV1 ,

.т о :вол но вое
-~

..

-

~\

-

как ме< нiiет-о.я.
во
лн© вое е епро 2 и вл е1rи е i
. ._
.

сопр о т и вл ени е ра стет лине йно
.
' '· .
.
·.

с в ы с о т о й Н.

{

Зfаl{ИМ . обра
з ом ,
.

.стаби лиэ а тор ,

как я_. уже
укаэ:ыва
л; . нам. в ыгодн
о имет ь
.
..
.
'

у которого в елико волнов ое сопротивл ение~
.

·•

Поэ аюму

име.еF смысл брать вы сот у
1

По 9ле д не е,
J,S
.

1-V2

о

.

.

.

много больше ; чем · \.

на чем я хочу крат:н:о о стан о ви·rьс я;
.... .

зто схе ма

с.. тупе нями- св оо од:ы . . Эта . схема-. вот к сшая /чe. p'l'eit/

~е съ м~~~о такШ& вве сjИ пор~ ок~ . I~ може м ле г к~ на й ти

р ешение в B fli.Дe ряда
.

.

~-

.

'-

tv'·, _ так
-

как при (V\,-~9 р ешен ие нах од итс-я
~

.

л ег:ко. 0 . Э та схема
, . напоминает Н 9: ~ во ему · п о rед е нию о сцилл~~-

..

.·

..

J@р ~ую-

Я .nрив еду нек . от ор:ые
<.>

э т ои

-

эксперимент а льные реэ)л ь таУ.Ы по

.

- схеме .

/Демонстраци я диап~э итив~в/.

____________ _g, QДе_с ~
__KQH.e3.1LO_; __нe
-

J,Iр и вqд и л в се мои

э кспер иr'li ен ты ;

.,
одной с .торФ:нЫ;~с ,дРу го11 с тор оны ; .не о стана:tш ивался на
,'

-

с

.

-==::==~=~~___.":.,",;---=~==~=,.,.-,-=-..,;_..·.--~---- -

---

э ксnер:viмеJt-ТЭ..лЪнеiС устанu .вк е за в:едос Т/АТК ~ времени.

акад ~В.АвИJIОВ
ру,ду т ли вопросы к т.Прох о~ ов у?

nроФ ~ ll!ffiЩr!JCШfWШ XAvillИR
В :~аком ос6щем виде .Вщп а уqтано вк~ пр ав шrъна. Вы ищете

усл о вии на.Ил~уЧ!llей ста6ил и.э ации. Раосма ['р.ив ае ·т ся BQ}~poc . о
том ,

где частота колебани й не sави си т _ ни от ч.его, в: о прак

т~чески этр н е ~сегда'. инте
ре сн ;:о ' . Эт о 0Оh""ЧН 0 д елает ся э тими
.

-~
- -~
·-:. .

.~ .

···-

.

. '

...

:

сnяЭЩ~IИ• Вы не nоnробовали с это й ~'Очки зрения рас
'

ри~ать задачу;

(

эти ((;ВШ3И ' для

рассматри:Ва'f:ь,

не

след уе~ JIИ nодаир

того,· чтобы дос~ич:ь у довде тв ор .и_тель

-~ ....,~ ' ~·_..t ~---'/.. "'/J'v~ c.t~ . .

.'

ста~Это комnромиссное реmение~
. ПРОХОРС>В
+

-.,-.---·-:----

.

- --·

1

'

Я не расематривал а: того; · во это мож но с де д а ть~_
.

.

nроФ .~ХАЙIОШ

..

.

Этот вопрос важен д.r& лрактики ~-

Bonpoo О П~рескакиmнии час то_тьi • Тогда 11:варц

"'
J

'2
_...,...

______

.-

..

--- '-1~

.

..

~

•·

......

-

вполне . укла;н.-нвае{Го _SОJ. j

вашу ._

c:x:erYIY

_ра:сче тов. В:ьт не-

6ов а:ш1 ~о 3т~му 1iовоДу _,_нич·е·го-'сдел а-т ь·?·

f~--~ -~---~---

тов.ПРОХОРОВ

---

--- -

Я Ые пробовал.

...

- --- -----· ---·- __:__ - ---·- ---·- -

-

акад. ВВFЛЕНСКИЙ
.,

1

·1

j
1

с и стемами, ;8н може.те nрИ :mэм;неНJiШ нас-тро ;Ики р а.;

-ш иб G .ПрИ одной. · .с:т·аоиir'изации,- -. ли-·6о. .nрИ др уr о.й . Это

,.···-
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Letters
Correspondence regarding the Meeting of the Faraday Society held in Cambridge
from April 4-6, 1955. The correspondence spans from October 1954 to June 1955.
The following letters are included:
Tompkins, F. 1954. “to M. M. Dubinin, Oct 29, 1954. ARAN, F. 532; Op. 1, D.
241. pp. 60-61.” Moscow.
Brekhovskikh, L. M., and E. A. Koridalin. 1954. “to V. L. Levshin, Nov 22, 1954.
ARAN, f.532; Op. 1, D. 241. P. 59.” ARAN. f.532; Opis 1, delo 241 p.59.
Dobrotin, N. 1954. “to L. M. Brekhovskikh (unsent Draft), Nov, 1954. ARAN, F.
532; Op. 1, D. 241. p.62.” Moscow.
Dobrotin, N. 1955. “To the Foreign Department of the Academy of Sciences, Mar
31, 1955. ARAN, f.532; Op. 1, D. 256. p.28.”
Vul, B. M. 1955. “To the Library of the Academy of Sciences, Jun 24, 1955. ARAN,
F. 532; Op. 1, D. 256. p. 49.” Moscow.
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Report of the First Conference on
Quantum Electronics and Resonance
Phenomena in the United States
(1959)
"Report on the working trip to the USA for the 1ª International Conference on
Quantum Radiophysics, organized by the physics department of Columbia University with support of the Office of Naval Research of the US Navy.
Period of the trip: September 12-19, 1959."
This 20-pages report describes the most relevant events around the trip, including
their struggle with the Department of State to obtain visas, the structure and public
of the conference, and how difficult it was to squeeze more detailed information
from other scientists during the conference. It also describes a visit to the Physics
Department of Columbia University and reflects upon the strategic importance of
close collaboration with American Scientists.
Reference:
Prokhorov, A. M., N. G. Basov, and Barchukov. 1959. “Otchet O Komandirovke
v SSHA Na 1-iu Mezhdunarodnuiu Konferentsiiu Po Kvantovoi Radiofizike. ARAN
F. 471, Op. 5, Delo 34. pp. 1–23.”
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О _ Т

Ч

Е

.

О ко:маццировв:е в США на
по квантовой р~цифиэшtе~

Т

1-ro

ме ж-дународнУЮ конферен:цv-.110

органи зованно й фиэичесЕим

департаментом Rолумбийшtого Университета прr11: nоддер:нttе
'

М орско й исследовательсitо й лабора тории apмrm США;'

-

-

-····-----·

-··

-- -·

CpoR

комацдv~о вки

1959

12~19 сентября

г.

В ссожветствщи с дъ~ев:~V$НЫМ заданием мы должны
был:ш nртщять участие в в:ощрерент4ищ

no

no

:к:sан~Фвой радио-.

1

радиосnектрос.в:оnии nутем nосещения р.ада ун111вереитетов ,

•

14 лабераторий фирм. Предполагг.лось выеха~:ь в США 1 2~Ро
сентября :и . nробыть там дэ конца м:ес.яца.

В Еонце августа

на имя главнаго :органиэатора ;конференциvL. nроф.

Тауцеа.

нами · было послано письмо в :котором вь.<tрэ..жа..чась nросьоа
окаэать сццействие для nосещения ряда научных 3~еждений

СШАt

в которш ведутся работы по квантово й радиофиэщке,

иэвестные нам

иэ

литерат;}-'!)Ы.

АмерИRанс:кое посольство в Москве в ответ на н~ту

МliJД выдало нам визы с 1-го по
Это оостоятедьство

cpasy

1б'!"" го

вечером.

се:нтв:бря

nоставило

посещения: научшт..,~ центров США,
ч:~двапась

19

т. в:.

1959

г.

nод угроsу воэможност

в:оифереiЩия ваrtан-

По договореннос5:и: с ин:. отделом:

А.Н СССР мы решш..i1И выеха':{!:Ь

8-ro сентября с !Сем~ чшобы

осуществи~ь программу посеще~q до дачала конференции,
'
однако ввrrJДу отсутствия билетов на рейсы самолетов в

Нью-ЙQрi{, мы смогя.и выехать толь.Rо 11.-..ro сен~ябр.я~
По nрmбыти:и в Ныо-йорв: проф. Таунс nоRавад нам
O!!!]Зer.I: Госдепартамента США на nросьбу американских фvшиrю
равреши~ь нам посещение их лабораторийе . Б этом ответе
писалось,

что посещент.ле може~ состояться в

том е;пу-чае,

3
2 ~'
если компетентные

советские

власти гарантщ:>;>тют

посещен-.Liе

амерi~Шанс:кr.mи фиви:t{ами эквивален~ лабораторий в
Советс.ком: Союзе.
В совдавшейся ситуации мы обрат1mись с письмом

s

Советское посольство в Башингтоне в :котором бьщо с:каэаноФ
ч~о следует напомнить Госдедар т&'Vfенту о rеом что в

Советсв:ий Союэ n:оеетщло около

400

1959

г.

америкв.нскщх: ученых

n.ротщз 40 !Зыевжа.вшщх в США, ~aR что Требования: ~дВ{!ДЗаден~· '
в;Qс~щ неаестоя:тел:мш.

ОднщзремеШiо :r.л:ьr проG:и.;ти содейа!fвил

в продленшы: :вmэ до 25-го сентября~
Во втором ответе Госдеnартюлен~а., INJтopoe прилагает~

c.fi

R о~чеwу,

нам бЬШQ отказано :каrс в nродленит: вие ~ав: щ
..;

в раэрешеншт: посещеР.•ия лабораторr1Т.д,

хотя :мы

!II

имели мноr0-

.
1

численные

приг.nаш еншя

амери:канских уliенш ~

Хронологически наше пребьmания: в США nроходило сле
дующшм обраsом.

11 . . . го

сентября вечером

12-го сентября:

....

- прибытие в Нью-iiор:к.'

посещение Колумбийсi\:ОГО Унив ер ситет~ 4

общее энакомствQ с Университетом.

13-го сентября- с утра осмотр Нью- ~орка~ вечером ·
отъеэд в местечко Шав анга Лодж в

.Ныо-йорка 11

14-ro - 16

-

в:м от

где nроисходила конференЦJ!lЯ.

сентября

17-го сентябрз:J

100

....

кодференцrт_.

посещение лаборатории ивлуче:юдй

физического деnартамента.

Колумбийс. Rщй

Ун:иверсштет.

1s-..го сентября

-

посещение лаборатории nроф.ДеИпи Б

хшмичес;в:ом деnартаменте Колумбийского УН111
версите та

..

-...

19-ro

сентября

-

nосещение л.аб~0.раторо фmрмы: IБМ~

в Ныо- Й()р!tе, ведущей раб~lfы Пt;) nван~овой ра
диофизике.

Ro:н.фepefiЦtifЯ . C:QCTOfll!aCЬ С 14--ГО ПО 16-е СЭН!f·ffбря е. Pt!

в мес4J!еЧRе Шавацrа-.J1од:ж в

atro

100

zем от Н~ю-;~рr~а.."

nерва.я ~:rе~уgар<>дная mоw.f,еренц1~:Я

фивтtцtе.

no

в:ва.цтовой редио..

Органиэо:ва.иа rа">нф-ереНЦИJI по инr.Щ!IИlTLme

би.йскогQ Универси!1'еwа,

npm

Н:ол;у-м.

nодцержr·е Военно_,~орсi<Ой

исследова'.I1еJIЬС.в:о й .Jzабораторищ. на :конференцrщо бьтm пр~..,.

.г.nащещl!

~ее r:Jgr..дuыe ученые

vrs

раэлич.ftнх с·тр~ 1 рабоt;;?ающще

Б облас~ р~циоеnе:ктtJОt'ЛtОШtШ. Всег:с иа J:tOЯ~peiЩ:riOO nрие..;
------

--

х~о

185

J/Че:"шх* cor\nac.н:Q оф!IЩиальн~го сnиска.. Боз:сьшин-

с~.во учеf!.Щ{ былv ще США.

тщ-t Ita.~ Аr.керkша эанШ11де~ ~

настоящее БреМЯ вед;,.rщее nоiп.Jжен-ще в областщ ~ван$оvой

i

1

1

1

1

ROfз:o~~ ов:t<1 nредсu:авля.ttи. следУiощf!Iй#

1
1

1
11
i
'

щз УНШВ€рс:шrе.~w - 72 чалф

NS:CTl~y~QB

.ifle

H$.]r11.~1: ценi~РОБ

apмvn:t .

1

.

~2 чe.tt.

1
--"''"""''

1

11

I!f..ностранных ученых было около

20

чел. /ив

8

стран/.

На конференциrд были рассмотрены следующие груnпы
вопросов:

1.

Пучковые молеr~улярные генераторы и усилители;
молеRулярffi~е

2.

и

атоt~rые

часы.

МолеRулярные усилители и генераторы на твердQм
'Теле.

3.

Рассмо1jрение всевоэможных молев:улярнш.: усили
телей и генераторов в оптической;

1'1 субмил.шzrметр<>вой областях.
отрицательных

инфраrtрасно:й:

~1етсды ПОJ!;}i'ЧеШI!я

·~емпер а~ур .

4•

Релаr-\:садионные nроцессы в твердых те.ла.х.

5.

Рассмотрение

общих физических nроблем:,которые

могут быть решены в

радиоф-иэив:и

1общая

связи с раэвштием ква..iiтовой

теория относительности, кос

могония, ~еория ко~шд~iИRаций и.т,п./.

Заседания: проходили nленарно и по сетсцщям с
у1ра до

10

час.

час.

вечера с небольшшли перерыва~ли.

Всего бьто прочитано

57

докла,дов. Иэ-ва переrрувЕи

npqгpa11~.1IЬI эаседв..ний много докладов не
пр?ГРа.мNrУ _.

9

быДо ВI{лючене Е

хотя онт.л и nредставляли несоtrn:енный интерес.

Наша делегациЯ npeдct;raвvJ..Лa

5

док.uадов,

а именн,о:

.нпарамагнитный

усилитель с использованием

. +-+-+
F
~

1:>

«эл:спериментальнос;; щсследование дисitовых: резо
наторов

в миллшм:етр овом диапазоне

А Бclp<v-J~Ф-g

i

длин

волн'~.;

А -Прс ~ орс~-

"Спин-решеТОЧНМ релаксацrдя в хромовом корунде" .
li ·М O.J1 M·t К' о б 1 f+ .il р о v О 1:.о в .
•tквантовом:еханические полупроводниrtовые генераторы и усилители эле :к тромагнитi-Гых волн••.
Н .ь ею ~ > Б . Нга л , 1-0 Г1 с nс е

(.\.

.

uприменение медленньгл молев:ул в молекулярных

генепаторах''"
...
.

Н Б с, r (9--G

1

А . Ого о.~.(; с ~

v.:-.

Все до~11ады б r-.1дrд эаGдушанr:-J на эаседав:иях и выэвади

.ожщвленНJ-7!0

дискуссщю"

СлеДУет особо nодчер:rснуть,

что содержание всех nред

ставленных да Itонфере:rщии докладов I{асмось только физи
ческих проблем,

т.е

.

рассматривались лишь общие идеи

-б-е-э -:их конRретного nрименения: в
стру.н:ции

не

nриборах.

Ник?.кие кон

раесматрщвались с

Ввщцу этого особое значение приобрели для нас
..,._
чаqные беседы с учас~НШ{а!1И конфер~~ в лерерывах
между эаседаниямш.

Этих бесед бьто очень много,

nрав:ти

чески со всеми виднымшr фи эиками в это й области.
Наибольшее в:о.uичество раэличных сведений ,

особенно ROH-

I{ретные Цифры ., которые ·будут перечисля:ться в бтчете t

i
j
j

получены ИМенно и:э этих беседtо

1'

Ниже :мы приводим иэложение со с тQяния различных равделов

·].
~

r-сван~овой радиофиэvJ..Ки эа рубежом в настоящее
.

1
1

время: в
.

1
.

той С';t!епе!rш в . в:оторс;й позволила это сделать конфереiЩИЯ,
чacтlllile беседы и посещение однQго ив главных науtЩЫХ

1
1
J'

1

.j
1
,,

центров этой области физики ~ Кол~дбийского У~иверсите

Пучковые молекулярные генераторы и усилители.

1.

-

АтоМIШе часы - и стаrщарты частоты.

До сих пор для целей построения ста:н;дартов частоты
и врем~ни испольэ~отся

цeвrr.tfl.

а~!Иака и

На .Rонференции на эту тему было сделано два

обзорных доклада и
ным

спектральные линии

13

докладов,

посвященнь!Х специаль

вопросам.

Можно

считать,

что пучr{овьпл молев:улярны:м генераторам и

VJC использованию для стандартов частоты /времени/ ;уделя
етс.я: самое

серьевное вн:иыание,

максимально дост~~шую в

та:к как

настоящее

они обеспечивают

вреwд

точность.

Участники конференции .цришд;и :к общему согласию,

_____лу:~.ш__сцзые

_г~нераторы

на

точнос~ь поряд11:а 1()"'.. 10
•

аммтдаЕе

и

цезии

имеют

исnольэова~ь

сравним:ую

Б ~ммиачном генераторе npeдnoi:S""

чтительнее

что

изотоп азота

N

,

так как

~

этом случае отсутствует сверхтонкал стрУЕтура /сmщ

ццра

N/б

1/2 1"

Ш вейцарсв:ий фиэИii: Бонономи для
. ;-..~tl CUI'J
этой цели исnолызует обогащение до 80%l Ведутся рабо~ы
по

равен

соэданщю амJiдиачных генераторов

с

использованием:

геттеров для: подцержания вав:уума /продол жительность
работы до ·· одного месяца/.

Генераторы с геттерами весьма

удобr!Ы для прикл~нъсr целей,
установках.

особенно.в передвижных

Работы по использованию геттеров в молеi-tу-

7 ..
ля:рных генераторах :вед;утся и в Советср~ом Союзе.
вование

геттеров

значительно

Испо.чь -

соr-сращает вес устано вн:и.

Она делается более легкой чем генератор с испольвованием
Ц68ИJI.

Американский ф:и:виi~ L (/ 017-S
и Национальное Бюро Стандартов · 1 · США (
1 ?-Beпc,feJ'
/
веду~ nере:rоворы о
·

лравительст:венн:ом Р~онтраr~:.~:е на соэдание молен:улярного
генератора для

cuyтJЦ/U{a с целью nро:sерки общей теории

относительнос1'И.

заявил ,,

что его груnпа работае~ над испольэо-

ванием относитедьдой стабильности молекул.я:р:ног9 генератора

ддя абсолютных щэмерений.

Наши работы
ли живой интерес.

no

использованию медлеН&-ш мoлeRyJI вышза

Было приэнано,

что зто nерсnе:н:т.ивный ме

повышенrm точности мол екулнр&ъrх генераторов. Ряд ученых
работает над использованием r,.юлеЕулярных генер а тор()в для

контроля государственwых эталонов вpeмerrn /станций• пере-

--дrоощшr-радиочае-тоты с в:ысшtой: точностью/ Ов:и выраэили
удивление no поводу· сравнительно невысекой тolffiocти наших
станций.

издучающw..{

стандартные частоты.

Itiностраm-гые ученые,
довать,

с ЕОтор:ы:ми нам прихедшлось бес~

иэбегалщ ответов на вопросы об использовании пуч

ко:sых генераторов для nрr1F..ладных целей. ·
В еду-тся работы по соэда.ч:и:rо пучковых генераторов на

другrдх моледу.' ~1t -~ ДJI~ Юli1Л11Тhiетро~ой 111 суб:ыпr.tJТ..д.им:етр.овой
областей.
Из новых мeлeRy.ir ·. на которых у.же работаю~ .ге.нератерыt

бы.nи приведены м:олеr-~:улы:
'

1-/DO , Н D S

и

С Н6) О
~

~

.

g·
..

в

Следует ваметитъ,

что не было

сделано I{ав:их-либо

пр едложений n~ р~дикально~ улучшению с таб~! ьности мол е

кулярных генераторов; СI{аJ.кем ДО 10-13

П.

7-

10-12

•

Моле:кутmрные усиш ители и генераторы на твердом теле.

На конференции раэ бирались гл авнЬJ.м образом вопросы,
:касающихся

цqс~и,

рел ак с ационных

используе~шх

в

нроцессо.в

генераторах

в

и

ма териал ах,

в

част

усищител~.

Чрезвычайно важны1w процессом д.л.я: пониманИЕ работы
nаршдагнитных усилителей являетсп

~а:к наэьmаемад перекре·

стная релакGация:.- Уче т времени nередреено й релаксации

....

мо;ще1.! резко улучшить или сделать невовмо.жн~<работу усили-

теля.

Э то двление

было обнаружено в л аборатории Бепл и

объЯснено Бломбергеном. Советская делегация: узнала Gб этом
на RонференцииJ

так каR до нее нv~аких nубликаций на эту

тему не бьr.iто.

Нами было вьтснено;

что в настоящее время в АмериR е

ра ботают усщлители с использованием рубина на

10

см и

см.

21

с м,

5

см,

Произв едение усидения на полосу по словам

нен:оторых Jгч:ер;:ых составляет от
некоторые

3

m~ерш~анские

уqеные

200

до

ставят

1000
под

МГГЦ .

Эти дaw.dble

со~~1ение.

Исподьэуются ре'э({на.торы волноводного типа; небольтого ее
чев:щя: с рубином nря:моугольной форNГ.ы,

Та]:\ ~aR

·

6'

рубина

. == 10-

что вnолне воsм:ожн.о

,

jf)
......

О ·

Усили~ели 10 см. ди~nавона испольэу~~ рубин концен

традии О, 1% nри ориентации оси Rриста.Jrла nернендин:улярно

.

.

.к nocтoя::Jfflcмy полю. Для . расширения полосы испольэуетс.я
неоднорОДfiОе магнитно е

nоле.

Начинают nрименять псстоя:нцые :rдаг:н:иты. Усилители при
этом rrолуча10тся малогабаритными. ·
., .

В настоящее время усцешно ведутся работы

no

napaмaГiiИTI~JX усилителей тиnа беr~4ей волны /н а

и 21

.

1

-...:..;·-;..;,~,,:

совдаiООо

3, 10

см

см/. Прикладнее значение парамагнитных усилителей

обсужда..'IIОСЬ

ТОЛЫ{О в разрезе их применения к радиоастро
!

11

ношп;;rи.

1

Парш1Iгнштный усилитель на радиотелескоnе им:еет Белл

1
1
r

лаборатория: ..

Общал те1\.mература шумов антены,

ус1!ЦПI!Тедя пор.ндitа

70

о

К.

траи:та :и

Ведутся: работы по упеньшенJТlf<) этих

шумов до 10°К.
Иэ новых материалов,

цригодных для nарамагнит~(

~-·__..уси.r.LИ~е-~ей навывалИСР ОRИСЪ ·титана
ками

сr Н?-

и

t·

r е-

ное расширение

ft-·t

/D

делает воэмоJJщым
мм диаnазона длин

Harv.r

•

f:ei-+1- В

Л-

-r,. 0/Q .
''

"\./

1 Ti o!..J

1 с nрисад-

11меет большое началь-

-~ 20.000 МГГIJ/ . Это обстоятельство

совдщпJiе

парамагнитноrо усилите.тr.я для

волн.

бгmи сообщены следующие дан:tше об этом материале:

при в:оt-щентрации .железа О, 04% /вес ;::е . по отношению R
Т) 0~

/

ПIИJ.ЛIIН:а ЛИНИИ СОСТаВЛЯЛа 25.;. 84 МГГЦ , Т1 ОКОЛО

5. 1 о-3 .cert при Т = 1, вок. Это время релаксации значительно

Rороче.
чем БD6Мfl
релаi\Сац:vrи /г;t. з }r Gr 3 +
~
...

Е~~!2."'f)..3 ' ЧTO ·t;::m.re~~
1

i

11
10~(

вала-rо е

значение ДJIЯ

nринлад.нrл целе й .

Амерvillанцам Удалось nолучить концентрацию

0,5%,

что пред~

ставляет большо й интерес,

Рубин, используемый: в усилителях~ америr{аяцы выра
щивают в основном методом Вернеля,

а таюке гидротермаль

:а:ы:r\11 методом.

УlМеетсл мнение,

что nар амагнитные усилители можно

успешно испольэо вать на частртах свыше

1,000

МГГЦ.

Вообще

же общее l'mе.ние таrсово, что поr-са не~ основа:нщя: при QрВJЗне-.
нщи

nарамагнитных усилителе й е

nр едnочтение

одному иэ

Было сделано

70.000

отдаJЗа5!ь

них.

сообщени$ об усилителях и генераторах

с исnоль вованще:м 2-х уровней ,.

на

nарам:етрическ:v:rми

Удал о сь долу-..;rить генерацию

МГГЦ.

Ш .- Рассмотрение молекулярНЬD{ усщлитезrей и генератороэ в
оптщческо и, инфракрасной и субм:иллиме~ово й облас~ях.~,-

Этому вопросу было посвящено

Рассматривались раэлищ1Ьlе щдещ.

большое число д0кладов.;

Iднтерес к оптичесRУ.Щ[ и

инфракрасным молекулнрным генераторщ~ обусловлен прШ\Л~ным-ш и -на:учНI:iШдИ по требностямl11: в

источниках и;элуч:ения е

боль шой спев:тральной плотностыо в
в

высокоч-увст:вителы-rщ

это й области,

а та:t-tже

приемн:mtах.

'
Раесматривался моле:ку.цярный генера11:ор с исuольвава-

нием ·cneв:iipa паров натрия, RЭJ1ИЯ;
1.

(

оuттческая.

!

рубиди..q;. Подщзетка

1

11
.

:~

{.

· · В · одном ие дсш.ле.дев · предлагrонJсь .исполъэоват:ь

эле:в:трОНН;}ТlQ бощбардИрОВ!\У ДЛЯ ВОЗбужд еНИЯ аТОМОВ е целью
nолуч:ения

группе

отрицательнщ

~емцера~ур,

nрУI..м енительно :к nервой

элементов nериодичесRо й системы;

Были также рассмотрены воэмс)j:к:ности генерации с
исnодьэованием полупроводников.

В ±еачестве методов пред

лагались циRлотронный резона11С,

испол ьзование от-рицатель

ной массы,

воднип:ах.

переход.ы ~ежду различными уровнями в nолупро

В одном ив дов:ладов nредлагалось исполызова:rь

длн этих целей фе>сфоры,
но не

однаrtо в:онкретных схем предложе

было.

В ряде доклад<цз были доложены результаты по иссJ.Iе
дов ан:ию свойGТВ !верд:ых

:.reJI

на сверхвысо:ких частотах при

их вовбу.ждении ультраэву:Itом.

В переч:ис.девнщ доRладах ра.ссматривались тодьв:о
пршщипиалъные :возможности исnолъ.sQваmш различщ:ых эф:рек
т.QБ для получещш отрицателъных :теЮiератур в оптщческей
и ШiфраRра.сно й облас~я~ и ~е было рассмотрено ни одной

ЕаRQй-л;щбо схемы~ RаКие~либо эксл:ери.мента..1I:&ные реэульта
т:ы.

ОднаitР 1 :щэ частт.tШХ бесед,

нам бьшо совер шещ-rо ясно,

чтQ во многих щ:абораториях ведутся энергичные исследо
ванv...я Е

праrи~ичесв:ой плоскости~·

Следует заметить;

~

наскQль:ко нам это иэвестн:о,

что

кроме несr\ольв:v.tХ работ, ведущихся: в ФИ..lLtl•'e в Советском
. Соrоэе подобных работ не ведется.

:на раЭвитие работ по оптичес:ки.iiЛ, ив:фраЕрасР...ЬТМ и
субwмллимет~овым ~олеRулярным генераторам щ nриемникам

в Сq:еетс:ком Союзе следует обратить самQе еерьевнQе

(../

12 ..
внтдмание t

так как

они

rrрактичесюл

помогу~ решить

rr
1

·

про бл ему

оnтической и инфраitрасн() й радиолов:ации, не говор.в: J/Же
о большо й научно й ценно сти этих работ .

1У.

Рела_т.tсационные процессы в твердых тeJ.tax.,

Этим процессам на :конференции было уделено самое
серьеэное

внимание.

Наиболее интересные работы ведутся в Гарвардсв:ом
1

университете,.

1

Наибольший интерес в ыэвали работы по перев:рестной релак

t

сации,
спинов,

вал.

воэнщка.ющей в ревультате вэаим:одействiМ:I системы
Jдi.v.rеющщх примерно

одинав:овый

энергетический инт ер-

.

Это в явдение в ряде случаев :м:о:жет сит.rьно влиять на

работу nарам:агнитв:ых уси..11:и~елей. Явление перев:ресно й ре-

_ ___,дак-сации -може2

создать

в

системе

спинов

температуры на более высвr~их часто~J:ах,
магательного иэлучени:я:.

Ta.R

отрицательные

чем частота, вело ...

как публикации по этому

вопросу праrстичееки отсутствуют~

:конференция ОR.азалась

для: нас весьма пол~э:ной и nоэволщл:а более глубо;в:о
э~J~о

важное

.f!ВЛение

в

·

понять

nарамагнитных материалах.

Ряд докладов был посв.нщен рассмо трению обычных рела:к сационньrх процессов.

Э то рассмотрени е

nоможет улучшить

характерис'rИRи пар амагнитных усvJ.Jiителей.

1

1(
1

У,. Рассмотрение общих фиэ_ичесюдх - проблем,

n
'
.э .

которые могут :

быть решены в свяэи с развитием квантовой радиофизики.
1
1

Был рассмотрен ряд методов для проверки общей

Все они требую~ высов:остаб.,.,..,......,"'··~-~-~-'

тeoprrwr относительв;ости.

молекуля-рrrьтх генераторов и высоiеочувствительны:х: nрием-

ииков для установления с.вяэи с удаленными объектами~

В ряде доrеладс:в рассматр:ивались варианты использ-ова
ния

таких

систем•

В одном иэ докладов Р?-Ссматривалась задача о
передаче сигнале. бев

исв:аженwr на большие расстояния,

используя молекулярные

генераторы

и

усvillители.

Бьт,л:и рассмотрены различные процессы которые могут
привести к

изменению

скоросты течения

Общще вьmоды и nре~1ожения,

времени.

вытектощие щз

щ~огов конq~ренцm1.

1. - Конференция:

noEaвa.J-ra"

вой рад:vюфиещRе,

что _уровень рабо'r

no

Еванто

въшолня:емых в Советском Союве не

отличается от р~бот в этой области в дРугi!.Ш странах.

2.

По многиъл разделам Евантовой радиофившеи в СССР
'
работ не ведетсп,

no

а им:енно:

прiliМен:ению оптичесн:ой подеветки для получени.,с:r

·

1

-отрица тельньrх темлератур в раэ.лич:нь:tх вещества.:.~~
ченwо

отрицательНЬiХ

по полу-

темлератJ'Р в раэличн:ых :веществах,

по

полученюо отрицательных темnератур в дrnфракрасцо й обдастщ,
по испольэова.н:иrо ДJifl э~их целей д:вт.л:урснзневы:х сщс~ем.
Чрев.Еычайно малб ведется рабО!:Р по релансац:и:онным nроцес

...

сам nри НJiцхкщх ~емлература.х ."

До сих

nop

в Советскщш Союзе не~ стандарТ$. частоты с

ИGIIOЛЪSQBaHИeM цу--сща Э,ТОМQБ

цеэия:.

Не sнедРен-ьr nрак~ичееки :в праitти:ку молеRу-лярные и
~

атомные с~J~андарfы частоты дл.а службы вре:n;тени.
Медленно внедряются
лители

в

молекулярные rенераторы и уси

праRтику.

Лаборатория: иэлучений Колум:би йсiеого
Университета.

В лаборатории: иалучев;ий Колумбийс:кого Университе!fа,
/

рув: .о:водиме,t:Ж проф. Таунсом было положено начало /одновременно в ФИ.АН "е A..f-I СССР1 квантовой радиофиэ:и;rtе. Эта лабо
раторщя и в настоящее время явллет<;я одним 71д3 круrшей-

ших научных цец';rров в этой области. HacR.oль:rto нам иэвееwноj
наша делегация: впервые

из

советских

ученых

приезжавшим :в

.А.мерИIС у получила воэ:м:ожн:ость провести подробное ознав:ом..
ление с ведуiцИМiiiСЯ в · не й работа:мт.д а также оргаm!fэацирн:-
ной структурой.

,

16
15 :

1f

~

.1

Лабрраторщя излучений проф. Таунса входит в соста1З

Фщэическог.о департамента 1\о.л:умбийоRОРО Универси:те!:fа~'
Ее годовой бюджет, включая: оплату сотруднив:ов состав-

i
1

'
11,

'1
j

ля:ет в среднещ 300 .000 долларов. Общее в:олr,рq:ество н:ауч- 1!

ных сотрудни.в:ов составляет 50-60 человек .. Около 30 чело-/ 1
вез:t вспомогательного сосетава. Лаборатория занимает

.

15-20

1

больших кош1ат .

Характерно что лаборатория не

1

'

1.
1

имеет в своем составе специально физи:ков~теоре:r'иков ..
1

1

1

11
1.

'

Харав:терис~ицеа. работ,

ведущихся: в _ даборатории.

В даборатории в настоящее :sр,емя веду·~ся следующие
рабо~J:ы.

1.

Работы

no

пучковым молеr~улярныr~ генераторам. ·

Имеr;;тся нескодъ:ко ус..rановок.

В установке с

двyrlf!f.I пyщtaмrtr на линищ ,j =3, К =2 теследуется
зависимость частоты oc:r раsл.ич.нш параметров.
Ведется сравнение частоты этого генератора с
однопучн:овым. Давление

!3 камере nоддерживается

автоматически .

F~а.друnольные конденсаторы иеготовляютсл иэ

8

лараллельне расположенных по !{ругу,

1 О , wJ.М$ во.щэфрамовых проволачек

диаметром

1d = 2-3 юл/.

Эт:и IГроволочди-конденсаторы ов:ружены цилиндр()М;
Itоторый: охлаждается ЖЩЦ!{ИМ азотом.·

1,

Система nолуч:ается в:омпа;ктно й и эв: оноwмчно й ф

в лаборатории фирМы rвм ,

no

генераторам,

в которой ведутся работы

расположенн а цед алеко от Кол~~ би й ского

университета, ~ ' бwra поставлена работа по проверi<:е
теории относительнос~,Еи

т ах. Характерно о'

-

оцыт Май:Еелъсона

tra

радиочасто•

что детали молекулярных генераторов,

испольэуем:ых в это й уетанов:ке иsгото:влены не в:уетарННIМ

образом)@( име~ет вnолне "шr-дустриа.льныйн вид.

2 •.

';

ам:мrJiака/ для молекулярных генераторов. Нам был псн~аван

1·

генератор работающий на молеRулах

flf)O / f-ID.5

Наnравление эт ой работы преследует д:ву.rщую цель.
стороны исследJгется дщздрупольная

соед»mешшх,

•
С одной

свя зь д е йте р ия в

С другой -стор оны эти . вещесх:вв.

nоэволтот nолучить различные

стацца.р~IЩе часrз;оты .

В лаборатории имеются nарамагнитные усviЛители на

10

см и

этих

а тав:же магнитное ваашлоде йствие яд ер с

магнщтНЬIМ nолем мол екуJJ.ЬI.

3.

1

Ведутся работы по использованию других моле:кул /в:роме

21

см .

Усилитель на

21

3

см,

см предназначен для

наблюден;vJЯ галактического водорода .

Исnольsуе·тся цир~у

лятор у в:оторого затухание в прямом направлении состав....

1

!

ля:ет О, 3 дб. Работа 33едется по совершенствованию усщлите~1
\.

ле й,

т.е.

получение более широRе>й полосы,

мав: симал :рно й

-=~

перестройRе и т. п. Реsонаторы, испольвуе:мъУе в усилителях
волновод~.:rого

типа,

полностыо

Работа на радиотелесн:опе с
время

прев:ращена

3

ввиду того,

заполненные вещее твом.

смо

:у-силителем 13 настоящее

что

сотрудники,

эанимались ушли в n:ром:ы.шленность.

щей вo.r.LШI,

не строятс.fl,

которые им

Усилr;г:r'ели тщпа бегу

так Rак это с вязано с большой

инженерно й работой.
ЛIQбопытно отметить,

что подводящие фvщера R ревонатору

делаются ив тонкостенных
статоu..но длинных.

/0,25

мм/ лa!lВYffiiJ"'JX трубо:к, до

Это дает мен ь ш ее :в атуханше,

чем с:та..чь

1 •

трубои при умеренном испарении гелия;

J

11

4 . Ведутся работы по исследованию рела.Rсационных явлений '~·
в парамагнитных крист~1лах по поведеюшо линий сверх
тонr-\о й струttтуры~

:когда одна иэ

них н асыщается.

Соби-раются: ставить работы по исследованию релаi~сации в
~--~2~~·х~~ов~евых системах,

1

когда нет сверхтонкого рас-

щепления.

5. Д елается установка для радиоастрономии на 63 .000 мгrц
с :и:спольэованием усилителя на твердом теле для наб
людения эмиссионных линий от Солнца.

В качестве антены

испольэуется эеркадо обычного прожеЕторае Устаsовка смон

тирована на крыше одного. ив эданий универсште~а.Детадщ
'
установки нам не

бы.:ц::и продемонтрированы

..

--~

6, В лаборатории имеетс.f.r устансшr{аJ нахо1ЦЯЩ&f:fс я в с тадии
отладки,

для

генерациiJI мrпллиметровЬL't волнJ

:испольэуя

эффект Череm(ава. Расв:ащtа производится на волне в
В качестве диэлектрика испольsуетсл

см.

3

титанат бария.

Шэлу-чения на других волнах /кром:е основной в

3

i·1

см/ поЕа

не наблюдалось. Для полу-чен:Itт излучеr-пт на волне :в

1

1

''

мм.

цредподагае!fся использовать для расв:ачкш более мощный

3

ем

:;

генератор.

7.

Ведется эксnериментальная работа по соэданию молев:у

-

лярноrо генератора на оnтические частоwы с исполi;>вОванием nаров калия.

1
1

Нам был продемонстршрован реэонатор,

i.

11

сделащrый по тиnу э Та.J-:r.лона Фабри-Перо. По внешнему :виду

э~о с~емянная трубочка дщm:ой~имерно
Ш

::;20-25

вовать

100

мм с зеркалом

мм.. В :качестве детек!Vора предполагаетея исполь-

:ваrtуумные

,..... ' . . . . . ,, ':....

термопары.

;/

-· J

1
1

::~-- - ~ -..~!

1!

8.

БG.лъ шое число работ лаборатории посвящено иссл едQванию
молекJщярных

пучков

с целью исследования различных

тонких ядерных вваимоде йствий.

водством проф . Куша,
довольно давно .

который · эти.м: вопросом ванимается

Ка:к известно,

:момент элев:т-рона.

Работы веду~ся под рук о

им: был отRрнт аномальный

Работы прщр .

!свантовой радио физике не шМ:е~.

Куш а np.rrмoгo отношения R

•

.

9.

Газовой радиосnеr<тросttоnие й лаборатория Itончила эаниматься примерно

5

~ет тому наэ~д.

Однако ведутся ра•

боты по изучению МИЕре>волновш спектров свобод..чы:х: радика

лов в га:эово й фав~.

Нам была по:каэа.на установка, которая:

пр едставл.нет ив себя _ обы-u..ный радиоспеЕтроскоn. Ради:в:а.лы
непосредствеr~~о

с

получаются

помощью стеклянных

едесь же

и

вводятся в

волновод

трубок.

Метод ввода радщ:калов в волновод находится в стадии
раэработ:в:и.

10.

В лаборатории имеется nомещение в :котором установлен
~варцевый стандарт частоты.

nо мощи шлангов в. ч.

Иэ

этого помещения при

передаются частоты

1, 10

и

100

мггц

с точноетЪю 10. . .8 . Надо заметить~ что та.кая система очень
удобна.

ы-не~ожем утверждать;

что нам были покаsаны все

работы ведущшеся в лаборатории излучений Колумбийского
Унивеnситета
.._

•

2190.
,,.,., ..

о

.~~~о;еатоЕ~m т?оф .. Лейпи в хИlVIическом деnа_ытамеi-~те
R:f)JIЩ-л()ийскqг,о ..Унщв~;есщтета ,..

Лаборатория: широ:к

q

испольэует методы радиоспеitТро

....

сr~опии для чисто химических целей,
Имею тся: следующие работающие установки :

1.

Устан:овв:а по · наблюдению спектра парамагни тных
веществ.

2..

Установ:ка по исследQва..чию ядерного резонан са.

з.

Гаэовый радиоспек~росRоп.

1. Исследуrот·ся в основном свободны~ радидалы; /в осн ов-...,
ном ив бе:нэола/ :которые получаются непосредственно в
Gб•'емн0м резонаторе.

УстанщзоЕ имеется нескольк о .

Кон.кретцш ревультатов пока нет,

2.

У с<rановка для исследования .ядерного реэонанса а таю;:е

парамагни:тъiого изготовлена фирмой

Va r i

а

J1

/стоJJnдость 40 т. долларов/. Магнит обладает однороднос~JJъю

поля: поря:дка 1о- 7 в О f 5 смr.; Использование вращающеrося
обраэца позволяет достигнуть раэрешающей си.;щт до 1о-8 ~··
Рабоча.Ji: частQта установi\И

30

:и

60

МГГЦ.

При: переходе с

одной рабочей частоты на др:угую прои:sводится юстиров:ttа
ма гнит а .
в ан а.

'

Магнит охлаждается водо ~l t

t<:оторая тер:r~чос татиро-..

1

,{

'-/

21""""
..
3.

Был по казан радиоспектросн:оn

Характерно,

1.....3

см диацаэона.

1, 5

что исполъэуе:м--Diе :ttлистрщ-r.ы :в диаnавоне

ем имеют мощность nopя:дita

200

мtrJЛЛива~т.

ЗАКЛЮЧИТЕЛЬНЬJЕ 3АМЕЧАЮ1Я

1.

Следует приэнать,
на конференцию
полезной.
прордить

no

что nосылка советской делегации
в:ваrrтовой радиофизике была весьма

Она была бы более полезна,
виsы и

nодучить разреш ение

да nосещение p.rr-дa .дабораторий фирм,

если удалось
госдепартамента

ведущих работы

в этрй области.

Посещение нами Кол~лбийСRСГQ Университета

-

одного иs центров щзаитовой радиофизики дало доводь..,.
но ясное представление об уровне работ,

но r-сартина
i

оказалась не

полной,

тш~ в:ав: с пр!mл~~ш задачами

JШЬI оэнаi\Омлены практичес:в:и не

были:.

~
1

1

2.

Wщ счи~аем,
прщгла.ои1'ъ

фиэиrtов ,

что весьма целесообраэно в
о,цного,

двух вrrl.ДНЪШ

наr.q::>имер проф .

1960

году

амерванс:r-tп

Стрэццберга и nроф.

Таунс а .
Это прщглашение rrредоставило бы еще оди:у воэмо:ж-.

в:о с~ь подробщее во~и в курс работ зз едущихся в

Б АмериR е Б э~ой области .

Руководиrеель делегацwд
профессор

/А .. ПРОХОРОВ/

Члены делегац:ии :

,...

,,..

д оrстор физ . мат . наУЕ

/Н . БАСОВ/
rtанд . техничесitих

иayrt

/А . БАРЧУКОВ/
JlШ . наущщй с о трудниit

/Л . КОРНИЕНКО/

Lj /( 5""" 3 L(
vf.

/(-j_!j
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